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Part 1.  Executive Summary  
 
This paper evaluates some of the potential effects of EU-US TTIP economic integration on the trade in 
goods of 43 low-income countries (LIC) listed in Table 1. It first assesses the impact of removing the 
most-favoured nation (MFN) tariffs that apply to trade between the EU and the US.1 It then examines 
the impact of regulatory integration on sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures and technical 
barriers to trade (TBT) on LIC. These tariff and non-tariff barrier (NTB) assessments reached similar 
conclusions, as follows: 
 
The Big Picture 
The EU and US are typically in the top ten export destinations of the 43 LIC examined in this study. For 
the top three exporters of non-fuel goods (Bangladesh, Pakistan and Cambodia), the EU and US are 
among the top three destinations for their exports.   
The EU is almost twice as large a market for these 43 LIC as the US. The EU’s MFN tariffs for the 
products the 43 LIC specialise in are typically lower than 12%, while the US MFN tariff for the same 
goods are often above 15% and even 20%. 
 
Tariffs 
A transatlantic agreement carries potential threats for LIC in some sectors. The reciprocal removal of 
MFN tariffs in transatlantic trade could entail LIC lose market share to the TTIP partners as a result of 
the fall in tariffs and other barriers. The higher the initial MFN tariff, the larger the potential loss in 
preference margin for goods LIC specialise in producing.  
At risk here are Bangladesh, Pakistan and Cambodia - the largest LIC traders in non-oil goods. They 
specialise in textiles, clothing and footwear, which dominate their top 20 exports to the EU and US.  
However, the EU and US show no indication of being competitive suppliers of these products in each 
other’s markets.2  Nor do they look capable of imposing large losses in market share on LIC exporters 
of non-fuel goods after a TTIP.  
The smaller LIC traders tend to specialise in raw materials and in products governed by SPS rules.  MFN 
tariffs tend to be low or zero in these sectors. Low tariffs mean less risk of trade diversion and hence 
losses to third countries.  
Fourteen of these countries are dependent on products regulated by SPS regimes. The following 
countries have ten or more of their top 20 exports subject to SPS regimes: Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, 
Burkina Faso, Burundi, DR Congo, Malawi, Nigeria, Occupied Palestine Territories, Rwanda, Sierra 
Leone, Togo, and Uganda. These countries are potentially vulnerable if greater regulatory cooperation 
under the TTIP results in more restrictive SPS standards.   
                                                             
1 One based on close analysis of current trade performance and the use of diagnostic measures calculated using TradeSift 
software and the second on partial equilibrium (PE) modelling. The report focuses on the MFN tariffs currently applied in 
EU-US bilateral trade because that is what will change in any TTIP. More importantly, the size of the MFN tariff will 
measure the increase in price competitiveness each of the EU and US will gain in the other’s market.  The higher the MFN 
tariff applied to products in which LIC are currently competitive the larger the fall in the preference margins and 
competitiveness of LIC and hence potentially market share. 
2 As assessed by measures of export similarity, competiveness or import share. 
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SPS and TBT 
In general, the ambitions for transatlantic regulatory integration set out in the HLWG report (Annex 
1) are quite modest.  
The SPS analysis reveals that while some countries are dealing poorly with current SPS regulations on 
certain products, such as fisheries, others have high levels of compliance. Closer transatlantic 
integration, whether by harmonisation or mutual recognition, would likely result in cost savings due 
to a rationalisation of EU and US rules for those countries with success in compliance. If the EU and 
US move towards mutual recognition route, its importance is not exclusive to EU and US firms. Third 
country products meeting the rules of one partner will also meet the rules of the other. 
On TBT, the main issue to affect LIC is the harmonisation of both labelling rules and the regulatory 
treatment of azo dyes in textiles and clothing. The process of harmonising these standards is underway 
but the launch of TTIP could accelerate progress.  If implemented, these measures are likely to reduce 
the costs of doing business after some initial costs of adjustment.  
 
Policy implications 
There are limited policy options open to LIC and other developing countries that fear damage to their 
trade access to EU and US markets as a result of a TTIP. They are not at the negotiating table. They 
can lobby for ex ante changes in preferences to compensate for any perceived losses. Ex post they can 
bring cases to the WTO dispute settlement mechanism (DSM) to demand compensation. The former 
is clearly more attractive than the latter.  
Individual LIC options depend on the country’s current status and existing policy with both the EU and 
the US. First, the EU’s Everything But Arms (EBA) scheme means that many LIC already enjoy duty and 
quota free access to the EU. Second, within WTO rules it is difficult for the EU to offer increased 
preferences beyond what is on offer in the GSP and GSP+ schemes for non-LIC.  
The US has not signed up for duty free/quota free access for LIC although many LIC do receive 
preferences in the US market. This offers the US more room to grant compensation to LIC for the 
reduction in preference margins. Bangladesh, Pakistan and Cambodia currently receive no preferences 
on the US’s top 20 imports from them, so these products incur the MFN tariff.  The US could give these 
three largest exporters preferences that abolish or reduce the tariff in bilateral trade. More radically, 
it could reduce or even abolish the MFN tariff thus leaving them in the same situation as before the 
TTIP, which was facing the same tariff as EU firms.  
Why would the US take either of these options? Perhaps as a way of signalling to the other WTO 
Members that it is conscious of the systemic implications of the TTIP and is acting to protect the most 
vulnerable. It would also have the effect of reducing the any trade diversion losses to the US economy.  
Although unlikely, individual LIC might argue for some or all of the high MFN tariff lines that cover 
their specialist products to be excluded from liberalisation under the TTIP. This would have the 
advantage of satisfying domestic lobbies in the EU and US, as well as sustaining the current preference 
margins enjoyed by the LIC. Such an approach would need to comply with the WTO rules on regional 
trading arrangements (RTA). These require that “substantially all trade” is covered by any agreement. 
Although there is no consensus on the interpretation of this rule, any substantial carve-out for LIC 
would limit the freedom of the US and EU negotiators to maintain protection for their domestic list of 
sensitive products. 
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In the regulatory field there may be more opportunity for lobbying. If the EU and US succeed in 
pursuing effective mutual recognition agreements (MRA), LIC could lobby for these MRAs to be open 
to third countries meeting the rules of either the EU or US. In this context, where rules are being 
harmonised and changed for at least some producers, an LIC might look for aid to ensure that their 
testing and certification facilities were capable of meeting the new rules. More importantly perhaps, 
aid to help firms reach these standards via training or perhaps loans for capital investment would be 
a useful flanking measure to help LIC adjust to a changed regulatory environment. 
Finally, the LIC are not standing still. Their economies and trade are growing and their specialisations 
are shifting. While the TTIP negotiations get started, the LIC should continue to encourage greater 
competitiveness and flexibility in their domestic economies to be able to cope with changes in external 
circumstances.  They could also consider focusing more energy into progressing multilateral 
negotiations at the WTO. These may bring more long run greater benefits than lobbying for 
preferences or compensation linked to the TTIP.    
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Part 2. Introduction  
 
On 13 February 2013, the President of the United States, the President of the European Commission 
and the President of the European Council jointly announced that the EU and the US had agreed to 
launch negotiations on a Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). According to the final 
report of the High Level Working Group on Jobs and Growth (HLWG),3 the TTIP will aim at the: 
• Elimination or reduction of conventional barriers to trade in goods, such as tariffs 
and tariff-rate quotas.   
• Elimination, reduction, or prevention of barriers to trade in goods, services, and 
investment.   
• Enhanced compatibility of regulations and standards.   
• Elimination, reduction, or prevention of unnecessary “behind the border” NTBs to 
trade in all categories.   
• Enhanced cooperation for the development of rules and principles on global issues 
of common concern and also for the achievement of shared global economic goals.   
This study examines the impact of a TTIP that removes tariffs and increases the compatibility of non-
tariff measures between the EU and US on a group of 43 developing countries selected by DFID and 
classified by the World Bank as Low Income Countries (LIC). These LIC fall into two groups. First are 
the DFID bilateral focus countries (minus India - negotiating with EU, and South Africa – upper middle 
income) and second are the low-income countries.  
The report focuses on the MFN tariffs currently applied in EU-US bilateral trade because this is what 
will change in a TTIP. The analysis measures the increase in price competitiveness that both the EU 
and US will gain in the others’ market. When looking at many of the MFN tariffs on the products the 
EU and US import from developing countries, EU and US MFN tariffs are low. However, there are tariff 
peaks notably among textiles and clothing, footwear and some other manufactures that developing 
countries export. Here the competitive position of the EU and US suppliers versus LIC suppliers is likely 
to change.  To examine these effects, LIC trade with the EU and US needs to be assessed at a high level 
of disaggregation.  Specifically, the assessment requires the HS 6 digit level data available on a 
consistent basis for trade and tariffs between individual LIC and the EU and US from UN COMTRADE 
and UNCTAD TRAINS databases.  It then identifies products where LIC are intensively engaged and are 
likely to lose market share in EU and US markets as a result of a TTIP. 
  
                                                             
3 The analyses in this report use the HLWG final report as the guide to the maximum intentions of the 
negotiators. For convenience the HWLG final report is at Annex 1. 
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2013/february/tradoc_150519.pdf 
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Table 1. Low Income Countries Covered 
DFID Footprint Countries Low Income Countries (exc. DFID Footprint LIC) 
Afghanistan Benin 
Bangladesh Burkina Faso 
Congo DR Burundi 
Ethiopia Cambodia 
Ghana Central African Republic 
Kenya Chad 
Kyrgyz Republic Comoros 
Liberia Eritrea 
Malawi The Gambia 
Mozambique Guinea 
Myanmar Guinea-Bissau 
Nepal Haiti 
Nigeria Korea Democratic Republic 
Palestine Occupied Territories Madagascar 
Pakistan Mali 
Rwanda Mauritania 
Sierra Leone Niger 
Somalia Togo 
Sudan  
Tajikistan  
Tanzania  
Uganda  
Yemen  
Zambia  
Zimbabwe  
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The report takes three analytical approaches in three parts: 
1. Close analysis of trade and tariff data for non-mineral fuels trade using TradeSift (TS) 
software to identify any products in the trade of LIC with the US and EU for which 
the changes in trade relations between the EU and US are likely to result in a 
significant shift in competitive positions.  
2. Partial equilibrium (PE) modelling to quantify the likely impact on the removal of EU 
and US tariffs on bilateral trade on third countries and specifically changes in EU and 
US imports from LIC. 
3. Analysis of SPS and TBT measures likely to impact on individual products and 
countries by reference to the extent to which products that show up in the top 20 
lists have been vulnerable to stoppages at EU or US borders. 
Two of these approaches are qualitative and one is quantitative. Linking all three methods is the 
attempt to examine the potential effects at a disaggregated level, in this case at the 2002 Harmonised 
System 6 digit level encompassing 5000 product categories. The logic of this is based on the 
observation that aggregate analysis either at commodity or country group (for example, all UN defined 
Least Developed Countries) reveals little potential impact on developing countries. This is because on 
average the EU and US barriers towards each other are low as a result of long-term trends to 
liberalisation in the context of the WTO. It is only by drilling down to 6 digit product level by country 
that the effects of the removal of tariff peaks and other barriers between EU-US trade with 
implications for individual developing countries might be seen. This is consistent with the approach of 
an earlier study carried out by some of the authors looking at third country effects of an EU-India FTA 
(Winters et al, 2009). 
The overall aim is to give a sense of the impact of changes in tariff and NTBs in EU-US trade in goods 
on the competitive position of the most important or most exposed products in LIC trade with the EU 
and US and to link this to measures of the current competitiveness (measured using market shares 
and indices of bilateral revealed comparative advantage) in the LIC, versus the EU and US in each 
other’s market.  
The key point about the TradeSift approach is that there is no single statement or table of numbers 
that sums up the complexity. Key results are developing country, product and TTIP partner specific. In 
principle this means winnowing through up to 400,000 combinations (5000 products x 43 countries x 
two partners). The key to the results is therefore the modes of selection. While the sections on each 
approach discuss the caveats identified in each approach, they mainly focus on examining the key 
results and how they were reached. 
Finally some general caveats:  
 We have assumed a complete TTIP with no exemptions from liberalisation.  In reality 
it is likely that there will be products exempted, possibly covering as much as 10% of 
trade on each side. These will most likely be temperate zone agricultural products such 
as grains, livestock, dairy products and sugar, as well as areas of traditional protection 
among manufactures such as textiles, clothing and footwear that are of interest to LIC.   
 The study covers goods only. Data for the trade is services are generally poor. The 
ability to measure the impact of changes that might follow from mutual recognition 
or harmonisation as a result of a TTIP is limited and therefore it is difficult to make 
generalisations.  
 One difference between the TradeSift and the partial equilibrium (PE) analysis is the 
treatment of trade in fuels. Those countries exporting fuels tend to dominate exports 
to the EU and US. This makes comparisons with other LIC difficult, not least because 
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the trade in fuels is in our judgement unlikely to be very sensitive to trade policy 
variables. It is more likely to be driven by issues such as: the fuel characteristics4 of 
imports and domestic production, refinery capacity and location of foreign oil fields. 
The TradeSift analysis is therefore focused on the non-fuel imports of the EU and US. 
The PE analysis essentially looks at the products where the impact of tariff changes is 
greatest. This is because where present fuel exports tend to be very large, even a small 
tariff is likely to have large absolute effects (depending on the elasticity assumptions). 
This is the case for a few LIC in the US market. We report the fuel results in the PE 
analysis in the spirit of not excluding information that may be useful. 
 All of these analyses are based on examining actual and therefore historical data. They 
cannot to any degree predict or forecast changes in state from zero trade to positive 
amounts of trade. Thus, if a preference allows EU or US producers to start producing 
and exporting goods they did not previously export and consequently displace an LIC, 
none of these analyses will pick up that possibility.  
 In both the TradeSift and PE sections we draw on evidence that suggests that the EU 
and US do not compete significantly with LIC, either in the world or in the EU or US 
markets. This judgement draws on data on relative market shares, measures of 
revealed comparative advantage (RCA) and comparisons of the commodity structure 
of exports. These data also justify the small country assumption taken in the PE 
section. This allows analysis on the basis that US and EU producers do not exhibit 
market power, at least for the top 20 products that each LIC sells in EU and US markets.  
Note however, we work at the HS 6 digit level (around 5000 products). These data are 
aggregated from tariff line levels that may include some products where EU and US 
do compete directly with LIC and where the removal of high tariffs or other barriers in 
transatlantic trade could lead to trade diversion.   
                                                             
4 sulphur content for example 
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Part 3.  What does the trade and tariff data tell us about the 
potential effects of TTIP on developing countries? 
 
Trade data can illuminate the question of how a TTIP might affect individual developing countries. 
Some effects can be revealed by reorganising the data and asking straightforward questions such as: 
how much trade, in what, with whom and with what trends?  Manipulation of the data using absolute 
and relative export shares (revealed comparative advantage (RCA) and revealed market access (RMA)) 
or degrees of similarity in export structures (using Finger-Kreinin (FK) measures) can give an indication 
of competitive strengths and weaknesses with the world and with direct competitors and markets.  
In economic analysis terms, what we are looking for is evidence of whether any trade diversion5 or 
preference erosion6 driven by a TTIP with its accompanying regulatory integration will affect 
developing countries and more exactly, a particular LIC. Specifically we want to know: 
1. What are the most important products in US/EU imports from an LIC? 
 
2. Which of these are vulnerable to trade diversion/preference erosion? These are 
functions of: 
 
  i. The amount of trade; and 
 
  ii. The presence/size of the barriers being reduced by the formation of a TTIP 
 
3. What is the degree to which imports from an LIC compete with EU/US goods in the 
same HS 6 digit category in the world or in the EU or the US using market shares, 
bilateral revealed comparative advantage measures, Finger Kreinin (FK) and other 
measures of similarity and relative competitiveness? 
 
4. Is there evidence of greater barriers to access to the EU or US markets than to the world as 
a whole, or of indicators as to whether there are barriers, using RMA indices? 
 
5. What are all of the above at the most disaggregated product level available for all 
countries? 
This will result in a mosaic of evidence all aiming to identify products and countries that appear 
vulnerable to losses in market access to the EU and/or the US market, as a result of the impact of a 
TTIP. 
  
 
 
                                                             
5 Trade Diversion takes place when granting a trade preference to one supplier reduces market share or leads 
to a deterioration in the terms of trade of a previously competitive supplier. 
6Preference erosion takes place when the introduction of a new preferential supplier onto a market reduces 
benefits from existing  preferences 
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3.1. The Big Picture 
 
Figures 1 and 2 show that since 2000, the EU and US have been losing market share, i.e. 
competitiveness, in goods traded in each other’s market. At the same time, LIC have increased market 
share by half in the EU market and doubled it in the US. On the face of it, this might suggest that a 
preferential agreement would imply trade diversion potentially at the expense of an LIC. However, 
table 4 suggests that imports from LIC are mainly fuels and clothing based.  The price of fuels has 
increased hugely since 2000. This may explain both the decline of the EU and US shares in each other‘s 
trade and the growth of LIC shares. Fuel prices are not much affected by trade policy per se and 
therefore we don’t expect the TTIP to affect trade significantly.  For these reasons, we will ignore fuels 
(HS 27) for the analysis of trade and tariffs in this section of the paper.  
Figure 1 
 
 
 
Figure 2 
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If the tariffs faced by LIC in the EU and US markets are high, it suggests probable trade diversion 
irrespective of market share. Table 4 of Annex 2 however suggests average US tariffs against the EU 
of 3.1% and of the EU tariffs against the US of 4.1%. Therefore, the change in competitive positions 
brought about the TTIP is, on average, unlikely to be significant.  
More specifically, it is worth noting that there is practically no similarity between, on the one hand, 
the structure at HS 6 Digit level (around 5000 product categories) of the non-fuel exports of the LIC to 
the EU and US, and on the other hand, the exports of the EU to the US, and of the US to the EU (Annex 
3, Table 4). This is measured using TradeSift by calculating FK7 statistics. If the FK=1 then the export 
structures would be exactly similar and if FK=0 there would be no similarity. The FKs in Annex 3 Table 
4 vary between 0.00 and 0.08 and show no tendency to increase over time, indicating little if any 
similarity. This suggests that at the aggregate level the EU and the US are not competing with LIC to 
any significant extent, even ignoring fuels. The FK indicator along with low average tariffs thus suggests 
that trade diversion at the expense of an LIC is unlikely to be very significant. 
There is, however, potential for specific problems with specific products for specific LIC where tariff 
peaks or SPS policies or TBTs represent a specific threat of losing market share or terms of trade 
advantages in EU or US markets. Even if tariffs and FK are low, the new preferences may still be 
sufficient to damage LIC interests if the EU or US product is a close substitute for LIC products. This 
requires a more detailed examination of the performance of an LIC in the EU and US markets. 
 
3.2. Looking at the detail 
 
The first core point of this analysis indicates that what will change is the EU-US tariff against each 
other. This is the applied MFN tariff rate (not the bound tariff rate where that is different). We have 
assumed that the MFN tariff will be abolished. We have made no allowances for excluded products. 
Thus, we have not focused on the tariffs faced by LIC. The Everything But Arms (EBA) regime allows 
effectively all goods from an LIC to enter the EU duty and quota free and GSP preferences allow non-
LIC many preferences. However, the bottom line is that their competitive positions will be eroded by 
the disappearance of MFN tariffs in EU-US trade and the prevailing MFN tariff is the precise measure 
of that deterioration. 
The second core point is that the analysis will focus on EU and US non-fuel imports from LIC and 
specifically, the top 20 non-fuel import categories by value averaged over the years 2009-11. This is 
to ensure that absent data in particular years do not lead to unrepresentative results. The top 20 
products generally represent between 70% and 90% of total non-fuel imports from individual LIC and 
seldom less than 50%. We use imports because that is where the effects of a TTIP on third countries 
will be felt. Furthermore, the US and EU data is often more up to date and consistent than export data 
from LIC available from the UN, World Bank and UNCTAD databases. That does not mean that we 
ignore the global databases. Indeed we take the import and tariff data from there. As will be seen, we 
also need LIC export data to calculate some of the indicators that are required to assess 
competitiveness and market access. Most importantly, using the global databases ensures consistency 
in product definitions, albeit with the limitation that we can drill down no further than HS 6 Digit. 
National classifications can go deeper to eight or ten digit but are not internationally comparable 
beyond HS 6 digit.    
The country detail is set out in Annex 2. It produces a set of 6 graphics and 4 tables that attempt to 
map the importance of the EU and US markets to each country by looking at current trade and tariff 
patterns as well as statistics, such as revealed comparative advantage and revealed market access.  
                                                             
7 Definitions and guidance to interpretation of the FK as well as the RCA and RMA are given at Annex 2  
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The table and graphics in Annex 2 provide guidance for individual countries as to where the risks from 
a TTIP may lie. They are not definitive but in conjunction with the detailed country/product results 
from the partial equilibrium analysis in the next section and Annex 3, they should allow key products 
at risk to be identified. It must be stressed that the TradeSift results are qualitative and need 
judgement based on local knowledge when deciding what is important or not; or whether to drill down 
further, either below the top 20 or to look at EU or trade statistics at eight   or ten digit for badly 
affected products. 
 
3.3. Overview of Country results 
 
Table 4 for the EU market and Table 3 for the US market offer an overview of the country results for 
2011 from the TradeSift analyses. Each summarises in two ways: first a focus on the top ten importers 
into each market and then on the rest of the LIC. Second, a qualitative overview of the data notably 
on: 
3.3.1. Current tariffs faced by top imports from LIC (column 6) 
 
3.3.2. A frequency table (labelled column 7) of how many of the top 20 products 
for each country have an MFN tariff below 5%, between 5% and 10%, 10% 
and 15% and above 15%. The more products there are in the right – hand 
columns of the frequency table the more likely there is to be trade diversion 
losses for that country. 
 
3.3.3. A simple count of the number of plant and animal products in the top 20. 
This is an indicator of the relevance of SPS measures (column 8). See section 
4 of the paper for the implications of this. 
 
3.3.4. A count of the top 20 products where the bilateral RCA with the EU in the 
US market and the US in the EU market are positive or negative (column 9). 
A high positive count suggests strong competitiveness and hence that trade 
diversion less likely. A high negative count suggests the opposite, along with 
looking at detailed tables and graphics in Annex 2 to see if poor 
competitiveness is associated with high MFN tariff or SPS vulnerable 
products. 
 
3.3.5. A count of average and top 20 product RMA estimates along with whether 
they are above or below 1 (column 10). If they are above 1 it suggests that 
the country faces fewer market access obstacles than in the world market. 
This indicates less vulnerability to NTBs. If RMA are negative then access is 
already worse than in the world as a whole, which indicates either NTBs or 
poor competiveness. 
 
3.3.6. A rough and ready judgement as to whether there is a problem or not 
(Column 11). 
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As a caveat, the RCA and RMA data and the importance of the EU and US markets to LIC (column 2) 
depend on export data from Comtrade/WITS. Where these data are missing, the cells are empty. 
First, at a general level the top ten countries dominate in each market: in the EU they are responsible 
for more than 80% of total non-fuel imports from LIC, while in the US market 95%. In scale terms, the 
top ten is where the main effects if any will be.  
Second, the EU is roughly twice as important a market for LIC as the US.  
Third, overall Figure 3 indicates that the EU and US are major markets for the top four countries 
(except perhaps for the US in the case of Ghana). It is also worth noting that the top 20 products 
represent around 70% of the top four’s exports to these markets 
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TABLE 2
LIC: EU import sources 2011 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
COUNTRY Importance Rank in value % of total applied tariff no of products with  No of SPS products Bilateral RCA vs US in world for EU top 20 RMA in EU vs World Judgement
of EU MarketEU imports non fuel imports on top 20 positive MFN tariffs in top 20
From from LIC products < 5% 5.1-10% 10.1-15% 15.1%+
TOP 10 Rank LIC $bn %
Bangladesh 1 1 12 31.7 all zero 0 1 19 0 1 Positive all categories average > 1, 1 > for 5 products RCA and RMA suggest no serious threat 
Pakistan 1 2 6.4 16.9 only 2 zero 2 4 10 0 1 Negative in 1 categories average > 1, 1 > for 5 products RCA and RMA suggest no serious threat 
Ghana 2 3 2.5 6.7 all zero 4 8 0 3 12 Negative in 6 categories 2 high MFN Average<1, 6 categories <1 RCA and RMA and SPS  vulnerability suggest moderate threat
Cambodia 2 4 1.8 4.8 all Zero 0 2 13 4 0 Negative in 2 categories, moderate MFN Average >1, 7 categorioes <1 RCA and Average RMA suggests no serious trhreat
Mozambique not in top 10 5 1.8 4.8 all zero 3 0 4 0 9 Negative in 6 categories, none high MFN Average>1, 3 categories<1 Potenti alSPS vulnerability needs investigating
Kenya 1 6 1.8 4.7 all zero 5 2 2 5 14 Negative in 2 categories, negligible MFN Average close to 1 Potenti alSPS vulnerability needs investigating
Nigeria 1 7 1.6 4.3 11 zero, rest<6% 3 2 1 0 8 negative in 8 categories; only 1 high MFN Average>1, 5 categories<1 MFN tariffs, RCA suggest no major threat
Mauritania 1 8 1.1 2.9 all  zero 0 5 5 0 13 negative in 11 categories MFN tariffs  low Average<1, May be some issues around Fish on MFN/SPS
Ethiopia 1 9 1 2.6 all  zero 9 1 3 0 7 negative in 6 categories; all  Low MFN Average<1, 4 cat<1 RCA and RMA suggest no problems but some high MFN and moderate SPS vulnerability
Madagascar 1 10 0.8 2 all  zero 2 3 11 2 8 RCA all positive Average<1, all categories>1 RCA, Low MFN and moderate SPS vulnerability
Total 30.8 81.4
Rest of DFID 43
Afghanistan 6 31 0.07 0.2 all zero 11 1 0 0 6 negative in 17 categories average<1, all categories<1 little impact MFN tariff zero or less than 5% so no deterioration in preference margin
Benin 5 29 0.07 0.2 all zero 5 3 0 0 7 negative in 8 categories average<1, 14 categories<1 Little impact, MFN tariffs low on top 20, positive RCA on more than half of top 20 
Burkina Faso 3 26 0.09 0.2 all zero 6 1 1 0 11 negative in 7 categories average<1, 4 categories<1 Little impact, MFN tariffs low on top 20, positive RCA on more than half of top 20 
Burundi 1 32 0.07 0.2 all zero 5 3 2 1 14 negative in 9 categories average=1, 6 categories<1 some high MFN, 14 products vulnerable to SPS but competitiveness good
Cent Af Rep 1 27 0.08 0.2 all zero 2 0 0 0 6 negative in 6 categories average>1, 14 categories >1 Little impact MFN tariff zero or less than 5% so no deterioration in preference margin 6 products only open to SPS
Chad 35 0.04 0.1 all zero 10 0 2 1 1 na na Little impact
Comoros 39 0.01 neg all zero 9 6 0 0 6 na na low MFN; low SPS
DRC 11 0.72 1.9 all zero 3 0 0 0 11 na na MFN zero for all but 3; 11 SPS categories
Eritrea 40 0.01 neg all zero 5 1 4 0 5 na na high MFN tariffs on 5 clothing products,0nly 5 SPS products
The Gambia 8 36 0.03 0.1 all zero 3 2 3 0 10 negative in 6 categories average above 1 in 2010; 6 products >1some high mfn products & 10 SPS
Guinea 1 16 0.59 1.6 all zero 1 3 2 0 7 negative in 10 average above 1; 7 products >1 some high mfn  products & 7 SPS
Guinea Bissau 41 0.01 neg all zero 4 1 2 0 6 na na low mfn  products & 6 SPS
Haiti 37 0.03 0.1 all zero 4 2 5 0 7 na na 5 low  mfn  products & 7 SPS
Kyrgystan 28 0.07 0.2 4 products +ve 2 3 1 0 2 na na few +ve MFN tariffs and only 2SPS
Liberia 20 0.29 0.8 all zero 3 0 0 0 3 na na
Malawi 1 19 0.32 0.9 all zero 4 1 0 1 6 negative for 5 products average above 1: 7  products>1 little if any effect expected
Mali 3 33 0.06 0.2 all zero 3 0 0 0 8 negative for 11 products all zero or low MFN little if any effect; MFN low, SPS exposure low, competitveness quite high 
Myanmar 9 22 0.23 0.6 negative for all products average below 1; 2 products>1
Nepal 24 0.13 0.3 all zero 2 4 12 0 1 negative for all products average below 1; 14 products>1 concentration in clothing means high MFN and poor competitveness vas US on EU market suggests could face problems
Niger 1 18 0.4 1 all zero 8 1 0 0 4 negative for 19 products average above 1; 6 products>1 MFN tariffs low but so is competitiveness. Overall not likely to be big effects
Occ Palestine Ter 5 38 0.02 neg faces MFN tariff 9 2 2 0 11 negative for 5 products average below 1; 5 products>1 faces high tariffs already and is competitive but SPS exposure quite high. Potential for losses moderate
Rwanda 1 30 0.07 0.2 all zero 5 0 0 0 7 negative for 11 products all zero or low MFN average below 1; 4 products>1 MFN tariffs low on even low competitive products; SPS exposure low
Sierra Leone 21 0.23 0.6 all zero 3 1 0 0 4 MFN tariffs zero or less than 5% and SPS exposure low so no big shock expected
Somalia 42 0 neg all zero 4 2 4 0 11
Sudan 4 23 0.15 0.4 all zero 8 0 0 0 11 negative for 10 products but all low MFN taiffs average below 1; 3 products>1 not much threat - MFN tariffs a low but SPS exposure highand RMA low suggesting already facing higher barriers than in rest of world
Tajikistan 25 0.1 0.3 faces MFN or GSP tariff 7 4 2 0 0
Togo 4 17 0.44 1.2 all zero 2 2 0 1 9 negative for 10 products but all low MFN tariffs average below 1; 7 products>1 not much threat - MFN tariffs a low but SPS exposure hihg and RMA low suggesting already facing higher barriers than in rest of world
Uganda 1 14 0.63 1.7 all zero 2 1 3 1 15 negative for 4 products average below 1; 10 products>1 some high MFN tariffs - fish and bananas: competitiveness good and RMA doesn’t suggest high NTB
U Rep of Tanzania 5 12 0.71 1.9 all zero 2 1 1 0 9 negative for 6 products average below 1; 9 products>1 some high MFN tariffs - fish : competitiveness good and RMA doesn’t suggest high NTB
Yemen 4 34 0.06 0.2 all zero 4 2 1 0 8 negative for 18 products average below 1; 3 products>1 low MFN tariffs, medium SPS exposure, poor competitiveneaa and  low RMA signal poss NTB
Zambia 5 13 0.7 1.9 all zero 2 0 2 0 8 negative for 10 products average below 1; 4 products>1 low MFN tariffs, medium SPS exposure, medium competitivenes but  low RMA signal poss NTB
Zimbabwe 2 15 0.62 1.6 all zero 3 2 1 0 9 negative for 8 products average below 1; 11 products>1 low MFN tariffs, mediun SPS exposure, good competitiveness but  low RMA signal poss NTB
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TABLE 3
LIC: US top  import sources for non fuel imports 2011. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
COUNTRY Importance Rank in value % of total applied tariff no of products in top 20 with No of SPS products Bilateral RCA vs EU RMA in US vs World Judgement
of US Market US imports $bn from LIC on top 20 positive MFN tariffs in top 20 in world 
to LIC From
TOP 10 Rank LIC < 5% 5.1-10% 10.1-15% 15.1%+
Bangladesh 2 1 5.1 34.5 MFN tariff 1 7 7 3 1 Positive in 19 categories Average >1;5 categories <1  faces MFN tariff but  seems robustly competitive faces  big fall in pref margin
Pakistan 2 2 4 27.3 MFN tariff 2 8 6 4 0 all positive average<1: 5 categories <1 faces full MFN but  competitive:faces big fall in preference margin
Cambodia 1 3 2.8 19.1 MFN Tariff 0 3 6 11 0 positive in 15 products Average<1: only 1 product <1 faces full MFN  but robustly competative: faces big fall in preference margin
Haiti 1 4 0.8 5.2 all zero 1 2 9 5 3 na na
Kenya 4 5 0.4 2.7 all zero 0 3 7 6 5 negative in 3 categories Average<1: only 2 products>1 MFN tariffs high and moderate SPS exposure
Ghana 7 6 0.4 2.4 all zero 2 2 0 0 10 negative in 4 categories Average<1: only 5products>1  MFN tariffs low and so is threat but half products face SPS
Liberia na 7 0.2 1.1 mainly zero 1 2 0 0 2 MFN Tariffs low and so is SPS exposure
Nigeria 3 8 0.2 1.1 all zero 4 1 0 0 12 Negative in 10 products average close to1;only 4 products>1 MFN Tariffs low but SPS exposure moderate
Ethiopia 4 9 0.1 1.1 all zero 3 3 2 4 9 Negative in 14 products Average<1; 13 categories > 1 MFN tariffs low, SPS exposure quite high, RCA weak
Guinea 4 10 0.1 0.8 all zero 1 1 2 2 7 negative in 14 products average >1; only 2 categories >1 MFN Tariffs low and SPS exposure moderate but RCA weak; 
Total 14.1 95.3
Rest of LIC
Afghanistan 10 23 0.02 0.1 all zero 8 2 0 0 3 negative for 17 products average <1; no products >1 MFN tariffs low or zero and SPS exposure low  so not much impact expected
Benin outside top 10 35 0.002 neg all zero 5 2 1 0 2 negative for 18 products average <1; 6 products >1 MFN tariffs mainly low or zero and SPS exposure low  so not much impact expected
Burkina Faso outside top 10 32 0.004 0.02 all zero 9 2 0 1 6 negative for 16 products average <1;1 product>1 MFN tariffs mainly low or zero (tobacco apart) and SPS exposure low  so not much impact expected especially if tobacco excluded from FTA
Burundi outside top 10 26 0.01 0.07 all zero 0 0 0 0 3 nr nr non fuel imports 99% coffee with zero MFN tariff: no impact from EU-US FTA
Cent Af Rep outside top 10 29 0.006 0.04 all zero 6 0 0 0 9 negative for 16 products average >1; 6 categories >1 MFN tariffs mainly zero, positive tariffs <3%. No expected effect
Chad na 27 0.009 0.06 all zero 4 0 1 0 2 na na MFN tariffs mainly zero, only 1 positive tariffs<10% . small expected effect
Comoros na 36 0.002 neg all zero 3 0 0 0 3 na na imports 99% Cloves. FTA no effect
DRC na 21 0.027 0.18 all zero 6 0 0 0 8 na na all mfn tariffs less than 5%, most zero  
Eritrea na 40 0.001 neg all zero 8 1 3 0 4 na na most MFN zero or very low; only clothing above 10%. But not most important product 
The Gambia 10 41 0.001 neg all zero 3 3 0 0 7 negative in 19 products average >1; 6 categories >1 tariffs low, SPS exposure med/low but competitiveness low
Guinea Bissau na 38 0.003 neg all zero 1 1 0 0 1 na na 80% of non fuel imports coffee and diamonds where MFN tariff zero. No impact expected
Kyrgystan na 33 0.003 neg all zero 5 3 0 2 2 na na very high MFN on tobacco & clothing so some risk there
Madagascar 6 11 0.091 0.62 all zero 1 2 8 4 3 negative in 2 products average RMA falling to <1. 8 products> 1 12 MFN tariffs>10%; all in clothing. Potentially exposed
Malawi 5 13 0.068 0.47 zero except on tobacco 0 2 2 9 11 negative in 9 products average=1: 9 products>1 v. high MFN on tobacco and clothing point to vulnerabilities
Mali 5 31 0.004 0.03 all zero 10 1 0 0 3 negative in 16 products average<1: 8 products>1 low MFN tariffs, low SPS exposure, but low competitiveness
Mauritania not in top 10 37 0.001 neg zero or negligible 9 2 0 0 3 negative in 18 products average=1: 6 products>1 not an important market, MFN tariffs low SPS exposure low
Mozambique not in top 10 18 0.036 0.25 zero except on tobacco 2 3 0 3 8 negative in 9 products average<1: 2 products>1 Tobacco and 1 clothing category appart  MFN tariffs low so impact likely to be small
Myanmar not in top 10 42 neg neg no substantive trade na na na na 0 na na no trade:no impact
Nepal na 12 0.084 0.57 MFN or GSP 4 9 1 0 1 na na dominated by apparel and carpets but mainly with low MFN tariffs,not SPS sensitive
Niger 6 30 0.004 0.03 all zero 3 1 0 0 1 Negative for 20 products Average>1; 6 products>1 low MFN tariffs, low SPS exposure, but low competitiveness
Occ Palestine Ter 6 28 0.009 0.06 MFN + some preferences 5 2 3 5 6 negative in 14 products average<1: 2 products>1 MFN tariffs biased to high levels and medium SPS exposure
Rwanda 9 19 0.032 0.22 zero except on luggage 4 1 0 1 4 negative in 13 products average=1: 3 products>1 imports conc on luggage: MFN tariff up to 20%
Sierra Leone na 22 0.027 0.18 all zero 7 1 1 0 3 na na low MFN tariffs, low SPS exposure, not much impact expected
Somalia na 39 neg neg all zero 7 2 0 0 4 na na negligible trade, low MFN. Little if any impact
Sudan not in top 10 25 0.011 0.08 3 product, 2 zero 0 0 1 0 1 na na 99% Gum arabic. MFN=0%
Tajikistan na 24 0.012 0.09 MFN 6 4 1 0 0 na na low MFN tariffs, no likely displacement as EU very low presence in these good in US market
Togo not in top 10 20 0.032 0.22 all zero 2 4 1 0 11 negative for 12 products average<1: 3 products>1 some high MFN tariffs and moderate SPS exposure but competitiveness strong
Uganda not in top 10 16 0.048 0.33 mainly zero some MFN 3 4 0 1 10 negative for 11 products average<1: 3 products>1 one high MFN tariff and med exposure to SPS so some vulnerability but competitiveness moderately strong
U Rep of Tanzania not in top 10 14 0.06 0.41 all zero 3 3 2 4 9 negative in 6 products average<1: 7 products>1 some high MFN tariffs and moderate SPS exposure but competitiveness strong
Yemen 9 34 0.003 0.02 all zero 6 1 0 0 6 negative in 18 products average<1: 2 products>1 low MFN tariffs low SPS exposure, but low competitiveness
Zambia not in top 10 17 0.048 0.32 all zero bar tobacco 6 3 0 1 7 negative for 11 products average<1: 2 products>1 Tobacco apart  MFN tariffs low so impact likely to be small
Zimbabwe not in top 10 15 0.052 0.36 all zero bar tobacco 4 1 0 2 7 negative for 8 products average<1: 2 products>1 Tobacco apart  MFN tariffs low and compeitiveness strong so impact likely to be small
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Fourth, the top ten countries in the EU and US are dominated by Bangladesh (around a third of total 
LIC non-fuel imports in both the EU and US) and Pakistan (a quarter share in the US and 15% in the 
EU), and mainly in clothing and textile products. Ghana is third in the EU (7% share, dominated by SPS 
products) and 6th on the US (2%). Cambodia (20% - also dominated by clothing and footwear) is third 
in the US and fourth in the EU (5%). Thus, the top three in the EU represent 55% of total non-fuel 
imports from LIC, while the top three in the US represent 81% of the total. The four countries as a 
group add up to 60% of EU and 83% of US total non-fuel imports from LIC. 
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Figure 3.  Importance of EU and US markets to Bangladesh, Pakistan, Cambodia and Ghana  
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The main aim of this study is to look for problems arising from a TTIP for individual LIC no matter how 
small. Nevertheless, it remains true that the top three LIC suppliers into each partner not only 
represent a large share of the trade at risk but also of populations at risk. These are Bangladesh, 
Pakistan and Cambodia into the USA and Bangladesh, Pakistan and Ghana into the EU. By looking in 
more detail at the four countries concerned can be seen as a covering the main risks. Also walking 
through the tables column-by-column will give a sense of how the (necessarily broad) individual 
judgements for the rest of the LIC were reached. 
In the EU, Bangladesh benefits from EBA preferences and pays a zero tariff on its top 20 exports. 
However, the MFN tariffs on the top 20 are above 10% for 19 products and 15% for one, so any US 
competitors in these products will enjoy a moderate to strong boost to competitiveness. Only one 
product is vulnerable to SPS rules changing. On the other hand, the bilateral RCA against the US in the 
EU market for the top products from Bangladesh are all strongly positive suggesting that it is operating 
in a different part of the market. Indeed, the US share of EU imports of these products is low (see the 
Bangladesh country tables in Annex 2). The US tables show a similar pattern. One major initial 
difference is that Bangladesh faces MFN tariffs in the US market. The MFN tariffs are higher on average 
than in the EU market (three of the Bangladesh top 20 products have MFN tariffs above 15%). The 
RCA and RMA are positive, which suggests a strong competitive position against EU competitors in the 
US market and the world. Market shares are many multiples of the EU shares on items with positive 
MFN tariffs. The overall judgement is that any trade diversion seems unlikely to be a major problem 
in either market because of strong initial competitiveness.  
In the EU Market, Pakistan has GSP preferences but MFN tariffs are between 10% and 15% for ten 
products out of the top 20, and between 5% and 10% for four products. Thus, the US would receive a 
moderate to strong price competitive boost. One product is SPS-vulnerable.  The RCA suggest that the 
US does not currently compete with Pakistan directly in these products. In the US market, Pakistan 
faces the MFN tariff. The MFN tariff on 18 out of the top 20 products is above 5% and four are above 
15%. No product is SPS sensitive. So there is a price competiveness boost for EU producers. Yet as with 
Bangladesh, Pakistan is in an initial competitive position on the top 20 with high RCA and hugely higher 
market shares than the US in the EU market, or the EU in the US market, for all top 20 products with 
a positive MFN tariff. So once more it seems likely that Pakistan is operating in a part of the market 
where the EU and US are not strong competitors.  
In the EU market Cambodia gets EBA treatment but the MFN tariffs for its top 20 products are biased 
to the high end of the scale; seventeen tariffs are above 10% and exceptionally for the EU, four (all 
footwear) are above 15%. There is zero SPS relevance.  Strong RCA and RMA performance suggests 
competiveness is strong.  In the US, Cambodia faces full MFN tariffs. Of its top 20 products, no less 
than 11 face tariffs above 15%, with zero SPS exposure. This competitive position is strong on market 
shares, RCA and RMA. The abolition of these high US MFN tariffs on Cambodia’s top 20 products 
promises a significant price advantage for EU producers, but the competitiveness story suggests that 
the EU does not compete in same market segments as Cambodia. 
In the EU market, Ghana faces zero tariffs on the top 20 products. MFN tariffs on the top 20 are 
generally low but three are above 15% (two fish products and bananas). SPS sensitivity applies to 12 
products. Bilateral RCA against the US in the EU market are negative for six products (two with MFN 
tariffs above 15%) and average RMA below one on all but six products. In the US market, Ghana faces 
zero tariffs on its top 20. MFN tariffs are low. SPS Exposure applies to ten products. The RCA is negative 
for only four products and the RMA is below one on all but five products. Overall Ghana looks 
vulnerable to US competition on fish products in the EU and on SPS more generally. Bananas have 
been the cause of trade disputes involving both the EU and US in the GATT and WTO for several 
decades and could be a point of contention in TTIP negotiations. 
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Beyond the top ten countries in the EU and US market, the lists in Tables 3 and 4 are alphabetical. In 
general, MFN tariffs on the top 20 products for these are low but competiveness as measured by RCA 
and RMA is weak. There are exceptions. Table 4 shows the countries in the EU and US markets where 
one of the following three conditions is met:   
- five or more of the top 20 products have MFN >10% 
- one or more of the top 20 products have MFN tariff greater than >15% 
- ten or more of the top 20 products are subject to SPS restrictions.   
 
These results are summarised in Table 4 drawing on Tables 3 and 4, which in turn summarises the 
country tables in Annex 2. 
 
Table 4.  LIC potentially vulnerable to negative third country effects on non-fuel exports from 
transatlantic integration  
 
 
Market  5 or more of top 20 
products have MFN  
   10%<Tariff<15% 
1 or more of top 20 
products have MFN 
Tariff>15%  
10 or more of top 20 
products are Exposed to 
SPS  
EU   Bangladesh, Pakistan,  
Cambodia, Haiti, 
Mauritania,  
Madagascar, Nepal  
Cambodia, Ghana, Chad, 
Burundi, Madagascar, 
Malawi, Togo  
Ghana, Kenya, 
Mauritania, Burkina 
Faso, Burundi, DR 
Congo, the Gambia, 
Occupied Palestine 
Territories, Rwanda, 
Somalia, Sudan, Uganda 
USA   Bangladesh, Pakistan, 
Cambodia Haiti, Kenya, 
Madagascar,  
Bangladesh, Pakistan, 
Cambodia, Haiti, Kenya, 
Ethiopia, Guinea, 
Burkina Faso, Kyrgyz 
Republic, Madagascar, 
Malawi, Mali, 
Mozambique, Occupied 
Palestine Territories, 
Rwanda, Togo, Uganda 
Ghana, Nigeria, Malawi, 
Togo and Uganda  
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In Table 4 some countries appear in more than one column. In the EU market, five countries 
(Burundi, Cambodia, Ghana, Madagascar, Mauritania) appear in two columns. In the US, 
nine countries (Bangladesh, Cambodia, Haiti, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Pakistan, Togo, 
Uganda) appear in two columns. To complete the set, 13 countries appear in one of the 
columns in each of the EU and US rows and are thus at risk of trade diversion losses in both 
markets. (Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Ghana, Haiti, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, 
Occupied Palestine Territories, Pakistan, Rwanda, Togo, Uganda) 
 
3.4 Conclusions  
 
First, the non-fuel imports of the EU and US from LIC are highly concentrated with 60% of EU 
and 83% of US imports coming from four countries – Bangladesh, Pakistan, Cambodia and 
Ghana. 
Second, the top 20 products (textile products, clothing and footwear mainly) imported from 
Bangladesh, Pakistan, Cambodia face high MFN tariffs typically above 10% and some above 
15%, so there is potentially significant boost to US and EU price competiveness in these 
products from a TTIP. These three countries have however a significant initial competitive 
position measured by import share relative to US and EU suppliers and high bilateral RCA.  On 
balance, the competitiveness position probably outweighs the threat of trade diversion losses 
but this is not a quantified result 
Third, the EU and US’s non-fuel imports from Ghana generally face low MFN tariffs.  In the EU 
however, fish and banana imports face MFN tariffs above 15%. In both EU and US, ten of the 
top 20 products are exposed to SPS measures.  
Fourth, for the remaining 39 LIC in general, MFN tariffs on their top 20 products are low but 
so is competitiveness. Nonetheless, if tariffs are low then trade diversion effects are likely to 
be small. But there are outliers to the pattern of low MFN tariffs on the top 20 products. 
Specifically of initial concern is that outside the top four countries selling into EU and US 
markets, 26 LIC (Burkina Faso, Burundi, Chad, DR Congo, Ethiopia, the Gambia, Guinea, Haiti, 
Kenya, Kyrgyz Republic, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Nepal, Nigeria, 
Occupied Palestine Territories, Somalia, Sudan Rwanda , Togo, Uganda) face some potential 
disadvantages from the successful completion of the TTIP. These will arise from the granting 
of a significant price advantage to EU or US firms following from the abolition of MFN tariffs 
on implementation or less concretely, the possibility of the EU and US harmonizing SPS 
barriers at a higher level than now.    
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Part 4. The TTIP Partial Equilibrium Analysis  
4.1  Introduction 
The objective of the partial equilibrium (PE) analysis is to quantify the effects of trade policy 
changes, and in particular those related to changes in tariffs or taxes applied to goods. It is 
generally used to measure the impact of changes in tariffs from a particular country on trade 
flows originated in one or more partner country. PE analysis is ex ante in the sense that it uses 
current data to simulate and estimate the expected impact in the short-run. Furthermore, it 
is also static since it uses present data to make predictions without considering how other 
factors may change over time. Nevertheless, PE analysis has two main advantages. First, it 
allows for formulating predictions about forward-looking trade policy questions using existing 
economic relationships. Second, and as described below, it allows for work with very 
disaggregated trade data and identifying those product lines with larger (smaller) trade 
impacts from specific trade policy changes     
In this report, we use the PE analysis to simulate the impact of TTIP on a specified group of 43 
LIC. The PE analysis takes each market (in this case each product) in isolation from the rest of 
‘the market’. As a result, any impacts on imports of a particular product have no effects on 
other products, regardless of whether these goods can be considered 
substitutes/complements or related goods in a processing chain. However, it considers the 
effects on similar products coming from different origins (what we call varieties). Whilst in 
theory it is possible to consider exports and domestic production, lack of data restricts PE to 
the analysis of imports from different origins for a particular product in a given country. The 
PE analysis presented here complements the analysis performed using the Sussex Framework 
(SF) and TradeSift (TS) section. SF-TS methodologies share with the PE analysis the focus on 
analysing each product separately, isolating the product specific effects from other potential 
effects. The value added of the PE analysis is that it allows for estimating the product and 
origin specific trade changes arising from specific tariff cuts based on a set of given economic 
relationships. 
The PE analysis presented here analyses the changes in import behaviour of the EU and the 
US arising from greater integration between these regions. In particular, the focus of the 
simulation is on the impacts of EU-US integration on a group of 43 countries selected by DFID. 
These are mainly low income developing and least-developed countries; the remaining 
countries are considered in a single group named the Rest of the World (ROW). 
The large number of selected countries considered here complicates the presentation of the 
results. Therefore, we first focus our analysis on the description of aggregate results for LIC 
as a group in the EU and the US markets. This will help to identify the products that will be 
most affected by the agreement. For these products, we will present tables showing the trade 
changes for each of the countries considered to gain more insight about the particular effects 
on each on them. A description of the most relevant results is presented in the conclusions. 
For expositional reasons, to select the products with larger effects and given the large size 
differences between the signatories and LIC, we will in general focus on changes in the value 
of imports in the EU and US market (or exports of LIC) rather than percentage changes. This 
reasoning rests on the differences in size between the signing parties and the 43 LIC, which 
may imply important percentage changes in their exports to the signing parties in products 
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with minimal and/or sporadic trade. The application of this criterion prevents being misled by 
important percentage changes on negligible changes in values and to ensure that we identify 
those products that are heavily affected by the agreement. However, for the sake of 
comparison we will always present percentage changes as additional information. Whilst we 
may limit the presentation of results to the top ten or top 20 most affected products, the 
model is run considering all products and this criterion only is used at the time of presenting 
the results.  
This section is structured as follows. Section 2 deals with the modelling strategy, the model 
definition and the elasticities used in the model. Section 3 describes the data used. In Section 
4 some general results of the simulations are presented. It is important to note that these 
should not be taken as the total effects in each selected country of the agreement. This is 
since it is incorrect to add the partial equilibrium results for individual products and to 
represent the total as the overall impact on either the exporting or importing countries. 
Notwithstanding this, a sense of direction and scale of impacts is gained by looking across all 
the affected product categories.  
In the sixth section we present lists of the most affected products for each LIC as result of the 
agreement. For each country, two tables are presented: one with the products that will have 
the greatest effects in the exports to the EU and another on the exports to the US. Given the 
length of the report, we have refrained from presenting a detailed analysis of each country.  
In the conclusions, we identify some products in some countries that will have effects that 
have caught our attention from our reading of these tables.  
4.2  Model definition: Data and simulations 
Intuitively, the functioning of the model is as follows: a reduction in EU tariffs for products 
from the US generates a reduction in the aggregate price of imports. This reduction in the 
price of imports will trigger an increase in imports regardless of the origin, but each origin 
share is adjusted according to the elasticity of substitution between origins and considering 
that the domestic import price (export price plus tariff) falls only for some exporters. As a 
result, imports from the US increase while imports from other countries are reduced. 
Therefore, there are two effects on EU imports: a scale effect where imports increase 
regardless of the origin and a substitution effect between origins. This implies that in absolute 
value, the sum of import changes in excluded countries is not equal to the change in imports 
from the US. This is since there is implicitly a trade creation component involved. In effect, 
the US exports to the EU will grow by more than the reduction of the EU imports from the 
excluded countries.8  
Given the lack of information about liberalisation schedules and lists of excluded products 
under negotiation for the TTIP, we have assumed complete and full liberalisation between 
                                                             
8 Import data is obtained from UN Comtrade database using the HS 2002 nomenclature system. In order to avoid 
outliers in products resulting from unusual high or low values of imports, we have taken the average for the 
years 2009-2011 as the baseline for the simulations. Imports are in million of US dollars. Tariffs applied on EU 
and US imports are from the TRAINS database. Tariffs currently applied by the EU (US) on imports coming from 
the US (EU) correspond to MFN (Most Favoured Nation) tariffs.  
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both signatories. Therefore, the simulation exercise analyses the reduction of all applied 
tariffs to both countries to zero. 
Annex 5 of this report presents additional information about the definition of the model, 
including the equations and elasticities used in the model. 
4.3 Modelling strategy and assumptions 
Small country assumption 
The objective of this simulation is to identify products or sectors most affected by the TTIP 
agreement, in particular in LIC. When defining the model, the first challenge of the modelling 
strategy is dealing with the large size in terms of their participation in world trade of both 
signing countries. It is expected that the TTIP may have notable effects on international prices 
of several products. As a result, not only export quantities are likely to be affected by the 
agreement but the price at which those quantities are traded is also likely to change. This 
implies a likely violation of the standard “small country” assumption used in many FTA 
simulations where countries are too small to affect international prices and an upward sloping 
export supply function should be defined for both, the US and the EU.  
It is true, on the other hand, that assuming large country effects across the board for every 
single product may be also inappropriate. Either the EU or the US cannot be considered large 
countries in every single product, as the ROW for example would be also a large country. In 
particular, we have found that for the most affected products in the 43 LIC, the small country 
assumption can be sustained as neither the US nor the EU can be considered large countries. 
Moreover, data on the values for the elasticity of supply of imports is unavailable. This implies 
that we would need to present a sensitivity analysis on these values to have an idea on how 
these parameters might change them. On the other hand, the small country assumption 
allows for an easier interpretation of results as they can be considered as pure quantity 
effects. As a consequence, the small country assumption is kept for the remaining of the 
analysis based on the suitability, availability of data and interpretational advantages. Annex 5 
presents an analysis on the implications of this assumption.   
 
Elasticity of substitution 
A similar problem arises with another important parameter of the model: the elasticities of 
substitution across import sources. These are not estimated and are mainly assumed based 
on some rules of thumb where the assigned value is compatible with other elasticities in the 
model. In particular, the relationship between them and the elasticity of demand. 
The values chosen for the elasticities of substitution may have important effects on the 
results. Not only in terms of the magnitude of the effects but also on the direction. If the 
elasticity of substitution is low, it is likely that the liberalisation between the EU-US may 
increase imports from all sources. Given that the elasticity of demand is stronger than the 
elasticity of substitution, the importer will increase imports from every origin, including those 
excluded from the agreement. If on the contrary the elasticity of substitution were very high, 
the impact would reflect an accommodation of origins; reducing imports from the excluded 
countries without an increase in the total imports. 
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We have assumed that the EU or US consumers do not substitute imports at a unique rate. 
We assume that the quality of the product is related with the level of development of the 
country of origin of the imported product. As a consequence, imports coming from the US or 
EU would have a lower degree of substitutability with respect to the same product coming 
from an LIC. In contrast, we assume that imports coming from the EU or the US and the 
imports from the ROW have the same degree of substitutability. The implication of this in 
terms of the model is that the substitution effect on LIC will tend to be smaller than the one 
observed for the ROW. Whilst this may depart from the standard Armington (1969) 
assumption of equal substitution elasticities across origins, we considered that this situation 
adjusts more accurately to the reality that the model pretends to capture. In Annex 5 we 
present additional information about the elasticity of demand and the elasticity of 
substitution between origins. 
Another important element that the modelling strategy needs to address is related to how 
the EU and US imports react after the agreement by capturing part of the export share of the 
selected developing countries. We could separate these effects into two sub-elements: (i) the 
substitution in favour of US exports by the EU in their imports as a consequence of a reduction 
in their prices; and (ii) a similar effect in US imports from the EU.  In order to identify these 
effects, the model is estimated separately in the EU and the US market. In practical terms the 
model is estimated twice: once for the reduction of EU tariffs on US products, and once for 
the reduction of US tariffs on EU products.  
Finally, given the lack of compatible data for domestic absorption, the effect on the domestic 
markets on partners and LIC is not considered. As a consequence, the simulations refer 
exclusively impacts on trade behaviour in the EU and US markets.  
4.4  Simulation results 
Given the large number of LIC in the simulations, we start by providing aggregate impacts of 
the TTIP agreement on those products where imports in the EU and the US increase the most. 
In Section 4.2, we summarise the results for individual countries. 
 
Aggregated impact 
 
Table 5 presents a summary of the aggregate results obtained in the PE analysis. For each 
country: the second column shows the value of exports to the US before the implementation 
of the TTIP; the third column focuses on the changes in the value of exports following the TTIP 
in the US market; and the forth columns shows the impact in the US market from the TTIP as 
percentage of exports. Columns (5) to (7) show the same information but focusing on the 
impacts in the EU market.  
It is important to highlight that this aggregation of results should not be interpreted as the 
general equilibrium effects or total effects of the agreement. The sum of PE effects for each 
product does not consider impacts on other markets and factors of production. As a result, 
they should be interpreted as a first approximation to the expected aggregate impact of the 
TTIP. 
The main aggregate outcome of the simulations is an increase in EU exports to the US by 
7.39%, equivalent to $25 billion and an increase on EU imports from the US, equivalent to 
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7.07% or $17 billion. The ROW is, because of its size and by assumption of the degree of 
substitutability, the region that would bear more of the adjustment. The ROW exports to the 
US fall by 1.15% and the exports to the EU fall by 0.78%, which is equivalent to $17.45 and 
$12.86 billion respectively. LIC experience reductions in their exports to the US by 0.54%, 
while to the EU by 0.12%.  
This suggests that the effect of the US liberalisation on LIC would be larger than the effect 
coming from the EU. Part of the effect is mainly explained by the higher US tariffs. But more 
specifically, the tariff applied by the US on oil and oil products generates important effects on 
some oil exporters (particularly Nigeria). It is unlikely that this liberalisation would generate 
changes in the location of investments of oil companies; however, we prefer to leave this 
product in the analysis. 
In general, the simulation results suggest that the expected impact of the TTIP on these LIC is 
likely to be negligible. This is explained by several factors associated to the different economic 
structures of the countries involved. First, the export basket of LIC tends to be very different 
to the one observed in the EU and US, and does not tend to overlap. This indicates that 
products heavily exported by these countries may appear as marginal in the trade flows 
between the EU and the US and vice versa; products more important in the trade flows 
between the US and the EU are marginal or non-existent in the exports of LIC. As a 
consequence, the competitive pressure on LIC tends to be minimal. 
The second important element to explain the results is related to the tariff structures in the 
EU and US market. If exports from LIC are concentrated in products where MFN tariffs applied 
by the EU or the US are zero or very small, no impact should be expected on these countries. 
The evidence for the EU suggests that in 2008 around 60% of the EU’s imports from 
developing countries were eligible for EBA preferences and paid no duties given that the MFN 
tariff was already zero.9  
The third element to consider is the low import shares of LIC in both markets. As the model 
tends to redistribute imports according to the elasticity of substitution and, particularly, the 
existing import share, sizable effects (measured in change of the value of exports) occur only 
if LIC have high market shares. While it is possible that this is the case for particular countries 
and products identified in the individual analysis, in general each of the LIC tend to be 
marginal actors in both the US and the EU markets in the products where the agreement will 
generate the largest effects.  
Looking at the aggregated results for individual countries in Table 5 we see that while the 
general impact seems to be small for most countries, there are some cases where the 
absolute impact on exports is likely to be significant. In particular the impact appears to be 
very significant in the US market for Niger with a drop in exports of -12.1%, followed by Kyrgyz 
Republic (-4.5%) and Malawi (-3.1). Nepal, Ghana and Pakistan experience reductions in the 
US market export share of between 1% and 2%, while the remaining LIC exports are reduced 
by less than 1%. The estimated impact on the EU market is even smaller, with the largest 
reduction in exports being for Afghanistan where exports in the EU would fall by 1.42%. As 
we mentioned, and it can be seen in the respective individual table, the change in the value 
of imports in Nigeria is explained primarily by the effect on oil. 
                                                             
9 CARIS (2010) Mid-term Evaluation of the EU’s Generalised System of Preferences 
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In order to identify the main channels through which exports of the LIC are likely to be 
affected by the TTIP, Table 6 shows the top 20 imported products most affected by the 
implementation of the TTIP in the EU market in terms of larger share reallocation to US 
exporters. Most of these products are not relevant for LIC, but it is important to have an idea 
about where the main effects will come through. The third column shows the total value of 
EU imports, the fourth and fifth columns note the change in value and percentage respectively 
of total imports. The sixth column shows the value of imports from the US and the seventh 
and eighth columns indicate the respective change in value and percentage. Changes in 
imports from the US are larger than changes in total imports since the US captures markets 
shares from other countries.  
The change in value of these 20 products amounts to an increase in total EU imports of $1.5 
billion and of $5.5 billion from the US; (around 30% of the total change in the value of imports 
from the US (nearly $17 billion). Total imports by the EU increase by nearly $4 billion.  
The product 271019 (light oil and preparations with an MFN tariff of 2.2%) is the single most 
affected product with an increase of imports from the US of nearly $1.1 billion. However, 
some caution is required in this particular product given the important sunk costs in the 
investments of this product that reduce the possibility of important reallocation of trade 
flows. Other affected products are concentrated mainly in chapter 29 (chemical products) and 
87 (Motor cars) and 88 (aeroplanes). 
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Table 5 Summary of Results  
 
		
Exports	to	the	
US	(in	million	of	
$)	
Change	in	
exports	(in	
million	of	$)	
Change	in	
percentage	
Exports	to	the	
EU	(in	million	of	
$)	
Change	in	
exports	(in	
million	of	$)	
Change	in	
percentage	
Afghanistan	 	13.280		 -0.109	 -0.82	 	40.19		 -0.570	 -1.42	
Bangladesh	 	4,461.952		 -36.623	 -0.82	 	9,600.45		 -24.562	 -0.26	
Benin	 	0.912		 -0.001	 -0.14	 	53.41		 -0.203	 -0.38	
Burkina	Faso	 	2.244		 -0.010	 -0.43	 	91.52		 -0.111	 -0.12	
Burundi	 	5.813		 0.000	 0.00	 	52.37		 -0.014	 -0.03	
Cambodia	 	2,389.401		 -13.155	 -0.55	 	1,356.35		 -2.739	 -0.20	
Central	African	
Republic	
	5.063		 -0.007	 -0.14	 	63.56		 -0.006	 -0.01	
Chad	 	2,464.094		 -5.197	 -0.21	 	248.77		 -0.077	 -0.03	
Comoros	 	1.570		 -0.001	 -0.05	 	11.56		 -0.053	 -0.46	
Congo	Democratic	
Republic	
	500.666		 -1.056	 -0.21	 	626.58		 -0.578	 -0.09	
Democratic	Republic	
of	Korea	
	0.003		 0.000	 0.00	 	125.37		 -0.803	 -0.64	
Eritrea	 	0.248		 -0.002	 -0.85	 	4.89		 -0.028	 -0.57	
Ethiopia	 	118.580		 -0.193	 -0.16	 	711.89		 -0.893	 -0.13	
Ghana	 	399.356		 -5.399	 -1.35	 	2,734.47		 -2.828	 -0.10	
Guinea	 	107.562		 -0.016	 -0.02	 	598.58		 -0.330	 -0.06	
Guinea-Bissau	 	0.399		 0.000	 -0.05	 	5.55		 -0.012	 -0.22	
Haiti	 	620.292		 -4.394	 -0.71	 	28.50		 -0.144	 -0.51	
Kenya	 	324.268		 -1.630	 -0.50	 	1,574.99		 -3.484	 -0.22	
Kyrgyz	Republic	 	3.095		 -0.138	 -4.47	 	125.43		 -0.126	 -0.10	
Liberia	 	133.822		 -0.304	 -0.23	 	531.43		 -0.257	 -0.05	
Madagascar	 	154.365		 -1.050	 -0.68	 	670.35		 -2.130	 -0.32	
Malawi	 	69.083		 -2.147	 -3.11	 	317.58		 -0.132	 -0.04	
Mali	 	4.332		 -0.024	 -0.55	 	39.87		 -0.070	 -0.18	
Mauritania	 	30.639		 -0.004	 -0.01	 	781.95		 -0.731	 -0.09	
Mozambique	 	46.209		 -0.063	 -0.14	 	1,534.17		 -0.441	 -0.03	
Myanmar	 	0.030		 0.000	 -0.67	 	220.52		 -0.559	 -0.25	
Nepal	 	66.745		 -0.989	 -1.48	 	113.49		 -0.439	 -0.39	
Niger	 	125.507		 -15.175	 -12.09	 	320.56		 -0.044	 -0.01	
Nigeria	 	28,345.230		 -115.428	 -0.41	 	22,401.36		 -3.141	 -0.01	
Occupied	Palestine	
Territories	
	6.836		 -0.054	 -0.79	 	22.73		 -0.052	 -0.23	
Pakistan	 	3,646.444		 -36.674	 -1.01	 	5,282.99		 -13.927	 -0.26	
Rwanda	 	24.587		 -0.012	 -0.05	 	56.08		 -0.026	 -0.05	
Sierra	Leone	 	28.065		 -0.097	 -0.34	 	195.06		 -0.066	 -0.03	
Somalia	 	0.117		 -0.001	 -0.44	 	1.71		 -0.001	 -0.03	
Sudan	 	10.254		 0.000	 0.00	 	239.12		 -0.324	 -0.14	
Tajikistan	 	7.657		 -0.011	 -0.14	 	93.22		 -0.053	 -0.06	
Tanzania	 	49.788		 -0.248	 -0.50	 	551.57		 -0.872	 -0.16	
The	Gambia	 	1.766		 -0.004	 -0.24	 	22.06		 -0.018	 -0.08	
Togo	 	15.837		 -0.009	 -0.05	 	364.45		 -0.303	 -0.08	
Uganda	 	42.653		 -0.079	 -0.18	 	547.75		 -0.297	 -0.05	
Yemen	 	274.575		 -0.245	 -0.09	 	325.61		 -0.317	 -0.10	
Zambia	 	28.287		 -0.154	 -0.55	 	336.87		 -0.129	 -0.04	
Zimbabwe	 	45.019		 -0.166	 -0.37	 	442.60		 -0.282	 -0.06	
LIC	countries	 44,576.647	 -240.869	 -0.54	 53,467.54	 -62.17	 -0.12	
European	Union	 	336,158.492		 	24,843.37		 7.39	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	
United	States	 	N/A		 	N/A		 N/A	 	239,901.43		 16,971.004	 7.07	
Rest	of	the	World	 	1,512,997.039		 -17457.56957	 -1.15	 	1,655,476.20		 -12,857.020	 -0.78	
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These results are explained by a combination of factors such as relatively high tariffs in these 
products and more importantly, by the importance of the US as world suppliers of these 
products. The US already has an important share in the EU market in these products. 
Therefore, facing a lower price for this particular “variety” implies that consumers would tend 
to increase their purchases of US products even further. In general, the share of the US in EU 
imports of these products is always well above 10%, implying that even with a small MFN 
tariffs its reduction may generate large changes in value. 
Moreover, this is also explained by the assumption that European consumers “substitute 
more” between US imports and imports from the ROW. Given LIC export structure, it is 
unlikely that these products constitute an important part of their exports (total and to the 
EU). Therefore, the excluded country in these products is basically the ROW. The assumption 
of a different substitution elasticity presented above makes the substitution effect in these 
products particularly high, further expanding imports from the liberalising partner. This is 
clearly reflected by the large difference between the percentage change in total imports and 
imports originating in the US.  
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Table 6    Top 20 most affected EU imports  
 
		 		 		 Total	EU	imports	 Imports	from	the	US	
HS	02	 Description	
MFN	
tariff	
Total	imports	
(millions	of	$)	
Change	
in	value	
%	
change	
Imports	
(millions	of	
$)	
Change	
in	value	
%	
change	
210690	
Protein	concentrates	and	textured	
protein	substances	-	Other	 12.8	 1521.1	 58.7	 3.9	 377.6	 245.7	 65.1	
271019	 Light	oils	and	preparations	-	Other	 2.2	 64275.7	 418.9	 0.7	 8748.4	 1110.8	 12.7	
292429	 Ethinamate	(INN)	-	Other	 6.1	 2310.0	 17.7	 0.8	 278.2	 97.7	 35.1	
293339	
Alfentanil	(INN),	anileridine	(INN),	
bezitramide	(INN),	bromazepam...	
Other	 4.5	 2070.9	 42.0	 2.0	 1061.2	 165.3	 15.6	
293359	
Loprazolam	(INN),	mecloqualone	(INN),	
methaqualone	(INN)	and	zipeprol	(INN);	
salts	thereof	-	Other	
5.2	 1323.5	 22.0	 1.7	 446.9	 103.9	 23.2	
293399	
Alprazolam	(INN),	camazepam	(INN),	
chlordiazepoxide	(INN),	clonazepam..-
Other	 6.2	 3092.5	 19.2	 0.6	 296.9	 107.3	 36.1	
293499	
Aminorex	(INN),	brotizolam	(INN),	
clotiazepam	(INN),	cloxazolam	(INN)...-	
Other	 6.2	 2718.1	 52.7	 1.9	 868.4	 246.6	 28.4	
293500	 Sulphonamides.	 6.2	 971.8	 22.2	 2.3	 373.6	 97.4	 26.1	
382490	
Containing	acyclic	hydrocarbons	
perhalogenated	only	with	fluorine	and	
chlorine	-	Other	 6.1	 4139.3	 55.1	 1.3	 894.8	 282.8	 31.6	
392690	
Statuettes	and	other	ornamental	
articles	-	Other	 4.7	 4879.6	 40.6	 0.8	 888.0	 224.4	 25.3	
810890	 Waste	and	scrap	-	Other	 6.6	 851.2	 28.6	 3.4	 476.2	 101.1	 21.2	
841112	 Of	a	thrust	exceeding	25	kN	 0.9	 6974.6	 36.3	 0.5	 5056.8	 103.8	 2.1	
841191	 Of	turbojets	or	turbopropellers	 0.9	 12377.1	 64.2	 0.5	 8945.5	 185.3	 2.1	
841199	
Coated	rods	and	cored	wire,	of	base	
metal,	for	soldering,	brazing	or	welding	
by	flame	-	Other	 2.1	 3591.9	 37.2	 1.0	 2204.8	 131.3	 6.0	
870323	 Of	a	cylinder	capacity	exceeding	1,	 10.0	 6436.0	 81.6	 1.3	 682.6	 401.3	 58.8	
870324	 Of	a	cylinder	capacity	exceeding	3,	 10.0	 1738.3	 81.9	 4.7	 797.4	 305.5	 38.3	
870332	 Of	a	cylinder	capacity	exceeding	1,	 10.0	 8484.8	 83.2	 1.0	 689.5	 415.4	 60.2	
870333	 Of	a	cylinder	capacity	exceeding	2,	 10.0	 3854.0	 253.9	 6.6	 2817.5	 643.4	 22.8	
880240	 Aeroplanes	and	other	aircraft,	of	a	 1.4	 16917.4	 94.4	 0.6	 8547.7	 403.9	 4.7	
880330	 Other	parts	of	aeroplanes	or	helico	 0.9	 9500.0	 41.7	 0.4	 5764.9	 152.4	 2.6	
		 Total	20	selected	products	 		 158,027.8	 1,552.1	 1.0	 50216.9	 5525.3	 11.0	
		 Total	Trade	 		 1,944,793.40	 4,051.8	 0.2	 222,930.4	 16,971.0	 7.6	
		 Share	 		 8.1	 38.3	 		 22.5	 32.6	 		
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Table 7 presents similar information for the US market. These top 20 products account for 
$12.7 billion of the change in imports from the EU nearly half of the total increase by $7.1 
billion, and these 20 products account for as much as $4.45 billion. In terms of specific 
products, the two single most affected products in terms of EU increased share are: 271011 
and 271019, both products of distilling of oil with MFN tariffs of 6.4% and 7% respectively. 
Thus, as a result of the TTIP, the EU would increase its market share in the US by nearly $7.1 
billion, nearly one third of the total change in the value of imports from the EU.  
The relatively high tariffs and the magnitude of the US imports in oil products generate 
important value changes. These magnitudes may trigger important changes in the exports to 
the US in some LIC. Although trade on these products is generally explained by the investment 
made in countries with oil and countries with excess demand for this product rather than 
specific trade policies, the magnitude of these effects cannot be ignored. 
In contrast to the EU market, in the list of most affected products in the US market there are 
items belonging to different sectors: agricultural, chemicals, oil products, textiles and 
footwear, manufactures of precious metals and automobiles. As we will see below, the effects 
on textiles and footwear as well as manufactures of precious metals are the most relevant for 
some LIC.  
The results are explained by the same elements as suggested for the EU market, the 
combination of large markets shares, high tariffs and high elasticities. In the case of tobacco 
products, the magnitude of the applied tariffs and their elimination generate important value 
effects. However, these changes in this product only affect a few LIC. 
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Table 7   Top 20 most affected US imports  
  
		 		 		 Total	EU	imports	 Imports	from	the	US	
HS	02	 Description	
MFN	
tariff	
Total	imports	
(millions	of	$)	
Change	
in	
value	
%	
change	
Imports	
(millions	of	
$)	
Change	
in	value	
%	
change	
040690	 Other	cheese	 11.6	 954.8	 129.0	 13.5	 737.6	 246.1	 33.4	
210690	
Protein	concentrates	and	textured	
protein	substances	-	Other	 8.4	 1598.7	 27.4	 1.7	 298.0	 160.5	 53.9	
240110	 Tobacco,	not	stemmed/stripped	 58.3	 304.0	 157.2	 51.7	 43.5	 242.9	 558.4	
240399	
Homogenised	or	reconstituted	tobacco	
-	Other	
350.
0	 7.3	 141.7	 1941.1	 2.7	 170.2	 6303.7	
271011	 Light	oils	and	preparations	 7.0	 30399.0	 2293.7	 7.5	 13453.1	 5061.6	 37.6	
271019	 Light	oils	and	preparations	-	Other	 6.4	 42381.9	 516.1	 1.2	 4746.6	 2121.9	 44.7	
293359	
Loprazolam	(INN),	mecloqualone	(INN),	
methaqualone	(INN)	and	zipeprol	(INN);	
salts	thereof	-	Other	 3.4	 2989.8	 119.6	 4.0	 2616.4	 188.3	 7.2	
293399	
Alprazolam	(INN),	camazepam	(INN),	
chlordiazepoxide	(INN),	clonazepam	
(INN),	clorazepate,	delorazepam	(INN),	
diazepam	(INN),...	-	Other	 2.8	 6526.8	 217.9	 3.3	 5847.2	 323.3	 5.5	
293499	
Aminorex	(INN),	brotizolam	(INN),	
clotiazepam	(INN),	cloxazolam	(INN),	
dextromoramide	(INN)...	-	Other	 3.5	 8088.7	 330.9	 4.1	 7064.2	 523.4	 7.4	
293500	 Sulphonamides.	 2.8	 2805.8	 38.0	 1.4	 949.8	 145.2	 15.3	
392690	
Statuettes	and	other	ornamental	
articles	-	Other	 3.7	 4797.6	 23.2	 0.5	 708.3	 170.7	 24.1	
401110	 Of	a	kind	used	on	motor	cars	(inclu	 3.7	 5989.6	 20.8	 0.3	 619.3	 158.0	 25.5	
420221	 With	outer	surface	of	leather,	of	c	 8.1	 1047.0	 31.4	 3.0	 389.7	 160.2	 41.1	
640399	 Other	footwear,	incorporating	a	pro	 6.4	 6478.0	 23.6	 0.4	 347.0	 163.0	 47.0	
690890	
Tiles,	cubes	and	similar	articles,	
whether	or	not	rectangular,	the	Other	 8.5	 984.1	 33.5	 3.4	 396.7	 163.9	 41.3	
711311	 Of	silver,	whether	or	not	plated	or	 8.3	 1923.0	 37.8	 2.0	 253.0	 145.3	 57.4	
711319	 Of	other	precious	metal,	whether	or	 5.8	 4491.0	 75.6	 1.7	 799.4	 302.9	 37.9	
848180	 Other	appliances	 1.8	 5658.8	 20.2	 0.4	 1379.8	 148.5	 10.8	
870323	 Of	a	cylinder	capacity	exceeding	1,	 1.3	 53769.6	 96.3	 0.2	 9905.3	 777.4	 7.8	
870324	 Of	a	cylinder	capacity	exceeding	3,	 1.3	 49099.3	 119.1	 0.2	 12324.9	 896.9	 7.3	
		 Total	20	selected	products	 		 230,294.8	 4,453.0	 1.9	 62882.5	 12270.2	 19.5	
		 Total	Trade	 		 1,886,587.2	 7,144.9	 0.4	 311,315.1	 24,843.4	 8.0	
		 Share	 		 12.2	 62.3	 		 20.2	 49.4	 		
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Country Results 
Individual country tables are presented in Annex 4. For each country, we show the top ten 
most affected products, measured by the change in the absolute value of exports of each of 
the EU and the US. For each country there are two tables: one that contains the products 
most affected in the US market and another for the EU market.10  
The criterion used to select the products affected by the agreement in each of the individual 
countries11 could clearly identified the products most at risk of suffering important trade 
effects. Whilst in general, these products may not be entirely representative of the trade of 
each LIC with the signatories, and in some cases the products selected represented less than 
5% of the exports; these products are representative of the set of products affected by the 
agreement. On average, the criterion chosen identified around 75% of the trade affected by 
the agreement. In some cases, the set of products accounts for the total effect of the 
agreement. This implies that those products identified in those cases would be the only ones 
that would be affected by the agreement.  
In general, the effects in terms of the changes in the value of LIC exports to the EU and the 
US tend to be minimal. There are only a few products and countries where the effects could 
be considered important in terms of the change in the value of exports. To simplify the 
analysis, we will describe the effects on those products where the exports would change by 
more than $1 million.  
Whilst the effects on oil products (271011, 271019 and 271099) tend to be misleading, the 
magnitude of these figures require some discussion. The TTIP will generate trade effects on 
Chad, Ghana, Niger and particularly Nigeria where exports of these products are expected to 
fall by around $114 million. The case of Nigeria is important since these products account for 
almost all the effect of the agreement in this country. The ROW is the most affected, with 
exports to the EU falling by nearly $690 million and to the US by $3200 million. However, 
some caution is required as these products tend to be more affected by the availability of 
resources than trade policy. Investment decisions in oil extraction, with high sunk cost 
component, are unlikely to be sensitive to changes in trade policy in third countries. The PE 
gives these products the same treatment than any other. As a consequence, it is important to 
take the results in these products with some caution. 
Products in Chapter 61 (articles of apparel and clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted), 
particularly those made of cotton, will see some negative effects on Bangladesh, Cambodia, 
Pakistan and Haiti. In general, this effect tends to be more present in the liberalisation made 
by the US than in the EU; but in the case of Bangladesh, the reduction of tariffs in the EU will 
make exports fall by nearly $12 million.  
LIC’ exports of articles of apparel and clothing accessories not knitted or crocheted (Chapter 
62) will also be affected; in particular, the exports of Bangladesh, Cambodia, Haiti and 
Pakistan. In the case of Bangladesh, exports to the EU would fall by $5 million and to the US 
by $22 million. Again, the effect tends to be larger on the liberalisation made by the US. 
                                                             
10 The exception is the Democratic Republic of Korea where no affected US imports from this country have 
been found.  
11 The top ten most affected products measured by the change in the absolute value of the EU or US imports 
from each of them 
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Pakistan will also be affected by nearly $16 million in the exports to the US of other made up 
textile articles; sets; worn clothing and worn textile articles (Chapter 63). 
The elimination of tariffs on EU exports of tobacco products (Chapter 24) where the US has 
tariffs between 60% and 350% will affect Malawi by nearly $1.9 million. No other LIC country 
would be affected by this tariff change. Nevertheless, since the level of protection in tobacco 
products is particularly high, it is likely that these products will be included in the US’s 
sensitive products list, with minimum or no reduction at all. 
The products where trade is expected to grow the most in the EU and the US as result of a 
TTIP (see Table 6 and Table 7) will have minimal effects on LIC, with the exception of oil 
products. Essentially these products are not part of LIC export structure. Despite the fact that 
in certain cases some negative effects slightly above $1 million may appear in some other 
products. As a result of strong changes in the bilateral trade between the EU and the US, the 
base value of the exports of these products by LIC tends to be marginal and may be the result 
of isolated and or sporadic trade operations.12  
Table 8 presents a summary of the results by identifying the affected countries and the 
affected products, dividing the effects according to the magnitude of the change in the value 
of imports.  
  
                                                             
12 Cars and parts and other relatively high tech manufactures appear in the list of most affected products for 
some LIC. However, they appear essentially as the result of the application of a very large percentage change 
reduction on a small value of base imports or an unusual relatively large value that does not represent the 
“normal” trade structure. We consider that these cases may mislead the general message of the analysis. 
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Table 8 Summary of individual country effects 
 >$ 1 million and <$ 
10million 
>= 10million 
Bangladesh  Garments knitted and 
not knitted 
(42.6million) 
Pakistan Garments knitted and 
not knitted 
(5.1million) 
Other textile products 
(16.4million) 
Cambodia Garments knitted and 
not knitted 
(7.8million) 
 
Malawi Tobacco products 
(2.1million) 
 
Nigeria  Oil (114.8million) 
Chad Oil (5.2million)  
Niger Oil (15.1million)  
Ghana Oil (5.3million)  
Haiti Garments knitted and 
not knitted 
(3.9million) 
 
 
There are, of course, more products and countries that may see some reduction in their trade 
with the EU and the US. However, the products analysed in more detail in this section passed 
the threshold change in value of imports larger than $1 million, and are representative and 
important in the trade of LIC with the EU or the US. More products can be found in the Annex 
4. 
 
4.5  Conclusions 
The TAPES model - a partial equilibrium model - has been used mainly to identify the effects 
on some countries’ exports to the EU and US, resulting from a TTIP. In addition, an analysis 
on the effects on the exports to each signatory has been carried out. 
For simplicity and because of lack of availability of data, it was assumed that international 
prices remain constant as a result of the agreement. However, it was also assumed that 
consumers in both the EU and the US substitute imports coming from the EU (or the US) and 
LIC at different rates. Imports coming from LIC are perceived as less substitutable than the 
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imports from the EU (or the US) and ROW. As a consequence, in this particular setting, ROW 
given its size and this assumption, bears the greatest part of the adjustment. 
In order to keep track of the effects, and given the assumption of no variation in international 
prices, the simulations have been carried out as stand-alone liberalisation exercises on EU 
imports coming from the US, and vice versa. In both cases, a complete and full liberalisation 
of the tariffs schedules of both signatories has been assumed. 
In terms of the bilateral exports between the signatories, it has been found that the US 
imports from the EU would increase by 7.6%, whereas EU imports from the US would increase 
by almost 8%. This implies an increase on total EU imports by 0.2% and 0.4% for the total US 
imports.  
In the case of the EU, some chemicals under Chapter 29, engines and their parts, automobiles 
of different engine size and aeroplanes and their parts, would be the most affected products. 
However, the selection of products presented only accounted for about 30% of the effects, 
indicating that there could be more products with important effects.  
In the case of the US, an important part of the effects (almost 25%) is accounted by light oils 
and preparations and similar products. However, important effects on tobacco products, 
chemicals in Chapter 29, vehicles of different engine size, manufactures of precious metals 
and textiles and footwear are also expected. The selection presented accounted for nearly 
50% of the total effects. 
Given the size and the assumption of different degrees of substitutability, ROW suffers most 
of the adjustment. EU imports from ROW would decrease by 0.78% whilst US imports from 
ROW would fall by 1.15%. However, a word of caution is always advisable at the time of 
interpreting the aggregation of partial equilibrium effects as total effects.  
In general, the TTIP would have minimal effects on LIC. In the majority of cases, imports from 
both signatories would fall by substantially less than 1%. This is explained by the assumption 
made on the different degrees of substitution of imports, but also on structural factors. The 
exports of LIC to both signatories are very different to those between the parties, implying 
almost no competition. Also, in those cases where some degree of overlap exists, tariffs 
applied by both signatories tend to be zero suggesting no effects on them as a result of the 
TTIP. Therefore, given the different export structures as well as the particular characteristics 
on the tariffs schedules of the EU and the US, very few products of relevance for LIC are 
heavily affected. 
Nevertheless, this general picture is not valid for all LIC. In some, moderate effects can be 
seen. In particular, exports to the US from Ghana, Kyrgyz Republic, Malawi, Nepal, Niger and 
Pakistan, as well as the exports from Afghanistan to the EU observe effects greater than 1% 
that may require some attention.  
Additionally, when the individual tables are analysed it can be seen that for Bangladesh, when 
considering the change in value of the exports and different types of garments made of cotton 
or wool, one see their exports reduced by a sizable figure. The same applies for Cambodia, 
Haiti (in the imports by the US) and Pakistan. The fall of exports to either the EU or the US 
ranges between 0.1% and 18%, depending on the country and specific textile product. But 
these values are misleading, as is usual in a comparison between percentage changes 
obtained from very different base values. This is the reason the change of the value or imports 
and not on the percentage changes was selected to base this analysis on.  
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There are effects on some other products and countries that, whilst of individual importance, 
their order of magnitude of those effects may make the unaware or unspecialised eye 
overlook their importance. Therefore, the interested reader is invited to take a closer look at 
the country tables. 
It is also important to note that we have assumed a complete liberalisation of all products. 
Whilst there is an intention for a comprehensive and wide liberalisation schedule, it is likely 
that those products with currently high, applied MFN tariffs might be included in the 
respective sensitive product lists. As a consequence, in those products where the PE model 
indicates a high effect from the elimination of a high MFN tariff, the probability and the 
magnitude of the actual effects would be reduced, as these products are likely to be 
candidates for the sensitive list. 
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Part 5.  Assessment of Sanitary and Phytosanitary and Technical 
Barriers to Trade Issues Associated with a TTIP  
 
5.1  Potential importance and impact of SPS and/or TBT measures 
 
In examining the potential impacts of a TTIP, the first question to ask is whether the products that the 
focal countries export are subject to substantive SPS and/or TBT measures? If so, do these appear to 
present appreciable compliance challenges? This is most easily done for SPS measures where the 
‘sensitivity’ of products to food safety and plant and animal health risks is relatively easy to assess and 
the set of related measures applied by the EU and/or US is relatively confined.  Furthermore, in the 
case of food safety measures at least, data are available on the number of import rejections due to 
non-compliance with regulatory requirements. These data can be used as a crude indicator of 
compliance problems.13 
Table 9 reports the number of products amongst the top 20 imports into the EU and US from each of 
the focal countries that are subject to SPS measures.  For many of the countries, a substantive number 
of the major products imported into the EU and US are indeed subject to SPS measures.  On the basis 
of the frequency of import rejections, however, compliance with food safety requirements does not 
appear to present major challenges. This might reflect that fact that food safety requirements are 
relatively easy to comply with and/or because the necessary investments in compliance capacity have 
already been made.  A relatively small number of countries, however, recorded substantive import 
rejections over the period 2002 to 2010, namely Bangladesh (EU but especially the US), Ghana (both 
EU and US), Haiti (US), Nigeria (EU and US) and Pakistan (EU but especially US).  Evidently, these 
countries have faced challenges in complying with food safety requirements.  The specific challenges 
these countries have faced, however, have been somewhat different between the EU and US, in part 
reflecting differences in regulatory requirements.  This suggests, a priori, that any reform of food 
safety measures as a result of the TTIP is likely to impact only a small number of the focal countries. 
 
 
  
                                                             
13 In the case of the EU, data from the database of the Rapid Alert System for Food and Feed (RASFF) over the 
period 2002 to 2010 were examined.  With the US, data for the same period from the Food and Drugs 
Administration’s OASIS database were examined. 
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Table 9. Number of products in top 20 imports into EU and US subject to SPS measures and average 
annual number of import rejections  
Country 
European Union United States 
Number of 
Products Subject 
to SPS Measures 
Average Annual 
Import 
Rejections 
2002-2010 
Number of 
Products Subject 
to SPS Measures 
Average Annual 
Import Rejections 
2002-2010 
Afghanistan 6 1 3 3 
Bangladesh 1 23 1 80 
Benin 7 1 2 1 
Burkina Faso 11 0 6 0 
Burundi 14 0 3 0 
Cambodia 0 0 3 1 
Central African Republic 6 0 9 0 
Chad 1 0 2 0 
Comoros 6 0 3 0 
DRC 11 0 8 0 
Eritrea 5 0 4 0 
Ethiopia 7 0 9 4 
Ghana 12 32 0 38 
Guinea 7 1 1 8 
Guinea Bissau 6 0 2 0 
Haiti 7 0 3 18 
Kenya 14 3 10 5 
Kyrgyz Republic 2 0 11 0 
Liberia 3 0 3 3 
Madagascar 8 2 7 1 
Malawi 6 1 3 0 
Mali 8 0 8 1 
Mauritania 13 3 12 1 
Mozambique 9 1 5 0 
Myanmar 0 2 0 5 
Nepal 1 0 1 3 
Niger 4 0 1 0 
Nigeria 8 23 2 19 
Occupied Palestine 
Territories 
11 0 6 0 
Pakistan 1 20 0 118 
Rwanda 7 0 4 1 
Sierra Leone 4 1 3 1 
Somalia 11 0 4 1 
Sudan 11 3 1 0 
Tajikistan 0 0 0 0 
Tanzania 9 2 9 1 
Gambia 10 4 7 3 
Togo 9 1 11 1 
Uganda 15 2 10 1 
Yemen 8 2 6 2 
Zambia 8 0 7 0 
Zimbabwe 9 1 7 0 
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Turning to TBT measures, textile and clothing are the only major manufactured products that show 
up in the imports into the EU and/or US of the focus countries.  Textile and clothing are subject to 
certain TBT requirements, notably relating to labelling (including fibre requirements and washing) and 
permitted dyes.  Some of the focal countries also have exports of processed and/or packaged foods 
that are subject to labelling and/or compositional requirements. 
The 2010 ECORYS study suggests that differences in labelling laws between EU and US are the most 
serious bilateral barriers in trade.  Further, a Chinese report of 200814 complained of differences in 
labelling requirements even within the EU.  The trade impacts of such requirements relate to their 
unpredictability; the scope for exporters to ascertain what is required and how compliance is likely to 
be assessed.  Indeed, a US paper to the WTO in 2005 highlights the high costs of unpredictable 
differences in TBT requirements.15 Thus: “Industry experts estimate that diverse labelling schemes can 
add approximately one dollar per article, an amount far higher than the actual cost of the label itself.” 
As a result, in 2007 the EU and the US submitted a joint paper to the WTO clarifying their rules on 
labelling to give greater predictability and harmonisation.16  This is one area where the harmonisation 
of labelling requirements between the US and the EU as a result of a TTIP could bring about 
appreciable trade benefits. 
In the case of azo dyes in clothing, the US has arguably had more flexible requirements than the EU.  
However, there is some evidence that the requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
are shifting towards those of the EU.17  Whilst this suggests a move to stricter requirements in the US, 
the greater harmonisation of requirements across the two markets is likely to bring about trade 
benefits.  Whilst these changes are occurring anyway, it might be that the TTIP negotiations provide 
greater impetus. 
Many of the problems facing food exporters due to SPS and/or TBT measures relate not to only to the 
specific requirements but also to the associated conformity assessment and certification regimes.18  
In the case of food safety, both the EU and US have regulatory requirements that are risk-based and 
grounded on the principles of hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP).19  In addition, there 
are important private standard schemes systems such as GlobalGAP (formerly EUREPGAP).  Across 
these public and private requirements, systems of conformity assessment based on third-party 
certification are becoming increasingly important.  At the same time, however, the specific systems of 
conformity assessment employed by regulatory authorities, for example, in the EU and US remain 
somewhat distinct.  A similar pattern is observed with many TBT requirements for manufactured 
goods.  Much could be gained from the TTIP negotiations if greater alignment of conformity 
assessment procedures and/or mutual recognition could be achieved where these differ.  Whilst a 
                                                             
14 Effect of Technical Barriers to Trade on Chinese Textile Product Trade by Ningchuan Jiang. Int. Business 
Research July 2008 journal.ccsenet.org/index.php/ibr/article/download/969/943. 
15 “A View To Harmonize Textile, Apparel And Footwear Labelling Requirements” 
http://www.jmcti.org/2000round/com/doha/tn/ma/tn_ma_w_018_add12.pdf 
16 Understanding on the Interpretation of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade with respect to the 
Labelling of Textiles, Clothing,Footwear, and Travel Goods 
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2007/november/tradoc_136960.pdf. 
17 See 
http://www.epa.gov/oppt/existingchemicals/pubs/actionplans/DCB%20Action%20Plan_06232010.noheader.p
df. 
18 There is in addition the separate issue of accreditation under which conformity assessment practices are 
monitored. See http://www.iaf.nu/. 
 19 See http://www.bsigroup.co.uk/en-GB/haccp-food-safety-risks/. 
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mutual recognition framework agreement on the mutual recognition of conformity assessment was 
signed in 1999,20 this has had remarkably little impact so far. 
 
5.2 Do SPS and/or TBT measures impact on the partial equilibrium analysis results?  
 
The PE analysis provides predictions of the potential impact of a TTIP.  Broadly, this analysis concludes 
that for most LIC the trade impact is negative but minimal.  The PE analysis, however, fails to consider 
the impact of SPS measures that govern food safety and plant and animal health. 
Various scenarios are possible.  First, countries that struggle to comply with the SPS requirements of 
either the EU or US might face enhanced competitive pressure from EU/US suppliers as a result of the 
TTIP, thus acting to further erode their trade.  Second and conversely, countries with a very good 
compliance record and that have long established relations with EU and/or US buyers that are based 
(at least in part) on reliable compliance, may be able to weather any enhanced competitive pressure 
from EU/US suppliers as a result of the TTIP.  Third, as a result of the TTIP, EU and US SPS requirements 
might be aligned through processes of harmonisation, equivalence and/or mutual recognition.  The 
impact of such efforts on the developing countries of interest here are ambiguous.  Imports to the EU 
and/or US will tend to increase where these processes act to make the requirements of the EU and US 
more common.  Conversely, imports will tend to decline where the SPS requirements of either the EU 
or US are made stricter. 
The results of the TradeSift analysis are presented below. It is aimed at identifying countries and 
products where the SPS requirements of the EU and/or US are likely to modify the results.  A summary 
is presented in Table 10.  Cells in red indicate where SPS requirements mean that imports are likely to 
be eroded as a result of SPS requirements.  Cells in green indicate where SPS requirements mean that 
imports are likely to be maintained and/or enhanced as a result of SPS requirements.  Cells in black 
indicate that SPS requirements will have little or no impact.  
  
                                                             
20 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/single-market-goods/international-aspects/mutual-recognition-
agreement/usa/index_en.htm. 
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Table 10. Top 10 most affected products affected by a TTIP that are potentially SPS-sensitive  
Country Imports to EU Imports to US 
Afghanistan Nuts Dried fruit - - - - - 
Benin Fish & fishery 
products 
- - - - - - 
Burkina Faso Fresh 
vegetables 
Vegetable 
products 
- - - - - 
Comoros Spices - - - - - - 
DRC Fresh 
vegetables 
- - - - - - 
Eritrea Preserved 
vegetables 
- - - - - - 
Ethiopia Cereals - - - Planting 
materials 
Cereal 
products 
Nut and 
seed 
products 
Gambia Fish & fishery 
products 
- - - - - - 
Ghana Fish & fishery 
products 
Cocoa 
preparations 
Food 
preparations 
- Food 
preparations 
Fresh 
vegetables 
- 
Guinea Fish & fishery 
products 
- - - - - - 
Guinea-Bissau Fresh 
vegetables 
- - - - - - 
Kenya Planting 
materials 
Fresh 
vegetables 
- - - - - 
Kyrgyz Republic 
 
Fresh 
vegetables 
Dried fruit Nuts Food 
preparations 
- - - 
Madagascar Fish & fishery 
products 
Fresh fruit Spices Vegetable 
products 
- - - 
Malawi Dried 
vegetables 
Fresh 
vegetables 
Nuts - - - - 
Mali Fresh 
vegetables 
Nuts - - Planting 
materials 
Cereals - 
Mauritania Fish & fishery 
products 
- - - - - - 
Mozambique Fish & fishery 
products 
Fresh 
vegetables 
Fresh fruit - - - - 
Myanmar Fish & fishery 
products 
- - - - - - 
Nigeria Cocoa 
preparations 
- - - - - - 
Occupied 
Palestinian 
Territories 
Nuts Fresh 
vegetables 
Dried fruit - Fresh 
vegetables 
- - 
Pakistan Nuts - - - - - - 
Sudan Cereals Vegetable 
products 
- - - - - 
Tajikistan Vegetable 
products 
- - - - - - 
Tanzania Fish & fishery 
products 
Fresh fruit Planting 
materials 
- Fish & 
fishery 
products 
- - 
Togo Fresh 
vegetables 
- - - Fresh 
vegetables 
- - 
Uganda Fish & fishery 
products 
Fresh 
vegetables 
- - Fish & 
fishery 
products 
- - 
Yemen Fish & fishery 
products 
- - - - - - 
Zambia Planting 
materials 
Fresh 
vegetables 
Cereals - - - - 
Zimbabwe Fresh 
vegetables 
Fresh fruit Planting 
materials 
Cereals - - - 
 
Fish and fishery products: 
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The main SPS issues associated with fish and fishery products relate to hygiene controls and use of 
antibiotics in aquaculture production.  Whilst some alignment of specific requirements relating to 
hygiene controls is possible as a result of the TTIP, both the EU and US have risk-based regulatory 
requirements grounded on the principles of HACCP.  Potentially those countries that have a relatively 
good record of compliance with EU requirements might benefit from a TTIP on the basis that the FDA 
would recognise the assurances provided by the competent authority for the purposes of exports to 
the EU in these countries. This would be relevant to Tanzania and Uganda, for example. However, a 
greater number of countries have struggled to comply with EU requirements with respect to hygiene 
controls and/or the use of antibiotics in aquaculture production. Therefore, the TTIP could result in 
greater competition from US exporters, meaning that exports are further diminished. 
 
Nuts and dried fruit: 
A number of the focal countries, including Afghanistan, Kyrgyz Republic and Pakistan, have faced 
considerable problems in complying with EU limits on mycotoxins, in particular for aflatoxins and 
ochratoxins.21  These are naturally occurring toxicants that are virulent carcinogens, found especially 
in nuts, dried fruit, coffee, cereals and oilseeds (but also milk where animal feed is contaminated 
with mycotoxins).  The EU has very strict limits and sampling regimes for these mycotoxins. It is 
unlikely that these would be relaxed as a part of the TTIP negotiations; rather that the US 
requirements would be made more stringent.  Thus, the TTIP is most likely to bring about enhanced 
competition by US exporters that have more rigorous mycotoxin controls. 
 
Fresh vegetables and fruit: 
For these products, the main SPS requirements relate to plant health controls, maximum residue levels 
(MRLs) for pesticides and hygiene controls both on-farm and post-farm gate.  Related to these 
requirements are stipulations on the application of good agricultural practice (GAP), traceability, etc.  
Plant health requirements are unlikely to change as a result of the TTIP; the US, in particular, has very 
strict controls requiring a product and country-specific pest risk assessment (PRA) to be undertaken 
before imports are permitted.  Whilst it is conceivable that there may be some process of 
harmonisation of these requirements as a result of the TTIP negotiations, this is likely to be directed 
towards stricter standards in either the EU or US.  At the same time, private standards (notably 
GlobalGAP and SGF 1000) play a key role in governing food safety for fresh fruit and vegetables in the 
EU and increasingly in the US as well. 
The net result is that the SPS requirements for fresh fruit and vegetables are unlikely to have adverse 
impacts as a result of the TTIP beyond those identified in Table 9.  Indeed, countries with a well-
established record of compliance particularly to private standards such as GlobalGAP, which is most 
notably Kenya but also Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe, may weather the increased competition 
brought about by the TTIP as identified in the PE.  In many cases, exporters in these countries have 
well-established linkages with EU buyers in which sustained compliance with food safety requirements 
plays a key role. 
 
 
                                                             
21 Some other countries (for example Mali and Malawi) have faced similar problems but not for nuts and dried 
fruit for which there is substantive US production. 
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Planting materials: 
For these products, the main SPS requirements relate to plant health.  These are unlikely to face any 
substantive changes as a result of the TTIP (see above).  Again, some countries, for example Kenya, 
Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe, with well-established plant health controls and long-term linkages 
with EU buyers may be able successfully to deflect increased competition from US exporters. 
 
Spices: 
The SPS requirements for spices mainly relate to hygiene and environmental contaminants.  These 
could conceivably be aligned as a result of the TTIP for products in which the EU and/or US have an 
economic interest.  There are important compositional requirements for many spices, for example 
vanilla, which a number of the focal countries export.  However, these tend to be based on 
international and/or industry standards. 
Cocoa and cocoa preparations: 
The main SPS issues faced by the focal countries with respect to imports of cocoa into the EU relate 
to contamination with extraneous matter, for example insect faeces or damaged packaging.  These 
would be unaffected by the TTIP.  Whilst it is conceivable that SPS requirements for cocoa preparations 
would be addressed by the TTIP (note: the Netherlands is the largest producer of cocoa butter 
globally), impacts on imports originating in the focal countries is difficult to assess a priori.  
 
Cereals: 
The main SPS requirements for cereals relate to microbial and chemical contaminants and levels of 
mycotoxins.  Indeed, some of the focal countries have faced compliance issues.  It is conceivable that 
these might be harmonised as a result of the TTIP negotiations in the direction of stricter requirements 
in either the EU or US.  Most of the cereal imports identified in Table 9 are products where there is 
little or no substantive EU or US production.  Overall therefore, SPS requirements are not expected to 
have any significant bearing on the results in Table 9. 
 
Fruit, vegetable and cereal products and food preparations: 
In addition to any commodity-specific SPS measure, most of which are discussed above, there are 
potentially additional food safety requirements for processed food products and preparations.  On 
top of these, there is a plethora of compositional standards, labelling and documentation 
requirements, etc.  This is an area where the TTIP could bring about appreciable harmonisation.  That 
being said, it is difficult a priori to ascertain what the impacts would be on the focal countries; any 
impacts would likely be highly product-specific.  
 
5.3  How ambitious are the TTIP negotiations in the area of SPS and/or TBT measures? 
 
Efforts by the EU and US to align SPS and TBT requirements are nothing new.22  However, such efforts, 
often involving intense and prolonged negotiations, have generally proved disappointing.  There are 
                                                             
22 For example, in 1998 a veterinary equivalency agreement was signed that sought to facilitate trade in live 
animals and animal-based foods. http://circa.europa.eu/irc/sanco/vets/info/data/oj/98258ec.pdf. 
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a number of areas where SPS measures between the EU and US, for example, remain distinct. These 
require importers to comply with differing and sometimes conflicting requirements. In this light, some 
caution with regards to expectations over the TTIP negotiations seems appropriate. 
The 2013 final HLWG report23 gives some idea of the scope of the ambition in the area of SPS and TBT 
measures.  Stating that “Enhanced compatibility of regulations and standards” is a priority aim (p4), it 
spells out the following detailed objectives: 
”An ambitious “SPS-plus” chapter, including establishing an on-going mechanism for 
improved dialogue and cooperation on addressing bilateral sanitary and 
phytosanitary (SPS) issues.  The chapter will seek to build upon the key principles of 
the World Trade Organization (WTO) SPS Agreement, including the requirements 
that each side’s SPS measures be based on science and on international standards or 
scientific risk assessments, applied only to the extent necessary to protect human, 
animal, or plant life or health, and developed in a transparent manner, without undue 
delay. 
An ambitious “TBT-plus” chapter, building on horizontal disciplines in the WTO 
Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), including establishing an on-going 
mechanism for improved dialogue and cooperation for addressing bilateral TBT 
issues. The objectives of the chapter would be to yield greater openness, 
transparency, and convergence in regulatory approaches and requirements and 
related standards development processes, as well as, inter alia, to reduce redundant 
and burdensome testing and certification requirements, promote confidence in our 
respective conformity assessment bodies, and enhance cooperation on conformity 
assessment and standardization issues globally.  ” 
Cross-cutting disciplines on regulatory coherence and transparency for the 
development and implementation of efficient, cost-effective, and more compatible 
regulations for goods and services, including early consultations on significant 
regulations, use of impact assessments, periodic review of existing regulatory 
measures, and application of good regulatory practices. 
Provisions or annexes containing additional commitments or steps aimed at 
promoting regulatory compatibility in specific, mutually agreed goods and services 
sectors, with the objective of reducing costs stemming from regulatory differences in 
specific sectors, including consideration of approaches relating to regulatory 
harmonization, equivalence, or mutual recognition, where appropriate. 
This provides a framework for identifying opportunities for guiding future regulatory cooperation, 
which include provisions that provide an institutional basis for future progress. As is required under 
the WTO, the starting point for the negotiations must be on the rights and responsibilities of WTO 
Members laid down by the Agreements on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures and the Agreement 
on Technical Barriers to Trade.  Thus, reference is made, for example, to the fact that SPS measures 
should be risk-based and/or based on international standards, guidelines and recommendations.   
The question is, to what extent are the negotiations likely to extend beyond establishing institutional 
arrangements for EU-US relations around these WTO norms? The predominant focus of the TTIP 
negotiations appears to be on laying down arrangements for improved dialogue and communication 
in the area of SPS and TBT measures, establishing general and guiding principles around which 
regulatory convergence might be achieved through a longer-term process and agreeing on broader 
approaches and discipline, such as around the use of impact assessments and regulatory reviews.  This 
                                                             
23 11th February 2013. http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2013/february/tradoc_150519.pdf 
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might mean, for example, greater cooperation and alignment of negotiating positions or at least the 
employment of joint strategies within the WTO.  This could bring about longer-term implications for 
the focal countries, although determining what these might be a priori is difficult. 
Whilst both sides to the negotiations have undertaken stakeholder consultations aimed at identifying 
specific regulatory differences that impede trade, it seems that the negotiations will focus on the 
development of action plans addressing these divergences, rather than aiming to achieve regulatory 
alignment per se.  As outlined above, the political and economic issues surrounding many areas where 
SPS requirements differ between the EU and US will mean that progress will be slow, at best.  Indeed, 
whilst the “HLWG recommends that the US and the EU seek to reach bilateral agreement on globally 
relevant rules, principles, or modes of cooperation” (p6) on a number of trade-related areas, including 
customs and trade facilitation, competition policy and transparency, no reference is made to SPS 
and/or TBT measures.  
Critically, statements on the scope of the TTIP negotiations in the realm of SPS and TBT measures 
make no specific obligations with respect to harmonisation or mutual recognition, for example 
through extending the number of sectoral agreements under the existing MRA.  This suggests the need 
for realism with respect to the difficulty of achieving progress in this area.   
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Part 6. Conclusions and Policy Options 
 
The paper takes three different approaches to assessing aspects of the potential impact of EU-US 
economic integration on the trade in goods of 43 LIC. Two approaches (one based on close analysis of 
current trade performance using TradeSift software and the second on partial equilibrium modelling) 
deal principally with the impact of removing MFN tariffs in trade between the EU and The US. The 
third is a qualitative assessment of the impact of regulatory integration on SPS measures and TBT 
based on data on the impact of current policies on LIC. The three approaches come up with broadly 
similar conclusions. 
The Big Picture 
The EU and US are typically in the top ten export destinations of the 43 LIC that are the subject of this 
study. For the top 3 exporters of non-fuel goods (Bangladesh, Pakistan and Cambodia) the EU and US 
are among the top 3 destinations of their exports.  The EU is almost twice as large as a market for 
these 43 countries. The EU’s MFN tariffs for the products the 43 LIC specialise in are typically lower 
(normally topping out at around 12%) than the US MFN tariff for the same goods (many of which are 
above 15%). 
Tariffs 
A transatlantic agreement carries some potential threats for LIC in sectors where MFN tariffs for 
products the LIC specialise in, notably textiles, clothing and footwear, and which dominate their top 
20 exports to the EU and US. This is particularly noteworthy for Bangladesh, Pakistan and Cambodia, 
who are by far the largest LIC traders in non-oil goods,. The EU and US, however, show no signs of 
being competitive suppliers in these products currently (as measured by FK, RCA or import share in 
each other’s markets). Nor, based on the PE modelling, do they look capable of imposing large losses 
in market share on non-fuel goods after any preferential liberalisation across the Atlantic.  
The smaller traders among LIC tend to specialise in raw materials and in products governed by SPS 
rules but where MFN tariffs tend to be low or zero. Lower tariffs mean less risk of trade diversion and 
hence losses to third countries 
Fourteen of these countries however are dependent on products regulated by SPS regimes. The 
following countries have ten or more of their top 20 exports subject to SPS regimes (Ghana, Kenya, 
Nigeria, Burkina Faso, Burundi, DR Congo, Malawi, Nigeria, Occupied Palestine Territories, Rwanda, 
Sierra Leone, Togo, and Uganda). On the face of it these are potentially vulnerable to the SPS rules 
being harmonised to the level of the most restrictive in the US and EU. 
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SPS and TBT 
The analysis of current performance on SPS in particular (Table 10) reveals that some countries in 
some products (and fisheries in particular) are dealing poorly with current regulations.  Others 
however are currently using the system to their advantage and hence may be able to take further 
advantage of the any cost savings from rationalisation of EU and US rules, whether by harmonisation 
or mutual recognition. If the EU and US go down the mutual recognition route it will be important that 
it is not exclusive to EU and US firms. That is, third country products meeting the rules of one partner 
are also treated as meeting the rules of the other. 
On TBT the main issues to affect LIC are harmonisation of both labelling rules and the regulatory 
treatment of azo dyes in the case of textiles and clothing. These are in any case in process of EU-US 
harmonisation and if implemented are likely to reduce the costs of doing business despite some initial 
costs of adjustment 
In general the ambitions for transatlantic regulatory integration set out in the HLWG report (Annex 1) 
are quite modest. 
 
Policy implications 
The policy options open to LIC and developing countries that fear damage to their trade access to EU 
and US markets as a result of a TTIP are quite limited. They are not at the negotiating table. They can 
lobby the negotiating partners, singly or collectively, and with the support of domestic NGOs, for ex 
ante changes in preferences to compensate for any perceived losses. Ex post they can try to bring 
cases to the WTO to demand compensation for any breaches of WTO rules. The former is clearly more 
attractive than the latter.  
What LIC could ask for depends rather on their current status and existing policy in the EU and the US.  
The EU’s room for manoeuvre is possibly less than the US. In particular the EBA scheme means that 
many LIC already enjoy duty and quota free access to the EU and it is difficult to reduce tariffs below 
zero. Furthermore, within WTO rules it may difficult for the EU to offer increased preferences to non–
LDC, e.g. Pakistan, beyond what is on offer in the GSP and GSP+ schemes. Paradoxically perhaps, 
because the US has not signed up for duty free/quota free access for LDC (although many LDC do 
receive preferences in the US market) it may have more room for manoeuvre on granting 
compensation to LDC/LIC for the reduction in preference margins.  
As noted, the three largest exporters to the US, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Cambodia currently receive 
no preferences on the US’s top 20 imports from them, i.e. these products incur the MFN tariff. The US 
could give these three countries preferences that abolish or reduce the tariff in bilateral trade, i.e. 
grant preferences. More radically it could reduce, or at the extreme abolish, the MFN tariff thus 
leaving them in the same situation as before the TTIP, i.e. facing the same tariff as EU firms. Why 
would the US do either of these? Perhaps as a way of signalling to the rest of the WTO that it is 
conscious of the systemic implications of the TTIP. It would also have the effect of reducing the trade 
diversion losses to the US economy.  
Perhaps more improbably, LIC might argue for some or all of the high MFN tariff lines that cover their 
specialist products to be excluded from liberalisation under the TTIP. This would have the advantage 
of satisfying domestic lobbies in the EU and US as well as sustaining the current preference margins 
enjoyed by LIC. Such an approach might well run into problems with WTO rules on the formation of 
regional trading arrangements. In particular, the WTO rules set out to ensure that “substantially all 
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trade” is covered by any agreement. Although there is no consensus on the interpretation of this rule, 
any substantial carve-out for LIC would limit the freedom of the US and EU negotiators to maintain 
protection for their domestic list of sensitive products. 
In the regulatory field there may be more openings for lobbying. In particular, if the EU and US succeed 
in pursuing effective mutual recognition agreements (MRA) then LIC could lobby for these to be open 
to third countries meeting the rules of one or other of the two.  In this context, where rules are being 
harmonised and thus being changed for at least some producers, LIC might look for aid to ensure that 
testing and certification facilities were capable of meeting the new rules. More importantly perhaps, 
aid to help firms reach these standards via training and perhaps loans for capital investment would be 
a useful flanking measure to help LIC adjust to a changed regulatory environment. 
 
Coda 
It might not happen. The record of previous attempts at government-led transatlantic economic 
integration, except via the GATT/WTO, is less than impressive.  The bilateral trade policy relationship 
is prone to deep and prolonged disputes some of which reflect very different preferences on each side 
of the Atlantic. It could founder any one of GMO, geographical indications, beef hormones, bananas, 
agricultural market access, audio-visual and maybe more. The HLWG report tries to offer a possibility 
that some of these more sensitive issues can move forward in slower time while progress is made on 
easier issues, implicitly tariffs.  Nonetheless, these issues could be show stoppers on their own or 
collectively. In any case, bilateral agreements are not necessarily negotiated fast. EU-Mercosur, EU-
GCC, EU-India, EU-ASEAN and the EPAs all point to the potential for slow going. Of particular relevance 
is that EU-Canada negotiations seem already to be hitting snags. Of course this time it might be 
different. Certainly the political commitment looks stronger than in the 1990s when this was last in 
play. 
Finally LIC are not standing still. Their economies and trade are growing and their specialisations are 
shifting. Waiting and seeing if the TTIP gets off the ground while encouraging rapid domestic 
adjustment and lobbying more enthusiastically for progress in multilateral negotiations at the WTO 
might well be a better policy. 
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Annex 1.  
FINAL REPORT HIGH LEVEL WORKING GROUP ON JOBS AND GROWTH, FEBRUARY 11, 2013 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
As the United States-European Union High Level Working Group on Jobs and Growth (HLWG) noted in 
its June 19, 2012 Interim Report, transatlantic trade and investment are the backbone of the world 
economy. Together, the European Union (EU) and the United States account for nearly half of world 
GDP and 30% of world trade. Each day, goods and services worth $2.7 billion/€2.0 billion are traded 
bilaterally, promoting economic growth and supporting millions of jobs in both economies. In addition, 
the United States and the EU have directly invested more than $3.7 trillion/€ 2.8 trillion on both sides 
of the Atlantic. We are proud of this immensely successful economic relationship. At the same time, 
we believe that we can do more to strengthen the contribution of trade and investment to fostering 
jobs, growth, and competitiveness in both economies. Our shared commitment to strengthening 
further the transatlantic economic partnership prompted U.S. and EU Leaders to establish the HLWG 
during their November 2011 Summit meeting, tasking it with identifying “policies and measures to 
increase U.S.-EU trade and investment to support mutually beneficial job creation, economic growth, 
and international competitiveness.” 
As Leaders requested, the HLWG has analysed jointly a wide range of potential options for expanding 
transatlantic trade and investment. These included, but were not limited to, the following: 
• Elimination or reduction of conventional barriers to trade in goods, such as tariffs and tariff-rate 
quotas. 
• Elimination, reduction, or prevention of barriers to trade in goods, services, and investment. 
• Enhanced compatibility of regulations and standards. 
• Elimination, reduction, or prevention of unnecessary “behind the border”  to trade in all categories. 
• Enhanced cooperation for the development of rules and principles on global issues of common 
concern and also for the achievement of shared global economic goals. 
The HLWG has reached the conclusion that a comprehensive agreement that addresses a broad range 
of bilateral trade and investment issues, including regulatory issues, and contributes to the 
development of global rules, would provide the most significant mutual benefit of the various options 
we have considered. We therefore recommend to Leaders that each side initiate as soon as possible 
the formal domestic procedures necessary to launch negotiations on a comprehensive trade and 
investment agreement. 
A comprehensive agreement would include ambitious reciprocal market opening in goods, services, 
and investment, and would address the challenges and opportunities of modernizing trade rules and 
enhancing the compatibility of regulatory regimes. An agreement of this kind could generate new 
business and employment by significantly expanding trade and investment opportunities in both 
economies; pioneer rules and disciplines that address challenges to global trade and investment that 
have grown in importance in recent years; and further strengthen the extraordinarily close strategic 
partnership between the United States and Europe  
Since its inception, the HLWG has engaged intensively with key stakeholders – including business, 
environmental, consumer, labour, and other representatives – to develop its recommendations. Both 
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sides have conducted formal consultations to solicit guidance on options the HLWG should consider 
for increasing trade and investment. The two sides also issued a joint solicitation for specific input on 
ways to promote greater transatlantic regulatory compatibility. Both through their written 
submissions and in meetings with officials on both sides, stakeholders made substantial contributions 
to our work. Importantly, each side has also consulted closely with its respective legislature. 
 
STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF A COMPREHENSIVE AGREEMENT 
 
An agreement between the United States and the EU, which already have substantially open 
economies, would need to break ground to create additional bilateral market openings and establish 
new trade rules that are globally relevant. Such an agreement should be designed to evolve over time 
– i.e., substantially eliminate existing barriers to trade and investment, while establishing mechanisms 
that enable a further deepening of economic integration, particularly with respect to the promotion 
of more compatible approaches to current and future regulation and standard-setting and other 
means of reducing NTBs to trade.  
To achieve these objectives, the HLWG believes that innovative approaches will be necessary, and that 
the two sides will need to be creative, flexible, and open-minded in developing and negotiating 
solutions that respond to the specific characteristics of the transatlantic economic relationship. Based 
on our work over the past year, the HLWG considers that negotiations on a comprehensive trade and 
investment agreement should aim to achieve ambitious outcomes in three broad areas: 
a) Market access;   
b) regulatory issues and NTBs; 
c) rules, principles, and new modes of cooperation to address shared global trade challenges and 
opportunities. 
A transatlantic trade agreement should comprehensively tackle market access obstacles relating to 
tariffs, services, investment, and procurement. The HLWG recommends that the objective of such an 
agreement be to achieve a market access package that goes beyond what the United States and the 
EU have achieved in previous trade agreements. 
Tariffs 
The HLWG recommends that the goal of the agreement should be to eliminate all duties on bilateral 
trade, with a substantial elimination of tariffs upon entry into force, and a phasing out of all but the 
most sensitive tariffs in a short time frame. In the course of negotiations, both sides should consider 
options for the treatment of the most sensitive products. 
Services 
The HLWG recommends that in the services area the goal should be to bind the highest level of 
liberalization that each side has achieved in trade agreements to date, while seeking to achieve new 
market access by addressing remaining long-standing market access barriers, recognizing the sensitive 
nature of certain sectors. Furthermore, we recommend that the agreement include binding 
commitments to provide transparency, impartiality, and due process with regard to licensing and 
qualification requirements and procedures, as well as to enhance the regulatory disciplines included 
in existing U.S. and EU trade agreements. 
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Investment 
 The HLWG recommends that a comprehensive U.S.-EU trade agreement should include investment 
liberalization and protection provisions based on the highest levels of liberalization and highest 
standards of protection that both sides have negotiated to date. 
Procurement 
The HLWG recommends that the goal of negotiations should be to enhance business opportunities 
through substantially improved access to government procurement opportunities at all levels of 
government on the basis of national treatment. 
B) Regulatory Issues and Non-Tariff Barriers 
A significant portion of the benefit of a potential transatlantic agreement turns on the ability of the 
United States and EU to pursue new and innovative approaches to reduce the adverse impact on trade 
and investment of NTBs, with the aim of moving progressively toward a more integrated transatlantic 
marketplace. The HLWG recommends that the two sides explore new means of addressing these 
“behind-the-border” obstacles to trade, including, where possible, through provisions that serve to 
reduce unnecessary costs and administrative delays stemming from regulation, while achieving the 
levels of health, safety, and environmental protection that each side deems appropriate, or otherwise 
meeting legitimate regulatory objectives. A key shared objective should be to identify new ways to 
prevent NTBs from limiting the capacity of U.S. and EU firms to innovate and compete in global 
markets. The two sides should also seek to strengthen upstream cooperation by regulators and 
increase   cooperation on standards-related issues. Both sides agree on the importance of putting 
processes and mechanisms in place to reduce costs associated with regulatory differences by 
promoting greater compatibility, including, where appropriate, harmonization of future regulations, 
and to resolve concerns and reduce burdens arising from existing regulations through equivalence, 
mutual recognition, or other agreed means, as appropriate. 
The HLWG thus recommends that the two sides should seek to negotiate: 
• An ambitious “SPS-plus” chapter, including establishing an on-going mechanism for improved 
dialogue and cooperation on addressing bilateral sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) issues. The chapter 
will seek to build upon the key principles of the World Trade Organization (WTO) SPS Agreement, 
including the requirements that each side’s SPS measures be based on science and on international 
standards or scientific risk assessments, applied only to the extent necessary to protect human, 
animal, or plant life or health, and developed in a transparent manner, without undue delay. 
• An ambitious “TBT-plus” chapter, building on horizontal disciplines in the WTO Agreement on 
Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), including establishing an on-going mechanism for improved dialogue 
and cooperation for addressing bilateral TBT issues. The objectives of the chapter would be to yield 
greater openness, transparency, and convergence in regulatory approaches and requirements and 
related standards development processes, as well as, inter alia, to reduce redundant and burdensome 
testing and certification requirements, promote confidence in our respective conformity assessment 
bodies, and enhance cooperation on conformity assessment and standardization issues globally. 
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• Cross-cutting disciplines on regulatory coherence and transparency for the development and 
implementation of efficient, cost-effective, and more compatible regulations for goods and services, 
including early consultations on significant regulations, use of impact assessments, periodic review of 
existing regulatory measures, and application of good regulatory practices. 
• Provisions or annexes containing additional commitments or steps aimed at promoting regulatory 
compatibility in specific, mutually agreed goods and services sectors, with the objective of reducing 
costs stemming from regulatory differences in specific sectors, including consideration of approaches 
relating to regulatory harmonization, equivalence, or mutual recognition, where appropriate.  
• A framework for identifying opportunities for guiding future regulatory cooperation, including 
provisions that provide an institutional basis for future progress. In view of the importance of 
developing an ambitious and realistic approach to regulatory differences that may unnecessarily 
impede trade, the two sides invited stakeholders to present concrete proposals to address the impact 
of those differences on trade.  
The HLWG welcomed the proposals submitted last fall by companies, industry associations, non-
governmental organizations, and others. Both sides noted that the submissions covered a broad range 
of important issues in major sectors and included several joint submissions from both sides of the 
Atlantic. The two sides are now carefully reviewing the submissions, with the aim of developing during 
the course of negotiations concrete action plans to reduce regulatory costs and promote regulatory 
compatibility, while respecting legitimate regulatory objectives. An initial discussion of the proposals 
submitted will take place in the upcoming meeting of the High Level Regulatory Cooperation Forum. 
The two sides expect that additional proposals will be tabled as U.S.-EU work on regulatory matters 
progresses. The HLWG stresses the importance of stakeholder input and of the engagement of 
regulators on both sides to the achievement of ambitious outcomes. To encourage and facilitate 
progress in this area, among others, the HLWG recommends that the EU and the United States meet 
periodically at senior levels after negotiations have started to review progress made on each of the 
above elements, with the aim of ensuring that the horizontal and sectoral elements of the negotiations 
proceed expeditiously, in a mutually reinforcing way, and in parallel, and that the two sides are able 
to achieve ambitious outcomes by the end of the negotiations. 
The HLWG recommends that, in addition to pursuing the elements of a comprehensive agreement, 
the two sides seek to make early and continuing progress on SPS measures affecting bilateral trade, 
taking into account the priorities of either side, or their respective institutional frameworks. 
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C) Rules Addressing Shared Global Trade Challenges and Opportunities  
Given the size and influence of the transatlantic partnership, the HLWG also supports the aim of 
developing rules in several areas that would not only be relevant to bilateral commerce, but would 
also contribute to the progressive strengthening of the multilateral trading system. To this end, 
negotiations shall address: 
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) 
Both the EU and the United States are committed to maintaining and promoting a high level of 
intellectual property protection, including enforcement, and to cooperating extensively. 
The two sides will sustain and enhance their work on IPR issues. The HLWG recommends that both 
sides explore opportunities to address a limited number of significant IPR issues of interest to either 
side, without prejudice to the outcome. 
Environment and Labour 
The EU and the United States are both committed to high levels of protection for the environment 
and workers. The HLWG recommends that the two sides explore opportunities to address these 
important issues, taking into account work done in the Sustainable Development Chapter of EU trade 
agreements and the Environment and Labour Chapters of U.S. trade agreements. 
Other Globally Relevant Challenges and Opportunities 
The global trade and investment landscape has changed significantly in recent years. We have seen 
the emergence of new patterns of production, based on more complex cross-border supply chains. 
We have also seen new forms of anticompetitive policy and behaviour. The latter include, but are not 
limited to, subsidies and other privileges granted to state-owned enterprises, export restrictions on 
raw materials, localization requirements, and other developments on which the EU and the United 
States have similar concerns and which the two sides are prepared to address both bilaterally and 
multilaterally. Bilateral agreement in these areas could strengthen the rules-based multilateral trading 
system and enhance the market access and regulatory commitments of a transatlantic agreement. 
The HLWG recommends that the United States and the EU seek to reach bilateral agreement on 
globally relevant rules, principles, or modes of cooperation in the following trade-related areas: 
• Customs and trade facilitation: ensuring effective measures to facilitate trade between the two 
sides, with a level of ambition that goes beyond the disciplines under negotiation in the WTO; 
• Competition policy; 
• State-owned enterprises and other enterprises that benefit from special government granted rights; 
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• Localization barriers to trade: measures designed to protect, favour, or stimulate domestic 
industries, services providers, or intellectual property at the expense of imported goods, services, or 
foreign-owned or foreign-developed intellectual property; 
• Raw materials and energy; 
• Small- and medium-sized enterprises; and 
• Transparency. 
The HLWG recognizes that additional issues with relevance to the transatlantic or global economies 
may be identified for attention before or during the course of U.S.-EU negotiations. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the analysis above, the HLWG recommends to U.S. and EU Leaders that the United 
States and the EU launch, in accordance with their respective domestic procedures, negotiations on a 
comprehensive, ambitious agreement that addresses a broad range of bilateral trade and investment 
issues, including regulatory issues, and contributes to the development of global rules. 
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Annex 2: TRADESIFT INDICATORS USED IN THIS REPORT: DEFINITION AND 
INTERPRETATION 
I. Revealed Comparative Advantage 
 
The Balassa index of Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) gives an indication of those industries 
in which a given country may have a comparative advantage. 
Standard RCA 
The standard calculation of revealed comparative advantage measures how much a country is 
exporting a given good relative to its total trade, in comparison to the share of that good in world 
trade. Country i is said to have a “revealed comparative advantage” in a good when the share of that 
good in its exports is bigger than the share of that good in world exports.  
The revealed comparative advantage (RCA) is calculated as: 
 
where xkiw represents exports of sector k by country i to the world, and Xiw denotes total exports from 
country i to the World, and where capital letter subscripts represent total flows of all goods. The RCA 
index ranges between 0 and infinity and where the upper bound for any given calculation is given by 
xkww/Xww. An RCA greater than 1 implies that the given country has a comparative advantage in that 
sector in the sense that compared with the world as a whole, this sector has a large share of the 
country’s exports. 
One difficulty with the RCA measure as detailed above is that the upper bound is stable across 
countries but varies across sectors and years. This makes the index very suitable for cross-country 
comparisons, but it does have to be used carefully when making cross-sectoral comparisons and over 
time.  An alternative version of the index that is often also used therefore is: 
 Normalised RCA = (RCA-1)/(RCA+1) 
This is an approximation of the log transformation of the RCA index, and now ranges from between -
1 to 1. An index of less than 0 suggests a revealed comparative disadvantage in a given product, and 
an index of greater than suggest revealed comparative advantage in the product. The normalisation 
means the index is suitable for cross-country, cross sector and cross time comparisons.  
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Bilateral RCA 
Although the index is usually computed in comparison to world trade, it is also possible to compute a 
bilateral RCA (BRCA), where there are several possible options.   
BRCA1: Competitiveness of country i in comparison to country j.  
The BRCA1 uses as denominator the exports of a selected comparator country - country j. Hence in 
this case the RCA is calculated by comparing the share of exports of country i to the world, to the share 
of exports of country j to the world. The indicator then becomes a bilateral RCA, and shows the 
products for which country i has revealed comparative advantage, with respect to country j. The 
formula is: 
 
which is the same formula as for the RCA, but where trade with the world is compared country j’s 
trade with the world. Like the RCA, the BRCA1 can also be computed in a normalised form.  
BRCA2: Competitiveness of country i in a specific market.  
The BRCA2 gives us an indication of how much a given country is exporting to a given market relative 
to how much the world is exporting to that market. A bilateral RCA above one will tell us that for that 
particular good that country i has a revealed comparative advantage in country j’s market, compared 
with the rest of the world.   
 
Interpretation 
The RCA is a way of identifying in which sectors or products a country appears to be competitive either 
vis-a-vis the world, or another country, or in a particular market. These indices can be used either to 
identify such industries at a particular moment in time, and/or to see the evolution of the RCA over 
time for particular products, and/or to compare the RCAs of different countries. It is also often useful 
to compare the export share of a given product with the corresponding RCA by ranking the top ‘n 
sectors’ on the basis of the export shares. This exercise could be done considering both the exports to 
the world and the exports to an RTA country (or country grouping). 
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Note that the RCA is based on actual trade flows. These may be affected by factors other than 
competitiveness, such as trade barriers or preferential trading arrangements. For example a country 
that is highly competitive in a given good might, just because of its competitiveness, face protection 
in its export markets. Trade flows are lower than they would have otherwise been in that product for 
that country and hence the RCA measure would understate that country’s true comparative 
advantage.   
The RCA calculation is carried out separately for each product/good or industry so the level of 
aggregation can be chosen by the user. The more detailed level the level of aggregation, e.g.. the 6-
digit level of the HS code, the more closely is it possible to identify particular products in which a 
country appears to have a competitive advantage. At more aggregate levels, e.g.. the 2-digit HS level, 
the indicator provides a broader picture of sectors in which the country’s export performance is 
relatively strong. 
Application 
The RCA is very useful in a wide range of contexts. If doing a Trade Tracker analysis then it is an 
extremely useful way of identifying in which industries/sectors a country appears to have a 
comparative advantage in, and in which industries/sectors that comparative advantage is growing or 
declining. This sort of information is also very pertinent when looking at changes in trade policy such 
as free trade agreements, and can then also help to shed light on the extent to which a give agreement 
is more or less likely to be welfare/GDP increasing or reducing. Finally, in trying to identify future 
export opportunities it is important to know in which industries you appear to be competitive, as well 
as to consider the revealed competitiveness of your partner countries.  
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II. Finger-Kreinin Index 
The Finger-Kreinin (FK) index provides a way of measuring the similarity of two sets of numbers. In 
principle it can be used to  compare the similarity between either the structure of a country’s imports 
or exports with any two partner countries, to indicate how similar is a country’s export pattern to its 
import pattern, whether geographically or by product; or to compare the structure of production in 
two different countries.  
In TradeSift we focus on the first of these applications where the FK index can then be computed on 
the basis of trade either "to a destination" or "from a source". The FK index is a summary measure 
that aggregates information from across a range of sectors, subsectors or products. Hence the index 
can be provided either for all trade, or for particular sectors – in all cases on the basis of more detailed 
sub-sectoral or product level detail. If two countries have very similar trade and production structures 
further liberalisation of trade between them is likely to lead to 'trade creation', which will raise their 
real income. If two countries have very different trade and production structures, trade liberalisation 
between them might give rise to 'trade diversion', which reduces their real income. 
 
FK to a Destination Country 
This version of the FK index compares the export patterns of two countries into a given market (e.g. 
UK and Korea's exports to the world or to the EU). Another way of thinking about this is that it 
compares how similar are the imports of a given country from two different suppliers. This version of 
the indicator is useful for example if you want to consider the overall similarity of the exports of two 
countries, and therefore their degree of competitiveness / complementarity either with respect to 
particular markets, or with respect to their trade with the world. 
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From a Source Country 
This is where you are comparing the similarity in the exports of a given country (e.g.. the UK) into two 
separate markets (e.g.. Japan and Korea). 
 
 
The mathematical formulae for the FK index are as follows: 
By Common Destination: 
 
By Common Source:  
 
In the FKI by destination, i1 and i2 to the two source countries and j to the destination country. x
k 
refers to the trade flow in product k; X to the total trade flow, so xki1j/Xi1j is the share of product k in 
country i's total exports to the destination partner ( j ). xki2j/Xi2j is the share of product k in the 
comparator country's (i2) total exports.  In the FKI by source, there is a single source country i and two 
destination partners, j1 and j2. In both cases shares by product in the total trade flow are being 
compared.  
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Interpretation 
It may be helpful to look at two extreme cases. The two trade flows being compared in FKi1i2j would 
be as different as it is possible to be if for each product exported by country i1 to country j, country 
i2’s exports to country j were zero, and vice versa. Then for every product k, the minimum of the two 
shares is zero and the FKI is 0. At the other extreme, we would regard country i1 and country i2 as 
having identical patterns of exports to country j, their export shares were the same for all products. 
Then for each product k, the minimum of the two shares is the common share, and adding across all 
products we get an FKI of 1.  If there were three products and one country’s shares were (0.1, 0.4, 0.5) 
while the other country’s shares were (0.5, 0.2, 0.3), the FKI index would be 0.1+0.2+0.3 = 0.6. 
Application 
The Finger-Kreinin index therefore provides a measure of the similarity of the trade pattern of any pair 
of countries.  It is therefore a useful measure in the context of regional trade agreements both of the 
likely impact on partner countries, and the likely impact on excluded countries, so it provides a useful 
benchmark in examining the issues of  trade creation and trade diversion. It is also useful in conducting 
a Trade Tracker analysis as it may help to identify key competitor countries in particular sectors or 
across a range of products. 
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III. Revealed Market Access 
For a given country, the Revealed Market Access Indicator (RMA) compares the level of market access 
into a particular economy with a comparator economy (e.g. Canada's access to the EU compared with 
its access to the USA). The level of exports into a given market will, in good part, depend on the size 
of that market. So in comparing exports across two markets we need to control (or normalise) for this.  
We offer two forms of normalisation - one based on each receiving country's GDP, and one based on 
the total level of their imports. The user can select the form of normalisation desired. The RMA is a 
summary measure that aggregates information from across a range of sectors, subsectors or products. 
Hence the index can be provided either for all trade, or for particular sectors – in all cases on the basis 
of more detailed sub-sectoral or product level detail. 
RMA Normalised by GDP 
The Revealed Market Access (RMA) indicator is calculated using the following equation: 
 
 
 
Where k is the industry, i is the origin country and j1 and j2 are the destination countries.  
RMA Normalised by Imports 
For the 'RMA By Imports' the measure is normalised by the total imports of the receiving countries, 
thereby providing an alternative proxy for the size of the receiving economies. As before again, the 
underlying idea is that exports to a given market should be in proportion to the economic mass as 
proxied by the level of imports of that country.  
 
 
Interpretation 
An RMA greater than 1 indicates that the normalised value of exports for a given product is greater in 
one market relative to the other market and conversely for values of the index less than one. The RMA 
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only controls (normalises) for the level of demand in the receiving country - either through total 
imports or GDP. However, there are various other reasons that might result in trade in particular 
products being relatively higher to one market than another, which may also depend on the nature of 
the product in questions. These other factors include distance, previous colonial ties, common 
language, levels of trade facilitation and of course trade barriers. Hence an RMA less than one could, 
for example, arise either because of differences in distance between partner markets or because of 
trade barriers in one of the markets.   
Application 
The measure is useful in providing a possible indication of any trade barriers in given markets. Suppose 
you were interested in exploring whether the UK faces barriers in particular products in Korea; and 
you thought that Japan provided a good benchmark with which to compare Korea. You could then 
calculate the RMA, which compares the level of the UK’s exports to both Korea and Japan. However, 
Korea is a smaller economy than Japan and the overall level of exports to the two countries will reflect 
the different sizes of the two markets. So the RMA will control for the level of demand either by 
normalising by Korean and Japanese GDP, or by normalising by total Korean and Japanese imports.  In 
this way, the RMA measure can help to identify where there may be barriers to trade, but it does not 
provide conclusive evidence.  
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Annex 3: TRADESIFT ANALYSIS:  TABLES AND GRAPHS 
  
This Annex includes Common tables that cove r all 43 LIC selected for study and a country report for 
each of the 43 countries  
The Common Tables 
 
These table illustrate three issues: 
 The shares of the 43 LIC in each of EU and US non fuel Imports  
 The average tariffs applied by the EU and US across all imports from LIC 43 
and to the US and the EU 
 Finger Kreinin Indices (see Annex 2 above) of similarity of export structure to 
the world at HS 6 digit of each of the 43 LIC countries with the EU and the US 
Individual Country Tables and Graphics  
 
Depending on data availability TradeSift produces a set of 6 graphics and 4 tables that attempt to 
map the importance of the EU and US markets to each country. They comprise: 
 Two graphics showing the individual LIC’s top ten export markets  and EU and 
US imports from the country over recent years 
 Two tables showing  EU and US top 20 imports (averaged over 2009-11) in 
2011from the country compared with imports of the same categories from 
the EU or the US and Row all in value and % share. The intention here is to 
show what is important in LIC country trade with the EU and US and whether 
at current MFN tariffs and preferences the EU or the US is a competitor with 
the LIC country. 
 Two tables showing data on tariffs paid by the LIC country and the 
corresponding applied MFN tariff of the EU or US. The higher the MFN tariff is 
the more likely there is to be trade diversion and displacement 
 Two graphics showing bilateral revealed comparative advantage statistics 
between: 
o  the LIC country and the EU on the US top 20 non-fuel imports from 
the LIC country;   
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o  the LIC country and the US on the EU top 20 imports from the LIC 
country. 
o The point is to see whether, de facto, the LIC country faces a real 
competitive threat from either of the partners in the other’s market, 
notably in products where the MFN tariff is high. So if the normalised 
bilateral RCA is above zero then the LIC country has a competitive 
advantage in that product and may not be threatened. If the RCA is 
below zero and the MFN tariff is high then there may be a threat of 
trade diversion 
 Three graphics on revealed market access into the EU and the US each 
compared with access to the world market as a whole. If the RMA is above 1 
the LIC country has better access to the EU or the US than to the world it 
suggests that barriers are fewer. The point to watch for is when EU or US 
tariffs are low but the RMA is below 1. That suggests that that there are 
barriers other than tariff barriers at work. These may be standards or 
regulations or intrinsic product quality or information asymmetries but the 
combination of low tariff barriers and RMA below 1 requires further 
investigation 
The table and graphics in provide clues for individual countries where the risks from TTIP may lie. 
They are not definitive but, in conjunction with the detailed country/product results from the partial 
equilibrium analysis in Annex 4, should allow key products at risk to be identified. It must be stressed 
that the TS results are qualitative and need judgement based on local knowledge to be brought to 
bear in deciding what is important or not; or whether to drill down further, either below the top 20 
or to look at EU or trade statistics at eight   or ten digit for badly affected products. 
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Common Tables 
LDC Share in EU and US Non-Oil Imports, 2011 
Partner EU Imports
Rank in EU 
Imports
Share of EU 
Imports
US Imports
Rank in US 
Imports
Share of US 
Imports
Afghanistan 65.68 31 0.17% 20.55 23 0.14%
Bangladesh 11,951.50 1 31.68% 5,081.82 1 34.53%
Benin 70.72 29 0.19% 2.02 35 0.01%
Burkina Faso 88.07 26 0.23% 3.65 32 0.02%
Burundi 64.86 32 0.17% 9.82 26 0.07%
Cambodia 1,812.43 4 4.80% 2,807.11 3 19.08%
Central African 
Rep.
74.88 27 0.20% 6.14 29 0.04%
Chad 41.10 35 0.11% 8.94 27 0.06%
Comoros 13.10 39 0.03% 1.83 36 0.01%
Dem. Rep. of the 
Congo
723.30 11 1.92% 27.07 21 0.18%
Eritrea 5.85 40 0.02% 0.15 40 0.00%
Ethiopia 968.55 9 2.57% 149.43 9 1.02%
Gambia 28.56 36 0.08% 0.09 41 0.00%
Ghana 2,541.08 3 6.74% 350.45 6 2.38%
Guinea 591.29 16 1.57% 121.79 10 0.83%
Guinea-Bissau 5.85 41 0.02% 0.27 38 0.00%
Haiti 26.29 37 0.07% 760.08 4 5.17%
Kenya 1,772.71 6 4.70% 396.95 5 2.70%
Kyrgyzstan 74.31 28 0.20% 2.77 33 0.02%
Liberia 290.53 20 0.77% 161.52 7 1.10%
Madagascar 753.40 10 2.00% 90.78 11 0.62%
Malawi 320.83 19 0.85% 68.48 13 0.47%
Mali 63.09 33 0.17% 4.18 31 0.03%
Mauritania 1,092.27 8 2.90% 1.01 37 0.01%
Mozambique 1,808.71 5 4.79% 36.30 18 0.25%
Myanmar (Burma) 234.48 22 0.62% 0.00 42 0.00%
Nepal 127.81 24 0.34% 83.87 12 0.57%
Niger 397.32 18 1.05% 4.62 30 0.03%
Nigeria 1,629.75 7 4.32% 155.66 8 1.06%
Occ. Palestinian 
Terr.
17.26 38 0.05% 8.67 28 0.06%
Pakistan 6,363.86 2 16.87% 4,023.69 2 27.34%
Rwanda 67.10 30 0.18% 32.16 19 0.22%
Sierra Leone 238.02 21 0.63% 26.87 22 0.18%
Somalia 2.76 42 0.01% 0.19 39 0.00%
Sudan 146.73 23 0.39% 11.24 25 0.08%
Tajikistan 101.25 25 0.27% 12.54 24 0.09%
Togo 443.91 17 1.18% 31.70 20 0.22%
Uganda 629.87 14 1.67% 48.45 16 0.33%
United Rep. of 
Tanzania
705.19 12 1.87% 60.00 14 0.41%
Yemen 56.19 34 0.15% 2.58 34 0.02%
Zambia 699.06 13 1.85% 47.55 17 0.32%
Zimbabwe 617.28 15 1.64% 52.35 15 0.36%
DFID 43 Share in EU and US Non-Oil Imports, 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS ).  
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EU and US Tariffs  
EU and US Simple Average Tariffs 2011 
Duty Type Partner European Union United States 
MFN United States 4.14   
MFN EU   3.51 
AHS Afghanistan 0.00 1.80 
AHS Bangladesh 0.00 5.75 
AHS Benin 0.00 0.00 
AHS Burkina Faso 0.00 1.07 
AHS Burundi 0.00 0.00 
AHS Cambodia 0.01 7.08 
AHS Central African Rep. 0.00 0.80 
AHS Chad 0.00 0.00 
AHS Comoros 0.00 0.00 
AHS Dem. Rep. of the Congo 0.00 0.21 
AHS Eritrea 0.00 1.91 
AHS Ethiopia 0.00 0.86 
AHS Gambia 0.00 4.30 
AHS Ghana 0.00 1.27 
AHS Guinea 0.00 1.32 
AHS Guinea-Bissau 0.00 0.00 
AHS Haiti 0.00 0.55 
AHS Kenya 0.01 0.82 
AHS Kyrgyz Republic 3.29 3.20 
AHS Liberia 0.00 1.22 
AHS Madagascar 0.00 0.90 
AHS Malawi 0.00 3.08 
AHS Mali 0.00 0.81 
AHS Mauritania 0.01 1.60 
AHS Mozambique 0.00 1.57 
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EU and US Simple Average Tariffs 2011 
Duty Type Partner European Union United States 
AHS Myanmar (Burma) 6.79   
AHS Nepal 0.01 4.85 
AHS Niger 0.00 0.55 
AHS Nigeria 1.61 0.56 
AHS Occ. Palestinian Terr. 4.59 4.26 
AHS Pakistan 2.80 4.66 
AHS Rwanda 0.00 0.97 
AHS Sierra Leone 0.00 0.13 
AHS Somalia 0.00 2.51 
AHS Sudan 0.00 3.77 
AHS Tajikistan 1.53 3.41 
AHS Togo 0.00 1.71 
AHS Uganda 0.00 0.66 
AHS United Rep. of Tanzania 0.01 1.08 
AHS United States 4.14   
AHS World 1.66 2.54 
AHS Yemen 0.00 1.73 
AHS Zambia 0.00 3.27 
AHS Zimbabwe 0.00 3.38 
    
(Source: TRAINS, aggregated from 6-Digit data). 
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FKI: Export Similarity of the LDCs and the EU in the US Market (Non-Oil), 2007-2011 
Reporter Reporter 2 Partner 
 2007 
FKI 
 2008 
FKI 
 2009 
FKI 
 2010 
FKI 
 2011 
FKI 
Afghanistan EU27 Members USA   0.00 0.00 0.00   
Bangladesh EU27 Members USA 0.01         
Benin EU27 Members USA 0.05 0.06 0.00 0.03   
Burkina Faso EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.02 
Burundi EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00   
Cambodia EU27 Members USA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 
Central African Rep. EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ethiopia EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 
Gambia EU27 Members USA       0.04 0.00 
Ghana EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 
Guinea EU27 Members USA 0.00 0.00       
Kenya EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01   
Madagascar EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03 
Malawi EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 
Mali EU27 Members USA 0.04 0.04   0.02   
Mauritania EU27 Members USA       0.00 0.00 
Mozambique EU27 Members USA 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02 
Myanmar (Burma) EU27 Members USA       0.00   
Nepal EU27 Members USA     0.02 0.02 0.02 
Niger EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 
Nigeria EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 
Occ. Palestinian 
Terr. 
EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01   
Pakistan EU27 Members USA 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
Rwanda EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 
Sudan EU27 Members USA   0.01 0.00     
Togo EU27 Members USA 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 
Uganda EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 
United Rep. of 
Tanzania 
EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 
Yemen EU27 Members USA 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.06 
Zambia EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.05 
Zimbabwe EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03   
        
(Source: TradeSift calculations using data from Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit) 
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FKI: Export Similarity of the LDCs with the US in the EU Market (Non-Oil), 2007-2011 
Reporter Partner Reporter 2  2007 FKI  2008 FKI  2009 FKI  2010 FKI  2011 FKI
Afghanistan EU27 Members USA 0.00 0.00 0.01
Bangladesh EU27 Members USA 0.02
Benin EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02
Burundi EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04
Cambodia EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01
Central African Rep. EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Ethiopia EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01
Gambia EU27 Members USA 0.00 0.02
Ghana EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Guinea EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.03
Kenya EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Madagascar EU27 Members USA 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03
Malawi EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Mali EU27 Members USA 0.05 0.10 0.08
Mauritania EU27 Members USA 0.00 0.00
Mozambique EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01
Myanmar (Burma) EU27 Members USA 0.00
Nepal EU27 Members USA 0.03 0.04 0.03
Niger EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.01
Nigeria EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01
Occ. Palestinian Terr. EU27 Members USA 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.06
Pakistan EU27 Members USA 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05
Rwanda EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.01
Sudan EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.01
Togo EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03
Uganda EU27 Members USA 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
United Rep. of Tanzania EU27 Members USA 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.05 0.07
Zimbabwe EU27 Members USA 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
(Source: TradeSift calculations using data from Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit)
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LDCs Revealed Market Access for Non-Oil Products in the US relative to the World 
Reporter Product Partner Partner 2  2007 RMA  2008 RMA  2009 RMA  2010 RMA  2011 RMA
Afghanistan Nonoil USA World 0.03 0.32 0.07
Bangladesh Nonoil USA World 1.74
Benin Nonoil USA World 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
Burkina Faso Nonoil USA World 0.01 0.18 0.00 0.02 0.03
Burundi Nonoil USA World 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.00
Cambodia Nonoil USA World 3.84 3.32 2.29 2.50 2.31
Central African Rep. Nonoil USA World 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.04
Ethiopia Nonoil USA World 0.60 0.53 0.33 0.32 0.27
Gambia Nonoil USA World 0.16 0.00
Ghana Nonoil USA World 0.17 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.29
Guinea Nonoil USA World 0.96 0.49
Kenya Nonoil USA World 0.52 0.45 0.39 0.42
Madagascar Nonoil USA World 1.33 1.70 1.37 0.32 0.25
Malawi Nonoil USA World 0.30 0.42 0.30 0.44 0.40
Mali Nonoil USA World 0.02 0.06 0.23
Mauritania Nonoil USA World 0.00 0.00
Mozambique Nonoil USA World 0.01 0.06 0.17 0.07 0.06
Myanmar (Burma) Nonoil USA World 0.00
Nepal Nonoil USA World 0.53 0.47 0.58
Niger Nonoil USA World 0.43 1.34 0.58 1.24 0.34
Nigeria Nonoil USA World 0.38 0.42 0.23 0.86 0.72
Occ. Palestinian 
Terr.
Nonoil USA World 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.09
Pakistan Nonoil USA World 1.65 1.41 1.40 1.33 1.17
Rwanda Nonoil USA World 0.37 0.14 0.11 0.18
Sudan Nonoil USA World 0.06 0.04
Togo Nonoil USA World 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01
Uganda Nonoil USA World 0.11 0.07 0.19 0.10 0.13
United Rep. of 
Tanzania
Nonoil USA World 0.21 0.14 0.12 0.09 0.08
Yemen Nonoil USA World 0.35 0.60 0.30 0.29 0.29
Zambia Nonoil USA World 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
Zimbabwe Nonoil USA World 0.17 0.09 0.03 0.07
2007-2011
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LDC's Revealed Market Access in the EU Market (Non-Oil) relative to the World 
Reporter Partner Partner 2 Product  2007 RMA  2008 RMA  2009 RMA  2010 RMA  2011 RMA
Afghanistan EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.07 0.03 0.13
Bangladesh EU27 Members World Nonoil 1.31
Benin EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.32 0.17 0.14 0.19
Burkina Faso EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.93 0.57 0.41 0.25 0.23
Burundi EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.36 0.32 0.43 0.85
Cambodia EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.51 0.47 0.39 0.45 0.62
Central African Rep. EU27 Members World Nonoil 1.12 1.57 2.17 1.85 1.22
Ethiopia EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.93 0.95 0.82 0.83 0.92
Gambia EU27 Members World Nonoil 1.42 0.16
Ghana EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.82 0.73 0.52 0.49 0.52
Guinea EU27 Members World Nonoil 1.60 1.28
Kenya EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.67
Madagascar EU27 Members World Nonoil 1.66 1.65 1.44 1.44 1.47
Malawi EU27 Members World Nonoil 1.05 1.23 1.02 1.00 0.81
Mali EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.16 0.07 0.24
Mauritania EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.59 1.12
Mozambique EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.19 1.91 1.68 2.09 1.72
Myanmar (Burma) EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.05
Nepal EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.31 0.31 0.34
Niger EU27 Members World Nonoil 1.21 1.09 1.39 0.44 1.85
Nigeria EU27 Members World Nonoil 1.63 0.91 0.72 0.77 1.38
Occ. Palestinian Terr. EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.05
Pakistan EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.76 0.74 0.70 0.70 0.72
Rwanda EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.95 0.99 0.42 0.75
Sudan EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.34 0.11
Togo EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.18 0.15
Uganda EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.68 0.75 0.65 0.65 0.64
United Rep. of 
Tanzania
EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.53 0.47 0.45 0.35 0.33
Yemen EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.34 0.38 0.31 0.30 0.20
Zambia EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.15 0.18 0.14 0.12 0.15
Zimbabwe EU27 Members World Nonoil 0.44 0.60 0.48 0.31
2007-2011
(Source: TradeSift calculations using data from Comtrade via WITS )
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DFID Footprint Countries 
 
Afghanistan 
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Afghanistan
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Afghanistan
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
880212
Helicopters of an 
unladen wt. 
>2000kg
13.42 21.57% 310.81 74.03 0.03%
430130
Raw furskins, of 
lamb: Astrakhan, 
Broadtail, Carac...
11.34 18.23% 7.07
841191
Parts of the turbo-
jets/turbo-
propellers of 
8411.1...
9.02 14.50% 3,587.38 9,761.86 4.32%
080620 Grapes, dried 7.68 12.34% 654.77 134.80 0.06%
080250 Pistachios 6.55 10.54% 217.78 328.79 0.15%
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, wkd. 
othw. than simp...
2.24 3.60% 285.77 64.12 0.03%
841122
Turbo- propellers, 
of a power 
>1,100kW
2.23 3.59% 248.29 99.84 0.04%
510211
Fine animal hair, 
not 
carded/combed, 
of Kashmir (c...
0.89 1.44% 289.21 0.90 0.00%
880330
Parts of 
aeroplanes/helico
pters, other than 
propel...
0.68 1.09% 4,721.76 6,266.59 2.77%
852540
Still image video 
cameras & oth. 
video camera 
reco...
0.65 1.04% 7,279.02 343.19 0.15%
840710
Spark- ignition 
recip./rotary int. 
comb. piston 
eng...
0.63 1.01% 21.07 46.16 0.02%
570110
Carpets & oth. 
textile floor 
coverings, 
knotted, w...
0.62 0.99% 270.94 1.93 0.00%
851780
Electrical app. for 
line telephony/line 
telegraphy...
0.50 0.80% 14,432.48 2,574.53 1.14%
121299
Vegetable prods., 
incl. sugar cane & 
unroasted chi...
0.48 0.77% 172.63 3.00 0.00%
251511
Marble & 
travertine, 
crude/roughly 
trimmed
0.47 0.76% 89.07 2.01 0.00%
851790
Parts of the app. & 
equip. of 85.17
0.36 0.59% 11,057.70 791.51 0.35%
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
0.32 0.51% 340.55 57.58 0.03%
852990
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with 
the app. of...
0.13 0.21% 10,841.36 388.92 0.17%
847160
Input/output units 
(of auto. data 
processing 
machi...
0.08 0.13% 5,343.85 239.13 0.11%
410210
Raw skins of 
sheep/lambs 
(fresh/salted/dried/
limed...
22.27 0.73 0.00%
Grand Total 58.29 93.71% 60,193.77 21,179.62 9.37%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Afghanistan Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Afghanistan 
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Afghanistan 
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World
570110
Carpets & oth. 
textile floor 
coverings, 
knotted, w...
2.85 35.12% 4.97 0.00% 235.71
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
2.26 27.84% 29.17 0.01% 241.08
570210
Kelem, Schumacks, 
Karamanie & sim. 
hand-woven rugs
0.54 6.70% 1.87 0.00% 44.80
080620 Grapes, dried 0.51 6.27% 0.64 0.00% 32.66
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
0.39 4.81% 674.99 0.20% 386.92
091020 Saffron 0.25 3.03% 13.54 0.00% 0.23
710399
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds, 
rubies, saphires ...
0.13 1.55% 32.77 0.01% 278.34
901420
Instruments & 
appls. for 
aeronautical/space 
naviga...
0.10 1.19% 423.57 0.13% 139.16
903289
Automatic 
regulating/controlli
ng instr. & app., 
n....
0.09 1.10% 1,007.54 0.30% 2,110.99
081310 Apricots, dried 0.06 0.73% 0.06 0.00% 63.11
903180
Measuring/checkin
g instr., app.& 
machines, n.e.s. 
...
0.05 0.68% 794.41 0.24% 1,262.50
081340
Dried fruit (excl. of 
08.01-08.06 & 
0813.10-0813.3...
0.04 0.47% 5.39 0.00% 75.76
871000
Tanks & oth. 
armoured fighting 
vehicles, 
motorised...
0.01 0.12% 194.80 0.06% 728.05
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, wkd. 
othw. than simp...
0.00 0.03% 41.01 0.01% 636.12
820600
Tools of 2/more of 
the headings of 
82.02-82.05, pu...
1.41 0.00% 129.26
970110
Paintings, 
drawings & 
pastels, executed 
entirely b...
3,751.25 1.13% 867.49
850440 Static converters 1,046.87 0.32% 6,596.74
851140
Starter motors & 
dual purp. starter-
generators
82.93 0.03% 856.81
710310
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds) & 
semi-precious s...
0.93 0.00% 15.30
847330
Parts & 
accessories (excl. 
covers, carrying 
cases ...
405.77 0.12% 15,444.79
Grand Total 7.28 89.64% 8,513.89 2.57% 30,145.80
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Afghanistan Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Ye a r Produc t Produc t Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on Afgha nista n 
Exports
Imports from 
Afgha nista n
MFN Ta riff
Imports from the  
US
2011 880212
Helicopters of an 
unladen weight 
>2000kg
0.00 0.0134 1.35 0.07
2011 430130
Raw furskins, of  lamb: 
Astrakhan, Broadtail, 
Carac...
0.00 0.0113 0.00
2011 841191
Parts of the turbo-
jets/ turbo-propellers 
of 8411.1...
0.00 0.0090 0.90 9.76
2011 080620 Grapes, dried 0.00 0.0077 2.40 0.13
2011 080250 Pistachios 0.00 0.0066 1.60 0.33
2011 710391
Rubies, sapphires & 
emeralds, worked othw. 
than si...
0.00 0.0022 0.00 0.06
2011 841122
Turbo-propellers, of  a 
power >1,100kW
0.00 0.0022 0.90 0.10
2011 510211
Fine animal hair, not 
carded/combed, of 
Kashmir (c...
0.00 0.0009 0.00 0.00
2011 880330
Parts of 
aeroplanes/helicopters, 
other than propel...
0.00 0.0007 0.90 6.27
2011 840710
Spark-ignit ion 
reciprocat ing/rotary 
internal combu...
0.00 0.0006 0.57 0.05
2011 570110
Carpets & other text ile 
f loor coverings, 
knotted, ...
0.00 0.0006 8.00 0.00
2011 121299
Locust beans&sugar 
cane(excl. of  1212.91), 
f resh/c...
0.00 0.0005 2.72 0.00
2011 251511
M arble & travert ine, 
crude/roughly trimmed
0.00 0.0005 0.00 0.00
2011 121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds & 
fruits, of ...
0.00 0.0003 0.60 0.06
2011 852990
Other parts suitable for 
use solely/principally 
wi...
0.00 0.0001 3.43 0.39
2011 847160
Input/output units, 
whether/not containing 
storage...
0.00 0.0001 0.00 0.15
2011 410210
Raw skins of 
sheep/ lambs 
(fresh/salted/dried/ lime
d...
0.00
EU Tariffs for Afghanistan 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Afganistan, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on 
Afgha nista n's 
Exports
Imports from 
Afgha nista n
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  EU
570110
Carpets & other 
text ile f loor 
coverings, 
knotted, ...
1.13 0.0029 1.13 4,971.34
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of ...
0.00 0.0023 1.60 29,171.59
570210
Kelem, 
Schumacks, 
Karamanie & 
similar hand-
woven r...
0.00 0.0005 0.00 1,868.61
080620 Grapes, dried 0.00 0.0005 0.00 641.85
970600
Antiques of an 
age > one 
hundred years
0.00 0.0004 0.00 674,991.09
091020 Saffron 0.00 0.0002 0.00 13,535.16
710399
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds, 
rubies, saphires ...
0.00 0.0001 5.25 32,770.30
901420
Instruments & 
appliances for 
aeronaut ical/spac
e na...
0.00 0.0001 1.02 423,565.90
903289
Automatic 
regulat ing/contro
lling instr. & 
apparatu...
0.00 0.0001 0.75 1,007,544.27
081310 Apricots, dried 0.00 0.0001 0.00 61.31
903180
M easuring/checki
ng instr., 
apparatus& 
machines, n....
0.00 0.0001 0.57 794,407.98
081340
Dried fruit  (excl. 
of  08.01-08.06 & 
0813.10-0813.3...
0.00 0.0000 3.70 5,392.85
871000
Tanks & other 
armoured f ight ing 
vehicles, 
motorise...
0.00 0.00 0.00 194,797.38
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, 
worked othw. 
than si...
0.00 0.00 0.00 41,007.78
710310
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds) 
& semi-precious 
s...
5.25 930.94
820600
Tools of 2/more 
of the headings 
of 82.02-82.05, 
pu...
0.00 1,413.66
847330
Parts & 
accessories of 
0.00 405,772.61
850440 Stat ic converters 0.43 1,046,873.26
851140
Starter motors & 
dual purp. starter-
generators
1.25 82,926.04
970110
Paint ings, 
drawings & 
pastels, executed 
ent irely b...
0.00 3,751,247.13
US Tariffs for Afghanistan 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Afghanistan, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Bangladesh
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Bangladesh
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Rest of World
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
1,240.24 0.24 70.69 0.00 4,376.07
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), o...
569.27 0.11 83.60 0.00 2,421.10
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
548.09 0.11 43.90 0.00 4,658.92
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
193.17 0.04 40.77 0.00 9,200.92
610910
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
144.84 0.03 25.08 0.00 4,187.84
620343
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
127.94 0.03 3.93 0.00 1,113.13
650590
Hats & oth. 
headgear, knitted 
or 
crocheted/made 
up...
127.66 0.03 28.33 0.00 1,292.81
620920
Babies' garments 
& clothing 
accessories (excl. 
kni...
124.22 0.02 2.89 0.00 358.64
620630
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt- blouses (ex...
97.48 0.02 28.43 0.00 1,099.02
630622
Tents, of synth. 
fibres
88.03 0.02 2.63 0.00 458.13
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
86.53 0.02 42.26 0.00 4,187.08
610821
Women's/girls' 
briefs & panties, 
knitted or croche...
84.76 0.02 1.64 0.00 671.25
620193
Men's/boys', 
anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-
che...
78.10 0.02 14.43 0.00 962.94
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotto...
77.64 0.02 11.73 0.00 1,611.63
630260
Toilet linen & 
kitchen linen, of 
terry towelling/s...
68.77 0.01 12.30 0.00 1,729.93
611120
Babies' garments 
& clothing 
accessories, 
knitted o...
66.78 0.01 5.82 0.00 1,639.12
620293
Women's/girls' 
anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind- c...
65.77 0.01 17.31 0.00 918.98
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether or not in 
shell, frozen
60.98 0.01 0.32 0.00 3,933.39
621210
BrassiFres & parts 
thereof , whether 
or not knitte...
57.93 0.01 19.13 0.00 1,960.13
620192
Men's/boys', 
anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-
che...
47.20 0.01 11.88 0.00 296.98
Grand Total 3955.417013 0.779240222 467.063817 0.001412492 47078.02063
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Bangladesh Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Bangladesh
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Bangladesh
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Rest of World
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
1,240.24 0.24 70.69 0.00 4,376.07
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), o...
569.27 0.11 83.60 0.00 2,421.10
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
548.09 0.11 43.90 0.00 4,658.92
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
193.17 0.04 40.77 0.00 9,200.92
610910
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
144.84 0.03 25.08 0.00 4,187.84
620343
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
127.94 0.03 3.93 0.00 1,113.13
650590
Hats & oth. 
headgear, knitted 
or 
crocheted/made 
up...
127.66 0.03 28.33 0.00 1,292.81
620920
Babies' garments 
& clothing 
accessories (excl. 
kni...
124.22 0.02 2.89 0.00 358.64
620630
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt- blouses (ex...
97.48 0.02 28.43 0.00 1,099.02
630622
Tents, of synth. 
fibres
88.03 0.02 2.63 0.00 458.13
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
86.53 0.02 42.26 0.00 4,187.08
610821
Women's/girls' 
briefs & panties, 
knitted or croche...
84.76 0.02 1.64 0.00 671.25
620193
Men's/boys', 
anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-
che...
78.10 0.02 14.43 0.00 962.94
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotto...
77.64 0.02 11.73 0.00 1,611.63
630260
Toilet linen & 
kitchen linen, of 
terry towelling/s...
68.77 0.01 12.30 0.00 1,729.93
611120
Babies' garments 
& clothing 
accessories, 
knitted o...
66.78 0.01 5.82 0.00 1,639.12
620293
Women's/girls' 
anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind- c...
65.77 0.01 17.31 0.00 918.98
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether or not in 
shell, frozen
60.98 0.01 0.32 0.00 3,933.39
621210
BrassiFres & parts 
thereof , whether 
or not knitte...
57.93 0.01 19.13 0.00 1,960.13
620192
Men's/boys', 
anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-
che...
47.20 0.01 11.88 0.00 296.98
Grand Total 3955.417013 0.779240222 467.063817 0.001412492 47078.02063
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Bangladesh Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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P r oduc t
P r oduc t  
Na me
Appl i e d Ta r i f f  
on Ba ngl a de sh 
Ex por t s
I mpor t s f r om 
Ba ngl a de sh
M FN Ta r i f f
I mpor t s f r om 
t he  US
610910
T -shi r ts,  s i ngl ets & 
other  vests,  
kni t ted/ cr ochete. . .
0.00 2.69 12.00 0.07
620342
M en's/ boys' t r ouser s,  
bi b & br ace over al l s,  
br eech. . .
0.00 1.31 12.00 0.02
611020
Jer seys,  pul l over s,  
car di gans,  wai st -
coats & si mi l . . .
0.00 1.21 12.00 0.01
611030
Jer seys,  pul l over s,  
car di gans,  wai st -
coats & si mi l . . .
0.00 0.92 12.00 0.01
620462
Women's/ gi r l s ',  
t r ouser s,  bi b & br ace 
over al l s,  br . . .
0.00 0.64 12.00 0.06
610510
M en's/ boys' shi r ts,  
kni t ted/ cr ocheted,  of  
cot ton
0.00 0.53 12.00 0.00
620520
M en's/ boys' shi r ts 
(excl .  
kni t ted/ cr ocheted),  of  
c. . .
0.00 0.50 12.00 0.00
030613
Shr i mps & pr awns,  
whether / not  i n shel l ,  
f r ozen
0.00 0.34 13.00 0.00
610462
Women's/ gi r l s ' 
t r ouser s,  bi b & br ace 
over al l s,  br e. . .
0.00 0.29 12.00 0.01
611120
Babi es' gar ments & 
cl othi ng accessor i es,  
kni t ted/ c. . .
0.00 0.20 10.45 0.00
610610
Women's/ gi r l s ' 
bl ouses,  shi r ts & shi r t -
bl ouses,  kn. . .
0.00 0.18 12.00 0.00
630221
Bed l i nen (excl .  
kni t ted/ cr ocheted),  
pr i nted,  of  c. . .
0.00 0.15 12.00 0.00
620530
M en's/ boys' shi r ts 
(excl .  
kni t ted/ cr ocheted),  of  
m. . .
0.00 0.15 12.00 0.00
620630
Women's/ gi r l s ' 
bl ouses,  shi r ts & shi r t -
bl ouses (ex. . .
0.00 0.12 12.00 0.00
630231
Bed l i nen (excl .  
kni t ted/ cr ocheted),  of  
cot ton (ex. . .
0.00 0.11 12.00 0.00
620920
Babi es' gar ments & 
cl othi ng accessor i es 
(excl .  kni . . .
0.00 0.10 10.50 0.00
610831
Women's/ gi r l s ' 
ni ghtdr esses & 
pyj amas,  
kni t ted/ cr o. . .
0.00 0.09 12.00 0.00
610442
Women's/ gi r l s ' 
dr esses,  
kni t ted/ cr ocheted,  of  
cot t . . .
0.00 0.08 12.00 0.00
640399
Other  f ootwear  
wi thout   outer  sol es of   
l eather ,  n. . .
0.00 0.07 7.66 0.01
620343
M en's/ boys' t r ouser s,  
bi b & br ace over al l s,  
br eech. . .
0.00 0.07 12.00 0.00
EU Tariffs for Bangladesh 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from Bangladesh, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of  Unit ed St at es Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit ) .  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Bangladesh 
Exports
Imports from 
Bangladesh
MFN Tariff
Imports from the 
EU
620342
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & brace overalls, 
breech...
8.97 1.24 8.97 70.69
620520
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), of c...
14.20 0.57 14.20 83.60
620462
Women's/girls', trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, br...
8.15 0.55 8.15 43.90
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats 
& simil...
10.75 0.19 10.75 40.77
610910
T-shirts, singlets & other vests, 
knitted/crochete...
16.50 0.14 16.50 25.08
620343
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & brace overalls, 
breech...
11.53 0.13 11.53 3.93
650590
Other hats & other headgear, 
knitted/crocheted,/ma...
6.08 0.13 6.08 28.33
620920
Babies' garments & clothing accessories 
(excl. kni...
12.73 0.12 12.73 2.89
620630
Women's/girls' blouses, shirts & shirt-
blouses (ex...
9.30 0.10 9.30 28.43
630622 Tents, of synthetic fibres 4.40 0.09 4.40 2.63
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats 
& simil...
15.32 0.09 15.32 42.26
610821
Women's/girls' briefs & panties, 
knitted/crocheted...
7.60 0.08 7.60 1.64
620193
Men's/boys', anoraks (incl. ski-jackets), 
wind-che...
13.52 0.08 13.52 14.43
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, knitted/crocheted, of 
cotton
19.70 0.08 19.70 11.73
630260
Toilet linen & kitchen linen, of terry 
towelling/s...
9.10 0.07 9.10 12.30
611120
Babies' garments & clothing accessories, 
knitted/c...
14.00 0.07 14.00 5.82
620293
Women's/girls' anoraks (incl. ski-jackets), 
wind-c...
13.52 0.07 13.52 17.31
030613
Shrimps & prawns, whether/not in shell, 
frozen
0.00 0.06 0.00 0.32
621210
BrassiFres & parts thereof , whether/not 
knitted/c...
10.32 0.06 10.32 19.13
620192
Men's/boys', anoraks (incl. ski-jackets), 
wind-che...
6.67 0.05 6.67 11.88
US Tariffs for Bangladesh 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Bangladesh, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
DR Congo
Share of Total 
Imports from 
DR Congo
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
810520
Cobalt mattes & 
oth. intermediate 
prods. of cobalt...
213.02 33.96% 210.06 47.70 0.02%
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav...
197.44 31.47% 14,981.96 60.86 0.03%
740311
Cathodes & 
sections of 
cathodes, of ref. 
copper, u...
75.34 12.01% 9,366.92 10.42 0.00%
440349
Topical wood 
spec. in SH Note 1 
to Ch.44 (excl. of...
42.64 6.80% 122.31 0.13 0.00%
440729
Wood 
sawn/chipped 
length wise, 
sliced/peeled, 
whet...
23.41 3.73% 629.06 2.71 0.00%
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
16.54 2.64% 11,670.53 12.98 0.01%
710221
Industrial 
diamonds, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleaved/br...
10.57 1.68% 61.68 5.92 0.00%
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
8.76 1.40% 2,484.31 505.43 0.22%
440399
Wood, in the rough 
(excl. of 4403.10-
4403.92), whe...
5.39 0.86% 382.18 64.43 0.03%
440799
Wood (excl. of 
4407.10-
4407.92), 
sawn/chipped 
leng...
4.86 0.77% 387.41 200.12 0.09%
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
4.36 0.69% 336.51 57.58 0.03%
350790
Prepared 
enzymes, n.e.s., 
other than rennet 
& conc...
3.14 0.50% 247.00 134.81 0.06%
130239
Mucilages & 
thickeners (excl. of 
1302.31 & 
1301.32...
2.98 0.47% 201.64 25.01 0.01%
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
2.36 0.38% 5,142.58 0.01 0.00%
740110 Copper mattes 2.21 0.35% 135.95 0.85 0.00%
440920
Wood (incl. strips & 
friezes for parquet 
flooring,...
1.50 0.24% 843.28 10.78 0.00%
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
0.59 0.09% 2,294.20 388.48 0.17%
260500
Cobalt ores & 
concs.
0.01 0.00% 49.24 0.33 0.00%
440122
Wood, in 
chips/partic les, 
non- coniferous
285.10 1.54 0.00%
740200
Unrefined copper; 
copper anodes for 
electrolytic r...
1,752.89 26.48 0.01%
Grand Total 615.12 98.06% 51,584.83 1,556.59 0.69%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from DR Congo Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
DR Congo
Share of Total 
Imports from 
DR Congo
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
DR Congo
Imports from 
Rest of World
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav...
7.70 30.07% 4.26 0.00% 618.69
710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug...
2.92 11.41% 78.50 0.02% 14,251.13
440729
Wood 
sawn/chipped 
length wise, 
sliced/peeled, 
whet...
2.76 10.78% 2.78 0.00% 149.42
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
2.67 10.42% 674.99 0.20% 384.64
230230
Bran, sharps & 
oth. residues, 
whether or not in 
th...
2.66 10.38% 0.03 0.00% 14.58
740311
Cathodes & 
sections of 
cathodes, of ref. 
copper, u...
1.95 7.61% 0.15 0.00% 5,661.40
810520
Cobalt mattes & 
oth. intermediate 
prods. of cobalt...
0.97 3.80% 27.81 0.01% 297.72
130219
Vegetable saps & 
extracts (excl. of 
1302.11- 1302.1...
0.82 3.21% 106.87 0.03% 340.60
282200
Cobalt oxides & 
hydroxides; 
commercial cobalt 
oxid...
0.65 2.54% 31.98 0.01% 29.00
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.53 2.09% 16.01 0.00% 6,495.49
440799
Wood (excl. of 
4407.10-
4407.92), 
sawn/chipped 
leng...
0.45 1.76% 3.56 0.00% 141.31
350790
Prepared 
enzymes, n.e.s., 
other than rennet 
& conc...
0.45 1.76% 419.70 0.13% 353.20
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other 
than 
unwkd./simply ...
0.20 0.80% 3,794.60 1.15% 17,912.40
710221
Industrial 
diamonds, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleaved/br...
0.18 0.69% 1.05 0.00% 47.28
030110
Live ornamental 
fish
0.08 0.30% 0.51 0.00% 52.91
711620
Artic les of 
precious/semi-
precious stones 
(nat./sy...
0.05 0.21% 74.97 0.02% 405.59
970500
Collections & 
collectors' pieces 
of zoological/bot...
0.01 0.03% 74.06 0.02% 74.18
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
0.19 0.00% 1,716.14
230990
Preparations of a 
kind used in animal 
feeding othe...
208.83 0.06% 271.07
710811
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
2.56 0.00% 5.48
Grand Total 25.06 97.87% 5,523.40 1.67% 49,222.22
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from the DR Congo, Av 2009-
11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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EU Tariffs for Democratic Republic of Congo, for the EU's Top 20 Non-
Oil Imports from Democratic Republic of Congo, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied tariffs 
on Democratic 
Republic of 
Congo Imports 
Imports from 
Democratic 
Republic of 
Congo 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the US 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0.00 16.54 0.00 12.98 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, 
incl. seeds & fruits, of... 
0.00 4.36 0.60 57.58 
130239 
Mucilages & thickeners 
(excl. of 1302.31 & 
1301.32... 
0.00 2.98 0.00 25.01 
180100 
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, raw/roasted 
0.00 2.36 0.00 0.01 
240120 
Tobacco, partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped 
0.00 0.59 0.00 388.48 
260500 Cobalt ores & concentrates 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.33 
350790 
Prepared enzymes, n.e.s., 
other than rennet & conc... 
0.00 3.14 3.15 134.81 
440122 
Wood, in chips/particles, 
non-coniferous 
    0.00 1.54 
440349 
Topical wood spec. in SH 
Note 1 to Ch.44 (excl. of... 
0.00 42.64 0.00 0.13 
440399 
Wood, in the rough (excl. 
of 4403.10-4403.92), 
whe... 
0.00 5.39 0.00 64.43 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped 
lengthwise, sliced/peeled, 
wheth... 
0.00 6.91 1.44 1.89 
440799 
Wood(excl. of  4407.10-
4407.95), sawn/chipped 
leng... 
0.00 4.86 0.50 139.39 
710221 
Industrial diamonds, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cleaved/... 
0.00 10.57 0.00 5.92 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cle... 
0.00 197.44 0.00 60.86 
740200 
Unrefined copper; copper 
anodes for electrolytic r... 
    0.00 26.48 
740311 
Cathodes & sections of 
cathodes, of refined 
copper... 
0.00 75.34 0.00 10.42 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0.00 8.76 0.00 505.43 
810520 
Cobalt mattes & other 
intermediate products of 
cob... 
0.00 213.02 0.00 47.70 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Democratic Republic of Congo, for the US Top 20 Non-oil 
Imports from Democratic Republic of Congo Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied tariffs 
on Democratic 
Republic of 
Congo Imports 
Imports from 
Democratic 
Republic of 
Congo 
MFN Tariffs 
Imports from 
the EU 
030110 Live ornamental fish 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.51 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0.00 0.53 0.00 16.01 
130219 
Vegetable saps & extracts 
(excl. of 1302.11-1302.1... 
0.00 0.82 0.33 106.87 
170111 
Cane sugar, raw, in solid 
form, not containing add... 
    0.00 0.19 
230230 
Bran, sharps & other 
residues, whether/not in 
the ... 
0.00 2.66 0.00 0.03 
230990 
Preparations of a kind used 
in animal feeding othe... 
    4.34 208.83 
282200 
Cobalt oxides & hydroxides; 
commercial cobalt oxid... 
0.00 0.65 0.10 31.98 
350790 
Prepared enzymes, n.e.s., 
other than rennet & conc... 
0.00 0.45 0.00 419.70 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped 
lengthwise, sliced/peeled, 
wheth... 
0.00 0.67 0.00 1.74 
440799 
Wood(excl. of  4407.10-
4407.95), sawn/chipped 
leng... 
0.00 0.45 0.00 3.09 
710221 
Industrial diamonds, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cleaved/... 
0.00 0.18 0.00 1.05 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cle... 
0.00 7.70 0.00 4.26 
710239 
Diamonds, non-industrial 
other than 
unworked/simpl... 
0.00 0.20 0.00 3,794.60 
710811 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
    0.00 2.56 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
0.00 2.92 2.05 78.50 
711620 
Articles of precious/semi-
precious stones (natural... 
0.00 0.05 4.48 74.97 
740311 
Cathodes & sections of 
cathodes, of refined 
copper... 
0.00 1.95 1.00 0.15 
810520 
Cobalt mattes & other 
intermediate products of 
cob... 
0.00 0.97 1.47 27.81 
970500 
Collections & collectors' 
pieces of zoological/bot... 
0.00 0.01 0.00 74.06 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one 
hundred years 
0.00 2.67 0.00 674.99 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Ethiopia
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Ethiopia
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
554.53 57.61% 11,132.54 12.98 0.01%
060310
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
175.88 18.27% 1,117.29 0.11 0.00%
410530
Tanned/crust 
skins of 
sheep/lambs, 
without wool on...
22.66 2.35% 65.73 0.05 0.00%
060210
Unrooted cuttings 
& slips
20.79 2.16% 189.85 0.58 0.00%
841191
Parts of the turbo-
jets/turbo-
propellers of 
8411.1...
20.53 2.13% 3,575.87 9,761.86 4.32%
071333
Kidney beans, 
incl. white pea 
beans (Phaseolus 
vul...
18.39 1.91% 404.84 41.13 0.02%
411200
Leather furth. 
prepd. after 
tanning/crusting, 
incl...
15.20 1.58% 120.93 0.29 0.00%
100590
Maize (corn), other 
than seed
13.96 1.45% 1,885.65 278.00 0.12%
610910
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
11.99 1.25% 8,094.40 66.92 0.03%
070820
Beans (Vigna 
spp., Phaseolus 
spp.), 
shelled/unshel...
11.35 1.18% 468.32 1.02 0.00%
841112
Turbo- jets, of a 
thrust >25 kN
10.04 1.04% 2,123.34 5,710.11 2.53%
410622
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without 
...
8.46 0.88% 59.05 0.18 0.00%
630210
Bed linen, knitted 
or crocheted
8.27 0.86% 381.06 0.36 0.00%
610462
Women's/girls' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
bre...
5.33 0.55% 1,437.00 8.56 0.00%
120740
Sesamum seeds, 
whether or not 
broken
4.77 0.50% 169.51 0.28 0.00%
411310
Leather furth. 
prepd. after 
tanning/crusting, 
incl...
2.84 0.29% 239.63 0.06 0.00%
640610
Uppers & parts 
thereof (excl. 
stiffeners), 
whether...
2.73 0.28% 1,128.42 0.89 0.00%
640399
Footwear (excl. 
waterproof) with 
outer soles of ru...
2.59 0.27% 4,808.95 11.36 0.01%
841290
Parts of the 
engines & motors 
of 8412.10-
8412.80
0.24 0.03% 869.71 1,059.31 0.47%
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
2,202.10 0.26 0.00%
Grand Total 910.55 94.59% 40,474.18 16,954.32 7.50%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Ethiopia Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Ethiopia
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Ethiopia
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Rest of World
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
96.08 70.04% 16.01 0.00% 6,399.94
120799
Oil seeds & 
oleaginous fruits 
(excl. of 1207.10-
12...
11.56 8.43% 1.39 0.00% 58.13
090122
Coffee, roasted, 
decaffeinated
4.28 3.12% 17.38 0.01% 111.29
120740
Sesamum seeds, 
whether or not 
broken
4.27 3.11% 0.67 0.00% 69.25
090112
Coffee, not 
roasted, 
decaffeinated
3.34 2.43% 169.29 0.05% 397.20
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
2.18 1.59% 42.26 0.01% 4,271.44
611430
Garments, n.e.s., 
knitted or 
crocheted, of man-
mad...
1.88 1.37% 11.05 0.00% 549.87
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
1.37 1.00% 70.69 0.02% 5,614.94
071339
Beans (Vigna 
spp., Phaseolus 
spp. (excl. of 
0713.3...
1.27 0.93% 1.06 0.00% 97.57
610520
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of man-
m...
1.24 0.90% 1.01 0.00% 581.84
060210
Unrooted cuttings 
& slips
1.02 0.74% 1.90 0.00% 78.87
610343
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
0.65 0.47% 1.10 0.00% 771.30
640399
Footwear (excl. 
waterproof) with 
outer soles of ru...
0.63 0.46% 404.10 0.12% 6,194.09
152190
Beeswax, oth. 
insect waxes & 
spermaceti, 
whether o...
0.45 0.33% 1.29 0.00% 11.52
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
0.32 0.23% 674.99 0.20% 386.99
620463
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
0.32 0.23% 8.39 0.00% 1,013.24
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
0.24 0.18% 40.77 0.01% 9,393.85
740819
Copper wire, of ref. 
copper (excl. of 
7408.11)
0.07 0.05% 27.93 0.01% 67.28
200819
Nuts (excl. ground-
nuts), incl. mixts., 
prepd./pre...
0.01 0.01% 9.10 0.00% 181.64
970300
Original sculptures 
& statuary, in any 
mat.
0.01 0.01% 675.78 0.20% 159.75
Grand Total 131.20 95.63% 2,176.17 0.66% 36,410.01
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Ethiopia Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Ethiopian 
ExportsEthiopi
a AHS Simple 
Average
Imports ftom 
Ethiopia
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
United States
060210 Unrooted cuttings & slips 0.00 20.79 2.00 0.58
070820
Beans (Vigna spp., Phaseolus spp.), 
shelled/unshel...
0.00 11.35 0.00 1.02
071333
Kidney beans, incl. white pea beans 
(Phaseolus vul...
0.00 18.39 0.00 41.13
090111
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.00 554.53 0.00 12.98
100590 Maize (corn), other than seed 0.00 13.96 0.00 278.00
120740 Sesamum seeds, whether/not broken 0.00 4.77 0.00 0.28
170111
Cane sugar, raw, in solid form, not 
containing add...
0.00 0.26
410530
Tanned/crust skins of sheep/lambs, 
without wool on...
0.00 22.66 1.33 0.05
410622
Tanned/crust hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without ...
0.00 8.46 1.00 0.18
411200
Leather further prepared after 
tanning/crusting, i...
0.00 15.20 3.50 0.29
411310
Leather further prepared after 
tanning/crusting, i...
0.00 2.84 3.50 0.06
610462
Women's/girls' trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, bre...
0.00 5.33 12.00 8.56
610910
T-shirts, singlets & other vests, 
knitted/crochete...
0.00 11.99 12.00 66.92
630210 Bed linen, knitted/crocheted 0.00 8.27 12.00 0.36
640399
Other footwear without  outer soles of  
leather, n...
0.00 2.59 7.66 11.36
640610
Uppers & parts thereof (excl. 
stiffeners), whether...
0.00 2.73 3.00 0.89
841112 Turbo-jets, of a thrust >25 kN 0.00 10.04 0.90 5,710.11
841191
Parts of the turbo-jets/turbo-
propellers of 8411.1...
0.00 20.53 0.90 9,761.86
841290
Parts of the engines & motors of 
8412.10-8412.80
0.00 0.24 1.01 1,059.31
EU Tariffs for Ethiopia 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from Ethiopia Av. 2009-11 on top 20
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Ethiopian 
Exports
Imports from 
Ethiopia
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the EU
060210 Unrooted cuttings & slips 0.00 1.02 4.80 1.90
071339
Beans (Vigna spp., Phaseolus spp. 
(excl. of 0713.3...
0.00 1.27 0.00 1.06
090111
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.00 96.08 0.00 16.01
090112 Coffee, not roasted, decaffeinated 0.00 3.34 0.00 169.29
090122 Coffee, roasted, decaffeinated 0.00 4.28 0.00 17.38
120740 Sesamum seeds, whether/not broken 0.00 4.27 0.00 0.67
120799
Oil seeds & oleaginous fruits (excl. of 
1206.00 & ...
0.00 11.56 0.00 1.39
152190
Beeswax, other insect waxes & 
spermaceti, whether/...
0.00 0.45 2.40 1.29
200819
Nuts (excl. ground-nuts), incl. 
mixtures, prepared...
0.00 0.01 9.54 9.10
610343
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, breech...
0.00 0.65 21.55 1.10
610520
Men's/boys' shirts, knitted/crocheted, 
of man-made...
0.00 1.24 22.80 1.01
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0.00 0.24 10.75 40.77
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0.00 2.18 15.32 42.26
611430
Garments, n.e.s., knitted/crocheted, 
of man-made f...
0.00 1.88 25.03 11.05
620342
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, breech...
0.00 1.37 8.97 70.69
620463
Women's/girls', trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, br...
0.00 0.32 11.80 8.39
640399
Other footwear without  outer soles of  
leather, n...
0.00 0.63 6.42 404.10
740819
Copper wire, of refined copper (excl. 
of 7408.11)
0.00 0.07 3.00 27.93
970300
Original sculptures & statuary, in any 
material
0.00 0.01 0.00 675.78
970600
Antiques of an age > one hundred 
years
0.00 0.32 0.00 674.99
US Tariffs for Ethiopia 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from Ethiopia Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Ghana
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Ghana
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
1,304.39 52.44% 3,840.54 0.01 0.00%
180310
Cocoa paste, not 
defatted
244.40 9.83% 547.13 0.00 0.00%
180400
Cocoa butter, fat & 
oil
169.96 6.83% 607.66 0.14 0.00%
160414
Tunas, skipjack & 
bonito (Sarda 
spp.), 
prepd./pres...
121.39 4.88% 2,034.15 0.01 0.00%
180500
Cocoa powder, 
not cont. added 
sugar/oth. 
sweetenin...
79.98 3.22% 145.54 3.40 0.00%
760120
Aluminium alloys, 
unwrought
76.71 3.08% 6,745.20 29.03 0.01%
080430
Pineapples, 
fresh/dried
50.58 2.03% 737.46 0.00 0.00%
080300
Bananas, incl. 
plantains, 
fresh/dried
46.44 1.87% 3,925.88 0.05 0.00%
180320
Cocoa paste, 
wholly/partly 
defatted
45.97 1.85% 244.89 1.93 0.00%
400122
Technically spec. 
nat. rubber (TSNR)
37.30 1.50% 3,022.94 30.75 0.01%
151590
Fixed vegatable 
fats & oils (excl. of 
1515.11- 1515...
29.59 1.19% 130.13 28.23 0.01%
440729
Wood 
sawn/chipped 
length wise, 
sliced/peeled, 
whet...
29.10 1.17% 623.37 2.71 0.00%
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
16.05 0.65% 2,477.02 505.43 0.22%
071490
Arrowroot, salep, 
Jerusalem 
artichokes & sim. 
root...
14.36 0.58% 27.54 0.00 0.00%
260600
Aluminium ores & 
concs.
14.14 0.57% 810.32 6.20 0.00%
030749
Cuttle fish (Sepia 
offic inalis, Rossia 
macrosoma, ...
11.69 0.47% 1,129.51 24.02 0.01%
440890
Sheets for 
veneering, incl. 
those obt. by 
slic ing ...
10.62 0.43% 201.50 109.85 0.05%
440839
Sheets for 
veneering, incl. 
those obt. by 
slic ing ...
8.80 0.35% 232.56 1.96 0.00%
440920
Wood (incl. strips & 
friezes for parquet 
flooring,...
7.73 0.31% 837.05 10.78 0.00%
160420
Prepared/presvd. 
fish other than 
whole/in pieces
6.29 0.25% 333.73 2.89 0.00%
Grand Total 2,325.50 93.49% 28,654.12 757.39 0.34%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Ghana Av 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Ghana
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Ghana
Imports from 
Rest of World
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.45 0.00% 226.75 65.87% 1,240.93
180500
Cocoa powder, 
not cont. added 
sugar/oth. 
sweetenin...
380.52 0.12% 30.03 8.72% 115.84
400122
Technically spec. 
nat. rubber (TSNR)
2.30 0.00% 19.30 5.61% 4,133.41
440729
Wood 
sawn/chipped 
length wise, 
sliced/peeled, 
whet...
2.78 0.00% 10.97 3.19% 141.20
180400
Cocoa butter, fat & 
oil
21.41 0.01% 9.22 2.68% 422.75
180310
Cocoa paste, not 
defatted
7.42 0.00% 9.17 2.66% 89.05
071490
Arrowroot, salep, 
Jerusalem 
artichokes & sim. 
root...
0.03 0.00% 7.59 2.21% 100.89
440890
Sheets for 
veneering, incl. 
those obt. by 
slic ing ...
36.14 0.01% 5.00 1.45% 102.31
710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug...
78.50 0.02% 4.56 1.32% 14,249.49
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
0.10 0.00% 1.70 0.49% 892.97
440839
Sheets for 
veneering, incl. 
those obt. by 
slic ing ...
9.93 0.00% 1.65 0.48% 19.91
460210
Basketwork, 
wickerwork & oth. 
arts., made 
directly...
1.80 0.00% 1.44 0.42% 338.42
320300
Colouring matter of 
veg./animal origin 
(incl. dyei...
51.28 0.02% 1.35 0.39% 81.71
710811
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
2.56 0.00% 1.29 0.37% 4.19
180320
Cocoa paste, 
wholly/partly 
defatted
35.48 0.01% 1.21 0.35% 218.09
071410 Manioc (cassava) 1.00 0.29% 60.96
440799
Wood (excl. of 
4407.10-
4407.92), 
sawn/chipped 
leng...
3.56 0.00% 0.62 0.18% 141.14
030232
Yellowfin tunas 
(Thunnus 
albacares), 
fresh/chilled...
0.01 0.00% 178.86
261690
Precious metal 
ores & concs. 
(excl. silver ores & 
...
0.04 0.00% 155.83
260200
Manganese ores & 
concs., incl. 
ferruginous 
mangane...
0.15 0.00% 157.70
Grand Total 634.46 0.19% 332.85 96.70% 22,845.68
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Ghana Av 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Year Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Ghanean 
Exports
Imports from 
Ghana
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the EU
2011 180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.00 226,751.85 0.00 448.91
2011 180500
Cocoa powder, 
not containing 
0.00 30,026.23 0.00 380,516.24
2011 400122
Technically spec. 
natural rubber 
(TSNR)
0.00 19,302.47 0.00 2,301.35
2011 440729
Wood 
sawn/chipped 
lengthwise, 
0.00 9,573.96 0.00 2,782.45
2011 180400
Cocoa butter, fat 
& oil
0.00 9,220.54 0.00 21,412.41
2011 180310
Cocoa paste, not 
defatted
0.00 9,169.59 0.00 7,417.33
2011 071490
Arrowroot, salep, 
Jerusalem 
artichokes & similar 
r...
0.00 7,592.77 8.11 27.47
2011 440890
Sheets for 
veneering 
(including those 
0.00 4,999.53 0.00 36,143.62
2011 710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug...
0.00 4,559.06 2.05 78,497.63
2011 080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
0.00 1,702.05 0.00 104.48
2011 440839
Sheets for 
veneering 
(including those 
obtained by ...
0.00 1,650.98 0.00 9,930.71
2011 320300
Colouring matter 
of 
vegetable/animal 
origin (incl....
0.00 1,349.76 0.77 51,282.66
2011 710811
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
0.00 1,285.70 0.00 2,559.12
2011 180320
Cocoa paste, 
wholly/partly 
defatted
0.00 1,208.45 0.00 35,476.65
2011 071410 Manioc (cassava) 0.00 998.82 9.60 0.00
2011 440799
Wood(excl. of  
4407.10-
4407.95), 
sawn/chipped 
leng...
0.00 616.67 0.00 3,555.67
2011 030232
Yellowfin tunas 
(Thunnus 
albacares), 
fresh/chilled...
0.00 0.00 10.82
2011 260200
Manganese ores & 
concentrates, incl. 
ferruginous m...
0.00 0.00 41.35
2011 261690
Precious metal 
ores & 
concentrates 
(excl. silver o...
0.00 0.00 150.38
US Tariffs for Ghana 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Ghana, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Kenya
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Kenya
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
060310
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
485.14 27.45% 808.03 0.11 0.00%
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
246.21 13.93% 379.25 1.53 0.00%
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
197.61 11.18% 11,489.46 12.98 0.01%
070820
Beans (Vigna 
spp., Phaseolus 
spp.), 
shelled/unshel...
146.83 8.31% 332.84 1.02 0.00%
200820
Pineapples, 
prepd./presvd., 
whether or not 
cont. a...
71.66 4.05% 373.27 0.04 0.00%
060210
Unrooted cuttings 
& slips
64.98 3.68% 145.66 0.58 0.00%
841112
Turbo- jets, of a 
thrust >25 kN
61.34 3.47% 2,072.04 5,710.11 2.53%
200559
Beans (excl. Vigna 
spp., Phaseolus 
spp.), shelled,...
48.92 2.77% 35.66 0.10 0.00%
070810
Peas (Pisum 
sativum), 
shelled/unshelled, 
fresh/chi...
34.04 1.93% 59.55 1.58 0.00%
160414
Tunas, skipjack & 
bonito (Sarda 
spp.), 
prepd./pres...
31.13 1.76% 2,124.40 0.01 0.00%
252922
Fluorspar, cont. by 
wt. >97% of 
calc ium fluoride
30.73 1.74% 163.68 0.23 0.00%
080440
Avocados, 
fresh/dried
26.84 1.52% 357.62 0.07 0.00%
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
26.47 1.50% 314.40 57.58 0.03%
070990
Vegetables, 
n.e.s., 
fresh/chilled
24.49 1.39% 253.37 4.80 0.00%
410411
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
bovine (incl. 
buffal...
24.10 1.36% 822.24 214.84 0.10%
841191
Parts of the turbo-
jets/turbo-
propellers of 
8411.1...
20.23 1.14% 3,576.16 9,761.86 4.32%
200949
Pineapple juice 
(excl. of 2009.41), 
unfermented & ...
17.90 1.01% 211.88 0.09 0.00%
030410
Fish fillets & oth. 
fish meat, whether 
or not minc...
14.27 0.81% 1,221.52 2.04 0.00%
060390
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
9.25 0.52% 18.97 0.06 0.00%
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
6.72 0.38% 2,288.06 388.48 0.17%
Grand Total 1,588.87 89.91% 27,048.07 16,158.12 7.15%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Kenya Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Kenya
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Kenya
Imports from 
Rest of World
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
43.90 0.01% 69.80 18.07% 5,137.22
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
16.01 0.00% 39.04 10.11% 6,456.98
610462
Women's/girls' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
bre...
2.95 0.00% 37.25 9.64% 1,491.54
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
40.77 0.01% 27.24 7.05% 9,366.85
080290
Nuts, n.e.s., 
fresh/dried, 
whether or not 
shelled/...
4.59 0.00% 26.40 6.84% 401.60
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
42.26 0.01% 20.79 5.38% 4,252.82
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
70.69 0.02% 15.57 4.03% 5,600.74
210120
Extracts, 
essences & 
concs. of 
tea/matT, & preps. 
...
13.72 0.00% 12.14 3.14% 129.33
610343
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
1.10 0.00% 10.02 2.59% 761.93
620343
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
3.93 0.00% 10.00 2.59% 1,231.07
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotto...
11.73 0.00% 8.47 2.19% 1,680.80
620920
Babies' garments 
& clothing 
accessories (excl. 
kni...
2.89 0.00% 7.45 1.93% 475.40
610910
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
25.08 0.01% 7.02 1.82% 4,325.66
610463
Women's/girls' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
bre...
3.13 0.00% 6.17 1.60% 613.41
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
30.61 0.01% 4.55 1.18% 169.31
610990
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
13.79 0.00% 4.33 1.12% 1,042.94
610520
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of man-
m...
1.01 0.00% 3.83 0.99% 579.25
060310
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
73.12 0.02% 3.00 0.78% 996.30
611120
Babies' garments 
& clothing 
accessories, 
knitted o...
5.82 0.00% 2.32 0.60% 1,703.57
610342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
0.97 0.00% 1.75 0.45% 336.96
Grand Total 408.07 0.12% 317.14 82.11% 46,753.69
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Kenya Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Kenyan 
Exports
Imports from 
Kenya
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the US
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.00 0.20 0.00 0.01
070820
Beans (Vigna spp., 
Phaseolus spp.), 
shelled/unshel...
0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00
200820
Pineapples, 
prepared/preserve
d, whether/not 
contai...
0.00 0.07 20.91 0.00
060210
Unrooted cuttings 
& slips
0.00 0.06 2.00 0.00
841112
Turbo-jets, of a 
thrust >25 kN
0.00 0.06 0.90 5.71
200559
Beans (excl. Vigna 
spp., Phaseolus 
spp.), shelled,...
0.00 0.05 19.20 0.00
070810
Peas (Pisum 
sativum), 
shelled/unshelled, 
fresh/chi...
0.00 0.03 13.60 0.00
160414
Tunas, skipjack & 
bonito (Sarda 
spp.), 
prepared/pr...
0.00 0.03 24.07 0.00
252922
Fluorspar, 
containing by 
weight >97% of 
calcium fl...
0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
080440
Avocados, 
fresh/dried
0.00 0.03 5.10 0.00
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
0.00 0.03 0.60 0.06
070990
Vegetables,n.e.s. 
in 07.01-07.09, 
fresh/chilled
0.00 0.02 10.84 0.00
410411
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
bovine (incl. 
buffal...
0.00 0.02 1.38 0.21
841191
Parts of the turbo-
jets/turbo-
propellers of 
8411.1...
0.00 0.02 0.90 9.76
200949
Pineapple juice 
(excl. of 2009.41), 
unfermented & ...
0.00 0.02 20.00 0.00
060390
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
0.00 0.01 10.00 0.00
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.39
EU Tariffs for Kenya 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from Kenya, Av 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Produc t Produc t Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on Ke nya n 
Exports
Imports from 
Ke nya
MFN Ta riff
Impo rts fro m 
the EU
060310
Cut f lowers & f lower buds of a kind suit . for 
bouquets/ornamental purps., f  ...
73.12
080290
Nuts, n.e.s. in 08.01 & 08.02, fresh/dried, 
whethe...
0.00 0.00 0.00 4.59
090111 Coffee, not roasted, not decaffeinated 0.00 0.04 0.00 16.01
090240
Tea, black (fermented) & part ly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 0.00 0.00 30.61
210120
Extracts, essences & concentrates of 
tea/matT, & p...
3.33 0.01 8.08 13.72
610342
M en's/boys' t rousers, bib & brace overalls, 
breech...
0.00 0.00 13.20 0.97
610343
M en's/boys' t rousers, bib & brace overalls, 
breech...
0.00 0.01 21.55 1.10
610462
Women's/girls' t rousers, bib & brace 
overalls, bre...
0.00 0.04 12.60 2.95
610463
Women's/girls' t rousers, bib & brace 
overalls, bre...
0.00 0.01 19.33 3.13
610510
M en's/boys' shirts, knit ted/crocheted, of 
cotton
0.00 0.01 19.70 11.73
610520
M en's/boys' shirts, knit ted/crocheted, of 
man-made...
0.00 0.00 22.80 1.01
610910
T-shirts, singlets & other vests, 
knit ted/crochete...
0.00 0.01 16.50 25.08
610990
T-shirts, singlets & other vests, 
knit ted/crochete...
0.00 0.00 14.05 13.79
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats & 
simil...
0.00 0.03 10.75 40.77
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats & 
simil...
0.00 0.02 15.32 42.26
611120
Babies' garments & clothing accessories, 
knit ted/c...
0.00 0.00 14.00 5.82
620342
M en's/boys' t rousers, bib & brace overalls, 
breech...
0.00 0.02 8.97 70.69
620343
M en's/boys' t rousers, bib & brace overalls, 
breech...
0.00 0.01 11.53 3.93
620462
Women's/girls', t rousers, bib & brace 
overalls, br...
0.00 0.07 8.15 43.90
620920
Babies' garments & clothing accessories 
(excl. kni...
0.00 0.01 12.73 2.89
US Tariffs for Kenya 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Kenya, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).
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Kyrgyz Republic 
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Kyrgyz Rep
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Kyrgyz Rep
Imports from 
Rest of World 
USA 2011 
Imports
USA 2011 
Imports Share
284410
Natural uranium & 
its comps.; alloys, 
dispersions ...
41.36 56.00% 2,693.81 537.62 0.24%
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
7.01 9.49% 2,486.06 505.43 0.22%
071333
Kidney beans, incl. 
white pea beans 
(Phaseolus vul...
6.20 8.40% 417.03 41.13 0.02%
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
3.62 4.90% 380.84 19.73 0.01%
720421
Waste & scrap of 
stainless steel
2.73 3.69% 1,425.74 243.82 0.11%
811010
Unwrought 
antimony; powders
2.11 2.86% 279.34 0.19 0.00%
780199
Unwrought lead 
other than refined, 
n.e.s. in 78.01
1.39 1.89% 583.38 1.24 0.00%
080232 Walnuts, shelled 1.11 1.51% 212.07 221.00 0.10%
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
1.11 1.50% 515.75 79.76 0.04%
760200
Aluminium waste & 
scrap
0.99 1.34% 728.96 21.95 0.01%
711292
Waste & scrap of 
platinum, incl. metal 
clad with p...
0.59 0.80% 1,742.70 491.20 0.22%
081330 Apples, dried 0.54 0.73% 42.00 2.72 0.00%
071339
Beans (Vigna spp., 
Phaseolus spp. 
(excl. of 0713.3...
0.42 0.57% 28.45 3.77 0.00%
711299
Waste & scrap of 
precious 
metal/metal clad 
with pr...
0.38 0.51% 922.80 1,255.47 0.56%
520812
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, unbleached, 
cont. 85%/mor...
0.35 0.47% 344.51 0.28 0.00%
130190
Natural gums (excl. 
gum Arabic), resins, 
gum-resin...
0.09 0.13% 77.03 2.66 0.00%
851780
Electrical app. for 
line telephony/line 
telegraphy...
0.01 0.01% 14,432.97 2,574.53 1.14%
071239
Mushrooms (excl. of 
0712.31-0712.33) & 
truffles, d...
88.45 1.14 0.00%
843149
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with the 
mach. o...
1,787.25 329.28 0.15%
841381
Pumps n.e.s. in 
84.13
418.12 134.62 0.06%
Grand Total 70.00 94.79% 29,607.26 6,467.55 2.86%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Kyrgyz Republic Av 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Kyrgyz Rep
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Kyrgyz Rep
Imports from 
Rest of World 
300630
Opacifying preps. for 
X-ray examinations; 
diagnost...
397.85 0.12% 0.60 22.99% 273.59
382200
Diagnostic/laborator
y reagents on a 
backing, prepd...
1,389.79 0.42% 0.40 15.49% 931.20
620333
Men's/boys' jackets 
& blazers (excl. 
knitted or cr...
4.43 0.00% 0.16 6.25% 124.75
300490
Medicaments (excl. 
of 
30.02/30.05/30.06) 
consistin...
20,433.83 6.18% 0.14 5.47% 17,526.67
520512
Cotton yarn, single 
(excl. sewing 
thread), of unco...
0.03 0.00% 0.12 4.60% 45.28
491000
Calendars of any 
kind, printed, incl. 
calendar blo...
4.94 0.00% 0.09 3.45% 141.58
220820
Spirits obt. by 
distilling grape 
wine/grape marc
726.64 0.22% 0.08 3.05% 11.03
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, br...
43.90 0.01% 0.07 2.66% 5,206.95
950510
Articles for 
Christmas festivities 
(excl. live tre...
46.29 0.01% 0.05 2.12% 1,818.50
040900 Natural honey 6.10 0.00% 0.04 1.70% 395.04
840999
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with the 
engines...
1,123.75 0.34% 0.02 0.65% 2,543.39
732690
Articles of iron/steel, 
n.e.s.
548.85 0.17% 0.01 0.40% 2,365.06
940490
Other arts. of 
bedding & sim. 
furnishing...fitted ...
24.05 0.01% 0.01 0.21% 2,126.31
292219
Amino-alcohols 
other than those 
cont. > one kind o...
533.90 0.16% 108.87
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
33.88 0.01% 255.82
854229
Monolithic 
integrated circuits, 
other than digital
1,452.67 0.44% 25,686.66
843139
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with the 
mach. o...
437.60 0.13% 783.82
381230
Anti-oxidising preps. 
& oth. compound 
stabilisers ...
52.75 0.02% 150.26
292419
Acyclic amides (incl. 
acyclic carbamates) 
other th...
66.32 0.02% 107.55
481840
Sanitary towels & 
tampons, napkins & 
napkin liners...
43.58 0.01% 926.90
Grand Total 27,371.15 8.28% 1.79 69.04% 61,529.23
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Kyrgyz Republic Av 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff on 
Kyrgyz Rep Exports
Imports from 
Kyrgyz Rep
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the US
284410
Natural uranium & 
its comps.; alloys, 
dispersions ...
0.00 41.36 0.00 537.62
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
0.00 7.01 0.00 505.43
071333
Kidney beans, incl. 
white pea beans 
(Phaseolus vul...
0.00 6.20 0.00 41.13
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
0.00 3.62 0.00 19.73
720421
Waste & scrap of 
stainless steel
0.00 2.73 0.00 243.82
811010
Unwrought 
antimony; powders
7.00 2.11 7.00 0.19
780199
Unwrought lead 
other than refined, 
n.e.s. in 78.01
1.25 1.39 1.25 1.24
080232 Walnuts, shelled 1.60 1.11 5.10 221.00
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
0.00 1.11 0.00 79.76
760200
Aluminium waste & 
scrap
0.00 0.99 0.00 21.95
711292
Waste & scrap of 
platinum, incl. metal 
clad with p...
0.00 0.59 0.00 491.20
081330 Apples, dried 0.00 0.54 3.20 2.72
071339
Beans (Vigna spp., 
Phaseolus spp. (excl. 
of 0713.3...
0.00 0.42 0.00 3.77
711299
Waste & scrap of 
precious metal/of 
metal clad with...
0.00 0.38 0.00 1,255.47
520812
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, unbleached, 
containing 85...
6.40 0.35 8.00 0.28
130190
Lac; Natural gums 
(excl. of 1301.20), 
resins, gum-...
0.00 0.09 0.00 2.66
071239
Mushrooms (excl. of 
0712.31-0712.33) & 
truffles, d...
12.80 1.14
841381
Pumps n.e.s. in 
84.13
0.85 134.62
843149
Parts suit. for use 
solely/principally 
with the ma...
0.00 329.28
EU Tariffs for Kyrgyz Republic 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Kyrgyz Republic, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff on 
Kyrgyz Rep Exports
Imports from 
Kyrgyz Rep
MFN Tariff
Imports from the 
EU
300630
Opacifying 
preparations for X-
ray examinations; 
di...
0.00 0.00 0.00 33,883.81
382200
Diagnostic/laborator
y reagents on a 
backing, prepa...
0.00 0.00 0.00 1,389,786.42
620333
Men's/boys' jackets 
& blazers (excl. 
knitted/croch...
24.65 0.00 24.65 726,638.50
300490
Medicaments 
(excluding goods of 
heading 
30.02/30.0...
0.00 0.00 0.00 20,433,830.80
520512
Cotton yarn, single 
(excl. sewing 
thread), of unco...
5.85 0.00 5.85 43,576.05
491000
Calendars of any 
kind, printed, incl. 
calendar blo...
0.00 0.00 0.00 43,576.05
220820
Spirits obt. by 
distilling grape 
wine/grape marc
0.00 0.00 0.00 726,638.50
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, br...
8.15 0.00 8.15 43,898.77
950510
Articles for 
Christmas festivities 
(excl. live tre...
0.00 0.00 0.00 43,576.05
040900 Natural honey 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,102.96
840999
Parts suit. for use 
solely/principally 
with the en...
0.00 0.00 1.00 43,576.05
732690
Articles of iron/steel, 
n.e.s.
1.11 0.00 2.76 548,854.06
940490
Other articles of 
bedding & similar 
furnishing (eg...
5.96 0.00 7.16 43,576.05
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
58.33 33,883.81
481840
Sanitary towels & 
tampons, napkins & 
napkin liners...
0.00 43,576.05
292219
Amino-alcohols other 
than those 
containing > one k...
2.89
381230
Anti-oxidising 
preparations & other 
compound stabi...
3.60 52,749.61
843139
Other parts suitable 
for use 
solely/principally 
wi...
0.00 43,576.05
292419
Acyclic amides 
(including acyclic 
carbamates, excl...
2.55 66,320.63
US Tariffs for Kyrgyz Republic 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Kyrgyz Republic Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Liberia 
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Liberia
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Liberia
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
890120 Tankers 59.98 21.65% 3,246.54
890190
Vessels for the tpt. 
of gds. & for the 
tpt. of bot...
53.77 19.41% 11,060.68 88.99 0.04%
400122
Technically spec. 
nat. rubber (TSNR)
39.03 14.09% 3,021.20 30.75 0.01%
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
37.68 13.60% 5,107.26 0.01 0.00%
400129
Natural rubber 
other than 
latex/smoked 
sheets/tech...
34.83 12.57% 1,985.26 1.15 0.00%
440122
Wood, in 
chips/partic les, 
non- coniferous
11.73 4.24% 273.37 1.54 0.00%
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav...
7.46 2.69% 15,171.93 60.86 0.03%
440349
Topical wood 
spec. in SH Note 1 
to Ch.44 (excl. of...
7.45 2.69% 157.50 0.13 0.00%
400110
Natural rubber 
latex, whether or 
not pre-
vulcanise...
6.33 2.29% 650.93 16.10 0.01%
890110
Cruise ships, 
excursion boats & 
sim. vessels 
princ...
4.87 1.76% 1,196.02 0.09 0.00%
440130
Sawdust & wood 
waste & scrap, 
whether or not 
agglo...
3.35 1.21% 577.41 193.90 0.09%
890399
Yachts & oth. 
vessels for 
pleasure/sports 
(excl. o...
2.37 0.86% 83.67 42.73 0.02%
710813
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
1.11 0.40% 3,439.35 213.04 0.09%
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
0.86 0.31% 2,492.21 505.43 0.22%
710811
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
0.66 0.24% 16.16 5.96 0.00%
890392
Motorboats (excl. 
outboard 
motorboats; excl. 
infla...
1,832.96 372.47 0.16%
890510 Dredgers 12.05 2.23 0.00%
400121
Natural rubber 
(excl. latex), in 
smoked sheets
575.37 0.01 0.00%
400220
Butadiene rubber 
(BR), in primary 
forms/in plates/...
717.11 239.80 0.11%
890130
Refrigerated 
vessels (excl. of 
8901.20)
25.12
Grand Total 271.48 98.01% 51,642.10 1,775.17 0.79%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Liberia Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Liberia
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Liberia
Imports from 
Rest of World
400122
Technically spec. 
nat. rubber (TSNR)
2.30 0.00% 116.22 72.00% 4,036.49
400110
Natural rubber 
latex, whether or 
not pre-
vulcanise...
0.13 0.00% 42.33 26.23% 79.23
400129
Natural rubber 
other than 
latex/smoked 
sheets/tech...
0.12 0.00% 1.42 0.88% 108.15
440799
Wood (excl. of 
4407.10-
4407.92), 
sawn/chipped 
leng...
3.56 0.00% 0.37 0.23% 141.39
151190
Palm oil, other 
than crude, & 
fractions thereof , 
...
3.56 0.00% 0.22 0.14% 1,277.86
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
674.99 0.20% 0.19 0.12% 387.12
970500
Collections & 
collectors' pieces 
of zoological/bot...
74.06 0.02% 0.15 0.09% 74.04
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.45 0.00% 0.08 0.05% 1,467.60
442190
Artic les of wood 
n.e.s. in Ch.44
34.57 0.01% 0.07 0.05% 944.55
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other 
than 
unwkd./simply ...
3,794.60 1.15% 0.07 0.04% 17,912.54
600632
Knitted/crocheted 
fabrics, n.e.s. in 
Ch.60, of syn...
2.20 0.00% 0.05 0.03% 127.18
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav...
4.26 0.00% 0.01 0.01% 626.37
420292
Cases, n.e.s. in 
Ch.42...with outer 
surface of pla...
145.60 0.04% 0.01 0.01% 3,594.78
030232
Yellowfin tunas 
(Thunnus 
albacares), 
fresh/chilled...
0.01 0.00% 178.86
151329
Palm 
kernel/babassu oil, 
other than crude, 
& fract...
0.01 0.00% 525.53
090610
Cinnamon & 
cinnamon- tree 
flowers, neither 
crushed/...
0.16 0.00% 40.20
841430
Compressors of a 
kind used in 
refrigerating equip.
222.39 0.07% 1,438.93
400219
Styrene-
butadiene rubber 
(SBR), other than 
latex; ...
204.15 0.06% 564.19
851780
Electrical app. for 
line telephony/line 
telegraphy...
1,587.08 0.48% 24,078.54
848071
Moulds for 
rubber/plastics, 
injection/compres
sion ...
165.05 0.05% 797.38
Grand Total 6,919.24 2.09% 161.21 99.87% 58,400.93
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Liberia Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Liberian 
Exports
Imports from 
Liberia
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the US
890120 Tankers 0.00 0.060 0.85
890190
Vessels for the 
transportof goods & for 
the transp...
0.00 0.054 0.85 0.09
400122
Technically spec. natural 
rubber (TSNR)
0.00 0.039 0.00 0.03
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.00 0.038 0.00 0.00
400129
Natural rubber other than 
latex/smoked 
sheets/tech...
0.00 0.035 0.00 0.00
440122
Wood, in chips/part icles, 
non-coniferous
0.00 0.012 0.00 0.00
710231
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cle...
0.00 0.007 0.00 0.06
440349
Topical wood spec. in SH 
Note 1 to Ch.44 (excl. 
of ...
0.00 0.007 0.00 0.00
400110
Natural rubber latex, 
whether/not pre-
vulcanised
0.00 0.006 0.00 0.02
890110
Cruise ships, excursion 
boats & similar vessels 
pr...
0.00 0.005 0.85 0.00
440130
Sawdust & wood waste & 
scrap, whether/not 
agglomer...
0.00 0.003 0.00 0.19
890399
Yachts & other vessels 
for pleasure/sports (excl. 
...
0.00 0.002 2.03 0.04
710813
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with plat inum), non-
moneta...
0.00 0.001 0.00 0.21
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0.00 0.001 0.00 0.51
710811
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with plat inum), non-
moneta...
0.00 0.001 0.00 0.01
400121
Natural rubber (excl. 
latex), in smoked sheets
0.00
400220
Butadiene rubber (BR), 
in primary forms/ in 
plates/...
0.24
890130
Refrigerated vessels 
(excl. of  8901.20)
890392
M otorboats (excl. 
outboard motorboats; 
excl. inf la...
0.37
890510 Dredgers 0.00
EU Tariffs for Liberia 2011, for the EU's Top 20 
Non-Oil Imports from Liberia, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Produc t Produc t Na me
Applie d Ta riff on 
Libe ria n Exports
Imports 
from Libe ria
MFN Ta riff
Impo rts fro m 
the EU
400122
Technically spec. 
natural rubber (TSNR)
0.00 0.12 0.00 2.3
400110
Natural rubber latex, 
whether/not pre-
vulcanised
0.00 0.04 0.00 0.1
400129
Natural rubber other 
than latex/smoked 
sheets/tech...
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.1
440799
Wood(excl. of   
4407.10-4407.95), 
sawn/chipped leng...
0.00 0.00 0.00 3.6
151190
Palm oil, other than 
crude, & fract ions 
thereof , ...
0.00 0.00 0.00 3.6
970600
Antiques of an age > 
one hundred years
0.00 0.00 0.00 675.0
970500
Collect ions & 
collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot...
0.00 0.00 0.00 74.1
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.4
442190
Art icles of wood n.e.s. 
in Ch.44
0.00 0.00 2.42 34.6
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other than 
unworked/simpl...
0.00 0.00 0.00 3794.6
600632
Knit ted/crocheted 
fabrics, n.e.s. in Ch.60, 
of syn...
10.00 0.00 10.00 2.2
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cle...
0.00 0.00 0.00 4.3
420292
Trunks, suit-cases, 
vanity-cases, execut ive-
cases,...
6.05 0.00 9.51 145.6
030232
Yellowfin tunas 
(Thunnus albacares), 
f resh/chilled...
0.0
151329
Palm kernel/babassu 
oil, other than crude, & 
fract...
0.0
400219
Styrene-butadiene 
rubber (SBR), other 
than latex; ...
204.1
841430
Compressors of a kind 
used in refrigerat ing 
equip.
222.4
848071
M oulds for 
rubber/plast ics , 
Inject ion/compression..
.
165.0
US Tariffs for Liberia 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Liberia, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Malawi
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Malawi
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Malawi
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
205.05 63.98% 2,089.74 388.48 0.17%
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
47.27 14.75% 2,154.83 0.26 0.00%
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
37.80 11.80% 587.65 1.53 0.00%
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
6.15 1.92% 378.31 19.73 0.01%
080290
Nuts, n.e.s., 
fresh/dried, 
whether or not 
shelled/...
5.33 1.66% 239.69 80.18 0.04%
240130 Tobacco refuse 4.99 1.56% 109.06 14.19 0.01%
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
4.45 1.39% 11,682.62 12.98 0.01%
170199
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli...
2.16 0.67% 1,086.30 6.72 0.00%
090420
Fruits of the 
genera 
Capsicum/Piment
a, dried/crush...
1.30 0.40% 210.04 3.29 0.00%
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
1.20 0.38% 515.65 79.76 0.04%
071340
Lentils, dried, 
shelled, whether or 
not skinned/sp...
0.94 0.29% 152.22 44.47 0.02%
200590
Vegetables & 
mixts. of 
vegetables (excl. 
of 2005.1...
0.90 0.28% 310.44 2.75 0.00%
071310
Peas (Pisum 
sativum), dried, 
shelled, whether or 
n...
0.69 0.22% 107.78 8.02 0.00%
071390
Dried leguminous 
vegetables, n.e.s., 
shelled, whet...
0.38 0.12% 7.37 0.05 0.00%
071320
Chickpeas 
(garbanzos), dried, 
shelled, whether or 
...
0.33 0.10% 126.98 19.80 0.01%
030110
Live ornamental 
fish
0.18 0.06% 116.03 3.69 0.00%
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
0.17 0.05% 340.71 57.58 0.03%
410320
Raw hides & skins 
of reptiles, 
(fresh/salted/dried.
..
0.09 0.03% 65.96 42.30 0.02%
902620
Instruments & app. 
for 
meas./checking 
pressure
780.98 284.54 0.13%
240391
Homogenised/rec
onstituted 
tobacco
36.13 11.70 0.01%
Grand Total 319.37 99.66% 21,098.49 1,082.03 0.48%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Malawi Av 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Malawi
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Malawi
Imports from 
Rest of World
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
8.93 0.00% 35.27 51.66% 423.27
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
42.26 0.01% 11.65 17.07% 4,261.96
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
30.61 0.01% 7.69 11.26% 166.17
080290
Nuts, n.e.s., 
fresh/dried, 
whether or not 
shelled/...
4.59 0.00% 4.94 7.24% 423.06
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
0.19 0.00% 4.11 6.03% 1,712.02
240130 Tobacco refuse 0.26 0.00% 0.89 1.31% 17.51
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotto...
11.73 0.00% 0.78 1.15% 1,688.49
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
16.01 0.00% 0.55 0.80% 6,495.48
610443
Women's/girls' 
dresses, knitted or 
crocheted, of s...
13.49 0.00% 0.52 0.76% 953.22
611430
Garments, n.e.s., 
knitted or 
crocheted, of man-
mad...
11.05 0.00% 0.32 0.47% 551.42
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
33.88 0.01% 0.21 0.31% 255.61
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
40.77 0.01% 0.21 0.31% 9,393.88
200819
Nuts (excl. ground-
nuts), incl. mixts., 
prepd./pre...
9.10 0.00% 0.19 0.28% 181.46
170199
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli...
3.94 0.00% 0.15 0.22% 1,168.13
090230
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
22.61 0.01% 0.12 0.17% 93.74
610990
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
13.79 0.00% 0.06 0.09% 1,047.21
610620
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt- blouses, kn...
3.61 0.00% 0.04 0.06% 274.77
071310
Peas (Pisum 
sativum), dried, 
shelled, whether or 
n...
1.55 0.00% 41.81
610463
Women's/girls' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
bre...
3.13 0.00% 619.58
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
70.69 0.02% 5,616.31
Grand Total 342.21 0.10% 67.72 99.18% 35,385.10
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Malawi Av 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Produ
c t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d 
Ta riff on 
Ma la wi 
Exports
Imports 
from Ma la wi
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  EU
240120
Tobacco, 
part ly/wholly 
stemmed/strippe
d
46.67 35,271.46 77.78 8,934.69
611030
Jerseys, 
pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0.00 11,654.91 15.32 42,256.20
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
part ly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 7,686.53 0.00 30,608.79
080290
Nuts, n.e.s. in 
08.01 & 08.02, 
fresh/dried, 
whethe...
4,940.25 0.00 4,588.22
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
containing add...
0.00 4,114.86 0.00 189.74
240130 Tobacco refuse 26.92 893.38 38.89 262.01
610510
M en's/boys' 
shirts, 
knit ted/crocheted
, of cotton
0.00 783.45 19.70 11,734.09
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.00 548.70 0.00 16,012.02
610443
Women's/girls' 
dresses, 
knit ted/crocheted
, of synt...
0.00 518.70 15.45 13,493.97
611430
Garments, n.e.s., 
knit ted/crocheted
0.00 321.94 25.03 11,053.14
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/strippe
d
38.89 211.48 58.33 33,883.81
611020
Jerseys, 
pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0.00 209.51 10.75 40,766.41
200819
Nuts (excl. 
ground-nuts), 
incl. mixtures, 
prepared...
0.00 194.15 9.54 9,102.70
170199
Cane/beet sugar 
& chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli...
0.00 148.48 0.00 3,943.51
090230
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
part ly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 118.97 0.00 22,608.71
610990
T-shirts, singlets 
& other vests, 
knit ted/crochete..
.
0.00 60.25 14.05 13,794.32
610620
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt-blouses, 
kn...
0.00 41.31 23.45 3,612.71
071310
Peas (Pisum 
sat ivum), dried, 
shelled, 
whether/not ...
0.00 0.00 1,547.94
610463
Women's/girls' 
t rousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
bre...
0.00 19.33 3,130.93
620342
M en's/boys' 
t rousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
0.00 8.97 70,690.53
US Tariffs for Malawi 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Malawi Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).    
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Mozambique
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Mozambique
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
1,371.21 76.04% 4,910.46 26.09 0.01%
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
110.35 6.12% 2,091.74 0.26 0.00%
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
106.72 5.92% 2,188.07 388.48 0.17%
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether or not in 
shell, frozen
56.16 3.11% 3,323.01 1.75 0.00%
261510
Zirconium ores & 
concs.
44.65 2.48% 591.78 23.68 0.01%
251611
Granite, 
crude/roughly 
trimmed
26.52 1.47% 346.68 5.35 0.00%
261400
Titanium ores & 
concs.
24.73 1.37% 569.79 2.72 0.00%
720241
Ferro-chromium, 
cont. by wt. >4% 
of carbon, in 
gra...
7.07 0.39% 1,730.20 0.68 0.00%
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
6.87 0.38% 585.40 1.01 0.00%
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, wkd. 
othw. than simp...
6.50 0.36% 281.51 64.12 0.03%
070990
Vegetables, 
n.e.s., 
fresh/chilled
5.48 0.30% 272.37 4.80 0.00%
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
3.72 0.21% 513.13 79.76 0.04%
030611
Rock lobster & 
oth. sea crawfish 
(Palinurus spp., ...
2.83 0.16% 112.38 7.15 0.00%
170310 Cane molasses 2.81 0.16% 208.60 24.97 0.01%
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
2.61 0.14% 381.85 19.73 0.01%
240130 Tobacco refuse 2.54 0.14% 111.51 14.19 0.01%
440799
Wood (excl. of 
4407.10-
4407.92), 
sawn/chipped 
leng...
1.80 0.10% 390.48 200.12 0.09%
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
1.66 0.09% 623.79 1.53 0.00%
560729
Twine (excl. 
binder/bailer 
twine), cordage, 
ropes ...
1.25 0.07% 5.92 0.36 0.00%
260400
Nickel ores & 
concs.
538.75 0.91 0.00%
Grand Total 1,785.47 99.01% 19,777.42 867.68 0.38%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Mozambique Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Mozambique
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Mozambique
Imports from 
Rest of World
261400
Titanium ores & 
concs.
5.73 0.00% 13.45 38.07% 277.03
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
0.10 0.00% 8.58 24.28% 886.10
730620
Casing & tubing of 
a kind used in 
drilling for oil...
13.48 0.00% 6.58 18.62% 1,521.89
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, wkd. 
othw. than simp...
41.01 0.01% 2.39 6.75% 633.74
261590
Niobium/tantalum/
vanadium ores & 
concs.
0.32 0.00% 0.81 2.29% 14.92
030612
Lobsters (Homarus 
spp.), whether or 
not in shell, ...
0.02 0.00% 0.81 2.28% 373.60
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
8.93 0.00% 0.54 1.52% 458.00
710399
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds, 
rubies, saphires ...
32.77 0.01% 0.49 1.39% 277.98
240130 Tobacco refuse 0.26 0.00% 0.30 0.85% 18.11
282630
Sodium 
hexafluoroalumina
te (synth. cryolite)
4.19 0.00% 0.26 0.73% 2.93
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
30.61 0.01% 0.24 0.67% 173.62
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotto...
11.73 0.00% 0.20 0.56% 1,689.07
730610
Line pipe (excl. 
seamless), of a 
kind used for oil...
29.57 0.01% 0.13 0.36% 852.59
200819
Nuts (excl. ground-
nuts), incl. mixts., 
prepd./pre...
9.10 0.00% 0.11 0.30% 181.55
710310
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds) & 
semi-precious s...
0.93 0.00% 0.05 0.14% 15.25
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether or not in 
shell, frozen
0.32 0.00% 3,994.37
847150
Digital processing 
units other than of 
8471.41/847...
345.52 0.10% 14,752.08
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
5.31 0.00% 3,452.35
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
0.19 0.00% 1,716.14
710490
Synthetic/reconstr
ucted 
precious/semi-
precious sto...
15.33 0.00% 30.86
Grand Total 555.43 0.17% 34.92 98.79% 31,322.18
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Mozambique Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d 
Ta riff on 
Moza mbique  
Exports
Imports from 
Moza mbique
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  US
030611
Rock lobster & 
other sea 
crawfish 
(Palinurus spp.,...
0.00 0.00 12.50 0.01
030613
Shrimps & 
prawns, 
whether/not in 
shell, f rozen
0.00 0.06 13.00 0.00
070990
Vegetables,n.e.s. 
in 07.01-07.09, 
fresh/chilled
0.00 0.01 10.84 0.00
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
part ly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
containing add...
0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00
170310 Cane molasses 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/strippe
d
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
240120
Tobacco, 
part ly/wholly 
stemmed/strippe
d
0.00 0.11 0.00 0.39
240130 Tobacco refuse 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
251611
Granite, 
crude/roughly 
trimmed
0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01
260400
Nickel ores & 
concentrates
0.00 0.00
261400
Titanium ores & 
concentrates
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
261510
Zirconium ores & 
concentrates
0.00 0.04 0.00 0.02
440799
Wood(excl. of   
4407.10-
4407.95), 
sawn/chipped 
leng...
0.00 0.00 0.50 0.14
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08
560729
Twine (excl. 
binder/bailer 
twine), cordage, 
ropes ...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, 
worked othw. 
than si...
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.06
720241
Ferro-chromium, 
containing by 
weight >4% of 
carbon...
0.00 0.01 4.00 0.00
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
0.00 1.37 3.00 0.03
EU Tariff for Mozambique 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-
Oil Imports from Mozambique, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Produc t Produc t Na me
Applie d 
Ta riff on 
Moza mbique  
Exports
Imports from 
Moza mbique
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  EU
261400
Titanium ores & 
concentrates
0.00 13.45 0.00 5,733.23
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0.00 8.58 0.00 104.48
710391
Rubies, sapphires & 
emeralds, worked othw. 
than si...
0.00 2.39 0.00 41,007.78
261590
Niobium/tantalum/vanadi
um ores & concentrates
0.00 0.81 0.00 320.49
030612
Lobsters (Homarus 
spp.), whether/not in 
shell, f ro...
0.00 0.81 0.00 19.53
240120
Tobacco, part ly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
46.67 0.54 77.78 8,934.69
710399
Precious stones (excl. 
diamonds, rubies, 
saphires ...
0.00 0.49 5.25 32,770.30
240130 Tobacco refuse 26.92 0.30 38.89 262.01
282630
Sodium 
hexaf luoroaluminate 
(synthet ic cryolite)
0.00 0.26 0.00 4,191.93
090240
Tea, black (fermented) & 
part ly fermented tea, 
whe...
0.00 0.24 0.00 30,608.79
610510
M en's/boys' shirts, 
knit ted/crocheted, of 
cotton
0.00 0.20 19.70 11,734.09
200819
Nuts (excl. ground-nuts), 
incl. mixtures, prepared...
0.00 0.11 9.54 9,102.70
710310
Precious stones (excl. 
diamonds) & semi-
precious s...
0.00 0.05 5.25 930.94
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether/not in shell, 
f rozen
0.00 317.44
847150
Processing units other 
than those of sub-
heading 8...
0.00 345,515.84
760110
Aluminium, not alloyed, 
unwrought
1.30 5,305.56
170111
Cane sugar, raw, in solid 
form, not containing 
add...
0.00 189.74
710490
Synthet ic/reconstructed 
precious/semi-precious 
sto...
3.20 15,333.18
US Tariffs for Mozambique 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Mozambique, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Myanmar 
(Burma)
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Myanmar 
(Burma)
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
620193
Men's/boys', 
anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-
che...
24.49 10.52% 1,771.31 1.56 0.00%
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), o...
24.10 10.35% 3,268.56 4.78 0.00%
030379
Fish, n.e.s., 
frozen (excl. 
fillets/oth. fish 
meat...
17.88 7.68% 494.88 9.73 0.00%
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
15.62 6.71% 6,739.12 20.43 0.01%
620293
Women's/girls' 
anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-c...
15.59 6.70% 1,789.12 1.03 0.00%
620343
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
14.84 6.38% 1,274.53 1.32 0.00%
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
11.13 4.78% 5,206.98 56.30 0.02%
071331
Beans of the 
species Vigna 
mungo 
(L.)/Hepper/Vigna.
..
10.87 4.67% 29.69 0.50 0.00%
620463
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
9.62 4.13% 1,098.52 1.68 0.00%
621210
BrassiFres & parts 
thereof , whether 
or not knitte...
8.57 3.68% 2,079.15 8.76 0.00%
620192
Men's/boys', 
anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-
che...
5.50 2.36% 427.34 0.82 0.00%
620113
Men's/boys 
overcoats, 
raincoats, car 
coats, capes,...
4.06 1.75% 408.35 0.62 0.00%
620530
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), o...
3.75 1.61% 302.44 0.59 0.00%
610230
Women's/girls' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
cloaks...
3.67 1.58% 421.91 0.48 0.00%
621040
Men's/boys' 
garments made up 
of fabrics of 
59.03/5...
3.55 1.52% 1,082.08 4.89 0.00%
620213
Women's/girls' 
overcoats, 
raincoats, car-
coats, ca...
3.26 1.40% 1,157.90 1.07 0.00%
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
2.77 1.19% 5,248.86 6.37 0.00%
620433
Women's/girls' 
jackets & blazers 
(excl. knitted or...
2.67 1.15% 526.63 0.76 0.00%
621050
Women's/girls' 
garments made up 
of fabrics of 
59.0...
2.58 1.11% 992.99 12.66 0.01%
620333
Men's/boys' 
jackets & blazers 
(excl. knitted or 
cr...
1.66 0.71% 521.12 0.79 0.00%
Grand Total 186.19 79.99% 34,841.47 135.16 0.06%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Myanmar Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Nepal
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Nepal
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
570110
Carpets & oth. 
textile floor 
coverings, 
knotted, w...
39.22 30.90% 232.34 1.93 0.00%
621420
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and th...
10.16 8.01% 126.90 0.38 0.00%
611012
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
3.93 3.10% 495.85 1.56 0.00%
650590
Hats & oth. 
headgear, knitted 
or crocheted/made 
up...
3.64 2.87% 921.71 11.97 0.01%
620442
Women's/girls' 
dresses (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted...
3.00 2.37% 1,158.59 3.96 0.00%
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
2.92 2.30% 5,215.19 56.30 0.02%
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, 
without ...
2.79 2.20% 62.47
611011
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
2.66 2.09% 1,118.36 1.94 0.00%
570190
Carpets & oth. 
textile floor 
coverings, 
knotted, w...
2.11 1.66% 83.76 0.52 0.00%
620630
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt-blouses 
(ex...
1.73 1.36% 1,972.50 3.34 0.00%
620432
Women's/girls' 
jackets & blazers 
(excl. knitted or...
1.54 1.21% 470.94 0.94 0.00%
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), o...
1.40 1.10% 3,291.26 4.78 0.00%
711311
Articles of 
jewellery & parts 
thereof , of 
silver,...
1.27 1.00% 1,211.99 78.04 0.03%
621410
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and th...
1.24 0.97% 118.39 0.85 0.00%
611710
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and th...
1.10 0.86% 454.53 1.44 0.00%
610442
Women's/girls' 
dresses, knitted or 
crocheted, of c...
1.05 0.82% 642.49 2.94 0.00%
830629
Statuettes & oth. 
ornaments, of 
base metal (excl. 
...
0.95 0.75% 340.57 4.43 0.00%
620332
Men's/boys' 
jackets & blazers 
(excl. knitted or 
cr...
0.94 0.74% 355.35 0.88 0.00%
620452
Women's/girls' 
skirts & divided 
skirts (excl. knit...
0.81 0.64% 643.67 1.14 0.00%
610910
T-shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
0.72 0.56% 8,105.67 66.92 0.03%
Grand Total 83.15 65.51% 27,022.55 244.27 0.11%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Nepal Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Nepal
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Nepal
Imports from 
Rest of World
570110
Carpets & oth. 
textile floor 
coverings, 
knotted, w...
4.97 0.00% 27.23 33.77% 211.33
650590
Hats & oth. 
headgear, knitted 
or crocheted/made 
up...
28.33 0.01% 6.13 7.60% 1,414.34
570190
Carpets & oth. 
textile floor 
coverings, 
knotted, w...
0.81 0.00% 4.71 5.84% 35.83
570291
Carpets & oth. 
textile floor 
coverings, woven, 
not...
2.25 0.00% 4.34 5.38% 11.48
420222
Handbags, 
whether or not 
with shoulder 
strap, incl...
124.24 0.04% 2.20 2.72% 1,335.88
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
674.99 0.20% 2.13 2.64% 385.18
621420
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and th...
50.35 0.02% 2.08 2.58% 56.06
621142
Track suits (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted), 
women's/...
4.90 0.00% 2.02 2.50% 492.33
711311
Articles of 
jewellery & parts 
thereof , of 
silver,...
272.68 0.08% 1.75 2.17% 1,972.04
420292
Cases, n.e.s. in 
Ch.42...with outer 
surface of pla...
145.60 0.04% 1.35 1.68% 3,593.44
620630
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt-blouses 
(ex...
28.43 0.01% 1.35 1.67% 1,195.16
611691
Gloves, mittens & 
mitts, knitted or 
crocheted, oth...
1.33 0.00% 1.23 1.52% 17.46
240210
Cigars, cheroots & 
cigarillos cont. 
tobacco
9.71 0.00% 1.11 1.38% 533.93
620442
Women's/girls' 
dresses (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted...
34.84 0.01% 0.87 1.08% 736.45
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
70.69 0.02% 0.74 0.91% 5,615.58
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), o...
83.60 0.03% 0.73 0.91% 2,989.64
570310
Carpets & oth. 
textile floor 
coverings, tufted, 
wh...
15.39 0.00% 0.65 0.80% 216.65
630120
Blankets (excl. 
elec.) & travelling 
rugs, of wool/...
8.96 0.00% 0.64 0.80% 15.55
950510
Articles for 
Christmas 
festivities (excl. 
live tre...
46.29 0.01% 0.61 0.76% 1,817.95
621410
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and th...
41.05 0.01% 0.40 0.50% 39.68
Grand Total 1,649.41 0.50% 62.27 77.22% 22,685.96
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Nepal Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d Ta riff on 
Ne pa le se  
Exports
Imports 
from Ne pa l
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  US
570110
Carpets & other 
text ile f loor 
coverings, 
knotted, ...
0.00 0.04 8.00 0.00
621420
Shawls, scarves, 
muff lers, 
mantillas, veils & 
the ...
0.00 0.01 8.00 0.00
611012
Jerseys, 
pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
650590
Other hats & 
other headgear, 
knit ted/crocheted
,/ma...
0.00 0.00 3.30 0.01
620442
Women's/girls' 
dresses (excl. 
knit ted/crocheted
), ...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
620462
Women's/girls', 
t rousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.06
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, 
without ...
0.00 0.00
611011
Jerseys, 
pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0.00 0.00 11.50 0.00
570190
Carpets & other 
text ile f loor 
coverings, 
knotted, ...
0.00 0.00 5.75 0.00
620630
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt-blouses 
(ex...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
620432
Women's/girls' 
jackets & blazers 
(excl. knit ted/cr...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
620520
M en's/boys' 
shirts (excl. 
knit ted/crocheted
), of  c...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
711311
Art icles of 
jewellery & parts 
thereof , of  
silver,...
0.00 0.00 2.50 0.08
621410
Shawls, scarves, 
muff lers, 
mantillas, veils & 
the ...
0.00 0.00 8.00 0.00
611710
Shawls, scarves, 
muff lers, 
mantillas, veils & 
the ...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
610442
Women's/girls' 
dresses, 
knit ted/crocheted
, of cott ...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
830629
Statuettes & 
other ornaments, 
of  base metal 
(excl....
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
620332
M en's/boys' 
jackets & blazers 
(excl. 
knit ted/croch...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
620452
Women's/girls' 
skirts & divided 
skirts (excl. knit ...
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.00
610910
T-shirts, singlets 
& other vests, 
knit ted/crochete..
.
0.00 0.00 12.00 0.07
EU Tariffs for Nepal 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Bangladesh, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Nepalese 
Exports
Imports from 
Nepal
MFN Tariff
Imports 
from the 
EU
240210
Cigars, cheroots & 
cigarillos 
containing tobacco
0.00 0.00 0.00 9,709.72
420222
Handbags, 
whether/not with 
shoulder strap, 
incl. t...
8.57 0.00 9.77 124,239.32
420292
Trunks, suit-cases, 
vanity-cases, 
executive-
cases,...
8.05 0.00 9.51 145,600.10
570110
Carpets & other 
textile floor 
coverings, 
knotted, ...
1.13 0.03 1.13 4,971.34
570190
Carpets & other 
textile floor 
coverings, 
knotted, ...
0.00 0.00 0.00 809.62
570291
Carpets & other 
textile floor 
coverings, woven, 
no...
1.20 0.00 2.63 2,252.72
570310
Carpets & other 
textile floor 
coverings, tufted, 
w...
1.50 0.00 3.00 15,393.96
611691
Gloves, mittens & 
mitts, 
knitted/crocheted, 
other ...
0.00 0.00 0.00 1,326.04
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
8.97 0.00 8.97 70,690.53
620442
Women's/girls' 
dresses (excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, ...
8.57 0.00 8.57 34,837.10
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, of c...
14.20 0.00 14.20 83,597.32
620630
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt-blouses 
(ex...
9.30 0.00 9.30 28,426.70
621142
Track suits (excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, women's/gir...
8.10 0.00 8.10 4,904.10
621410
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils & the ...
1.95 0.00 2.55 41,052.67
621420
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils & the ...
6.70 0.00 6.70 50,346.24
630120
Blankets (excl. 
electric) & 
travelling rugs, of 
wo...
0.00 0.00 0.00 8,962.29
650590
Other hats & other 
headgear, 
knitted/crocheted,
/ma...
6.08 0.01 6.08 28,332.76
711311
Articles of 
jewellery & parts 
thereof , of 
silver,...
0.00 0.00 8.27 272,679.58
950510
Articles for 
Christmas 
festivities (excl. 
live tre...
0.00 0.00 0.00 46,287.47
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
0.00 0.00 0.00 674,991.09
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
US Tariffs for Nepal 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Nepal, Av. 2009-11
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Nigeria
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Nigeria
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
675.41 42.55% 4,469.53 0.01 0.00%
400122
Technically spec. 
nat. rubber (TSNR)
109.56 6.90% 2,950.68 30.75 0.01%
411310
Leather furth. 
prepd. after 
tanning/crusting, 
incl...
85.01 5.36% 157.46 0.06 0.00%
411200
Leather furth. 
prepd. after 
tanning/crusting, 
incl...
63.13 3.98% 73.00 0.29 0.00%
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
51.74 3.26% 2,441.34 505.43 0.22%
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether or not in 
shell, frozen
50.80 3.20% 3,328.37 1.75 0.00%
180320
Cocoa paste, 
wholly/partly 
defatted
44.52 2.81% 246.33 1.93 0.00%
180400
Cocoa butter, fat & 
oil
43.76 2.76% 733.86 0.14 0.00%
400110
Natural rubber 
latex, whether or 
not pre-
vulcanise...
40.44 2.55% 616.83 16.10 0.01%
400129
Natural rubber 
other than 
latex/smoked 
sheets/tech...
36.16 2.28% 1,983.93 1.15 0.00%
440200
Wood charcoal 
(incl. shell/nut 
charcoal), whether 
...
34.08 2.15% 242.94 0.48 0.00%
841182
Gas turbines other 
than turbo-
jets/turbo-
propeller...
31.35 1.98% 623.88 675.40 0.30%
410530
Tanned/crust 
skins of 
sheep/lambs, 
without wool on...
28.94 1.82% 59.46 0.05 0.00%
410622
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without 
...
23.39 1.47% 44.11 0.18 0.00%
711292
Waste & scrap of 
platinum, incl. 
metal c lad with p...
19.63 1.24% 1,723.67 491.20 0.22%
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without 
...
17.90 1.13% 47.36
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
17.64 1.11% 6,264.03 26.09 0.01%
121299
Vegetable prods., 
incl. sugar cane & 
unroasted chi...
11.93 0.75% 161.18 3.00 0.00%
780200
Lead waste & 
scrap
10.63 0.67% 51.94 0.71 0.00%
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
184.76 232.50 0.10%
Grand Total 1,396.01 87.95% 26,404.65 1,987.22 0.88%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Nigeria Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Nigeria
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Nigeria
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.45 0.00% 57.49 44.71% 1,410.19
400122
Technically spec. 
nat. rubber 
(TSNR)
2.30 0.00% 28.34 22.04% 4,124.37
230990
Preparations of a 
kind used in animal 
feeding othe...
208.83 0.06% 6.37 4.96% 264.70
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
0.10 0.00% 4.42 3.44% 890.25
091010 Ginger 0.29 0.00% 4.21 3.27% 63.58
180400
Cocoa butter, fat 
& oil
21.41 0.01% 3.97 3.08% 428.01
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether or not in 
shell, frozen
0.32 0.00% 2.61 2.03% 3,991.75
392329
Sacks & bags (incl. 
cones), of plastics 
other than...
32.49 0.01% 2.18 1.69% 316.75
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
674.99 0.20% 1.99 1.55% 385.31
390210
Polypropylene, in 
primary forms
58.39 0.02% 1.48 1.15% 139.00
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
29.17 0.01% 1.44 1.12% 241.90
730890
Structures...& 
parts of 
structures...of 
iron/steel...
207.50 0.06% 1.43 1.11% 1,161.78
870919
Works trucks, self-
propelled...of the 
type used in...
27.58 0.01% 1.19 0.92% 147.10
120740
Sesamum seeds, 
whether or not 
broken
0.67 0.00% 1.11 0.86% 72.41
180320
Cocoa paste, 
wholly/partly 
defatted
35.48 0.01% 0.85 0.66% 218.44
970300
Original sculptures 
& statuary, in any 
mat.
675.78 0.20% 0.65 0.50% 159.11
410510
Tanned/crust skins 
of sheep/lambs, 
without wool on...
0.56 0.00% 0.55 0.43% 0.44
130120 Gum Arabic 22.69 0.01% 0.06 0.05% 18.72
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
5.31 0.00% 3,452.35
230230
Bran, sharps & 
oth. residues, 
whether or not in 
th...
0.03 0.00% 17.24
Grand Total 2,004.34 0.61% 120.33 93.58% 17,503.42
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Nigeria Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Produ
c t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d 
Ta riff on 
Nige ria n 
Exports
Imports 
from Nige ria
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  US
030613
Shrimps & 
prawns, 
whether/not in 
shell, f rozen
5.92 0.05 13.00 0.0018
121299
Locust 
beans&sugar 
cane(excl. of  
1212.91), f resh/c...
0.98 0.01 2.72 0.0030
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.00 0.68 0.00 0.0000
180320
Cocoa paste, 
wholly/part ly 
defatted
6.10 0.04 9.60 0.0019
180400
Cocoa butter, fat  
& oil
4.20 0.04 7.70 0.0001
400110
Natural rubber 
latex, whether/not 
pre-vulcanised
0.00 0.04 0.00 0.0161
400122
Technically spec. 
natural rubber 
(TSNR)
0.00 0.11 0.00 0.0308
400129
Natural rubber 
other than 
latex/smoked 
sheets/tech...
0.00 0.04 0.00 0.0011
410530
Tanned/crust 
skins of 
sheep/ lambs, 
without wool on...
1.33 0.03 1.33 0.0000
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, 
without ...
2.00 0.02 2.00 0.0000
410622
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, 
without ...
1.00 0.02 1.00 0.0002
411200
Leather further 
prepared after 
tanning/crust ing, 
i...
0.00 0.06 3.50 0.0003
411310
Leather further 
prepared after 
tanning/crust ing, 
i...
0.00 0.09 3.50 0.0001
711292
Waste & scrap of 
plat inum, incl. 
metal clad with 
p...
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.4912
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
0.00 0.05 0.00 0.5054
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
3.00 0.02 3.00 0.0261
780200
Lead waste & 
scrap
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.0007
841182
Gas turbines 
other than turbo-
jets/ turbo-
propeller...
0.00 0.03 2.34 0.6754
970600
Antiques of an 
age > one 
hundred years
0.00 0.2325
EU Tariffs for Nigeria 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-
Oil Imports from Nigeria, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Nigerian 
Exports
Imports from 
Nigeria
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the US
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0 0.057 0 0
400122
Technically spec. 
natural rubber 
(TSNR)
0 0.028 0 0
230990
Preparations of a 
kind used in animal 
feeding othe...
0 0.006 4.34 0
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
0 0.004 0 0
091010 Ginger 0 0.004 0 0
180400
Cocoa butter, fat 
& oil
0 0.004 0 0
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether/not in 
shell, frozen
0 0.003 0 0
392329
Sacks & bags (incl. 
cones), of plastics 
other than...
0 0.002 3 0
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
0 0.002 0 0
390210
Polypropylene, in 
primary forms
0 0.001 6.5 0
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
0 0.001 1.6 0
730890
Structures 
(excld.prefabricat
ed buildings of 
headi...
0 0.001 0 0
870919
Works trucks, self-
propelled, not 
fitted with lift...
0 0.001 0 0
120740
Sesamum seeds, 
whether/not 
broken
0 0.001 0 0
180320
Cocoa paste, 
wholly/partly 
defatted
0 0.001 0 0
970300
Original sculptures 
& statuary, in any 
material
0 0.001 0 0
410510
Tanned/crust skins 
of sheep/lambs, 
without wool on...
0 0.001 2 0
130120 Gum Arabic 0 0.000 0 0
230230
Bran, sharps & 
other residues, 
whether/not in the 
...
0 0
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
1.3 0
US Tariffs for Nigeria 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-
Oil Imports from Nigeria, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Palestine, Occupied Territories  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Occ.  
Palestinian 
Terr.
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Occ.  
Palestinian 
Terr.
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
081010
Strawberries, 
fresh
3.59 24.66% 136.18 14.51 0.01%
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
2.37 16.28% 338.50 57.58 0.03%
150910 Olive oil, virgin 1.96 13.46% 213.79 0.15 0.00%
080410 Dates, fresh/dried 1.37 9.39% 189.43 4.03 0.00%
070390
Leeks & oth. 
alliaceous 
vegetables, 
fresh/chilled
0.86 5.94% 24.21 0.00 0.00%
070990
Vegetables, 
n.e.s., 
fresh/chilled
0.78 5.32% 277.08 4.80 0.00%
060310
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
0.69 4.71% 1,292.48 0.11 0.00%
070200
Tomatoes, 
fresh/chilled
0.27 1.87% 486.08
680291
Mosaic cubes and 
the like, of 
marble/travertine/
al...
0.25 1.73% 139.82 0.86 0.00%
091099 Spices, n.e.s. 0.25 1.72% 61.46 1.20 0.00%
680221
Worked 
monumental/buildi
ng stone & arts. 
thereof (...
0.19 1.31% 127.52 0.15 0.00%
080290
Nuts, n.e.s., 
fresh/dried, 
whether or not 
shelled/...
0.12 0.85% 244.90 80.18 0.04%
190240 Couscous 0.12 0.81% 13.62 0.01 0.00%
070960
Fruits of the 
genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
fresh/chill...
0.09 0.63% 447.55 0.17 0.00%
680229
Worked 
monumental/buildi
ng stone & arts. 
thereof (...
0.08 0.56% 59.66 0.53 0.00%
080211 Almonds, in shell 0.08 0.54% 2.00 11.30 0.00%
950510
Articles for 
Christmas 
festivities (excl. 
live tre...
0.06 0.40% 773.33 4.36 0.00%
300490
Medicaments 
(excl. of 
30.02/30.05/30.0
6) consistin...
0.05 0.32% 19,427.01 12,846.59 5.68%
691200
Ceramic 
tableware, 
kitchenware, oth. 
h-hold. arts....
0.04 0.27% 632.29 3.52 0.00%
251511
Marble & 
travertine, 
crude/roughly 
trimmed
89.55 2.01 0.00%
Grand Total 13.21 90.76% 24,976.48 13,032.08 5.76%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Occupied Palestinian 
Territories Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Occ.  
Palestinian 
Terr.
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Occ.  
Palestinian 
Terr.
Imports from 
Rest of World
610343
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
1.10 0.00% 2.54 37.28% 769.40
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
29.17 0.01% 1.39 20.47% 241.94
150910 Olive oil, virgin 569.20 0.17% 1.37 20.07% 136.45
610130
Men's/boys' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
cloaks, a...
1.37 0.00% 0.34 5.00% 438.89
070390
Leeks & oth. 
alliaceous 
vegetables, 
fresh/chilled
0.54 0.00% 0.34 4.99% 14.82
950510
Articles for 
Christmas 
festivities (excl. 
live tre...
46.29 0.01% 0.21 3.03% 1,818.35
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
42.26 0.01% 0.15 2.16% 4,273.47
842139
Filtering/purifying 
mach. & app. for 
gases, other ...
687.02 0.21% 0.09 1.34% 1,772.34
680291
Mosaic cubes and 
the like, of 
marble/travertine/
al...
213.08 0.06% 0.09 1.27% 488.40
070990
Vegetables, 
n.e.s., 
fresh/chilled
0.85 0.00% 0.06 0.87% 445.80
680292
Mosaic cubes and 
the like, of oth. 
calcareous ston...
46.48 0.01% 0.03 0.45% 50.13
071290
Dried vegetables, 
n.e.s.; mixts. of 
dried vegetabl...
20.29 0.01% 0.02 0.32% 172.07
091099 Spices, n.e.s. 10.08 0.00% 0.02 0.24% 69.08
200590
Vegetables & 
mixts. of 
vegetables (excl. 
of 2005.1...
72.93 0.02% 366.57
080410 Dates, fresh/dried 30.36
442010
Statuettes & oth. 
ornaments, of 
wood
3.13 0.00% 159.39
720421
Waste & scrap of 
stainless steel
4.14 0.00% 296.20
620311
Men's/boys' suits 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), of...
123.87 0.04% 337.73
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
70.69 0.02% 5,616.31
720429
Waste & scrap of 
alloy steel other 
than stainless ...
0.15 0.00% 311.67
Grand Total 1,942.63 0.59% 6.64 97.49% 17,809.40
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Occupied Palestinian 
Territories Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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EU Tariffs for Occupied Palestinian Territories, for the EU's Top 
20 Non-Oil Imports from Occupied Palestinian Territories, Av. 
2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariffs 
on Occupied 
Palestinian 
Territories 
Imports 
Imports from 
Occupied 
Palestinian 
Territories 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the US 
070200 Tomatoes, fresh/chilled 14.40 0.27     
070390 
Leeks & other alliaceous 
vegetables, fresh/chilled 
10.40 0.86 10.40 0.00 
070960 
Fruits of the genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
fresh/chill... 
4.53 0.09 4.53 0.17 
070990 
Vegetables,n.e.s. in 07.01-
07.09, fresh/chilled 
10.84 0.78 10.84 4.80 
080211 Almonds, in shell 2.80 0.08 2.80 11.30 
080290 
Nuts, n.e.s. in 08.01 & 
08.02, fresh/dried, whethe... 
1.33 0.12 1.33 78.86 
080410 Dates, fresh/dried 7.70 1.37 7.70 4.03 
081010 Strawberries, fresh 0.00 3.59 0.00 14.51 
091099 Spices, n.e.s. in Ch. 9 5.00 0.25 5.00 1.20 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, incl. 
seeds & fruits, of... 
0.60 2.37 0.60 57.58 
150910 Olive oil, virgin 0.00 1.96 0.00 0.15 
190240 Couscous 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.01 
251511 
Marble & travertine, 
crude/roughly trimmed 
    0.00 2.01 
300490 
Medicaments (excluding 
goods of heading 
30.02/30.0... 
0.00 0.05 0.00 12,846.59 
680221 
Worked 
monumental/building stone 
& articles thereo... 
1.70 0.19 1.70 0.15 
680229 
Worked 
monumental/building stone 
& articles thereo... 
1.70 0.08 1.70 0.53 
680291 
Mosaic cubes & the like, of 
marble/travertine/alab... 
1.70 0.25 1.70 0.86 
691200 
Ceramic tableware, 
kitchenware, other h-hold. 
arti... 
6.30 0.04 6.30 3.52 
950510 
Articles for Christmas 
festivities (excl. live tre... 
1.35 0.06 1.35 4.36 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Occupied Palestinian Territories, for the US Top 20 
Non-oil Imports from Occupied Palestinian Territories, Av. 2009-
11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariffs 
on Occupied 
Palestinian 
Territories 
Imports 
Imports from 
Occupied 
Palestinian 
Territories 
MFN Tariffs 
Imports from 
the EU 
070390 
Leeks & other alliaceous 
vegetables, fresh/chilled 
20.00 0.34 20.00 0.54 
070990 
Vegetables,n.e.s. in 
07.01-07.09, 
fresh/chilled 
6.16 0.06 13.93 0.85 
071290 
Dried vegetables, n.e.s.; 
mixtures of dried 
vegeta... 
3.85 0.02 7.81 20.29 
091099 Spices, n.e.s. in Ch. 9 0.40 0.02 1.66 10.08 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, 
incl. seeds & fruits, of... 
0.00 1.39 1.60 29.17 
150910 Olive oil, virgin 0.00 1.37 0.00 569.20 
442010 
Statuettes & other 
ornaments, of wood 
    3.20 3.13 
610130 
Men's/boys' overcoats, 
car-coats, capes, cloaks, 
a... 
16.90 0.34 16.90 1.37 
610343 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib 
& brace overalls, 
breech... 
21.55 2.54 21.55 1.10 
611030 
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-coats & 
simil... 
15.32 0.15 15.32 42.26 
620311 
Men's/boys' suits (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), of 
wo... 
    12.50 123.87 
620342 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib 
& brace overalls, 
breech... 
    8.97 70.69 
680291 
Mosaic cubes & the like, 
of 
marble/travertine/alab... 
0.00 0.09 4.00 213.08 
680292 
Mosaic cubes & the like, 
of other calcareous 
stone... 
0.00 0.03 4.90 46.48 
720421 
Waste & scrap of 
stainless steel 
    0.00 4.14 
720429 
Waste & scrap of alloy 
steel other than 
stainless ... 
    0.00 0.15 
842139 
Filtering/purifying 
machinery & apparatus 
for gase... 
0.00 0.09 0.00 687.02 
950510 
Articles for Christmas 
festivities (excl. live 
tre... 
0.00 0.21 0.00 46.29 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Pakistan 
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Pakistan
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Pakistan
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
546.98 8.67% 6,207.77 20.43 0.01%
630231
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted), of 
cotton ...
320.95 5.09% 510.51 0.60 0.00%
630221
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted), 
printed, o...
309.51 4.91% 626.50 0.39 0.00%
420310
Artic les of apparel, 
of 
leather/compositio
n leathe...
262.08 4.16% 1,072.28 7.31 0.00%
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
209.88 3.33% 5,008.23 56.30 0.02%
630260
Toilet linen & 
kitchen linen, of 
terry towelling/s...
176.08 2.79% 972.23 0.85 0.00%
630232
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted), of 
man- mad...
163.29 2.59% 194.80 0.37 0.00%
100620
Husked (brown) 
rice
151.89 2.41% 492.68 1.53 0.00%
630210
Bed linen, knitted 
or crocheted
146.81 2.33% 242.51 0.36 0.00%
630222
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted), 
printed, o...
134.02 2.13% 219.41 0.07 0.00%
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
130.82 2.07% 2,362.26 505.43 0.22%
520812
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, 
unbleached, cont. 
85%/mor...
117.61 1.86% 227.25 0.28 0.00%
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
114.66 1.82% 5,272.46 14.58 0.01%
420329
Gloves, mittens & 
mitts, of 
leather/compositio
n le...
100.45 1.59% 524.72 1.70 0.00%
551311
Woven fabrics of 
polyester staple 
fibres, cont. <8...
86.89 1.38% 66.22 1.04 0.00%
901890
Instruments & 
appls. used in 
medical/surgical/v
ete...
81.84 1.30% 3,807.79 3,324.96 1.47%
610910
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
78.76 1.25% 8,027.62 66.92 0.03%
950662 Inflatable balls 70.67 1.12% 153.27 0.46 0.00%
611592
Hosiery, knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotton
61.89 0.98% 1,341.59 23.33 0.01%
390760
Poly(ethylene 
terephthalate), in 
primary forms
22.62 0.36% 1,425.04 22.70 0.01%
Grand Total 3,287.70 52.13% 38,755.14 4,049.60 1.79%
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Pakistan Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
Imports from 
Pakistan
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Pakistan
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World
630260
Toilet linen & 
kitchen linen, of 
terry towelling/s...
12.30 0.00% 535.64 13.36% 1,263.06
630231
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted), of 
cotton ...
77.32 0.02% 286.05 7.14% 1,243.42
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
40.77 0.01% 284.70 7.10% 9,109.39
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotto...
11.73 0.00% 242.17 6.04% 1,447.10
610910
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
25.08 0.01% 185.92 4.64% 4,146.76
630710
Floor- cloths, dish-
cloths, dusters & 
sim. c leaning...
4.99 0.00% 183.28 4.57% 271.54
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
70.69 0.02% 177.65 4.43% 5,438.67
630221
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted), 
printed, o...
22.10 0.01% 157.18 3.92% 269.18
611592
Hosiery, knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotton
17.33 0.01% 138.28 3.45% 773.11
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
43.90 0.01% 135.92 3.39% 5,071.09
610120
Men's/boys' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
c loaks, a...
2.11 0.00% 118.73 2.96% 620.14
940490
Other arts. of 
bedding & sim. 
furnishing...fitted 
...
24.05 0.01% 81.24 2.03% 2,045.07
630210
Bed linen, knitted 
or crocheted
5.02 0.00% 80.50 2.01% 114.26
901890
Instruments & 
appls. used in 
medical/surgical/v
ete...
2,264.57 0.68% 61.40 1.53% 5,533.88
570110
Carpets & oth. 
textile floor 
coverings, 
knotted, w...
4.97 0.00% 54.46 1.36% 184.10
610342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
0.97 0.00% 45.09 1.12% 293.62
621142
Track suits (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted), 
women's/...
4.90 0.00% 43.79 1.09% 450.55
630391
Curtains (incl. 
drapes) & interior 
blinds (excl. k...
6.27 0.00% 42.79 1.07% 154.37
420310
Artic les of apparel, 
of 
leather/compositio
n leathe...
95.81 0.03% 39.54 0.99% 341.03
711319
Artic les of jewellery 
& parts thereof , of 
oth. pr...
915.85 0.28% 7.99 0.20% 4,074.63
Grand Total 3,650.74 1.10% 2,902.34 72.41% 42,844.97
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Pakistan Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).   
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Pakistan 
Exports 
Imports from 
Pakistan
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the US
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
9.60 0.55 12.00 0.02
630231
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, of cotton (ex...
9.60 0.32 12.00 0.00
630221
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, printed, of c...
9.60 0.31 12.00 0.00
420310
Articles of apparel, 
of 
leather/compositio
n leathe...
0.00 0.26 4.00 0.01
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
9.60 0.21 12.00 0.06
630260
Toilet linen & 
kitchen linen, of 
terry towelling/s...
9.60 0.18 12.00 0.00
630232
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, of man-made f...
8.57 0.16 10.73 0.00
100620
Husked (brown) 
rice
0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00
630210
Bed linen, 
knitted/crocheted
9.60 0.15 12.00 0.00
630222
Bed linen (excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, printed, of m...
8.57 0.13 10.73 0.00
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
0.00 0.13 0.00 0.51
520812
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, 
unbleached, 
containing 85...
6.40 0.12 8.00 0.00
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
9.60 0.11 12.00 0.01
420329
Gloves, mittens & 
mitts, of 
leather/compositio
n le...
4.50 0.10 8.00 0.00
551311
Woven fabrics of 
polyester staple 
fibres, containi...
6.40 0.09 8.00 0.00
901890
Instruments & 
appliances used in 
medical/surgical/...
0.00 0.08 0.00 3.32
610910
T-shirts, singlets & 
other vests, 
knitted/crochete...
9.60 0.08 12.00 0.07
950662 Inflatable balls 0.00 0.07 2.70 0.00
390760
Poly(ethylene 
terephthalate), in 
primary forms
3.00 0.02 6.50 0.02
EU Tariffs for Pakistan 2011, for the EU's Top 20 
Non-Oil Imports from Pakistan, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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P ro duct
P ro duct  
N ame
A pplied T arif f  
o n P akistan 
Expo rts
Impo rts fro m 
P akistan
M F N  T arif f
US Impo rts 
fro m the EU
630260
Toilet  linen & 
kitchen linen, of 
terry 
towelling/s...
9.10 0.54 9.10 0.01
630231
Bed linen (excl. 
knit ted/crocheted
), of  cotton (ex...
10.82 0.29 10.82 0.08
611020
Jerseys, 
pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
10.75 0.28 10.75 0.04
610510
M en's/boys' 
shirts, 
knit ted/crocheted
, of cotton
19.70 0.24 19.70 0.01
610910
T-shirts, singlets 
& other vests, 
knit ted/crochete..
.
16.50 0.19 16.50 0.03
630710
Floor-cloths, dish-
cloths, dusters & 
similar clean...
4.70 0.18 4.70 0.00
620342
M en's/boys' 
t rousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
8.97 0.18 8.97 0.07
630221
Bed linen (excl. 
knit ted/crocheted
), printed, of  c...
10.50 0.16 10.50 0.02
620462
Women's/girls', 
t rousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
8.15 0.14 8.15 0.04
610120
M en's/boys' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
cloaks, a...
15.90 0.12 15.90 0.00
940490
Other art icles of 
bedding & similar 
furnishing (eg...
5.96 0.08 7.16 0.02
630210
Bed linen, 
knit ted/crocheted
6.00 0.08 6.00 0.01
901890
Instruments & 
appliances used 
in 
medical/surgical/ .
0.00 0.06 0.00 2.26
570110
Carpets & other 
text ile f loor 
coverings, 
knotted, ...
1.13 0.05 1.13 0.00
610342
M en's/boys' 
t rousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
13.20 0.05 13.20 0.00
621142
Track suits (excl. 
knit ted/crocheted
), women's/gir...
8.10 0.04 8.10 0.00
630391
Curtains (incl. 
drapes) & interior 
blinds (excl. k...
10.30 0.04 10.30 0.01
420310
Art icles of 
apparel, of  
leather/composit i
on leathe...
3.00 0.04 5.35 0.10
711319
Art icles of 
jewellery & parts 
thereof , of  other 
p...
0.00 0.01 5.77 0.92
611592
Hosiery, knit ted 
or crocheted, of 
cotton
0.00 0.02
US Tariffs for Pakistan 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Pakistan, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
Imports from 
Rwanda
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Rwanda
Imports from 
Rest of World
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
12.98 0.01% 51.23 76.57% 11,635.84
261590
Niobium/tantalum/
vanadium ores & 
concs.
1.28 0.00% 4.01 6.00% 106.61
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
1.53 0.00% 3.16 4.72% 622.30
130219
Vegetable saps & 
extracts (excl. of 
1302.11- 1302.1...
57.68 0.03% 2.06 3.08% 194.35
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without 
...
1.44 2.15% 63.82
261100
Tungsten ores & 
concs.
0.01 0.00% 1.43 2.14% 84.53
410411
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
bovine (incl. 
buffal...
214.84 0.10% 1.28 1.92% 845.06
847149
Automatic data 
processing 
machines, 
presented in t...
319.75 0.14% 0.44 0.65% 977.15
902300
Instruments, app. 
& models 
designed for 
demonstrat...
72.29 0.03% 0.40 0.60% 152.27
130239
Mucilages & 
thickeners (excl. of 
1302.31 & 
1301.32...
25.01 0.01% 0.31 0.47% 204.31
410120
Whole bovine (incl. 
buffalo)/equine 
hides & skins,...
62.74 0.03% 0.13 0.19% 87.88
880330
Parts of 
aeroplanes/helico
pters, other than 
propel...
6,266.59 2.77% 0.13 0.19% 4,722.31
852540
Still image video 
cameras & oth. 
video camera 
reco...
343.19 0.15% 0.12 0.18% 7,279.54
851790
Parts of the app. & 
equip. of 85.17
791.51 0.35% 0.08 0.12% 11,057.98
410510
Tanned/crust 
skins of 
sheep/lambs, 
without wool on...
0.00 0.00% 0.06 0.10% 83.46
110620
Flour, meal & 
powder of 
sago/roots/tubers 
of 07.14
0.44 0.00% 0.02 0.03% 4.63
852520
Transmission app. 
for radio-
telephony/radio-
telegr...
302.32 0.13% 0.00 0.00% 27,644.20
710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug...
153.79 0.07% 8,386.70
380810
Insectic ides, put 
up in forms or 
packings- RS/as 
pr...
93.75 0.04% 230.94
852990
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with 
the app. of...
388.92 0.17% 10,841.49
Grand Total 9,108.64 4.03% 66.32 99.11% 85,225.35
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Rwanda Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Rwanda
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Rwanda
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
20.25 63.12% 6,475.78 16.01 0.00%
090112
Coffee, not 
roasted, 
decaffeinated
8.67 27.02% 391.87 169.29 0.05%
130219
Vegetable saps & 
extracts (excl. of 
1302.11- 1302.1...
1.69 5.28% 339.73 106.87 0.03%
460210
Basketwork, 
wickerwork & oth. 
arts., made 
directly...
0.57 1.77% 339.29 1.80 0.00%
261100
Tungsten ores & 
concs.
0.20 0.62% 80.56 40.78 0.01%
460290
Basketwork, 
wickerwork & oth. 
arts., made 
directly...
0.12 0.39% 147.62 0.18 0.00%
490900
Printed/illustrated 
postcards; printed 
cards beari...
0.12 0.37% 421.76 5.83 0.00%
611710
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and th...
0.11 0.34% 209.63 16.26 0.00%
711790
Imitation jewellery 
other than of base 
metal
0.08 0.24% 620.02 32.27 0.01%
090122
Coffee, roasted, 
decaffeinated
0.06 0.18% 115.51 17.38 0.01%
420222
Handbags, 
whether or not with 
shoulder strap, 
incl...
0.05 0.14% 1,338.03 124.24 0.04%
640590
Footwear other 
than with uppers of 
leather/composi...
0.04 0.12% 494.99 19.11 0.01%
420292
Cases, n.e.s. in 
Ch.42...with outer 
surface of pla...
0.01 0.04% 3,594.79 145.60 0.04%
420219
Trunks, suit-
cases, vanity-
cases, executive-
cases,...
0.01 0.02% 18.02 3.19 0.00%
460199
Plaits & sim. prods. 
of plaiting mats. 
other than ...
0.01 0.02% 5.12 0.40 0.00%
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 0.01% 173.85 30.61 0.01%
902780
Instruments & app. 
for physical/chem. 
analysis, n....
888.95 644.46 0.19%
950510
Artic les for 
Christmas 
festivities (excl. live 
tre...
1,818.56 46.29 0.01%
420291
Cases, n.e.s. in 
Ch.42...with outer 
surface of lea...
574.26 219.50 0.07%
090121
Coffee, roasted, 
not decaffeinated
515.79 110.15 0.03%
Grand Total 31.98 99.69% 18,564.13 1,750.22 0.53%
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Rwanda Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Produ
c t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on Rwa nda n 
Exports
Imports 
from 
Rwa nda
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  US
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.00 0.051 0.00 0.01
261590
Niobium/tantalum
/vanadium ores & 
concentrates
0.00 0.004 0.00 0.00
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
part ly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 0.003 0.00 0.00
130219
Vegetable saps & 
extracts (excl. of  
1302.11-1302.1...
0.00 0.002 1.50 0.06
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, 
without ...
0.00 0.001
261100
Tungsten ores & 
concentrates
0.00 0.001 0.00 0.00
410411
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
bovine (incl. 
buffal...
0.00 0.001 1.38 0.21
847149
Other automatic 
data processing 
machines , 
present...
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.32
902300
Instruments, 
apparatus & 
models designed 
for demon...
0.00 0.000 0.93 0.07
130239
M ucilages & 
thickeners (excl. 
of  1302.31 & 
1301.32...
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.03
410120
Whole bovine 
(incl. 
buffalo)/equine 
hides & skins,...
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.06
880330
Parts of 
aeroplanes/helico
pters, other than 
propel...
0.00 0.000 0.90 6.27
410510
Tanned/crust 
skins of 
sheep/ lambs, 
without wool on...
0.00 0.000 2.00 0.00
110620
Flour, meal & 
powder of 
sago/roots/tuber
s of 07.14
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.00
710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
plat inum), in 
unwroug...
0.00 0.15
852990
Other parts 
suitable for use 
solely/principally 
wi...
3.43 0.39
EU Tariffs for Rwanda 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-
Oil Imports from Rwanda, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
Imports from 
Sierra Leone
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Sierra Leone
Imports from 
Rest of World
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav...
60.86 0.03% 98.34 41.33% 15,081.05
260600
Aluminium ores & 
concs.
6.20 0.00% 51.45 21.62% 773.00
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.01 0.00% 45.98 19.33% 5,098.95
261590
Niobium/tantalum/
vanadium ores & 
concs.
1.28 0.00% 20.69 8.69% 89.93
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
12.98 0.01% 3.88 1.63% 11,683.19
260112
Iron ores & concs. 
(excl. roasted iron 
pyrites), a...
94.51 0.04% 3.44 1.45% 5,959.07
261400
Titanium ores & 
concs.
2.72 0.00% 2.60 1.09% 591.92
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
505.43 0.22% 2.53 1.06% 2,490.55
710811
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
5.96 0.00% 1.85 0.78% 14.97
170199
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli...
6.72 0.00% 1.52 0.64% 1,086.94
890392
Motorboats (excl. 
outboard 
motorboats; excl. 
infla...
372.47 0.16% 1.13 0.47% 1,831.83
850610
Primary cells & 
primary batteries, 
manganese 
dioxi...
40.09 0.02% 0.94 0.40% 277.67
710813
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
213.04 0.09% 0.47 0.20% 3,439.98
710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug...
153.79 0.07% 0.07 0.03% 8,386.63
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other 
than 
unwkd./simply ...
742.05 0.33% 0.01 0.01% 7,999.01
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
0.26 0.00% 2,202.10
890510 Dredgers 2.23 0.00% 12.05
890190
Vessels for the 
tpt. of gds. & for 
the tpt. of bot...
88.99 0.04% 11,114.45
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotto...
3.64 0.00% 1,714.92
890120 Tankers 3,306.52
Grand Total 2,313.22 1.02% 234.89 98.72% 83,154.73
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Sierra Leone Av 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Sierra Leone
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Sierra Leone
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
261400
Titanium ores & 
concs.
10.61 39.82% 279.88 5.73 0.00%
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav...
9.58 35.97% 616.81 4.26 0.00%
710811
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
0.99 3.70% 4.49 2.56 0.00%
845090
Parts of the h-
hold./laundry-type 
washing 
machines...
0.91 3.41% 96.86 28.67 0.01%
560210
Needleloom felt & 
stitch-bonded fibre 
fabrics, whe...
0.52 1.96% 26.65 7.04 0.00%
030549
Smoked fish (excl. 
of 0305.41 & 
0305.42), incl. fi...
0.21 0.79% 39.47 0.26 0.00%
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, wkd. 
othw. than simp...
0.19 0.73% 635.93 41.01 0.01%
848250
Cylindrical roller 
bearings (excl. of 
8482.20-8482...
0.18 0.69% 180.89 204.14 0.06%
710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug...
0.17 0.66% 14,253.88 78.50 0.02%
230230
Bran, sharps & 
oth. residues, 
whether or not in 
th...
0.12 0.46% 17.12 0.03 0.00%
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other 
than 
unwkd./simply ...
0.12 0.45% 17,912.49 3,794.60 1.15%
853690
Electrical app. for 
switching/protectin
g electrica...
0.10 0.38% 1,228.64 403.46 0.12%
071080
Vegetables, 
n.e.s., 
uncooked/cooked 
by steaming/bo...
0.03 0.12% 531.93 37.22 0.01%
850440 Static converters 0.02 0.08% 6,596.72 1,046.87 0.32%
710210
Diamonds, 
unsorted
0.01 0.02% 1.67
852910
Aerials & aerial 
reflectors of all 
kinds suit. for...
680.21 185.55 0.06%
710221
Industrial 
diamonds, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleaved/br..
.
47.46 1.05 0.00%
710229
Industrial 
diamonds, wkd. 
but not 
mounted/set
3.57 4.27 0.00%
850450
Inductors, n.e.s. 
(excl. for cathode 
ray tubes)
459.50 71.12 0.02%
260600
Aluminium ores & 
concs.
431.96 1.98 0.00%
Grand Total 23.77 89.24% 44,046.10 5,918.30 1.79%
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Sierra Leone Av 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Sierra 
Leone Exports
Imports from 
Sierra Leone
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the US
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cle...
0.00 0.098 0.00 0.061
260600
Aluminium ores & 
concentrates
0.00 0.051 0.00 0.006
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.00 0.046 0.00 0.000
261590
Niobium/tantalum/
vanadium ores & 
concentrates
0.00 0.021 0.00 0.001
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.00 0.004 0.00 0.013
260112
Iron ores & 
concentrates 
(excl. roasted iron 
pyrit...
0.00 0.003 0.00 0.095
261400
Titanium ores & 
concentrates
0.00 0.003 0.00 0.003
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
0.00 0.003 0.00 0.505
710811
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
0.00 0.002 0.00 0.006
170199
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli...
0.00 0.002 0.00 0.007
890392
Motorboats (excl. 
outboard 
motorboats; excl. 
infla...
0.00 0.001 1.13 0.372
850610
Primary cells & 
primary batteries, 
manganese 
dioxi...
0.00 0.001 4.70 0.040
710813
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.213
710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug...
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.154
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other 
than 
unworked/simpl...
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.742
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
containing add...
0.00 0.000
890510 Dredgers 0.85 0.002
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted/crocheted, 
of cotton
12.00 0.004
890190
Vessels for the 
transportof goods 
& for the transp...
0.85 0.089
EU Tariffs for Sierra Leone 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Sierra Leone, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Sierra 
Leone Exports
Imports from 
Sierra Leone
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the EU
261400
Titanium ores & 
concentrates
0.00 0.011 0.00 5.73
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cle...
0.00 0.010 0.00 4.26
710811
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta...
0.00 0.001 0.00 2.56
845090
Parts of the h-
hold./laundry-type 
washing 
machines...
0.00 0.001 2.60 28.67
560210
Needleloom felt & 
stitch-bonded fibre 
fabrics, whe...
7.53 0.001 7.53 7.04
030549
Smoked fish (excl. 
of 0305.41 & 
0305.42), incl. fi...
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.26
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, 
worked othw. than 
si...
0.00 0.000 0.00 41.01
848250
Cylindrical roller 
bearings (excl. of 
8482.20-8482...
0.00 0.000 2.90 204.14
710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug...
0.00 0.000 2.05 78.50
230230
Bran, sharps & 
other residues, 
whether/not in the 
...
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.03
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other 
than 
unworked/simpl...
0.00 0.000 0.00 3,794.60
853690
Electrical 
apparatus for 
switching/protectin
g elec...
0.00 0.000 0.90 403.46
071080
Vegetables, 
n.e.s., 
uncooked/cooked 
by steaming/bo...
0.00 0.000 10.80 37.22
850440 Static converters 0.00 0.000 0.43 1,046.87
710210
Diamonds, 
unsorted
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.00
260600
Aluminium ores & 
concentrates
0.00 1.98
710221
Industrial 
diamonds, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cleaved/...
0.00 1.05
710229
Industrial 
diamonds, worked 
but not 
mounted/set
0.00 4.27
850450
Inductors, n.e.s. 
(excl. for cathode 
ray tubes)
1.00 71.12
852910
Aerials & aerial 
reflectors of all 
kinds suit. for...
0.96 185.55
US Tariffs for Sierra Leone 2011, for the US' Top Non-Oil Imports 
from Sierra Leone, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Somalia  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Somalia
Share of 
Total Imports 
from Somalia
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World
Share of 
Total Imports 
from Rest of 
World
Imports from 
USA
Share of 
Total Imports 
from the US
130190
Natural gums 
(excl. gum Arabic), 
resins, gum-
resin...
1.03 37.72% 76.09 0.12% 2.66 0.00%
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, 
without ...
0.77 27.94% 64.49 0.10% 0.00 0.00%
410510
Tanned/crust skins 
of sheep/lambs, 
without wool on...
0.72 26.37% 82.80 0.13% 0.00 0.00%
130120 Gum Arabic 0.06 2.32% 83.87 0.14% 4.79 0.00%
080590
Citrus fruit (excl. 
of 0805.10-
0805.50), 
fresh/dri...
0.04 1.35% 7.75 0.01% 0.09 0.00%
410190
Bovine (incl. 
buffalo)/equine 
hides & skins 
(excl....
0.03 1.27% 18.02 0.03% 0.00 0.00%
410419
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
bovine (incl. 
buffal...
0.03 1.14% 201.20 0.32% 13.88 0.01%
854389
Other electrical 
machines & app., 
having individua...
0.00 0.18% 3,048.48 4.92% 557.10 0.22%
410150
Whole bovine (incl. 
buffalo)/equine 
hides & skins,...
0.00 0.18% 218.38 0.35% 38.18 0.02%
080550
Lemons (Citrus 
limon/limonum) & 
limes (Citrus 
aura...
0.00 0.12% 437.64 0.71% 0.11 0.00%
410390
Raw hides & skins, 
n.e.s. in Ch.41 
(fresh/salted/d...
0.00 0.06% 23.50 0.04% 0.80 0.00%
851780
Electrical app. for 
line telephony/line 
telegraphy...
0.00 0.05% 14,432.97 23.30% 2,574.53 1.03%
580790
Labels, badges & 
sim. arts. of textile 
mats., in t...
0.00 0.04% 10.69 0.02% 0.55 0.00%
850440 Static converters 0.00 0.02% 5,950.55 9.61% 591.92 0.24%
852520
Transmission app. 
for radio-
telephony/radio-
telegr...
27,644.20 44.63% 302.32 0.12%
060290
Live plants, n.e.s., 
incl. their roots; 
mushroom s...
174.73 0.28% 11.87 0.00%
620719
Men's/boys' 
underpants & 
briefs (excl. 
knitted or ...
15.58 0.03% 0.19 0.00%
610449
Women's/girls' 
dresses, knitted or 
crocheted, of t...
81.61 0.13% 2.56 0.00%
847170
Storage units (of 
auto. data 
processing 
machines)
8,519.42 13.75% 689.05 0.28%
410411
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
bovine (incl. 
buffal...
846.34 1.37% 214.84 0.09%
Grand Total 2.71 98.75% 61,938.31 5,005.44 2.01%
EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Somalia Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Somalia
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Somalia
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
130190
Natural gums (excl. 
gum Arabic), resins, 
gum- resin...
0.0555 60.59% 31.62 0.05% 4.07 0.00%
940161
Seats (excl. of 
9401.10- 9401.50), 
with wooden fram...
0.0150 16.39% 3,140.28 5.23% 172.37 0.05%
970500
Collections & 
collectors' pieces of 
0.0137 14.92% 74.18 0.12% 74.06 0.02%
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds & 
fruits, of...
0.0056 6.14% 243.33 0.41% 29.17 0.01%
620332
Men's/boys' jackets & 
blazers (excl. knitted 
or cr...
0.0012 1.30% 82.20 0.14% 16.18 0.00%
620342
Men's/boys' trousers, 
bib & brace overalls, 
breech...
0.0006 0.66% 5,616.31 9.36% 70.69 0.02%
121010
Hop cones, 
fresh/dried, neither 
ground/powdered/in..
.
0.32 0.00% 1.70 0.00%
130120 Gum Arabic 18.79 0.03% 22.69 0.01%
151550
Sesame oil & 
fractions thereof , 
whether or not re...
60.14 0.10% 1.55 0.00%
401220
Used pneumatic tyres 
of rubber
38.76 0.06% 13.76 0.00%
611592
Hosiery, knitted or 
crocheted, of cotton
911.39 1.52% 17.33 0.00%
830230
Mountings, fittings & 
sim. arts. suit. for 
motor v...
1,237.26 2.06% 183.77 0.05%
848210 Ball bearings 893.22 1.49% 231.88 0.07%
854229
Monolithic integrated 
circuits, other than 
digital
25,686.66 42.81% 1,452.67 0.41%
854390
Parts of the mach. & 
app. of 85.43
641.44 1.07% 227.84 0.06%
870829
Parts & accessories 
of bodies (incl. cabs) 
of the ...
8,109.44 13.52% 1,082.86 0.30%
870899
Parts & accessories 
of the motor vehic les 
of 87.01...
12,485.73 20.81% 1,477.14 0.41%
871000
Tanks & oth. 
armoured fighting 
vehic les, motorised...
728.06 1.21% 194.80 0.05%
Grand Total 0.09 100.00% 59,999.13 5,274.52 1.48%
US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Somalia Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on Soma lia n 
Exports
Imports from 
Soma lia
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  US
130190
Lac; Natural gums 
(excl. of  1301.20), 
resins, gum-...
0.00 1.03 0.00 2.66
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, 
without ...
0.00 0.77
410510
Tanned/crust 
skins of 
sheep/ lambs, 
without wool on...
0.00 0.72 2.00 0.00
130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 0.06 0.00 4.79
080590
Citrus fruit  (excl. 
of  0805.10-
0805.50), 
f resh/dri...
0.00 0.04 12.80 0.09
410190
Raw hides & skins 
of bovine 
(including 
buffalo)/eq...
0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
410419
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
bovine (incl. 
buffal...
0.00 0.03 1.38 13.88
410150
Whole bovine 
(incl. 
buffalo)/equine 
hides & skins,...
0.00 0.00 0.00 38.18
080550
Lemons (Citrus 
limon/ limonum) & 
limes (Citrus 
aura...
0.00 0.00 10.67 0.11
410390
Raw hides&skins 
(fresh,/salted, 
dried, limed, 
pick...
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80
580790
Labels, badges & 
similar art icles of 
text ile mater...
0.00 0.00 6.87 0.55
850440 Stat ic converters 0.00 0.00 1.94 591.92
060290
Live plants, n.e.s., 
incl. their roots; 
mushroom s...
6.83 11.87
620719
M en's/boys' 
underpants & 
briefs (excl. 
knit ted/cro...
12.00 0.19
847170 Storage units 0.00 689.05
410411
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
bovine (incl. 
buffal...
1.38 214.84
610449
Women's/girls' 
dresses, 
knit ted/crocheted
, of text...
12.00 2.56
EU Tariffs for Somalia 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Somalia, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on Soma lia n 
Exports
Imports from 
Soma lia
MFN Ta riff
Imports 
from the  EU
130190
Lac; Natural gums 
(excl. of  1301.20), 
resins, gum-...
0.00 0.06 0.65 22,688
940161
Seats (excl. of  
9401.10-
9401.50), with 
wooden fram...
0.00 0.02 0.00 1,452,673
970500
Collect ions & 
collectors' pieces 
of 
zoological/bot...
0.00 0.01 0.00 1,452,673
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of ...
0.00 0.01 1.60 29,172
620332
M en's/boys' 
jackets & blazers 
(excl. 
knit ted/croch...
6.10 0.00 6.10 13,757
620342
M en's/boys' 
t rousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
8.97 0.00 8.97 13,757
130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 22,688
401220
Used pneumatic 
tyres of rubber
0.00 13,757
121010
Hop cones, 
fresh/dried, 
neither 
ground/powdere
d/ in...
0.00 1,697
151550
Sesame oil & 
fract ions thereof , 
whether/not 
ref in...
0.00 22,688
870829
Parts & 
accessories of 
bodies (incl. 
cabs) of the ...
1.07 1,082,860
870899
Other parts & 
accessories for 
the motor 
vehicles o...
0.59 1,452,673
871000
Tanks & other 
armoured f ight ing 
vehicles, 
motorise...
0.00 1,452,673
830230
M ountings, 
f it t ings & similar 
art icles suit . for 
m...
1.38 # N/A
848210 Ball bearings 2.85 231,880
854390
Parts of electrical 
machines & 
apparatus, having 
i...
0.95 1,452,673
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
US Tariffs for Somalia 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Somalia, Av. 2009-11
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).
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South Sudan  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Sudan
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Sudan
Imports from 
Rest of World
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
USA
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
130120 Gum Arabic 62.51 13.75% 21.42 0.05% 4.79 0.00%
220710
Undenatured ethyl 
alcohol of an 
alcoholic 
strength...
13.25 2.92% 344.17 0.88% 29.51 0.01%
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
11.39 2.51% 2,481.68 6.34% 505.43 0.20%
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
10.57 2.33% 506.28 1.29% 79.76 0.03%
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
9.17 2.02% 2,192.93 5.60% 0.26 0.00%
121299
Vegetable prods., 
incl. sugar cane & 
unroasted chi...
8.99 1.98% 164.12 0.42% 3.00 0.00%
120740
Sesamum seeds, 
whether or not 
broken
8.71 1.92% 165.57 0.42% 0.28 0.00%
170310 Cane molasses 3.53 0.78% 207.87 0.53% 24.97 0.01%
100700 Grain sorghum 2.77 0.61% 24.63 0.06% 160.86 0.06%
401110
New pneumatic 
tyres, of rubber, of 
a kind used on ...
1.85 0.41% 5,653.27 14.43% 322.38 0.13%
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
1.81 0.40% 339.06 0.87% 57.58 0.02%
410510
Tanned/crust 
skins of 
sheep/lambs, 
without wool on...
1.66 0.37% 81.86 0.21% 0.00 0.00%
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without 
...
1.22 0.27% 64.04 0.16% 0.00 0.00%
851780
Electrical app. for 
line telephony/line 
telegraphy...
1.11 0.24% 14,431.87 36.85% 2,574.53 1.03%
130190
Natural gums 
(excl. gum Arabic), 
resins, gum-
resin...
0.93 0.20% 76.20 0.19% 2.66 0.00%
410221
Raw skins of 
sheep/lambs, 
pickled but not 
tanned/p...
0.24 0.05% 140.23 0.36% 0.26 0.00%
851790
Parts of the app. & 
equip. of 85.17
0.15 0.03% 11,057.91 28.23% 791.51 0.32%
880310
Propellers & rotors 
& parts thereof , of 
gds. of 8...
0.14 0.03% 236.45 0.60% 101.52 0.04%
850161
AC generators 
(alternators), of an 
output not >75k...
90.73 0.23% 68.88 0.03%
880230
Aeroplanes & oth. 
aircraft, of an 
unladen wt. 
>200...
884.31 2.26% 868.00 0.35%
Grand Total 140.01 30.80% 39,164.59 5,596.18 2.24%
EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Sudan Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Sudan
Share of 
Total Imports 
from Sudan
Imports from 
Rest of World
Share of Total 
Imports Rest 
of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of 
Total Imports 
from the EU
130120 Gum Arabic 11,213.46 99.86% 7,574.19 0.27% 22,688.31 0.01%
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
15.01 0.13% 387,293.60 13.82% 674,991.09 0.19%
630392
Curtains (incl. 
drapes) & interior 
blinds (excl. k...
0.52 0.00% 822,464.52 29.35% 5,585.99 0.00%
130220
Pectic subs., 
pectinates & 
pectates
31,583.06 1.13% 51,233.92 0.01%
450410
Blocks, plates, 
sheets & strip, of 
agglom. cork; t...
17,095.13 0.61% 55,204.61 0.02%
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of...
243,337.62 8.69% 29,171.59 0.01%
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
173,857.03 6.21% 30,608.79 0.01%
970300
Original sculptures 
& statuary, in any 
mat.
159,761.93 5.70% 675,777.10 0.19%
970500
Collections & 
collectors' pieces 
of zoological/bot...
74,191.00 2.65% 74,056.15 0.02%
491199
Printed matter, 
n.e.s.
397,049.26 14.17% 78,309.50 0.02%
460210
Basketwork, 
wickerwork & oth. 
arts., made 
directly...
339,857.69 12.13% 1,802.06 0.00%
460290
Basketwork, 
wickerwork & oth. 
arts., made 
directly...
147,748.72 5.27% 181.67 0.00%
Grand Total 11,228.99 100% 2,801,813.75 1,699,610.79 0%
US Top Non-Oil Imports from Sudan Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on Suda ne se  
Exports
Imports 
from Suda n
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  US
130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 62.51 0.00 4.79
220710
Undenatured ethyl 
alcohol of  an 
alcoholic strength...
0.00 13.25 0.00 29.51
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
0.00 11.39 0.00 505.43
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
0.00 10.57 0.00 79.76
170111
Cane sugar, raw, in 
solid form, not 
0.00 9.17 0.00 0.26
121299
Locust 
beans&sugar 
cane(excl. of  
1212.91), f resh/c...
0.00 8.99 2.72 3.00
120740
Sesamum seeds, 
whether/not broken
0.00 8.71 0.00 0.28
170310 Cane molasses 0.00 3.53 0.00 24.97
100700 Grain sorghum 0.00 2.77 3.20 160.86
401110
New pneumatic 
tyres, of  rubber, of  
a kind used on ...
0.00 1.85 4.50 322.38
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds & 
fruits, of ...
0.00 1.81 0.60 57.58
410510
Tanned/crust skins 
of sheep/ lambs, 
without wool on...
0.00 1.66 2.00 0.00
410621
Tanned/crust hides 
& skins of 
goats/kids, without 
...
0.00 1.22
130190
Lac; Natural gums 
(excl. of  1301.20), 
resins, gum-...
0.00 0.93 0.00 2.66
410221
Raw skins of 
sheep/ lambs, 
pickled but not 
0.00 0.24 0.00 0.26
880310
Propellers & rotors 
& parts thereof , of  
goods of ...
0.00 0.14 0.90 101.52
850161
AC generators 
(alternators), of  an 
output not >75k...
1.35 68.88
880230
Aeroplanes & other 
aircraft , of  an 
unladen weight ...
1.35 868.00
EU Tariffs for Sudan 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Sudan, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on Suda ne se  
Exports
Imports 
from Suda n
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  EU
130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 11.21 0.00 30,608.79
970600
Antiques of an 
age > one 
hundred years
0.00 0.02 0.00 181.67
630392
Curtains (incl. 
drapes) & interior 
blinds (excl. k...
11.30 0.00 11.30 30,608.79
130220
Pect ic substance, 
pect inates & 
pectates
0.00 30,608.79
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
part ly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 30,608.79
121190
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds 
& fruits, of ...
1.60 29,171.59
450410
Blocks, plates, 
sheets & strip, of  
agglomerated 
co...
0.00 30,608.79
970300
Original 
sculptures & 
statuary, in any 
material
0.00 181.67
970500
Collect ions & 
collectors' pieces 
of 
zoological/bot...
0.00 181.67
460290
Basketwork, 
wickerwork & 
other art icles, 
made dire...
3.50 181.67
491199
Printed matter, 
n.e.s.
0.00 181.67
US Tariffs for Sudan 2011, for the US' Top Non-Oil 
Imports from Sudan, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
Imports from 
Tajikistan
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Tajikistan
Imports from 
Rest of World
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
26.09 0.01% 36.82 36.43% 6,244.85
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
79.76 0.04% 21.91 21.68% 494.94
760120
Aluminium alloys, 
unwrought
29.03 0.01% 17.97 17.78% 6,803.93
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
20.43 0.01% 17.86 17.67% 6,736.89
520812
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, 
unbleached, cont. 
85%/mor...
0.28 0.00% 1.84 1.82% 343.02
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
232.50 0.10% 1.12 1.11% 183.64
520522
Cotton yarn, 
single (excl. 
sewing thread), of 
comb...
0.00 0.00% 0.69 0.68% 186.14
520300
Cotton, 
carded/combed
3.39 0.00% 0.47 0.47% 82.67
300490
Medicaments 
(excl. of 
30.02/30.05/30.0
6) consistin...
12,846.59 5.68% 0.38 0.37% 19,426.68
520512
Cotton yarn, 
single (excl. 
sewing thread), of 
unco...
0.07 0.00% 0.29 0.29% 217.23
520524
Cotton yarn, 
single (excl. 
sewing thread), of 
comb...
0.24 0.23% 126.02
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), o...
4.78 0.00% 0.15 0.15% 3,292.50
720291
Ferro-titanium & 
ferro-silico-
titanium, in 
granula...
0.04 0.00% 0.15 0.15% 92.35
520822
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, cont. 
85%/more by wt. 
of ...
0.08 0.00% 0.14 0.14% 72.95
520523
Cotton yarn, 
single (excl. 
sewing thread), of 
comb...
0.09 0.08% 210.03
121299
Vegetable prods., 
incl. sugar cane & 
unroasted chi...
3.00 0.00% 0.08 0.08% 173.03
080250 Pistachios 328.79 0.15% 224.33
720270
Ferro-
molybdenum, in 
granular/powder 
form
0.52 0.00% 539.51
620920
Babies' garments & 
clothing 
accessories (excl. 
kni...
0.80 0.00% 705.54
520821
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, cont. 
85%/more by wt. 
of ...
0.00 0.00% 43.93
Grand Total 13,576.17 6.01% 100.20 99.15% 46,200.18
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Tajikistan Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Tajikistan
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Tajikistan
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
11.70 93.49% 3,440.65 5.31 0.00%
710399
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds, 
rubies, saphires ...
0.29 2.30% 278.18 32.77 0.01%
900410 Sunglasses 0.20 1.61% 716.58 534.26 0.16%
842840
Escalators & 
moving walkways
0.11 0.92% 21.31 12.05 0.00%
081310 Apricots, dried 0.07 0.57% 63.09 0.06 0.00%
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, wkd. 
othw. than simp...
0.04 0.35% 636.08 41.01 0.01%
520631
Cotton yarn, 
mult./cab. (excl. 
sewing thread), of 
...
0.03 0.25% 0.87 0.21 0.00%
940310
Metal furniture of 
a kind used in 
offices
0.03 0.22% 377.34 19.95 0.01%
392020
Plates, sheets, 
film, foil & strip, of 
polymers of...
0.01 0.10% 646.54 113.68 0.03%
550922
Yarn other than 
sewing thread, of 
synth. staple fi...
0.01 0.07% 26.20 0.53 0.00%
940360
Wooden furniture 
(excl. of 94.01 & 
9403.30-
9403.50...
4,214.60 451.29 0.14%
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
387.31 674.99 0.20%
540243
Yarn other than 
high 
tenacity/textured 
yarn (excl....
38.26 3.09 0.00%
847330
Parts & 
accessories (excl. 
covers, carrying 
cases ...
15,444.79 405.77 0.12%
850300
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with 
the machine...
1,215.76 366.41 0.11%
851180
Electrical 
ignition/starting 
equip. n.e.s. in 
85.1...
128.85 33.26 0.01%
844390
Parts of the mach. 
of 84.43
11,145.64 802.12 0.24%
711319
Articles of 
jewellery & parts 
thereof , of oth. 
pr...
4,082.61 915.85 0.28%
760120
Aluminium alloys, 
unwrought
3,716.28 28.59 0.01%
852540
Still image video 
cameras & oth. 
video camera 
reco...
7,156.98 360.42 0.11%
Grand Total 12.50 99.88% 53,737.94 4,801.62 1.45%
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Tajikistan Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Tajikistan 
Exports
Imports from 
Tajikistan
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the US
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
3.00 0.037 3.00 0.03
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
0.00 0.022 0.00 0.08
760120
Aluminium alloys, 
unwrought
6.00 0.018 6.00 0.03
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
9.60 0.018 12.00 0.02
520812
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, 
unbleached, 
containing 85...
6.40 0.002 8.00 0.00
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
0.00 0.001 0.00 0.23
520522
Cotton yarn, 
single (excl. 
sewing thread), of 
comb...
3.20 0.001 4.00 0.00
520300
Cotton, 
carded/combed
0.00 0.000 0.00 0.00
300490
Medicaments 
(excluding goods 
of heading 
30.02/30.0...
0.00 0.000 0.00 12.85
520512
Cotton yarn, 
single (excl. 
sewing thread), of 
unco...
3.20 0.000 4.00 0.00
520524
Cotton yarn, 
single (excl. 
sewing thread), of 
comb...
3.20 0.000
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, of c...
9.60 0.000 12.00 0.00
720291
Ferro-titanium & 
ferro-silico-
titanium, in 
granula...
0.00 0.000 2.70 0.00
520822
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, containing 
85%/more by 
we...
6.40 0.000 8.00 0.00
520523
Cotton yarn, 
single (excl. 
sewing thread), of 
comb...
3.20 0.000
121299
Locust 
beans&sugar 
cane(excl. of 
1212.91), 
fresh/c...
0.98 0.000 2.72 0.00
080250 Pistachios 1.60 0.33
520821
Woven fabrics of 
cotton, containing 
85%/more by 
we...
8.00 0.00
620920
Babies' garments & 
clothing 
accessories (excl. 
kni...
10.50 0.00
720270
Ferro-
molybdenum, in 
granular/powder 
form
2.70 0.00
EU Tariffs for Tajikistan 2011, for the EU's Top 20 
Non-Oil Imports from Tajikistan Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on Ta jikista n 
Exports
Imports from 
Ta jikista n
MFN Ta riff
Imports 
from the  EU
760110
Aluminium, not 
alloyed, 
unwrought
1.30 11.70 1.30 0.53
710399
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds, 
rubies, saphires ...
5.25 0.29 5.25 0.21
900410 Sunglasses 2.00 0.20 2.00 0.53
842840
Escalators & 
moving walkways
0.00 0.11 0.00 28.59
081310 Apricots, dried 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.06
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, 
worked othw. 
than si...
0.00 0.04 0.00 0.53
520631
Cotton yarn, 
mult ./cab. (excl. 
sewing thread), 
of  ...
9.20 0.03 9.20 0.21
940310
M etal furniture of 
a kind used in 
off ices
0.00 0.03 0.00 360.42
392020
Plates, sheets, 
f ilm, foil&strip, of  
polymers of p...
4.20 0.01 4.20 113.68
550922
Yarn other than 
sewing thread, of 
synthet ic staple...
10.60 0.01 10.60 0.53
970600
Antiques of an 
age > one 
hundred years
0.00 360.42
850300
Parts suit . for use 
solely/principally 
with the ma...
1.78 366.41
851180
Electrical 
ignit ion/start ing 
equip. n.e.s. in 
85.1...
1.00 28.59
940360
Wooden furniture 
(excl. of  94.01 & 
9403.30-
9403.50...
0.00 360.42
711319
Art icles of 
jewellery & parts 
thereof , of  other 
p...
5.77 915.85
760120
Aluminium alloys, 
unwrought
1.57 28.59
847330
Parts & 
accessories of 
the machines of 
heading 84....
0.00 28.59
US Tariffs for Tajikistan 2011, for the US' Top Non-Oil 
Imports from Tajikistan, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
Imports from 
Tanzania
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Tanzania
Imports from 
Rest of World
030379
Fish, n.e.s., 
frozen (excl. 
fillets/oth. fish 
meat...
9.73 0.00% 5.53 0.79% 507.22
030410
Fish fillets & oth. 
fish meat, whether 
or not minc...
2.04 0.00% 73.91 10.55% 1,161.87
030420 Fish fillets, frozen 344.78 0.15% 28.98 4.14% 4,339.17
030759
Octopus (Octopus 
spp.), other than 
live/fresh/chil...
0.80 0.00% 7.39 1.05% 721.65
060210
Unrooted cuttings 
& slips
0.58 0.00% 18.14 2.59% 192.51
060310
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
0.11 0.00% 11.35 1.62% 1,281.82
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
1.01 0.00% 12.63 1.80% 579.64
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
12.98 0.01% 96.75 13.81% 11,590.32
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
1.53 0.00% 13.47 1.92% 611.99
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.01 0.00% 26.02 3.71% 5,118.92
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
19.73 0.01% 9.37 1.34% 375.09
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
388.48 0.17% 137.12 19.58% 2,157.67
240130 Tobacco refuse 14.19 0.01% 6.28 0.90% 107.77
260300
Copper ores & 
concs.
167.06 0.07% 37.17 5.31% 8,503.88
261690
Precious metal 
ores & concs. 
(excl. silver ores & 
...
12.50 0.01% 52.00 7.42% 977.01
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav...
60.86 0.03% 8.10 1.16% 15,171.29
740311
Cathodes & 
sections of 
cathodes, of ref. 
copper, u...
10.42 0.00% 52.77 7.53% 9,389.50
740312
Wire-bars of ref. 
copper, 
unwrought
0.01 0.00% 0.77 0.11% 7.92
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
505.43 0.22% 12.76 1.82% 2,480.31
841182
Gas turbines other 
than turbo-
jets/turbo-
propeller...
675.40 0.30% 2.65 0.38% 652.58
Grand Total 2,227.67 0.99% 613.15 87.53% 65,928.12
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Tanzania Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Tanzania
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Tanzania
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
010620
Live reptiles, incl. 
snakes & turtles
0.15 0.25% 3.63 0.21 0.00%
030420 Fish fillets, frozen 0.96 1.65% 3,144.38 30.97 0.01%
030549
Smoked fish (excl. 
of 0305.41 & 
0305.42), incl. fi...
0.27 0.46% 39.42 0.26 0.00%
071310
Peas (Pisum 
sativum), dried, 
shelled, whether 
or n...
0.34 0.59% 41.46 1.55 0.00%
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
2.50 4.29% 892.18 0.10 0.00%
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
28.35 48.69% 6,467.67 16.01 0.00%
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.57 0.98% 173.29 30.61 0.01%
121220
Seaweeds & oth. 
algae, 
fresh/chilled/froze
n/dried,...
1.72 2.96% 81.93 5.68 0.00%
130219
Vegetable saps & 
extracts (excl. of 
1302.11-1302.1...
5.37 9.22% 336.05 106.87 0.03%
152190
Beeswax, oth. 
insect waxes & 
spermaceti, 
whether o...
0.13 0.23% 11.84 1.29 0.00%
610343
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
1.46 2.51% 770.48 1.10 0.00%
610910
T-shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
0.04 0.07% 4,332.64 25.08 0.01%
610990
T-shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
2.02 3.46% 1,045.25 13.79 0.00%
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
0.73 1.26% 4,272.88 42.26 0.01%
611780
Other made up 
clothing 
accessories, 
knitted or cro...
1.04 1.79% 122.66 3.41 0.00%
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other 
than 
unwkd./simply ...
17,912.61 3,794.60 1.15%
710310
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds) & 
semi-precious s...
0.64 1.09% 14.67 0.93 0.00%
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, wkd. 
othw. than simp...
0.87 1.49% 635.26 41.01 0.01%
710399
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds, 
rubies, saphires ...
7.35 12.63% 271.12 32.77 0.01%
710490
Synthetic/reconstr
ucted 
precious/semi-
precious sto...
30.86 15.33 0.00%
Grand Total 54.52 93.63% 40,600.27 4,163.82 1.26%
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Tanzania Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d Ta riff 
on Ta nza nia n 
Exports
Imports 
from 
Ta nza nia
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  US
240120
Tobacco, 
part ly/wholly 
stemmed/strippe
d
0.00 137.12 0.00 388.48
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.00 96.75 0.00 12.98
740311
Cathodes & 
sect ions of 
cathodes, of 
ref ined copper...
0.00 52.77 0.00 10.42
261690
Precious metal 
ores & 
concentrates 
(excl. silver o...
0.00 52.00 0.00 12.50
260300
Copper ores & 
concentrates
0.00 37.17 0.00 167.06
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.00 26.02 0.00 0.01
060210
Unrooted 
cutt ings & slips
0.00 18.14 2.00 0.58
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
part ly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 13.47 0.00 1.53
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
0.00 12.76 0.00 505.43
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
0.00 12.63 0.00 1.01
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/strippe
d
0.00 9.37 0.00 19.73
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cle...
0.00 8.10 0.00 60.86
030759
Octopus 
(Octopus spp.), 
other than 
live/fresh/chil...
0.00 7.39 8.00 0.80
240130 Tobacco refuse 0.00 6.28 0.00 14.19
030379
Fish (excl. of  
0303.71 - 
0303.78),n.e.s., 
f rozen (...
0.00 5.53 11.02 9.73
841182
Gas turbines 
other than turbo-
jets/ turbo-
propeller...
0.00 2.65 2.34 675.40
740312
Wire-bars of 
ref ined copper, 
unwrought
0.00 0.77 0.00 0.01
EU Tariffs for Tanzania 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-
Oil Imports from Tanzania, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Produc t
Produc t 
Na me
Applie d 
Ta riffs on 
Ta nza nia n 
Exports
Imports 
from 
Ta nza nia
MFN Ta riff
Imports from 
the  EU
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.00 28.35 0.00 16,012.02
710399
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds, 
rubies, saphires ...
0.00 7.35 5.25 25,076.69
130219
Vegetable saps & 
extracts (excl. of  
1302.11-1302.1...
0.00 5.37 0.33 104.48
080132
Cashew nuts, 
shelled
0.00 2.50 0.00 104.48
610990
T-shirts, singlets 
& other vests, 
knit ted/crochete..
.
0.00 2.02 14.05 25,076.69
121220
Seaweeds & other 
algae, 
fresh/chilled/froz
en/dried...
0.00 1.72 0.00 206.08
610343
M en's/boys' 
t rousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
0.00 1.46 21.55 1,291.29
611780
Other made up 
clothing 
accessories, 
other than sha...
0.00 1.04 7.54 25,076.69
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, 
worked othw. 
than si...
0.00 0.87 0.00 3,794,596.22
611030
Jerseys, 
pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0.00 0.73 15.32 25,076.69
710310
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds) 
& semi-precious 
s...
0.00 0.64 5.25 3,794,596.22
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
part ly fermented 
tea, whe...
0.00 0.57 0.00 206.08
071310
Peas (Pisum 
sat ivum), dried, 
shelled, 
whether/not ...
0.00 0.34 0.00 1,547.94
030549
Smoked f ish 
(excl. of  0305.41 
& 0305.42), incl. 
f i...
0.00 0.27 0.00 257.22
010620
Live rept iles, incl. 
snakes & turt les
0.00 0.15 0.00 206.08
152190
Beeswax, other 
insect waxes & 
spermacet i, 
whether/ ...
0.00 0.13 2.40 1,291.29
610910
T-shirts, singlets 
& other vests, 
knit ted/crochete..
.
0.00 0.04 16.50 25,076.69
710490
Synthet ic/reconst
ructed 
precious/semi-
precious sto...
3.20 15,333.18
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other 
than 
unworked/simpl...
0.00 3,794,596.22
US Tariffs for Tanzania 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-
Oil Imports from Tanzania, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Uganda 
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
Imports from 
Uganda
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Uganda
Imports from 
Rest of World
030269
Fish, n.e.s., 
fresh/chilled (excl. 
fillets/oth. fi...
7.79 0.00% 11.51 1.87% 578.83
030379
Fish, n.e.s., 
frozen (excl. 
fillets/oth. fish 
meat...
9.73 0.00% 5.65 0.92% 507.11
030410
Fish fillets & oth. 
fish meat, whether 
or not minc...
2.04 0.00% 65.24 10.63% 1,170.54
030420 Fish fillets, frozen 344.78 0.15% 7.96 1.30% 4,360.18
060210
Unrooted cuttings 
& slips
0.58 0.00% 22.52 3.67% 188.12
060310
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
0.11 0.00% 33.14 5.40% 1,260.03
070960
Fruits of the 
genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
fresh/chill...
0.17 0.00% 4.53 0.74% 443.11
070990
Vegetables, 
n.e.s., 
fresh/chilled
4.80 0.00% 1.22 0.20% 276.64
080300
Bananas, incl. 
plantains, 
fresh/dried
0.05 0.00% 3.45 0.56% 3,968.87
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
12.98 0.01% 329.05 53.62% 11,358.02
090500 Vanilla 0.96 0.00% 1.01 0.16% 37.54
120740
Sesamum seeds, 
whether or not 
broken
0.28 0.00% 1.22 0.20% 173.07
170199
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli...
6.72 0.00% 8.50 1.39% 1,079.96
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0.01 0.00% 49.91 8.13% 5,095.03
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
19.73 0.01% 4.29 0.70% 380.17
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
388.48 0.17% 31.78 5.18% 2,263.00
240130 Tobacco refuse 14.19 0.01% 1.74 0.28% 112.31
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, 
without ...
2.49 0.41% 62.77
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
79.76 0.04% 10.03 1.63% 506.83
810520
Cobalt mattes & 
oth. intermediate 
prods. of cobalt...
47.70 0.02% 423.09
Grand Total 940.86 0.42% 595.22 97.00% 34,245.22
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Uganda Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Uganda
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Uganda
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
030410
Fish fillets & oth. 
fish meat, whether 
or not minc...
2.00 4.28% 1,221.99 58.99 0.02%
030420 Fish fillets, frozen 3,145.34 30.97 0.01%
060210
Unrooted cuttings 
& slips
0.71 1.53% 79.18 1.90 0.00%
060310
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
0.01 0.03% 999.28 73.12 0.02%
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
24.12 51.75% 6,471.90 16.01 0.00%
090112
Coffee, not 
roasted, 
decaffeinated
4.39 9.41% 396.15 169.29 0.05%
090121
Coffee, roasted, 
not decaffeinated
0.15 0.32% 515.64 110.15 0.03%
090122
Coffee, roasted, 
decaffeinated
0.55 1.19% 115.02 17.38 0.01%
090500 Vanilla 3.63 7.79% 30.28 0.19 0.00%
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
5.17 11.09% 1,462.52 0.45 0.00%
261100
Tungsten ores & 
concs.
0.43 0.92% 80.33 40.78 0.01%
420222
Handbags, 
whether or not 
with shoulder 
strap, incl...
0.06 0.13% 1,338.01 124.24 0.04%
420292
Cases, n.e.s. in 
Ch.42...with outer 
surface of pla...
0.06 0.12% 3,594.74 145.60 0.04%
460210
Basketwork, 
wickerwork & oth. 
arts., made 
directly...
0.11 0.23% 339.75 1.80 0.00%
610910
T-shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
0.03 0.07% 4,332.65 25.08 0.01%
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
0.72 1.55% 5,206.29 43.90 0.01%
650590
Hats & oth. 
headgear, knitted 
or crocheted/made 
up...
0.11 0.23% 1,420.37 28.33 0.01%
711790
Imitation jewellery 
other than of base 
metal
0.82 1.75% 619.28 32.27 0.01%
810520
Cobalt mattes & 
oth. intermediate 
prods. of cobalt...
2.65 5.69% 296.04 27.81 0.01%
970110
Paintings, 
drawings & 
pastels, executed 
entirely b...
867.49 3,751.25 1.13%
Grand Total 45.71 98.08% 32,532.27 4,699.52 1.42%
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Uganda Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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EU Tariffs for Uganda 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Uganda, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on 
Uganda Exports 
Imports from 
Uganda 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from the 
US 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, 
not decaffeinated 
0,00 0,33 0,00 0,01 
180100 
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
0,00 0,05 0,00 0,00 
240120 
Tobacco, partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped 
0,00 0,03 0,00 0,39 
060210 
Unrooted cuttings & 
slips 
0,00 0,02 2,00 0,00 
030269 
Fish,n.e.s. in 03.02, 
fresh/chilled(excl. 
fillets/... 
0,00 0,01 11,89 0,01 
520100 
Cotton, not 
carded/combed 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,08 
170199 
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli... 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,01 
030379 
Fish (excl. of 0303.71 
- 0303.78),n.e.s., 
frozen (... 
0,00 0,01 11,02 0,01 
070960 
Fruits of the genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
fresh/chill... 
0,00 0,00 4,53 0,00 
240110 
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02 
080300 
Bananas, incl. 
plantains, fresh/dried 
0,00 0,00 16,00 0,00 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & 
skins of goats/kids, 
without ... 
0,00 0,00     
240130 Tobacco refuse 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,01 
070990 
Vegetables,n.e.s. in 
07.01-07.09, 
fresh/chilled 
0,00 0,00 10,84 0,00 
120740 
Sesamum seeds, 
whether/not broken 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
090500 Vanilla 0,00 0,00 6,00 0,00 
810520 
Cobalt mattes & other 
intermediate products 
of cob... 
    0,00 0,05 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Uganda 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Uganda, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on 
Uganda's Exports 
Imports from 
Uganda 
MFN Tariff 
Imports 
from EU 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0,00 0,02 0,00 16,01 
180100 
Cocoa beans, whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,45 
090112 
Coffee, not roasted, 
decaffeinated 
0,00 0,00 0,00 169,29 
090500 Vanilla 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,19 
810520 
Cobalt mattes & other 
intermediate products of cob... 
0,00 0,00 1,47 27,81 
030410 
Fish fillets & oth. fish meat, 
whether or not minced (excl. 
of 03.02), fres ... 
      58,99 
711790 
Imitation jewellery other than 
of base metal 
0,00 0,00 3,17 32,27 
620462 
Women's/girls', trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, br... 
0,00 0,00 8,15 43,90 
060210 Unrooted cuttings & slips 0,00 0,00 4,80 1,90 
090122 Coffee, roasted, decaffeinated 0,00 0,00 0,00 17,38 
261100 Tungsten ores & concentrates 0,00 0,00 0,00 40,78 
090121 
Coffee, roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0,00 0,00 0,00 110,15 
460210 
Basketwork, wickerwork & oth. 
arts., made directly to shape 
from veg. mats. ... 
      1,80 
650590 
Other hats & other headgear, 
knitted/crocheted,/ma... 
6,08 0,00 6,08 28,33 
420222 
Handbags, whether/not with 
shoulder strap, incl. t... 
5,29 0,00 9,77 124,24 
420292 
Trunks, suit-cases, vanity-
cases, executive-cases,... 
6,05 0,00 9,51 145,60 
610910 
T-shirts, singlets & other vests, 
knitted/crochete... 
0,00 0,00 16,50 25,08 
060310 
Cut flowers & flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouquets/ornamental purps., f 
... 
      73,12 
030420 Fish fillets, frozen       30,97 
970110 
Paintings, drawings & pastels, 
executed entirely b... 
    0,00 3.751,25 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Yemen 
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Yemen
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Yemen
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
Imports from 
Rest of World
030232
Yellowfin tunas 
(Thunnus 
albacares), 
fresh/chilled...
0.17 0.31% 34.14
030379
Fish, n.e.s., 
frozen (excl. 
fillets/oth. fish 
meat...
5.19 9.37% 9.73 0.00% 507.57
030410
Fish fillets & oth. 
fish meat, whether 
or not minc...
0.02 0.03% 2.04 0.00% 1,235.76
030420 Fish fillets, frozen 0.45 0.82% 344.78 0.15% 4,367.70
030619
Frozen 
crustaceans (excl. 
of 0306.11-
0306.14); fro...
0.59 1.07% 46.98
030749
Cuttle fish (Sepia 
officinalis, Rossia 
macrosoma, ...
9.29 16.77% 24.02 0.01% 1,131.92
030799
Molluscs & 
invertebrates 
(excl. of 0307.10-
0307.60...
2.12 3.84% 1.51 0.00% 541.64
262099
Ash & residues 
(excl. from the 
mfr. of 
iron/steel)...
912.70 0.40% 154.14
410221
Raw skins of 
sheep/lambs, 
pickled but not 
tanned/p...
3.72 6.72% 0.26 0.00% 136.75
410510
Tanned/crust skins 
of sheep/lambs, 
without wool on...
1.13 2.05% 0.00 0.00% 82.39
410621
Tanned/crust 
hides & skins of 
goats/kids, 
without ...
1.00 1.80% 64.26
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
3.54 6.39% 79.76 0.04% 513.32
711299
Waste & scrap of 
precious 
metal/metal clad 
with pr...
1.27 2.30% 1,255.47 0.56% 921.90
711810
Coin (excl. gold 
coin), not being 
legal tender
92.92 0.04% 456.82
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
5.60 10.12% 505.43 0.22% 2,487.47
760200
Aluminium waste & 
scrap
3.98 7.18% 21.95 0.01% 725.97
780110
Unwrought lead, 
refined
0.67 1.21% 0.11 0.00% 190.43
780199
Unwrought lead 
other than 
refined, n.e.s. in 
78.01
9.58 17.31% 1.24 0.00% 575.19
841191
Parts of the turbo-
jets/turbo-
propellers of 
8411.1...
9,761.86 4.32% 3,596.40
843149
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with 
the mach. o...
0.09 0.15% 329.28 0.15% 1,787.16
Grand Total 48.41 87.45% 13,343.06 5.90% 19,557.92
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Yemen Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Yemen
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Yemen
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
030110
Live ornamental 
fish
52.98 0.51 0.00%
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.43 17.18% 6,495.59 16.01 0.00%
090121
Coffee, roasted, 
not decaffeinated
515.79 110.15 0.03%
090230
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
93.86 22.61 0.01%
190531 Sweet biscuits 0.03 1.23% 722.80 208.25 0.06%
190590
Bread, pastry, 
cakes, biscuits & 
oth. bakers' 
ware...
0.02 0.92% 1,539.29 226.56 0.07%
284440
Radioactive 
elements & 
isotopes & comps. 
(excl. of...
194.89 102.54 0.03%
321290
Pigments (incl. 
metallic powders & 
flakes) dispers...
81.32 63.02 0.02%
711319
Articles of 
jewellery & parts 
thereof , of oth. 
pr...
0.01 0.29% 4,082.61 915.85 0.28%
840999
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with 
the engines...
0.01 0.55% 2,543.39 1,123.75 0.34%
841229
Hydraulic power 
engines & motors 
other than 
linear...
0.02 0.93% 263.67 417.77 0.13%
841330
Fuel/lubricating/co
oling medium 
pumps for int. 
com...
0.12 4.79% 1,569.54 643.56 0.19%
841480
Air pumps, air/oth. 
gas compressors & 
fans (excl. ...
0.03 1.26% 1,171.35 510.07 0.15%
851660
Electric ovens 
other than 
microwave ovens; 
elec. c...
908.42 52.38 0.02%
940140
Seats other than 
garden 
seats/camping 
equip., conv...
178.31 3.14 0.00%
940161
Seats (excl. of 
9401.10-
9401.50), with 
wooden fram...
3,140.29 172.37 0.05%
940180
Seats (excl. of 
64.02), n.e.s. in 
94.01
0.02 0.98% 653.97 37.77 0.01%
940360
Wooden furniture 
(excl. of 94.01 & 
9403.30-
9403.50...
0.01 0.33% 4,214.59 451.29 0.14%
970300
Original sculptures 
& statuary, in any 
mat.
0.08 3.04% 159.69 675.78 0.20%
970600
Antiques of an age 
> one hundred 
years
1.71 67.57% 385.60 674.99 0.20%
Grand Total 2.51 99.06% 28,967.95 6,428.38 1.94%
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Yemen Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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EU Tariffs for Yemen 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Yemen, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on 
Yemen Exports 
Imports from 
Yemen 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from the 
US 
780199 
Unwrought lead other than 
refined, n.e.s. in 78.01 
0,00 0,01 1,25 0,00 
030749 
Cuttle fish (Sepia officinalis, 
Rossia macrosoma, ... 
0,00 0,01 7,00 0,02 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,51 
030379 
Fish (excl. of 0303.71 - 
0303.78),n.e.s., frozen (... 
0,00 0,01 11,02 0,01 
760200 Aluminium waste & scrap 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02 
410221 
Raw skins of sheep/lambs, 
pickled but not tanned/p... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,08 
030799 
Molluscs & invertebrates 
(excl. of 0307.10-0307.60... 
0,00 0,00 8,13 0,00 
711299 
Waste & scrap of precious 
metal/of metal clad with... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 1,26 
410510 
Tanned/crust skins of 
sheep/lambs, without wool 
on... 
0,00 0,00 2,00 0,00 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without ... 
0,00 0,00     
780110 Unwrought lead, refined 0,00 0,00 2,50 0,00 
030619 
Frozen crustaceans (excl. of 
0306.11-0306.14); fro... 
0,00 0,00     
030232 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus 
albacares), fresh/chilled... 
0,00 0,00     
843149 
Parts suit. for use 
solely/principally with the 
ma... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,33 
262099 
Ash & residues (excl. from 
the manufacture of iron... 
    0,00 0,91 
711810 
Coin (excl. gold coin), not 
being legal tender 
    0,00 0,09 
841191 
Parts of the turbo-jets/turbo-
propellers of 8411.1... 
    0,90 9,76 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Yemen 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Yemen, Av. 2009-11 
     
 
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Yemen's 
Exports 
Imports from 
Yemen 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the EU 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one hundred 
years 
0,00 0,00 0,00 674,99 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0,00 0,00 0,00 16,01 
841330 
Fuel/lubricating/cooling medium 
pumps for internal... 
0,00 0,00 1,25 643,56 
970300 
Original sculptures & statuary, in any 
material 
0,00 0,00 0,00 675,78 
841480 
Air pumps, air/other gas compressors 
& fans (excl.... 
0,00 0,00 0,74 510,07 
190531 Sweet biscuits 0,00 0,00 0,00 208,25 
940180 Seats (excl. of 64.02), n.e.s. in 94.01 0,00 0,00 0,00 37,77 
841229 
Hydraulic power engines & motors 
other than linear... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 417,77 
190590 
Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits & other 
bakers' war... 
0,00 0,00 2,25 226,56 
840999 
Parts suit. for use solely/principally 
with the en... 
0,00 0,00 1,00 1.123,75 
940360 
Wooden furniture (excl. of 94.01 & 
9403.30-9403.50... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 451,29 
711319 
Articles of jewellery & parts thereof , 
of other p... 
0,00 0,00 5,77 915,85 
030110 Live ornamental fish     0,00 0,51 
090121 Coffee, roasted, not decaffeinated     0,00 110,15 
090230 
Tea, black (fermented) & partly 
fermented tea, whe... 
    0,00 22,61 
284440 
Radioactive elements & isotopes & 
compounds other ... 
    0,00 102,54 
321290 
Pigments (incl. metallic powders & 
flakes) dispers... 
    3,10 63,02 
851660 
Electric ovens other than microwave 
ovens; electri... 
    1,35 52,38 
940140 
Seats other than garden 
seats/camping equip., conv... 
    0,00 3,14 
940161 
Seats (excl. of 9401.10-9401.50), 
with wooden fram... 
    0,00 172,37 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Zambia 
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Zambia
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Zambia
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
Imports from 
Rest of World
060310
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
23.18 4.16% 0.11 0.00% 1,269.99
070810
Peas (Pisum 
sativum), 
shelled/unshelled, 
fresh/chi...
3.28 0.59% 1.58 0.00% 90.31
070960
Fruits of the 
genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
fresh/chill...
1.56 0.28% 0.17 0.00% 446.08
070990
Vegetables, 
n.e.s., 
fresh/chilled
3.07 0.55% 4.80 0.00% 274.79
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
2.19 0.39% 12.98 0.01% 11,684.88
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
85.65 15.36% 0.26 0.00% 2,116.45
170199
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli...
12.31 2.21% 6.72 0.00% 1,076.15
240110
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped
3.03 0.54% 19.73 0.01% 381.43
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
31.81 5.70% 388.48 0.17% 2,262.97
260300
Copper ores & 
concs.
0.00 0.00% 167.06 0.07% 8,541.04
710210
Diamonds, 
unsorted
17.19 3.08% 0.28 0.00% 2,034.39
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav...
3.65 0.65% 60.86 0.03% 15,175.74
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, wkd. 
othw. than simp...
8.71 1.56% 64.12 0.03% 279.30
711011
Platinum, 
unwrought/in 
powder form
6.48 1.16% 189.93 0.08% 3,783.11
740110 Copper mattes 0.85 0.00% 138.17
740200
Unrefined copper; 
copper anodes for 
electrolytic r...
1.61 0.29% 26.48 0.01% 1,751.29
740311
Cathodes & 
sections of 
cathodes, of ref. 
copper, u...
309.65 55.52% 10.42 0.00% 9,132.62
740319
Unwrought prods. 
of ref. copper 
(excl. of 7403.11-
...
22.03 0.01% 371.12
740400
Copper waste & 
scrap
4.78 0.86% 505.43 0.22% 2,488.29
810520
Cobalt mattes & 
oth. intermediate 
prods. of cobalt...
28.95 5.19% 47.70 0.02% 394.13
Grand Total 547.12 98.10% 1,529.99 0.68% 63,692.24
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Zambia Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Zambia
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Zambia
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
010620
Live reptiles, incl. 
snakes & turtles
0.02 0.04% 3.75 0.21 0.00%
030110
Live ornamental 
fish
0.03 0.05% 52.96 0.51 0.00%
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.11 0.23% 6,495.91 16.01 0.00%
090420
Fruits of the 
genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
dried/crush...
0.18 0.39% 250.08 28.23 0.01%
120999
Seeds, n.e.s., of a 
kind used for 
sowing
52.11 5.59 0.00%
240130 Tobacco refuse 0.20 0.42% 18.21 0.26 0.00%
262099
Ash & residues 
(excl. from the 
mfr. of 
iron/steel)...
255.57 0.56 0.00%
460210
Basketwork, 
wickerwork & oth. 
arts., made 
directly...
339.86 1.80 0.00%
710239
Diamonds, non-
industrial other 
than 
unwkd./simply ...
0.80 1.70% 17,911.81 3,794.60 1.15%
710310
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds) & 
semi-precious s...
0.04 0.08% 15.26 0.93 0.00%
710391
Rubies, sapphires 
& emeralds, wkd. 
othw. than simp...
6.86 14.51% 629.26 41.01 0.01%
710399
Precious stones 
(excl. diamonds, 
rubies, saphires ...
0.23 0.49% 278.24 32.77 0.01%
710812
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug...
14,254.05 78.50 0.02%
711319
Articles of 
jewellery & parts 
thereof , of oth. 
pr...
4,082.61 915.85 0.28%
711620
Articles of 
precious/semi-
precious stones 
(nat./sy...
0.21 0.44% 405.43 74.97 0.02%
720211
Ferro-manganese, 
cont. by wt. >2% 
of carbon, in gr...
278.20 4.12 0.00%
810520
Cobalt mattes & 
oth. intermediate 
prods. of cobalt...
36.98 78.27% 261.71 27.81 0.01%
870899
Parts & 
accessories of the 
motor vehicles of 
87.01...
12,485.73 1,477.14 0.45%
903010
Instruments & 
app. for 
meas./detecting 
ionising ra...
77.51 139.30 0.04%
970500
Collections & 
collectors' pieces 
of zoological/bot...
1.40 2.96% 72.79 74.06 0.02%
Grand Total 47.06 99.59% 58,221.07 6,714.21 2.03%
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Zambia Av. 2009-11, for 
2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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EU Tariffs for Zambia 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Zambia, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on 
Zambia Exports 
Imports from 
Zambia 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from the 
US 
740311 
Cathodes & sections of 
cathodes, of refined 
copper... 
0,00 0,31 0,00 0,01 
170111 
Cane sugar, raw, in 
solid form, not 
containing add... 
0,00 0,09 0,00 0,00 
240120 
Tobacco, partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped 
0,00 0,03 0,00 0,39 
810520 
Cobalt mattes & other 
intermediate products 
of cob... 
0,00 0,03 0,00 0,05 
710210 Diamonds, unsorted 0,00 0,02 0,00 0,00 
170199 
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli... 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,01 
710391 
Rubies, sapphires & 
emeralds, worked 
othw. than si... 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,06 
711011 
Platinum, 
unwrought/in powder 
form 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,19 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,51 
710231 
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cle... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,06 
070810 
Peas (Pisum sativum), 
shelled/unshelled, 
fresh/chi... 
0,00 0,00 13,60 0,00 
070990 
Vegetables,n.e.s. in 
07.01-07.09, 
fresh/chilled 
0,00 0,00 10,84 0,00 
240110 
Tobacco, not 
stemmed/stripped 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, 
not decaffeinated 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,01 
740200 
Unrefined copper; 
copper anodes for 
electrolytic r... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,03 
070960 
Fruits of the genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
fresh/chill... 
0,00 0,00 4,53 0,00 
260300 
Copper ores & 
concentrates 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,17 
740319 
Unwrought products of 
refined copper (excl. 
of 740... 
    0,00 0,02 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Zambia 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Zambia, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on 
Zambia's Exports 
Imports from 
Zambia 
MFN Tariff 
Imports 
from the EU 
810520 
Cobalt mattes & other 
intermediate products of 
cob... 
0,00 0,04 1,47 27,81 
710391 
Rubies, sapphires & 
emeralds, worked othw. 
than si... 
0,00 0,01 0,00 41,01 
970500 
Collections & collectors' 
pieces of zoological/bot... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 74,06 
710239 
Diamonds, non-industrial 
other than 
unworked/simpl... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 3.794,60 
710399 
Precious stones (excl. 
diamonds, rubies, 
saphires ... 
0,00 0,00 5,25 32,77 
711620 
Articles of precious/semi-
precious stones (natural... 
0,00 0,00 4,48 74,97 
240130 Tobacco refuse 26,92 0,00 38,89 0,26 
090420 
Fruits of the genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
dried/crush... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 28,23 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0,00 0,00 0,00 16,01 
710310 
Precious stones (excl. 
diamonds) & semi-
precious s... 
0,00 0,00 5,25 0,93 
030110 Live ornamental fish 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,51 
010620 
Live reptiles, incl. snakes 
& turtles 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,21 
120999 
Seeds, n.e.s., of a kind 
used for sowing 
    0,00 5,59 
262099 
Ash & residues (excl. from 
the manufacture of iron... 
    0,00 0,56 
460210 
Basketwork, wickerwork & 
oth. arts., made directly 
to shape from veg. mats. 
... 
      1,80 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with platinum), in 
unwroug... 
    2,05 78,50 
711319 
Articles of jewellery & 
parts thereof , of other 
p... 
    5,77 915,85 
720211 
Ferro-manganese, 
containing by weight 
>2% of carbo... 
    1,45 4,12 
870899 
Other parts & accessories 
for the motor vehicles o... 
    0,59 1.477,14 
903010 
Instruments & apparatus 
for measuring/detecting 
io... 
    0,80 139,30 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Zimbabwe 
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Zimbabwe
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Zimbabwe
Imports from 
the US
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
Imports from 
Rest of World
060310
Cut flowers & 
flower buds of a 
kind suit. for 
bouq...
14.75 2.43% 0.11 0.00% 1,278.41
070810
Peas (Pisum 
sativum), 
shelled/unshelled, 
fresh/chi...
6.91 1.14% 1.58 0.00% 86.68
080510
Oranges, 
fresh/dried
8.79 1.45% 0.57 0.00% 579.79
080540
Grapefruit, 
fresh/dried
2.47 0.41% 60.33 0.03% 258.23
081090 Fresh fruit, n.e.s. 2.19 0.36% 2.20 0.00% 242.12
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
6.09 1.00% 1.53 0.00% 619.36
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
144.34 23.78% 0.26 0.00% 2,057.76
170199
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli...
11.49 1.89% 6.72 0.00% 1,076.97
220710
Undenatured ethyl 
alcohol of an 
alcoholic 
strength...
0.99 0.16% 29.51 0.01% 356.42
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
90.55 14.92% 388.48 0.17% 2,204.24
240130 Tobacco refuse 5.46 0.90% 14.19 0.01% 108.59
251611
Granite, 
crude/roughly 
trimmed
16.39 2.70% 5.35 0.00% 356.82
253010
Vermiculite, perlite 
& chlorites, 
unexpanded
5.63 0.93% 1.75 0.00% 57.21
410320
Raw hides & skins 
of reptiles, 
(fresh/salted/dried
...
19.54 3.22% 42.30 0.02% 46.51
411330
Leather furth. 
prepd. after 
tanning/crusting, 
incl...
3.48 0.57% 14.47 0.01% 20.96
520100
Cotton, not 
carded/combed
15.58 2.57% 79.76 0.04% 501.27
710210
Diamonds, 
unsorted
27.84 4.59% 0.28 0.00% 2,023.74
710231
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav...
2.67 0.44% 60.86 0.03% 15,176.73
720241
Ferro-chromium, 
cont. by wt. >4% 
of carbon, in 
gra...
190.04 31.31% 0.68 0.00% 1,547.22
740311
Cathodes & 
sections of 
cathodes, of ref. 
copper, u...
6.43 1.06% 10.42 0.00% 9,435.83
Grand Total 581.64 95.82% 721.36 0.32% 38,034.88
EU Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Zimbabwe Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Imports from 
Zimbabwe
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Zimbabwe
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the EU
050790
Tortoise-shell, 
whalebone & 
whalebone hair, 
horns,...
0.96 0.04 0.00%
090111
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated
0.13 0.24% 6,495.90 16.01 0.00%
090240
Tea, black 
(fermented) & 
partly fermented 
tea, whe...
1.15 2.21% 172.71 30.61 0.01%
090420
Fruits of the 
genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
dried/crush...
0.26 0.50% 250.00 28.23 0.01%
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
1,716.14 0.19 0.00%
240120
Tobacco, 
partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped
1.59 3.05% 456.95 8.93 0.00%
240130 Tobacco refuse 0.24 0.47% 18.16 0.26 0.00%
251611
Granite, 
crude/roughly 
trimmed
0.12 0.23% 6.49 0.74 0.00%
251690
Monumental/buildi
ng stone (excl. of 
2516.11-2516.2...
0.10 0.20% 3.29 0.07 0.00%
253010
Vermiculite, perlite 
& chlorites, 
unexpanded
0.38 0.73% 17.56 22.20 0.01%
411330
Leather furth. 
prepd. after 
tanning/crusting, 
incl...
0.10 0.18% 5.90 1.32 0.00%
411390
Leather furth. 
prepd. after 
tanning/crusting, 
incl...
0.67 1.28% 10.97 1.00 0.00%
691200
Ceramic 
tableware, 
kitchenware, oth. 
h-hold. arts....
0.02 0.04% 773.54 92.46 0.03%
720241
Ferro-chromium, 
cont. by wt. >4% 
of carbon, in 
gra...
37.40 71.77% 583.02 46.98 0.01%
750110 Nickel mattes 0.00 0.14 0.00%
750210
Nickel, not alloyed, 
unwrought
7.87 15.11% 2,522.22 244.43 0.07%
800700
Articles of tin 
n.e.s. in Ch.80
0.07 0.13% 54.11 8.14 0.00%
847160
Input/output units 
(of auto. data 
processing 
machi...
6,741.18 295.20 0.09%
950420
Articles & 
accessories for 
billiards
0.63 1.20% 51.38 4.18 0.00%
970300
Original sculptures 
& statuary, in any 
mat.
0.35 0.67% 159.41 675.78 0.20%
Grand Total 51.07 98.01% 20,039.89 1,476.91 0.45%
US Top 20 Non-Fuel Imports from Zimbabwe Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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EU Tariffs for Zimbabwe 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non Oil Imports 
from Zimbabwe, Av. 2009-11 
       
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
       
Year Product Product Name 
Zimbabwe AHS 
Simple Average 
Zimbabwe AHS 
Imports 
United States 
MFN Simple 
Average 
United States 
MFN Imports 
2011 720241 
Ferro-chromium, 
containing by weight 
>4% of carbon... 
0,00 0,19 4,00 0,00 
2011 170111 
Cane sugar, raw, in 
solid form, not 
containing add... 
0,00 0,14 0,00 0,00 
2011 240120 
Tobacco, partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped 
0,00 0,09 0,00 0,39 
2011 710210 Diamonds, unsorted 0,00 0,03 0,00 0,00 
2011 410320 
Raw hides & skins of 
reptiles 
(fresh/salted/dried/... 
0,00 0,02 0,00 0,04 
2011 251611 
Granite, crude/roughly 
trimmed 
0,00 0,02 0,00 0,01 
2011 520100 
Cotton, not 
carded/combed 
0,00 0,02 0,00 0,08 
2011 170199 
Cane/beet sugar & 
chemically pure 
sucrose, in soli... 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,01 
2011 080510 Oranges, fresh/dried 0,00 0,01 5,40 0,00 
2011 070810 
Peas (Pisum sativum), 
shelled/unshelled, 
fresh/chi... 
0,00 0,01 13,60 0,00 
2011 740311 
Cathodes & sections of 
cathodes, of refined 
copper... 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,01 
2011 090240 
Tea, black (fermented) 
& partly fermented tea, 
whe... 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,00 
2011 253010 
Vermiculite, perlite & 
chlorites, unexpanded 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,00 
2011 240130 Tobacco refuse 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,01 
2011 411330 
Leather further 
prepared after 
tanning/crusting, i... 
0,00 0,00 2,00 0,01 
2011 710231 
Diamonds, non-
industrial, 
unworked/simply 
sawn/cle... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,06 
2011 080540 Grapefruit, fresh/dried 0,00 0,00 2,40 0,06 
2011 081090 
Fresh fruit, n.e.s. in Ch. 
8 
0,00 0,00 7,80 0,00 
2011 220710 
Undenatured ethyl 
alcohol of an alcoholic 
strength... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,03 
       
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Zimbabwe 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Zimbabwe, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on 
Zimbabwe's Exports 
Imports from 
Zimbabwe 
MFN Tariff 
Imports 
from EU 
720241 
Ferro-chromium, 
containing by weight >4% 
of carbon... 
0,00 0,04 1,90 46,98 
750210 
Nickel, not alloyed, 
unwrought 
0,00 0,01 0,00 244,43 
240120 
Tobacco, partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped 
70,00 0,00 77,78 8,93 
090240 
Tea, black (fermented) & 
partly fermented tea, 
whe... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 30,61 
411390 
Leather further prepared 
after tanning/crusting, i... 
1,65 0,00 2,45 1,00 
950420 
Articles & accessories for 
billiards 
0,00 0,00 0,00 4,18 
253010 
Vermiculite, perlite & 
chlorites, unexpanded 
0,00 0,00 0,00 22,20 
970300 
Original sculptures & 
statuary, in any material 
0,00 0,00 0,00 675,78 
090420 
Fruits of the genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, 
dried/crush... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 28,23 
240130 Tobacco refuse 38,89 0,00 38,89 0,26 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0,00 0,00 0,00 16,01 
251611 
Granite, crude/roughly 
trimmed 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,74 
251690 
Monumental/building 
stone (excl. of 2516.11-
2516.2... 
0,00 0,00 3,00 0,07 
411330 
Leather further prepared 
after tanning/crusting, i... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 1,32 
800700 Other articles of tin. 0,00 0,00 2,21 8,14 
691200 
Ceramic tableware, 
kitchenware, other h-hold. 
arti... 
3,70 0,00 8,70 92,46 
050790 
Tortoise-shell, whalebone 
& whalebone hair, 
horns,... 
    0,00 0,04 
170111 
Cane sugar, raw, in solid 
form, not containing add... 
    0,00 0,19 
750110 Nickel mattes     0,00 0,14 
847160 
Input/output units, 
whether/not containing 
storage... 
    0,00 295,20 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Low Income Countries (excl. DFID footprint LIC) 
Benin 
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Benin Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
 Imports 
from Benin 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Benin 
 Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
 Imports 
from USA 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from USA 
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0,36 0,41% 591,91 2,07% 1,01 0,00% 
080430 Pineapples, fresh/dried 2,30 2,62% 785,74 2,75% 0,00 0,00% 
120720 
Cotton seeds, whether or not 
broken 
    28,00 0,10% 2,49 0,00% 
140420 Cotton linters 0,46 0,52% 21,67 0,08% 7,32 0,00% 
151321 Palm kernel/babassu oil, crude 0,59 0,67% 752,11 2,63% 0,00 0,00% 
151590 
Fixed vegatable fats & oils 
(excl. of 1515.11-1515... 
0,52 0,59% 159,20 0,56% 28,23 0,01% 
170111 
Cane sugar, raw, in solid form, 
not cont. added fl... 
    2.202,10 7,70% 0,26 0,00% 
170199 
Cane/beet sugar & chemically 
pure sucrose, in soli... 
7,98 9,10% 1.080,48 3,78% 6,72 0,00% 
230610 
Oil-cake & oth. solid residues, 
whether or not gro... 
    0,98 0,00% 1,86 0,00% 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped length 
wise, sliced/peeled, whet... 
0,17 0,19% 652,31 2,28% 2,71 0,00% 
440920 
Wood (incl. strips & friezes for 
parquet flooring,... 
0,22 0,25% 844,56 2,95% 10,78 0,00% 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 9,39 10,70% 507,47 1,78% 79,76 0,03% 
711292 
Waste & scrap of platinum, 
incl. metal clad with p... 
0,73 0,83% 1.742,57 6,10% 491,20 0,20% 
711299 
Waste & scrap of precious 
metal/metal clad with pr... 
0,22 0,25% 922,96 3,23% 1.255,47 0,50% 
711719 
Imitation jewellery, of base 
metal, whether or not... 
0,32 0,37% 1.159,95 4,06% 34,64 0,01% 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 36,08 41,12% 2.457,00 8,60% 505,43 0,20% 
847989 
Machines & mech. appls. 
having individual function... 
0,94 1,07% 3.349,22 11,72% 1.552,93 0,62% 
851790 
Parts of the app. & equip. of 
85.17 
0,19 0,22% 11.057,87 38,69% 791,51 0,32% 
880211 
Helicopters of an unladen wt. 
not >2000kg 
    29,68 0,10% 21,76 0,01% 
901580 
Surveying/hydrographic/ocean
ographic/hydrological/... 
0,30 0,34% 237,39 0,83% 241,63 0,10% 
  Grand Total 60,76 69,25% 28.583,17   5.035,71 2,02% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Benin Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Imports 
from Benin 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Benin 
Imports 
from the 
EU 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from EU 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
010620 
Live reptiles, incl. snakes & 
turtles 
0,14 7,12% 0,21 0,00% 3,63 0,01% 
071490 
Arrowroot, salep, 
Jerusalem artichokes & 
sim. root... 
    0,03 0,00% 108,49 0,44% 
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0,11 5,49% 0,10 0,00% 894,57 3,65% 
330499 
Beauty/make-up preps. & 
preps. for the care of the... 
0,01 0,58% 724,15 0,20% 760,92 3,11% 
340111 
Soap & organic surface-
active prods. & preps., in 
... 
0,03 1,49% 42,32 0,01% 120,39 0,49% 
440200 
Wood charcoal (incl. 
shell/nut charcoal), 
whether ... 
0,02 1,09% 4,85 0,00% 29,52 0,12% 
442010 
Statuettes & oth. 
ornaments, of wood 
0,01 0,48% 3,13 0,00% 159,38 0,65% 
460210 
Basketwork, wickerwork & 
oth. arts., made directly... 
0,00 0,16% 1,80 0,00% 339,85 1,39% 
490199 
Printed books, brochures, 
leaflets & sim. printed ... 
0,02 1,02% 388,04 0,11% 1.368,98 5,59% 
620520 
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. 
knitted or crocheted), o... 
0,00 0,12% 83,60 0,02% 2.990,37 12,21% 
630492 
Textile furnishing arts. 
other than bedspreads 
(ex... 
    19,27 0,01% 239,88 0,98% 
630900 
Worn clothing & oth. worn 
arts. 
0,01 0,63% 1,94 0,00% 3,93 0,02% 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
1,28 64,02% 78,50 0,02% 14.252,77 58,18% 
741999 
Articles of copper n.e.s. in 
Ch.74 
    111,46 0,03% 251,62 1,03% 
854460 
Electric conductors (excl. of 
8544.11-8544.30), fo... 
    113,73 0,03% 221,65 0,90% 
903180 
Measuring/checking instr., 
app.& machines, n.e.s. ... 
    794,41 0,22% 1.262,55 5,15% 
970110 
Paintings, drawings & 
pastels, executed entirely 
b... 
    3.751,25 1,05% 867,49 3,54% 
970300 
Original sculptures & 
statuary, in any mat. 
    675,78 0,19% 159,76 0,65% 
970500 
Collections & collectors' 
pieces of zoological/bot... 
0,00 0,20% 74,06 0,02% 74,19 0,30% 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one 
hundred years 
0,35 17,41% 674,99 0,19% 386,96 1,58% 
  Grand Total 2,00 99,78% 7.543,60 2,12% 24.496,91   
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Benin 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Benin, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied 
Tariff on 
Benin 
Exports 
Imports 
from Benin 
MFN 
Tariff 
Imports 
from the 
US 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0,00 0,04 0,00 0,51 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,08 
170199 Cane/beet sugar & chemically pure sucrose, in soli... 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,01 
080430 Pineapples, fresh/dried 0,00 0,00 5,80 0,00 
847989 Other machines & mechanical appliances, other than... 0,00 0,00 1,46 0,63 
711292 Waste & scrap of platinum, incl. metal clad with p... 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,49 
151321 Palm kernel/babassu oil, crude 0,00 0,00 6,40 0,00 
151590 Fixed vegatable fats & oils (excl. of 1515.11-1515... 0,00 0,00 6,54 0,03 
140420 Cotton linters 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,01 
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
711719 Imitation jewellery, of base metal, whether/not pl... 0,00 0,00 4,00 0,03 
901580 Surveying/hydrographic/oceanographic/hydrological/... 0,00 0,00 3,13 0,24 
711299 Waste & scrap of precious metal/of metal clad with... 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,26 
440729 Wood sawn/chipped lengthwise, sliced/peeled, wheth... 0,00 0,00 1,44 0,00 
120720 Cotton seeds, whether/not broken     0,00 0,00 
170111 Cane sugar, raw, in solid form, not containing add...     0,00 0,00 
230610 Oil-cake & other solid residues, whether/not groun...     0,00 0,00 
880211 Helicopters of an unladen weight not >2000kg     3,75 0,02 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Benin 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Benin, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on 
Benin's Exports 
Imports from Benin MFN Tariff 
Imports 
from the EU 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with platinum), in 
unwroug... 
0,0000 0,0013 2,0500 78,4976 
970600 
Antiques of an age > 
one hundred years 
0,0000 0,0003 0,0000 674,9911 
010620 
Live reptiles, incl. snakes 
& turtles 
0,0000 0,0001 0,0000 0,2061 
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0,0000 0,0001 0,0000 0,1045 
340111 
Soap & organic surface-
active products & 
preparati... 
0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 42,3166 
440200 
Wood charcoal (incl. 
shell/nut charcoal), 
whether or not agglom. 
      4,8482 
490199 
Printed books, 
brochures, leaflets & 
similar print... 
0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 388,0422 
630900 
Worn clothing & other 
worn articles 
0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 1,9395 
330499 
Beauty/make-up 
preparations & 
preparations for the... 
0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 724,1473 
442010 
Statuettes & other 
ornaments, of wood 
0,0000 0,0000 3,2000 3,1313 
970500 
Collections & collectors' 
pieces of zoological/bot... 
0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 74,0562 
460210 
Basketwork, wickerwork 
& oth. arts., made 
directly to shape from 
veg. mat... 
      1,8021 
620520 
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), of 
c... 
0,0000 0,0000 14,2000 83,5973 
071490 
Arrowroot, salep, 
Jerusalem artichokes & 
similar r... 
    8,1100 0,0275 
630492 
Textile furnishing articles 
other than bedspreads ... 
    6,3000 19,2701 
741999 
Other articles of copper, 
other than chain & 
parts... 
    1,6700 111,4618 
854460 
Electric conductors (excl. 
of 8544.11-8544.30), 
fo... 
    1,7300 113,7279 
903180 
Measuring/checking 
instr., apparatus& 
machines, n.... 
    0,5700 794,4080 
970110 
Paintings, drawings & 
pastels, executed entirely 
b... 
    0,0000 3.751,2471 
970300 
Original sculptures & 
statuary, in any material 
    0,0000 675,7771 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Burkina Faso 
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Burkina Faso Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
        
Produc
t 
Product Name 
 Imports 
from 
Burkina 
Faso 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Burkina 
Faso 
 Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
 Imports 
from USA 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from USA 
070820 
Beans (Vigna spp., 
Phaseolus spp.), 
shelled/unshel... 
1,24 1,67% 478,43 2,03% 1,02 0,00% 
070990 
Vegetables, n.e.s., 
fresh/chilled 
0,54 0,73% 277,32 1,17% 4,80 0,00% 
071490 
Arrowroot, salep, 
Jerusalem artichokes & 
sim. root... 
0,22 0,29% 41,69 0,18% 0,00 0,00% 
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0,43 0,58% 591,84 2,51% 1,01 0,00% 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & 
mangosteens, fresh/dried 
6,90 9,24% 386,04 1,63% 10,36 0,00% 
120740 
Sesamum seeds, whether 
or not broken 
1,75 2,35% 172,53 0,73% 0,28 0,00% 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, 
incl. seeds & fruits, of... 
0,65 0,87% 340,22 1,44% 57,58 0,02% 
121299 
Vegetable prods., incl. 
sugar cane & unroasted 
chi... 
2,43 3,26% 170,67 0,72% 3,00 0,00% 
151590 
Fixed vegatable fats & oils 
(excl. of 1515.11-1515... 
3,05 4,09% 156,67 0,66% 28,23 0,01% 
180100 
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, raw/roasted 
0,86 1,15% 5.144,08 21,79% 0,01 0,00% 
260200 
Manganese ores & concs., 
incl. ferruginous 
mangane... 
1,89 2,54% 324,97 1,38% 1,08 0,00% 
410510 
Tanned/crust skins of 
sheep/lambs, without wool 
on... 
0,73 0,98% 82,80 0,35% 0,00 0,00% 
410530 
Tanned/crust skins of 
sheep/lambs, without wool 
on... 
0,17 0,23% 88,22 0,37% 0,05 0,00% 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & skins 
of goats/kids, without ... 
2,50 3,35% 62,76 0,27% 0,00 0,00% 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 20,34 27,26% 496,52 2,10% 79,76 0,03% 
520512 
Cotton yarn, single (excl. 
sewing thread), of unco... 
1,82 2,44% 215,71 0,91% 0,07 0,00% 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
0,16 0,22% 8.386,54 35,52% 153,79 0,06% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
24,71 33,12% 3.415,74 14,47% 213,04 0,09% 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0,38 0,51% 2.492,69 10,56% 505,43 0,20% 
970500 
Collections & collectors' 
pieces of zoological/bot... 
0,06 0,08% 287,14 1,22% 355,11 0,14% 
  Grand Total 70,85 94,96% 23.612,56   1.414,63 0,57% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Burkina Faso Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Imports 
from 
Burkina 
Faso 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Burkina 
Faso 
Imports 
from the EU 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from EU 
Imports 
from Rest of 
World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Rest of 
World 
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0,78 22,79% 0,10 0,00% 893,89 1,34% 
120740 
Sesamum seeds, 
whether or not broken 
    0,67 0,00% 73,52 0,11% 
121190 
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds & 
fruits, of... 
0,10 2,96% 29,17 0,01% 243,24 0,36% 
152190 
Beeswax, oth. insect 
waxes & spermaceti, 
whether o... 
    1,29 0,00% 11,98 0,02% 
240120 
Tobacco, partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped 
    8,93 0,00% 458,54 0,69% 
630492 
Textile furnishing arts. 
other than bedspreads 
(ex... 
0,03 0,79% 19,27 0,01% 239,86 0,36% 
640399 
Footwear (excl. 
waterproof) with outer 
soles of ru... 
0,17 4,79% 404,10 0,11% 6.194,56 9,26% 
710811 
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with platinum), non-
moneta... 
    2,56 0,00% 5,48 0,01% 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with platinum), in 
unwroug... 
1,90 55,34% 78,50 0,02% 14.252,15 21,31% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with platinum), non-
moneta... 
    11,86 0,00% 185,42 0,28% 
741999 
Articles of copper 
n.e.s. in Ch.74 
0,01 0,34% 111,46 0,03% 251,61 0,38% 
830629 
Statuettes & oth. 
ornaments, of base 
metal (excl. ... 
0,01 0,17% 14,55 0,00% 534,12 0,80% 
840734 
Spark ignition recip. 
piston engines of a 
kind use... 
    2.099,70 0,59% 5.530,08 8,27% 
847330 
Parts & accessories 
(excl. covers, carrying 
cases ... 
    405,77 0,11% 15.444,79 23,09% 
847990 
Parts of the mach. & 
mech. appls. of 84.79 
    1.078,98 0,30% 2.918,35 4,36% 
870840 
Gear boxes for the 
motor vehicles of 
87.01-87.05 
    1.784,54 0,50% 5.837,73 8,73% 
870899 
Parts & accessories of 
the motor vehicles of 
87.01... 
    1.477,14 0,41% 12.485,73 18,67% 
902790 
Microtomes; parts & 
accessories of instr. & 
app. o... 
    642,91 0,18% 870,79 1,30% 
970500 
Collections & 
collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
0,04 1,28% 74,06 0,02% 74,15 0,11% 
970600 
Antiques of an age > 
one hundred years 
0,30 8,70% 674,99 0,19% 387,01 0,58% 
  Grand Total 3,34 97,17% 8.920,55 2,50% 66.892,97   
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Burkina Faso 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from Burkina Faso, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on 
Burkina Faso 
Exports 
Imports from 
Burkina Faso 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from the 
US 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), non-
moneta... 
0,00 0,02 0,00 0,21 
520100 
Cotton, not 
carded/combed 
0,00 0,02 0,00 0,08 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & 
mangosteens, 
fresh/dried 
0,00 0,01 0,00 0,01 
151590 
Fixed vegatable fats 
& oils (excl. of 
1515.11-1515... 
0,00 0,00 6,54 0,03 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides 
& skins of 
goats/kids, without 
... 
0,00 0,00     
121299 
Locust beans&sugar 
cane(excl. of 
1212.91), fresh/c... 
0,00 0,00 2,72 0,00 
260200 
Manganese ores & 
concentrates, incl. 
ferruginous m... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
520512 
Cotton yarn, single 
(excl. sewing 
thread), of unco... 
0,00 0,00 4,00 0,00 
120740 
Sesamum seeds, 
whether/not broken 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
070820 
Beans (Vigna spp., 
Phaseolus spp.), 
shelled/unshel... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
180100 
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
410510 
Tanned/crust skins 
of sheep/lambs, 
without wool on... 
0,00 0,00 2,00 0,00 
121190 
Plants & parts of 
plants, incl. seeds & 
fruits, of... 
0,00 0,00 0,60 0,06 
070990 
Vegetables,n.e.s. in 
07.01-07.09, 
fresh/chilled 
0,00 0,00 10,84 0,00 
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
740400 
Copper waste & 
scrap 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,51 
071490 
Arrowroot, salep, 
Jerusalem artichokes 
& similar r... 
0,00 0,00 3,00 0,00 
410530 
Tanned/crust skins 
of sheep/lambs, 
without wool on... 
0,00 0,00 1,33 0,00 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold 
plated with 
platinum), in 
unwroug... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,15 
970500 
Collections & 
collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,36 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Burkina Faso 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from Burkina Faso, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on  
Burkina Faso's 
Exports 
Imports from 
Burkina Faso 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from the 
EU 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with platinum), in 
unwroug... 
0,0000 0,0019 2,0500 78,4976 
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0,0000 0,0008 0,0000 0,1045 
970600 
Antiques of an age > 
one hundred years 
0,0000 0,0003 0,0000 674,9911 
640399 
Other footwear without  
outer soles of  leather, 
n... 
0,0000 0,0002 6,4200 404,0966 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, 
incl. seeds & fruits, of... 
0,0000 0,0001 1,6000 29,1716 
970500 
Collections & collectors' 
pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 74,0562 
630492 
Textile furnishing 
articles other than 
bedspreads ... 
6,3000 0,0000 6,3000 19,2701 
741999 
Other articles of copper, 
other than chain & 
parts... 
0,0000 0,0000 1,6700 111,4618 
830629 
Statuettes & other 
ornaments, of base 
metal (excl.... 
0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 14,5488 
120740 
Sesamum seeds, 
whether/not broken 
    0,0000 0,6693 
152190 
Beeswax, other insect 
waxes & spermaceti, 
whether/... 
    2,4000 1,2913 
240120 
Tobacco, partly/wholly 
stemmed/stripped 
    77,7800 8,9347 
710811 
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with platinum), non-
moneta... 
    0,0000 2,5591 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated 
with platinum), non-
moneta... 
    1,3700 11,8586 
840734 
Spark ignition 
reciprocating piston 
engines of a k... 
    0,8300 2.099,7014 
847330 
Parts & accessories of 
the machines of heading 
84.... 
    0,0000 405,7726 
847990 
Parts of Machines & 
mechanical appliances 
having i... 
    0,0000 1.078,9802 
870840 
Gear boxes & parts 
thereof, of the motor 
vehicles ... 
    0,8300 1.784,5429 
870899 
Other parts & 
accessories for the 
motor vehicles o... 
    0,5900 1.477,1363 
902790 
Microtomes; parts & 
accessories of instr. & 
appara... 
    1,2000 642,9080 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Burundi 
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Burundi Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
 Imports 
from 
Burundi 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Burundi 
 Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
 Imports 
from USA 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from USA 
030110 Live ornamental fish 0,16 0,25% 116,06 0,50% 3,69 0,00% 
060290 
Live plants, n.e.s., incl. their roots; 
mushroom s... 
0,13 0,20% 174,60 0,75% 11,87 0,00% 
070930 Aubergines (egg-plants), fresh/chilled 0,05 0,07% 16,23 0,07% 0,00 0,00% 
070960 
Fruits of the genera 
Capsicum/Pimenta, fresh/chill... 
0,04 0,05% 447,61 1,92% 0,17 0,00% 
070990 Vegetables, n.e.s., fresh/chilled 0,13 0,20% 277,73 1,19% 4,80 0,00% 
080300 Bananas, incl. plantains, fresh/dried 0,05 0,08% 3.972,27 17,06% 0,05 0,00% 
080440 Avocados, fresh/dried 0,02 0,04% 384,44 1,65% 0,07 0,00% 
081090 Fresh fruit, n.e.s. 0,06 0,09% 244,26 1,05% 2,20 0,00% 
090111 Coffee, not roasted, not decaffeinated 55,98 86,68% 11.631,09 49,95% 12,98 0,01% 
090240 
Tea, black (fermented) & partly 
fermented tea, whe... 
0,71 1,10% 624,74 2,68% 1,53 0,00% 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, incl. seeds & 
fruits, of... 
0,08 0,12% 340,79 1,46% 57,58 0,02% 
261100 Tungsten ores & concs. 2,85 4,41% 83,11 0,36% 0,01 0,00% 
261590 
Niobium/tantalum/vanadium ores & 
concs. 
1,48 2,29% 109,14 0,47% 1,28 0,00% 
300660 
Chemical contraceptive preps. based 
on hormones/ot... 
    25,23 0,11% 0,08 0,00% 
410510 
Tanned/crust skins of sheep/lambs, 
without wool on... 
0,11 0,17% 83,41 0,36% 0,00 0,00% 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without ... 
1,79 2,77% 63,47 0,27% 0,00 0,00% 
590390 
Textile fabrics 
impregnated/coated/covered/laminat... 
0,17 0,26% 156,19 0,67% 27,32 0,01% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with platinum), 
non-moneta... 
    3.440,46 14,78% 213,04 0,09% 
711790 
Imitation jewellery other than of base 
metal 
0,19 0,29% 636,72 2,73% 18,46 0,01% 
711810 
Coin (excl. gold coin), not being legal 
tender 
0,17 0,26% 456,65 1,96% 92,92 0,04% 
  Grand Total 64,17 99,35% 23.284,17   448,07 0,18% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Burundi from 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
        
Product 
Product 
Name 
Imports from 
Burundi 
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Burundi 
Imports from 
the EU 
Share of Total 
Imports from 
EU 
Imports from 
Rest of World 
Share of 
Total Imports 
from Rest of 
World 
030110 
Live 
ornamental 
fish 
0,02 0,18% 0,51 0,00% 52,96 0,76% 
090111 
Coffee, not 
roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
9,64 98,49% 16,01 0,00% 6.486,39 93,42% 
090112 
Coffee, not 
roasted, 
decaffeinated 
0,13 1,32% 169,29 0,05% 400,41 5,77% 
531090 
Woven fabrics 
of jute/oth. 
textile bast 
fibres of ... 
0,00 0,01% 0,59 0,00% 3,72 0,05% 
  Grand Total 9,78 100,00% 186,40 0,05% 6.943,48   
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Burundi 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Burundi, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Burundi 
Exports 
Imports from 
Burundi 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the US 
090111 Coffee, not roasted, not decaffeinated 0,00 0,06 0,00 0,01 
261100 Tungsten ores & concentrates 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & skins of goats/kids, 
without ... 
0,00 0,00     
261590 
Niobium/tantalum/vanadium ores & 
concentrates 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
090240 
Tea, black (fermented) & partly fermented 
tea, whe... 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
711790 Imitation jewellery other than of base metal 0,00 0,00 4,00 0,02 
590390 
Textile fabrics 
impregnated/coated/covered/laminat... 
0,00 0,00 8,00 0,03 
711810 Coin (excl. gold coin), not being legal tender 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,09 
030110 Live ornamental fish 0,00 0,00 3,75 0,00 
070990 Vegetables,n.e.s. in 07.01-07.09, fresh/chilled 0,00 0,00 10,84 0,00 
060290 
Live plants, n.e.s., incl. their roots; mushroom 
s... 
0,00 0,00 6,83 0,01 
410510 
Tanned/crust skins of sheep/lambs, without 
wool on... 
0,00 0,00 2,00 0,00 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, incl. seeds & fruits, 
of... 
0,00 0,00 0,60 0,06 
081090 Fresh fruit, n.e.s. in Ch. 8 0,00 0,00 7,80 0,00 
080300 Bananas, incl. plantains, fresh/dried 0,00 0,00 16,00 0,00 
070930 Aubergines (egg-plants), fresh/chilled 0,00 0,00 12,80 0,00 
070960 
Fruits of the genera Capsicum/Pimenta, 
fresh/chill... 
0,00 0,00 4,53 0,00 
080440 Avocados, fresh/dried 0,00 0,00 5,10 0,00 
300660 
Chemical contraceptive preparations based on 
hormo... 
    0,00 0,00 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with platinum), non-
moneta... 
    0,00 0,21 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Burundi 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Burundi, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff on 
Burundi's Exports 
Imports from 
Burundi 
MFN Tariff 
Imports 
from the EU 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, 
not decaffeinated 
0,0000 0,0096 0,0000 16,0120 
090112 
Coffee, not roasted, 
decaffeinated 
0,0000 0,0001 0,0000 169,2854 
030110 Live ornamental fish 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,5128 
531090 
Woven fabrics of 
jute/other textile bast 
fibres of... 
0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,5865 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Cambodia 
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Cambodia
Share of 
Total Imports 
from 
Cambodia
Imports from 
USA
Share of Total 
Imports from 
the US
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World
Share of 
Total Imports 
from Rest of 
World
871200
Bicycles & oth. 
cycles (incl. 
delivery 
tricycles),...
72.62 4.01% 8.60 0.00% 1,343.19 2.30%
640419
Footwear (excl. 
waterproof) with 
outer soles of ru...
58.23 3.22% 3.76 0.00% 2,816.21 4.81%
640411
Sports footwear; 
tennis shoes, 
basketball shoes, 
g...
18.49 1.02% 2.57 0.00% 1,245.20 2.13%
640399
Footwear (excl. 
waterproof) with 
outer soles of ru...
135.84 7.50% 11.36 0.00% 4,675.69 7.99%
640391
Footwear (excl. 
waterproof) with 
outer soles of ru...
59.76 3.30% 10.06 0.00% 2,526.42 4.32%
640299
Footwear (excl. 
waterproof) with 
outer soles & 
upp...
66.14 3.65% 4.97 0.00% 3,443.30 5.89%
640291
Footwear (excl. 
waterproof) with 
outer soles & 
upp...
26.07 1.44% 0.94 0.00% 1,513.61 2.59%
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), o...
18.93 1.05% 4.78 0.00% 3,273.72 5.60%
620463
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
21.17 1.17% 1.68 0.00% 1,086.97 1.86%
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
39.84 2.20% 56.30 0.02% 5,178.27 8.85%
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
41.92 2.32% 20.43 0.01% 6,712.82 11.47%
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
204.31 11.28% 6.37 0.00% 5,047.32 8.63%
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
251.54 13.89% 14.58 0.01% 5,135.58 8.78%
610990
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
36.93 2.04% 10.93 0.00% 2,361.45 4.04%
610910
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
96.96 5.35% 66.92 0.03% 8,009.42 13.69%
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotto...
37.50 2.07% 3.64 0.00% 1,677.42 2.87%
610462
Women's/girls' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
bre...
54.21 2.99% 8.56 0.00% 1,388.12 2.37%
610230
Women's/girls' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
c loaks...
23.75 1.31% 0.48 0.00% 401.83 0.69%
610220
Women's/girls' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
c loaks...
36.95 2.04% 3.74 0.00% 344.30 0.59%
100630
Semi- milled/wholly 
milled rice, 
whether or not 
pol...
83.89 4.63% 47.02 0.02% 326.38 0.56%
Grand Total 1,385.06 76% 287.69 0% 58,507.23
EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Cambodia Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Produc
t
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Cambodia
Share of 
Total Imports 
from 
Cambodia
Imports from 
the EU
Share of 
Total Imports 
from the EU
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World
Share of 
Total Imports 
from Rest of 
World
620469
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
19.85 0.71% 19.69 0.01% 642.08 1.65%
620463
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
29.85 1.06% 8.39 0.00% 983.71 2.53%
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
256.85 9.16% 43.90 0.01% 4,950.17 12.74%
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
207.89 7.41% 70.69 0.02% 5,408.43 13.92%
611420
Garments, n.e.s., 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotton
44.12 1.57% 2.49 0.00% 469.06 1.21%
611241
Women's/girls' 
swimwear, knitted 
or crocheted, of ...
48.32 1.72% 6.74 0.00% 706.31 1.82%
611120
Babies' garments 
& clothing 
accessories, 
knitted o...
85.83 3.06% 5.82 0.00% 1,620.07 4.17%
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
135.96 4.85% 42.26 0.01% 4,137.66 10.65%
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
443.85 15.82% 40.77 0.01% 8,950.24 23.04%
610910
T- shirts, singlets & 
oth. vests, knitted 
or croche...
102.08 3.64% 25.08 0.01% 4,230.60 10.89%
610832
Women's/girls' 
nightdresses & 
pyjamas, knitted or 
...
68.65 2.45% 1.59 0.00% 385.49 0.99%
610831
Women's/girls' 
nightdresses & 
pyjamas, knitted or 
...
52.69 1.88% 2.37 0.00% 372.95 0.96%
610722
Men's/boys' 
nightshirts & 
pyjamas, knitted or 
croc...
30.11 1.07% 0.04 0.00% 99.24 0.26%
610610
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt- blouses, kn...
67.47 2.41% 6.94 0.00% 557.36 1.43%
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted or 
crocheted, of 
cotto...
66.60 2.37% 11.73 0.00% 1,622.68 4.18%
610463
Women's/girls' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
bre...
41.82 1.49% 3.13 0.00% 577.76 1.49%
610462
Women's/girls' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
bre...
163.19 5.82% 2.95 0.00% 1,365.60 3.52%
610442
Women's/girls' 
dresses, knitted or 
crocheted, of c...
30.45 1.09% 10.98 0.00% 464.55 1.20%
610220
Women's/girls' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
c loaks...
62.41 2.22% 1.76 0.00% 597.77 1.54%
610120
Men's/boys' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
c loaks, a...
33.43 1.19% 2.11 0.00% 705.44 1.82%
Grand Total 1,991.41 70.99% 309.39 0.09% 38,847.13
US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Cambodia Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied Tariff 
on Cambodian 
Exports
Imports from 
Cambodia
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the US
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0.00 251.54 12.00 14.58
611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0.00 204.31 12.00 6.37
640399
Other footwear 
without  outer 
soles of  leather, 
n...
0.00 135.84 7.66 11.36
610910
T-shirts, singlets & 
other vests, 
knitted/crochete...
0.00 96.96 12.00 66.92
100630
Semi-milled/wholly 
milled rice, 
whether/not 
polish...
0.00 83.89 0.00 47.02
871200
Bicycles & other 
cycles (incl. 
delivery 
tricycles)...
0.00 72.62 14.80 8.60
640299
Other footwear 
with outer soles & 
uppers of 
rubber...
0.00 66.14 16.82 4.97
640391
Other footwear 
without outer 
soles of  leather, 
co...
0.00 59.76 7.68 10.06
640419
Footwear (excl. 
waterproof) with 
outer soles of ru...
0.00 58.23 16.95 3.76
610462
Women's/girls' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
bre...
0.00 54.21 12.00 8.56
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
0.00 41.92 12.00 20.43
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
0.00 39.84 12.00 56.30
610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted/crocheted, 
of cotton
0.00 37.50 12.00 3.64
610220
Women's/girls' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
cloaks...
0.00 36.95 12.00 3.74
610990
T-shirts, singlets & 
other vests, 
knitted/crochete...
0.00 36.93 12.00 10.93
640291
Other footwear 
with outer soles & 
uppers of 
rubber...
0.00 26.07 16.95 0.94
610230
Women's/girls' 
overcoats, car-
coats, capes, 
cloaks...
0.00 23.75 12.00 0.48
620463
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
0.00 21.17 12.00 1.68
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, of c...
0.00 18.93 12.00 4.78
640411
Sports footwear; 
tennis shoes, 
basketball shoes, 
g...
0.00 18.49 16.90 2.57
EU Tariffs for Cambodia 2011, for the EU's Top 20 
Non-Oil Imports from Cambodia, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Central African Republic Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Imports 
from 
Central 
African 
Rep. 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Central 
African 
Rep. 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
Imports 
from USA 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
US 
050790 
Tortoise-shell, whalebone & 
whalebone hair, horns,... 
77.67 0.10% 16,371.09 0.02% 18.15 0.00% 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
2,070.24 2.77% 
11,684,999
.68 
10.76% 12,981.56 0.01% 
152190 
Beeswax, oth. insect waxes 
& spermaceti, whether o... 
539.01 0.72% 30,152.05 0.03% 927.10 0.00% 
440349 
Topical wood spec. in SH 
Note 1 to Ch.44 (excl. of... 
12,308.21 16.47% 152,642.40 0.14% 126.87 0.00% 
440399 
Wood, in the rough (excl. of 
4403.10-4403.92), whe... 
436.03 0.58% 387,132.49 0.36% 64,430.61 0.03% 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped length 
wise, sliced/peeled, whet... 
2,070.20 2.77% 650,404.02 0.60% 2,714.47 0.00% 
440799 
Wood (excl. of 4407.10-
4407.92), sawn/chipped 
leng... 
33.15 0.04% 392,241.16 0.36% 200,117.91 0.08% 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 5,661.23 7.58% 511,194.98 0.47% 79,762.89 0.03% 
710210 Diamonds, unsorted 46,739.01 62.54% 
2,004,841.
34 
1.85% 277.52 0.00% 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unwkd./simply 
sawn/cleav... 
2,611.71 3.49% 
15,176,782
.72 
13.98% 60,859.28 0.02% 
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710239 
Diamonds, non-industrial 
other than unwkd./simply 
... 
    
7,999,020.
87 
7.37% 742,052.06 0.30% 
710811 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
117.79 0.16% 16,699.13 0.02% 5,964.46 0.00% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
601.56 0.80% 
3,439,854.
98 
3.17% 213,035.73 0.09% 
740311 
Cathodes & sections of 
cathodes, of ref. copper, 
u... 
    
9,442,265.
39 
8.70% 10,424.75 0.00% 
740400 Copper waste & scrap     
2,493,074.
58 
2.30% 505,427.87 0.20% 
843143 
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with the 
boring/... 
138.21 0.18% 411,861.86 0.38% 320,793.83 0.13% 
847130 
Portable digital auto. data 
processing machines, w... 
    
30,119,074
.16 
27.74% 204,288.84 0.08% 
847330 
Parts & accessories (excl. 
covers, carrying cases ... 
163.86 0.22% 
22,090,692
.90 
20.34% 
2,071,481.
88 
0.83% 
852830 Video projectors 370.75 0.50% 
1,276,509.
69 
1.18% 27,219.64 0.01% 
970500 
Collections & collectors' 
pieces of zoological/bot... 
309.03 0.41% 286,891.39 0.26% 355,110.04 0.14% 
  Grand Total 74,247.66 99.35% 
108,582,70
6.86 
100.00% 
4,878,015.
44 
1.95% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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US Top 20 Non-oil imports from Central African Republic Av. 2009-11, 
for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product 
 
Product Name 
Imports 
from 
Central 
African 
Rep. 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Central 
African 
Rep. 
Imports 
from the 
EU 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
EU 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
080290 
Nuts, n.e.s., fresh/dried, 
whether or not shelled/... 
268.26 4.39% 4,588.22 0.00% 427,735.38 0.99% 
152110 
Vegetable waxes, other than 
triglycerides, whether... 
106.80 1.75% 400.39 0.00% 36,853.73 0.09% 
152190 
Beeswax, oth. insect waxes & 
spermaceti, whether o... 
374.56 6.13% 1,291.29 0.00% 11,602.18 0.03% 
321519 Printing ink (excl. black)     81,954.93 0.02% 206,048.05 0.48% 
392690 
Articles of plastics & arts. of 
oth. mats. of 39.0... 
5.28 0.09% 790,301.82 0.22% 
4,564,922.
53 
10.57% 
440349 
Topical wood spec. in SH 
Note 1 to Ch.44 (excl. of... 
    12.54 0.00% 248.24 0.00% 
440399 
Wood, in the rough (excl. of 
4403.10-4403.92), whe... 
63.10 1.03% 124.99 0.00% 24,654.57 0.06% 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped length 
wise, sliced/peeled, whet... 
1,581.36 25.89% 2,782.45 0.00% 150,594.92 0.35% 
440799 
Wood (excl. of 4407.10-
4407.92), sawn/chipped 
leng... 
    3,555.67 0.00% 141,759.65 0.33% 
440839 
Sheets for veneering, incl. 
those obt. by slicing ... 
41.73 0.68% 9,930.71 0.00% 21,524.00 0.05% 
440890 
Sheets for veneering, incl. 
those obt. by slicing ... 
207.64 3.40% 36,143.62 0.01% 107,102.92 0.25% 
710122 Cultured pearls, wkd.     6,206.73 0.00% 190,186.01 0.44% 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unwkd./simply sawn/cleav... 
938.05 15.36% 4,256.60 0.00% 625,449.31 1.45% 
710239 
Diamonds, non-industrial 
other than unwkd./simply ... 
2,094.75 34.29% 
3,794,596.
22 
1.06% 
17,910,513
.81 
41.46% 
710391 
Rubies, sapphires & 
emeralds, wkd. othw. than 
simp... 
142.02 2.33% 41,007.78 0.01% 635,979.68 1.47% 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
38.86 0.64% 78,497.63 0.02% 
14,254,014
.69 
33.00% 
842230 
Machinery for 
filling/closing/sealing/labellin
g bo... 
127.98 2.10% 581,700.25 0.16% 404,407.06 0.94% 
870891 
Radiators for the motor 
vehicles of 87.01-87.05 
    85,446.53 0.02% 726,044.20 1.68% 
870894 
Steering wheels, steering 
columns & steering boxes... 
    489,888.65 0.14% 
2,372,142.
04 
5.49% 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one 
hundred years 
38.98 0.64% 674,991.09 0.19% 387,269.62 0.90% 
  Grand Total 6,029.38 98.71% 
6,687,678.
10 
1.88% 
43,199,052
.56 
100.00% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Central African Republic, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil 
Imports from Central African Republic, av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Central 
African 
Republic 
Imports 
Imports from 
Central African 
Republic 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the US 
050790 
Tortoise-shell, whalebone & 
whalebone hair, horns,... 
0.00 0.08 0.00 0.02 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0.00 2.07 0.00 12.98 
152190 
Beeswax, other insect waxes & 
spermaceti, whether/... 
0.00 0.54 0.83 0.93 
440349 
Topical wood spec. in SH Note 
1 to Ch.44 (excl. of... 
0.00 12.31 0.00 0.13 
440399 
Wood, in the rough (excl. of 
4403.10-4403.92), whe... 
0.00 0.44 0.00 64.43 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped 
lengthwise, sliced/peeled, 
wheth... 
0.00 0.27 1.44 1.89 
440799 
Wood(excl. of  4407.10-
4407.95), sawn/chipped leng... 
0.00 0.03 0.50 139.39 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 0.00 5.66 0.00 79.76 
710210 Diamonds, unsorted 0.00 46.74 0.00 0.28 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unworked/simply sawn/cle... 
0.00 2.61 0.00 60.86 
710239 
Diamonds, non-industrial other 
than unworked/simpl... 
    0.00 742.05 
710811 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
0.00 0.12 0.00 5.96 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
0.00 0.60 0.00 213.04 
740311 
Cathodes & sections of 
cathodes, of refined copper... 
    0.00 10.42 
740400 Copper waste & scrap     0.00 505.43 
843143 
Parts suit. for use 
solely/principally with the bo... 
0.00 0.14 0.00 320.79 
847130 
-  Portable automatic data 
processing machines, we... 
    0.00 204.29 
847330 
Parts & accessories of the 
machines of heading 84.... 
0.00 0.16 0.00 2,071.48 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces 
of zoological/bot... 
0.00 0.31 0.00 355.11 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Central African Republic 2011, for the US's Top 20 Non-
Oil Imports from Central African Republic, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Central 
African 
Republic 
Imports 
Imports from 
Central African 
Republic  
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the EU 
080290 
Nuts, n.e.s. in 08.01 & 08.02, 
fresh/dried, whethe... 
    0.00 4.59 
152110 
Vegetable waxes, other than 
triglycerides, whether... 
0.00 0.11 0.00 0.40 
152190 
Beeswax, other insect waxes & 
spermaceti, whether/... 
0.00 0.37 2.40 1.29 
321519 Printing ink (excl. black)     1.80 81.95 
392690 
Articles of plastics&articles of other 
materials o... 
0.00 0.01 3.66 741.13 
440349 
Topical wood spec. in SH Note 1 to 
Ch.44 (excl. of... 
    0.00 0.01 
440399 
Wood, in the rough (excl. of 
4403.10-4403.92), whe... 
0.00 0.06 0.00 0.12 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped lengthwise, 
sliced/peeled, wheth... 
0.00 0.07 0.00 1.74 
440799 
Wood(excl. of  4407.10-4407.95), 
sawn/chipped leng... 
    0.00 3.09 
440839 
Sheets for veneering (including 
those obtained by ... 
0.00 0.04 0.00 9.93 
440890 
Sheets for veneering (including 
those obtained by ... 
0.00 0.21 0.00 36.14 
710122 Cultured pearls, worked     0.00 6.21 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unworked/simply sawn/cle... 
0.00 0.94 0.00 4.26 
710239 
Diamonds, non-industrial other 
than unworked/simpl... 
0.00 2.09 0.00 3,794.60 
710391 
Rubies, sapphires & emeralds, 
worked othw. than si... 
0.00 0.14 0.00 41.01 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
0.00 0.04 2.05 78.50 
842230 
Machinery for 
filling/closing/sealing/labelling bo... 
0.00 0.13 0.00 581.70 
870891 
Radiators & parts thereof  for the 
motor vehicles ... 
    0.63 85.45 
870894 
Steering wheels, steering columns 
& steering boxes... 
    0.63 489.89 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one hundred 
years 
0.00 0.04 0.00 674.99 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Chad Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
 
301 
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Imports 
from 
Chad 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Chad 
Imports 
from 
Rest of 
World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Rest of 
World 
Imports 
from USA 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
US 
130120 Gum Arabic 10,574.07 3.56% 73,357.95 0.37% 4,793.38 0.00% 
410320 
Raw hides & skins of reptiles, 
(fresh/salted/dried... 
247.67 0.08% 65,796.73 0.34% 42,302.26 0.02% 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 27,320.22 9.20% 
489,536.0
0 
2.49% 79,762.89 0.03% 
630900 Worn clothing & oth. worn arts.     70,265.38 0.36% 23,482.84 0.01% 
820320 
Pliers (incl. cutting pliers), pincers, 
tweezers &... 
    
177,686.2
5 
0.91% 34,556.57 0.01% 
847410 
Sorting/screening/separating/wash
ing machines for ... 
    35,720.59 0.18% 14,832.74 0.01% 
847990 
Parts of the mach. & mech. appls. 
of 84.79 
    
1,881,562.
79 
9.59% 
1,125,379.
07 
0.45% 
848420 Mechanical seals 91.99 0.03% 
157,783.8
5 
0.80% 67,868.38 0.03% 
850440 Static converters 9.85 0.00% 
5,950,537.
82 
30.32% 
591,917.6
1 
0.24% 
853590 
Electrical app. for 
switching/protecting electrica... 
    
330,066.4
1 
1.68% 48,839.68 0.02% 
870422 
Motor vehicles for the tpt. of gds. 
(excl. of 8704... 
131.66 0.04% 80,983.57 0.41% 1,937.61 0.00% 
880230 
Aeroplanes & oth. aircraft, of an 
unladen wt. >200... 
1,647.87 0.55% 
882,663.4
0 
4.50% 
867,999.3
3 
0.35% 
880310 
Propellers & rotors & parts thereof 
, of gds. of 8... 
2.09 0.00% 
236,579.6
9 
1.21% 
101,517.5
7 
0.04% 
880330 
Parts of aeroplanes/helicopters, 
other than propel... 
7.63 0.00% 
4,722,424.
93 
24.06% 
6,266,586.
76 
2.51% 
880510 
Aircraft launching gear & parts 
thereof ; deck-arr... 
    1,532.04 0.01% 7,277.78 0.00% 
901580 
Surveying/hydrographic/oceanogra
phic/hydrological/... 
101.39 0.03% 
237,587.2
9 
1.21% 
241,630.1
7 
0.10% 
901590 
Parts & accessories of the instr. & 
appls. of 90.1... 
122.30 0.04% 
245,617.5
6 
1.25% 
306,976.8
0 
0.12% 
901890 
Instruments & appls. used in 
medical/surgical/vete... 
    
3,889,632.
19 
19.82% 
3,324,959.
36 
1.33% 
911390 
Watch straps, watch bands & 
watch bracelets, & par... 
50.85 0.02% 94,644.96 0.48% 1,989.49 0.00% 
930119 
Artillery weapons (e.g., guns, 
howitzers & mortars... 
    938.06 0.00% 576.87 0.00% 
  Grand Total 40,307.58 13.58% 
19,624,91
7.44 
100.00% 
13,155,18
7.16 
5.27% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Chad Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Imports 
from Chad 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Chad 
Imports 
from the 
EU 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
EU 
Imports 
from Rest of 
World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from Rest 
of World 
130120 Gum Arabic 7,380.89 0.23% 22,688.31 0.01% 11,406.76 0.02% 
130220 
Pectic subs., 
pectinates & 
pectates 
135.72 0.00% 51,233.92 0.01% 31,447.34 0.06% 
310210 
Urea, whether or 
not in aqueous 
solution 
    89,851.18 0.03% 2,596,130.37 4.72% 
392690 
Articles of plastics 
& arts. of oth. 
mats. of 39.0... 
    790,301.82 0.22% 4,564,927.81 8.29% 
411330 
Leather furth. 
prepd. after 
tanning/crusting, 
incl... 
    1,320.07 0.00% 5,992.00 0.01% 
620343 
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech... 
    3,929.90 0.00% 1,241,064.75 2.25% 
841320 
Hand pumps for 
liquids (excl. of 
8413.11 & 
8413.19... 
    15,498.71 0.00% 65,876.93 0.12% 
847170 
Storage units (of 
auto. data 
processing 
machines) 
    270,969.09 0.08% 9,941,002.78 18.06% 
847310 
Parts & 
accessories (excl. 
covers, carrying 
cases ... 
15.78 0.00% 1,823.26 0.00% 8,516.81 0.02% 
851790 
Parts of the app. 
& equip. of 85.17 
    551,372.84 0.15% 5,670,825.83 10.30% 
854229 
Monolithic 
integrated circuits, 
other than digital 
8.28 0.00% 1,452,673.16 0.41% 25,686,656.45 46.67% 
902790 
Microtomes; parts 
& accessories of 
instr. & app. o... 
12.96 0.00% 642,908.01 0.18% 870,777.16 1.58% 
911390 
Watch straps, 
watch bands & 
watch bracelets, & 
par... 
13.34 0.00% 11,095.15 0.00% 25,707.60 0.05% 
940320 
Metal furniture 
(excl. of 94.01 & 
94.02) 
2.06 0.00% 174,921.00 0.05% 3,455,719.32 6.28% 
970110 
Paintings, 
drawings & 
pastels, executed 
entirely b... 
876.26 0.03% 3,751,247.13 1.05% 866,617.91 1.57% 
  Grand Total 8,445.28 0.26% 7,831,833.53 2.20% 55,042,669.82 100.00% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Chad 2011, for the EU's top 20 Non-oil Imports from 
Chad, av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied 
Tariffs on 
Chad 
imports 
Imports 
from 
Chad 
MFN 
Tariffs 
Imports 
from the 
US 
130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 10.57 0.00 4.79 
410320 Raw hides & skins of reptiles (fresh/salted/dried/... 0.00 0.25 0.00 42.30 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 0.00 27.32 0.00 79.76 
630900 Worn clothing & other worn articles     5.30 23.48 
820320 Pliers (incl. cutting pliers), pincers, tweezers &...     1.70 34.56 
847410 Sorting/screening/separating/washing machines for ...     0.00 14.83 
847990 Parts of Machines & mechanical appliances having i...     1.02 357.74 
848420 Mechanical seals 0.00 0.09 1.70 67.87 
850440 Static converters 0.00 0.01 1.94 591.92 
853590 Electrical apparatus for switching/protecting elec...     2.70 48.84 
870422 Motor vehicles for the transportof goods (excl. of... 0.00 0.13 15.83 1.94 
880230 Aeroplanes & other aircraft, of an unladen weight ... 0.00 1.65 1.35 868.00 
880310 Propellers & rotors & parts thereof , of goods of ... 0.00 0.00 0.90 101.52 
880330 Parts of aeroplanes/helicopters, other than propel... 0.00 0.01 0.90 6,266.59 
880510 Aircraft launching gear & parts thereof ; deck-arr...     2.20 7.28 
901580 Surveying/hydrographic/oceanographic/hydrological/... 0.00 0.10 3.13 241.63 
901590 Parts & accessories of the instr. & appliances of ... 0.00 0.12 2.70 306.98 
901890 Instruments & appliances used in medical/surgical/...     0.00 3,324.96 
911390 Watch straps, watch bands & watch bracelets, & par... 0.00 0.05 6.00 1.99 
930119 Artillery weapons (e.g., guns, howitzers & mortars...     0.00 0.58 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Chad 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Chad, av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariffs 
on Chad 
imports 
Imports from 
Chad 
MFN tariff 
Imports from 
the EU 
130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 7.38 0.00 22.69 
130220 
Pectic substance, pectinates & 
pectates 
0.00 0.14 0.00 51.23 
310210 
Urea, whether/not in aqueous 
solution 
    0.00 89.85 
392690 
Articles of plastics&articles of 
other materials o... 
    3.66 741.13 
411330 
Leather further prepared after 
tanning/crusting, i... 
    0.00 1.32 
620343 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, breech... 
    11.53 3.93 
841320 
Hand pumps for liquids (excl. 
of 8413.11 & 8413.19... 
    0.00 15.50 
847170 Storage units     0.00 270.97 
847310 
Parts & accessories (excl. 
covers, carrying cases ... 
0.00 0.02 1.50 1.82 
902790 
Microtomes; parts & 
accessories of instr. & appara... 
0.00 0.01 1.20 642.91 
911390 
Watch straps, watch bands & 
watch bracelets, & par... 
0.00 0.01 4.50 11.10 
940320 
Metal furniture (excl. of 94.01 
& 94.02) 
0.00 0.00 0.00 174.92 
970110 
Paintings, drawings & pastels, 
executed entirely b... 
0.00 0.88 0.00 3,751.25 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Comoros 
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Comoros Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
Product Product Name 
Imports 
from 
Comoros 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Comoros 
Imports 
from the 
Rest of 
World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
Rest of 
World 
Imports 
from the 
US 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
US 
090500 Vanilla 1,241.13 9.49% 37,303.98 0.10% 963.70 0.00% 
090700 
Cloves (whole fruit, cloves & 
stems) 
7,039.24 53.84% 9,079.91 0.02% 10.44 0.00% 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, incl. 
seeds & fruits, of... 
40.87 0.31% 340,831.66 0.92% 57,581.34 0.02% 
330119 
Essential oils of citrus fruit, 
other than of berg... 
42.80 0.33% 31,750.98 0.09% 9,617.97 0.00% 
330129 
Essential oils other than those 
of citrus fruit (e... 
4,282.27 32.75% 360,614.13 0.98% 44,042.77 0.02% 
330190 
Extracted oleoresins; concs. of 
essential oils in ... 
    97,405.13 0.26% 17,520.33 0.01% 
400110 
Natural rubber latex, whether 
or not pre-vulcanise... 
    657,266.83 1.78% 16,104.38 0.01% 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped length 
wise, sliced/peeled, whet... 
    652,474.22 1.77% 2,714.47 0.00% 
621410 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, 
mantillas, veils and th... 
25.68 0.20% 119,605.31 0.32% 845.78 0.00% 
640359 
Footwear (excl. waterproof) 
with outer soles & upp... 
28.03 0.21% 423,484.68 1.15% 7,623.48 0.00% 
720449 
Ferrous waste & scrap (excl. 
of 7204.10-7204.41) 
    884,602.88 2.40% 96,491.73 0.04% 
732599 
Cast arts. of iron (excl. non-
malleable cast iron)... 
38.34 0.29% 537,838.46 1.46% 33,273.03 0.01% 
850440 Static converters     
5,950,547.
67 
16.14% 591,917.61 0.24% 
851610 
Electric instantaneous/storage 
water heaters & imm... 
    377,996.19 1.03% 13,191.98 0.01% 
851780 
Electrical app. for line 
telephony/line telegraphy... 
    
14,432,975
.33 
39.14% 
2,574,526.
69 
1.03% 
870324 
Vehicles (excl. of 87.02 & 
8703.10) princ. designe... 
30.48 0.23% 756,798.77 2.05% 828,306.37 0.33% 
890190 
Vessels for the tpt. of gds. & 
for the tpt. of bot... 
192.85 1.48% 
11,114,252
.58 
30.14% 88,988.07 0.04% 
890690 
Vessels, n.e.s. in 89.01-
8906.10, incl. lifeboats ... 
    58,745.62 0.16% 9,377.04 0.00% 
890790 
Floating structures other than 
inflatable rafts (e... 
9.62 0.07% 30,325.78 0.08% 14,386.27 0.01% 
890800 
Vessels & oth. floating 
structures for breaking up 
    3,718.64 0.01% 66.48 0.00% 
  Grand Total 12,971.30 99.21% 
36,877,618
.74 
 
4,407,549.
90 
1.77% 
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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US Top Non-Oil Imports from Comoros, Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
Product Product Name 
Imports 
from 
Comoros 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Comoros 
Imports 
from the 
Rest of 
World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
Rest of 
World 
Imports 
from the 
EU 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
EU 
090500 Vanilla 23.49 1.29% 33,889.01 2.35% 185.19 0.00% 
090700 
Cloves (whole fruit, cloves & 
stems) 
1,797.18 98.57% 8,142.48 0.56% 135.37 0.00% 
330129 
Essential oils other than those of 
citrus fruit (e... 
    
159,517.8
7 
11.07% 84,402.61 0.02% 
392390 
Articles for the 
conveyance/packing of gds., of 
pl... 
    
1,140,135.
15 
79.09% 76,665.23 0.02% 
911390 
Watch straps, watch bands & 
watch bracelets, & par... 
    25,720.94 1.78% 11,095.15 0.00% 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
    74,191.00 5.15% 74,056.15 0.02% 
  Grand Total 1,820.67 99.85% 
1,441,596.
45 
100.00% 
246,539.6
9 
0.07% 
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EU Tariffs for Comoros 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Comoros, Av. 2009-11 
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariffs 
on Comoros 
Imports 
Imports from 
Comoros 
MFN Tariffs 
Imports from 
the US 
090500 Vanilla 0.00 1.24 6.00 0.96 
090700 
Cloves (whole fruit, cloves & 
stems) 
0.00 7.04 8.00 0.01 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, incl. 
seeds & fruits, of... 
0.00 0.04 0.60 57.58 
330119 
Essential oils of citrus fruit, 
other than of oran... 
0.00 0.04 5.70 9.62 
330129 
Essential oils other than those 
of citrus fruit (e... 
0.00 4.28 1.63 44.04 
330190 
Essential oils (terpeneless/not), 
including concre... 
    2.13 17.52 
400110 
Natural rubber latex, 
whether/not pre-vulcanised 
    0.00 16.10 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped 
lengthwise, sliced/peeled, 
wheth... 
    1.44 1.89 
621410 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, 
mantillas, veils & the ... 
0.00 0.03 8.00 0.85 
640359 
Footwear (excl. waterproof) 
with outer soles & upp... 
0.00 0.03 7.68 7.62 
720449 
Ferrous waste & scrap (excl. of 
7204.10-7204.41) 
    0.00 96.49 
732599 
Cast articles of iron (excl. non-
malleable cast ir... 
0.00 0.04 2.70 33.27 
850440 Static converters     1.94 591.92 
851610 
Electric instantaneous/storage 
water heaters & imm... 
    2.70 13.19 
870324 
Vehicles (excl. of 87.02 & 
8703.10) principally de... 
0.00 0.03 10.00 828.31 
890190 
Vessels for the transportof 
goods & for the transp... 
0.00 0.19 0.85 88.99 
890690 
Vessels, n.e.s. in 89.01-
8906.10, incl. lifeboats ... 
    1.47 9.38 
890790 
Floating structures other than 
inflatable rafts (e... 
0.00 0.01 2.70 14.39 
890800 
Vessels & other floating 
structures for breaking u... 
    0.00 0.07 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Comoros 2011, for the US' Top Non-oil Imports from 
Comoros, Av. 2009-11 
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Comoros 
Imports 
Imports from 
Comoros 
MFN Tariff Imports from the US 
090500 Vanilla 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.19 
090700 
Cloves (whole fruit, cloves & 
stems) 
0.00 1.80 0.00 0.14 
330129 
Essential oils other than those of 
citrus fruit (e... 
    0.97 84.40 
392390 
Articles for the 
conveyance/packing of goods, of 
p... 
    3.00 76.67 
911390 
Watch straps, watch bands & 
watch bracelets, & par... 
    4.50 11.10 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
    0.00 74.06 
       
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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Eritrea 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Eritrea Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
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(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Imports 
from 
Eritrea 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Eritrea 
Imports 
from the 
Rest of 
World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
Rest of 
World 
Imports 
from the 
US 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
US 
030110 Live ornamental fish 3.97 0.08% 116,210.06 0.33% 3,692.60 0.00% 
130120 Gum Arabic 413.06 7.97% 83,518.96 0.24% 4,793.38 0.00% 
391610 
Monofilament of which 
any cross-sectional dim. 
exc... 
    19,786.59 0.06% 2,205.51 0.00% 
410411 
Tanned/crust hides & 
skins of bovine (incl. 
buffal... 
1,205.62 23.26% 845,132.62 2.42% 214,838.66 0.09% 
410510 
Tanned/crust skins of 
sheep/lambs, without 
wool on... 
75.58 1.46% 83,450.03 0.24% 3.65 0.00% 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & 
skins of goats/kids, 
without ... 
84.10 1.62% 65,176.13 0.19% 0.00 0.00% 
520299 
Cotton waste other than 
yarn waste (incl. thread 
w... 
169.69 3.27% 202,203.92 0.58% 4,836.33 0.00% 
520522 
Cotton yarn, single (excl. 
sewing thread), of comb... 
334.22 6.45% 186,502.14 0.53% 3.87 0.00% 
520523 
Cotton yarn, single (excl. 
sewing thread), of comb... 
246.36 4.75% 209,867.64 0.60% 0.00 0.00% 
520524 
Cotton yarn, single (excl. 
sewing thread), of comb... 
67.92 1.31% 126,187.42 0.36%     
520533 
Cotton yarn, mult./cab. 
(excl. sewing thread), of 
... 
168.48 3.25% 30,124.72 0.09% 0.00 0.00% 
520542 
Cotton yarn, mult./cab. 
(excl. sewing thread), of 
... 
73.50 1.42% 27,338.64 0.08% 665.58 0.00% 
520544 
Cotton yarn, mult./cab. 
(excl. sewing thread), of 
... 
325.19 6.27% 69,757.57 0.20% 0.00 0.00% 
610510 
Men's/boys' shirts, knitted 
or crocheted, of cotto... 
138.74 2.68% 
1,714,777.4
7 
4.91% 3,641.15 0.00% 
610910 
T-shirts, singlets & oth. 
vests, knitted or croche... 
76.10 1.47% 
8,106,305.5
4 
23.21% 66,919.88 0.03% 
620342 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib 
& brace overalls, breech... 
31.37 0.61% 
6,754,715.0
0 
19.34% 20,429.11 0.01% 
620520 
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. 
knitted or crocheted), o... 
1,178.23 22.73% 
3,291,476.9
5 
9.42% 4,776.61 0.00% 
851790 
Parts of the app. & equip. 
of 85.17 
    
11,058,065.
49 
31.66% 791,510.40 0.32% 
870839 
Brakes & servo-brakes & 
parts thereof (excl. 
mount... 
2.20 0.04% 
1,734,782.1
0 
4.97% 122,643.31 0.05% 
970300 
Original sculptures & 
statuary, in any mat. 
167.09 3.22% 204,703.19 0.59% 290,342.49 0.12% 
  Grand Total 4,761.39 91.85% 
34,930,082.
17 
100.00% 
1,531,302.5
3 
0.61% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Eritrea, Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Imports 
from 
Eritrea 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from 
Eritrea 
Imports 
from the 
EU 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
EU 
Imports 
from the 
Rest of 
World 
Share of 
Total 
Imports 
from the 
Rest of 
World 
030110 Live ornamental fish     512.84 0.00% 52,982.05 0.13% 
130120 Gum Arabic 19.89 15.67% 22,688.31 0.01% 18,767.76 0.05% 
220300 Beer made from malt 5.10 4.02% 
1,733,902.
49 
0.49% 
2,062,063.
03 
4.98% 
220870 Liqueurs & cordials 17.47 13.76% 
842,430.4
0 
0.24% 90,925.55 0.22% 
400931 
Tubes, pipes & hoses, of 
vulcanised rubber other t... 
8.50 6.69% 49,902.55 0.01% 
224,679.9
0 
0.54% 
610910 
T-shirts, singlets & oth. vests, 
knitted or croche... 
    25,076.69 0.01% 
4,332,680.
78 
10.46% 
611030 
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, 
waist-coats & sim. ... 
    42,256.20 0.01% 
4,273,615.
94 
10.31% 
620520 
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. knitted 
or crocheted), o... 
    83,597.32 0.02% 
2,990,372.
40 
7.22% 
620630 
Women's/girls' blouses, shirts & 
shirt-blouses (ex... 
    28,426.70 0.01% 
1,196,504.
67 
2.89% 
680291 
Mosaic cubes and the like, of 
marble/travertine/al... 
8.03 6.32% 
213,077.5
6 
0.06% 
488,479.6
4 
1.18% 
761699 
Articles of aluminium n.e.s. in 
Ch.76 
    
164,530.3
7 
0.05% 
1,173,346.
72 
2.83% 
841191 
Parts of the turbo-jets/turbo-
propellers of 8411.1... 
    
5,851,517.
45 
1.64% 
3,289,724.
60 
7.94% 
843330 
Haymaking mach. (excl. of 
8433.11-8433.20) 
    44,134.64 0.01% 5,778.60 0.01% 
850450 
Inductors, n.e.s. (excl. for 
cathode ray tubes) 
2.69 2.12% 71,119.55 0.02% 
459,495.5
6 
1.11% 
852910 
Aerials & aerial reflectors of all 
kinds suit. for... 
32.06 25.26% 
185,554.3
9 
0.05% 
680,176.5
0 
1.64% 
854620 Electrical insulators, of ceramics 22.34 17.60% 29,720.46 0.01% 
103,022.3
6 
0.25% 
870840 
Gear boxes for the motor 
vehicles of 87.01-87.05 
    
1,784,542.
87 
0.50% 
5,837,731.
85 
14.09% 
870899 
Parts & accessories of the motor 
vehicles of 87.01... 
    
1,477,136.
33 
0.41% 
12,485,73
0.26 
30.13% 
902620 
Instruments & app. for 
meas./checking pressure 
9.29 7.32% 
423,961.8
1 
0.12% 
797,217.0
0 
1.92% 
902790 
Microtomes; parts & accessories 
of instr. & app. o... 
    
642,908.0
1 
0.18% 
870,790.1
2 
2.10% 
  Grand Total 125.36 98.77% 
13,716,99
6.92 
3.85% 
41,434,08
5.30 
100.00% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Eritrea 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Eritrea, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied 
Tariff on 
Eritrea 
imports 
Imports from 
Eritrea 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from the 
US 
030110 Live ornamental fish 0.00 0.00 3.75 3.69 
130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 0.41 0.00 4.79 
391610 
Monofilament of which any cross-
sectional dim. exc... 
    6.50 2.21 
410411 
Tanned/crust hides & skins of 
bovine (incl. buffal... 
0.00 1.21 1.38 214.84 
410510 
Tanned/crust skins of 
sheep/lambs, without wool on... 
0.00 0.08 2.00 0.00 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without ... 
0.00 0.08     
520299 
Cotton waste other than yarn 
waste (incl. thread w... 
0.00 0.17 0.00 4.84 
520522 
Cotton yarn, single (excl. sewing 
thread), of comb... 
0.00 0.33 4.00 0.00 
520523 
Cotton yarn, single (excl. sewing 
thread), of comb... 
0.00 0.25     
520524 
Cotton yarn, single (excl. sewing 
thread), of comb... 
0.00 0.07     
520533 
Cotton yarn, 
multiple(folded)/cabled . (excl. 
sewi... 
0.00 0.17     
520542 
Cotton yarn, 
multiple(folded)/cabled . (excl. 
sewi... 
0.00 0.07 4.00 0.67 
520544 
Cotton yarn, 
multiple(folded)/cabled . (excl. 
sewi... 
0.00 0.33     
610510 
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted/crocheted, of cotton 
0.00 0.14 12.00 3.64 
610910 
T-shirts, singlets & other vests, 
knitted/crochete... 
0.00 0.08 12.00 66.92 
620342 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, breech... 
0.00 0.03 12.00 20.43 
620520 
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), of c... 
0.00 1.18 12.00 4.78 
970300 
Original sculptures & statuary, in 
any material 
0.00 0.17 0.00 290.34 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Eritrea 2011, for the US's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Eritrea, Av. 2009-11 
       
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
       
Year Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Eritrea 
Imports 
Imports from 
Eritrea 
MFN tariff 
Imports from 
the EU 
2011 030110 Live ornamental fish     0.00 0.51 
2011 130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 0.02 0.00 22.69 
2011 220300 Beer made from malt 0.00 0.01 0.00 1,733.90 
2011 220870 Liqueurs & cordials 0.00 0.02 0.00 842.43 
2011 400931 
Tubes, pipes & hoses, of 
vulcanised rubber other 
t... 
0.00 0.01 1.25 49.90 
2011 610910 
T-shirts, singlets & other 
vests, knitted/crochete... 
    16.50 25.08 
2011 611030 
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-coats & 
simil... 
    15.32 42.26 
2011 620520 
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), of c... 
    14.20 83.60 
2011 620630 
Women's/girls' blouses, 
shirts & shirt-blouses 
(ex... 
    9.30 28.43 
2011 680291 
Mosaic cubes & the like, 
of 
marble/travertine/alab... 
0.00 0.01 4.00 213.08 
2011 761699 
Articles of aluminium 
n.e.s. in Ch.76 
    0.83 164.53 
2011 841191 
Parts of the turbo-
jets/turbo-propellers of 
8411.1... 
    0.00 5,851.52 
2011 843330 
Haymaking machinery 
(excl. of 8433.11-
8433.20) 
    0.00 44.13 
2011 850450 
Inductors, n.e.s. (excl. for 
cathode ray tubes) 
0.00 0.00 1.00 71.12 
2011 852910 
Aerials & aerial reflectors 
of all kinds suit. for... 
0.36 0.03 0.96 185.55 
2011 854620 
Electrical insulators, of 
ceramics 
0.00 0.02 1.50 29.72 
2011 870840 
Gear boxes & parts 
thereof, of the motor 
vehicles ... 
    0.83 1,784.54 
2011 870899 
Other parts & accessories 
for the motor vehicles o... 
    0.59 1,430.09 
2011 902620 
Instruments & apparatus 
for measuring/checking 
pre... 
0.00 0.01 0.00 423.96 
2011 902790 
Microtomes; parts & 
accessories of instr. & 
appara... 
    1.20 642.91 
       
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from The Gambia Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
USA 2011 
Imports 
USA 2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Gambia 
2011 
Imports 
Gambia 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
030232 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus 
albacares), fresh/chilled... 
    34,308.26 0.08%     
030339 
Flat fish (excl. of 0303.31-
0303.33) [see list of ... 
82.40 0.00% 12,179.21 0.03% 670.95 2.41% 
030342 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus 
albacares), frozen (excl.... 
196.30 0.00% 280,397.07 0.68%     
030410 
Fish fillets & oth. fish meat, 
whether or not minc... 
2,038.38 0.00% 
1,235,781.
29 
3.01%     
030420 Fish fillets, frozen 344,777.95 0.14% 
4,367,118.
50 
10.63% 1,030.82 3.70% 
030490 
Fish meat other than fillets, 
frozen 
111,541.23 0.04% 394,398.48 0.96% 3.23 0.01% 
030549 
Smoked fish (excl. of 0305.41 
& 0305.42), incl. fi... 
43.63 0.00% 60,900.09 0.15% 14.29 0.05% 
030613 
Shrimps & prawns, whether 
or not in shell, frozen 
1,754.67 0.00% 
3,379,015.
31 
8.22% 152.88 0.55% 
030749 
Cuttle fish (Sepia officinalis, 
Rossia macrosoma, ... 
24,015.90 0.01% 
1,138,517.
93 
2.77% 2,688.04 9.66% 
030759 
Octopus (Octopus spp.), other 
than live/fresh/chil... 
803.39 0.00% 728,782.31 1.77% 252.72 0.91% 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & 
mangosteens, fresh/dried 
10,361.65 0.00% 389,409.87 0.95% 3,524.97 12.67% 
120220 
Ground-nuts, not 
roasted/othw. cooked, 
shelled, wh... 
43,267.12 0.02% 738,977.59 1.80% 4,699.18 16.88% 
150810 Ground-nut oil, crude 44.28 0.00% 125,049.99 0.30% 11,265.07 40.48% 
230500 
Oil-cake & oth. solid residues, 
whether or not gro... 
984.46 0.00% 17,475.17 0.04% 1,605.01 5.77% 
400122 
Technically spec. nat. rubber 
(TSNR) 
30,752.25 0.01% 
3,060,019.
13 
7.45% 217.31 0.78% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
213,035.73 0.09% 
3,440,456.
54 
8.37%     
740400 Copper waste & scrap 505,427.87 0.20% 
2,491,935.
29 
6.07% 1,139.29 4.09% 
760200 Aluminium waste & scrap 21,950.96 0.01% 729,713.83 1.78% 235.98 0.85% 
840999 
Parts suit. for use solely/princ. 
with the engines... 
664,803.79 0.27% 
4,028,245.
10 
9.80% 34.11 0.12% 
851780 
Electrical app. for line 
telephony/line telegraphy... 
2,574,526.
69 
1.03% 
14,432,961
.90 
35.13% 13.43 0.05% 
  Grand Total 
4,550,408.
67 
1.82% 
41,085,642
.84 
100.00% 27,547.29 98.98% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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Produc
t 
Product Name 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Gambia 
2011 
Imports 
Gambia 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
030232 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus 
albacares), fresh/chilled... 
178,856.79 0.32%     10.82 0.00% 
030235 
Bluefin tunas (Thunnus 
thynnus), fresh/chilled 
(ex... 
3,549.23 0.01%     9,995.86 0.00% 
030342 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus 
albacares), frozen (excl.... 
18,193.65 0.03%     0.00 0.00% 
030530 
Fish fillets, dried/salted/in 
brine but not smoked 
70,781.80 0.13%     663.51 0.00% 
030542 
Herrings (Clupea 
harengus/pallasii), 
smoked, incl.... 
3,567.94 0.01%     152.31 0.00% 
030549 
Smoked fish (excl. of 
0305.41 & 0305.42), incl. 
fi... 
39,678.59 0.07% 5.72 10.43% 257.22 0.00% 
151329 
Palm kernel/babassu oil, 
other than crude, & fract... 
525,527.29 0.95%     14.60 0.00% 
200811 
Ground-nuts, 
prepd./presvd., whether or 
not cont. ... 
83,801.02 0.15% 17.57 32.03% 0.00 0.00% 
490199 
Printed books, brochures, 
leaflets & sim. printed ... 
1,368,981.8
1 
2.47% 14.78 26.94% 388,042.23 0.11% 
520859 
Woven fabrics of cotton 
(excl. of 5208.51-
5208.43)... 
21,474.61 0.04% 0.44 0.80% 5,298.80 0.00% 
520951 
Woven fabrics of cotton, 
cont. 85%/more by wt. of 
... 
6,192.41 0.01%     3,533.90 0.00% 
620442 
Women's/girls' dresses 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted... 
737,324.27 1.33% 1.34 2.43% 34,837.10 0.01% 
840734 
Spark ignition recip. piston 
engines of a kind use... 
5,530,076.1
0 
9.96%     
2,099,701.4
2 
0.59% 
854229 
Monolithic integrated 
circuits, other than digital 
25,686,664.
72 
46.28%     
1,452,673.1
6 
0.41% 
854470 Optical fibre cables 533,038.57 0.96%     46,140.75 0.01% 
870899 
Parts & accessories of the 
motor vehicles of 87.01... 
12,485,730.
26 
22.50%     
1,477,136.3
3 
0.41% 
880330 
Parts of 
aeroplanes/helicopters, 
other than propel... 
5,985,810.9
1 
10.79%     
3,831,449.1
1 
1.07% 
940390 
Parts of the furniture of 
94.03 
1,757,949.8
6 
3.17% 1.70 3.10% 341,665.10 0.10% 
970500 
Collections & collectors' 
pieces of zoological/bot... 
74,191.00 0.13%     74,056.15 0.02% 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one 
hundred years 
387,308.60 0.70%     674,991.09 0.19% 
  Grand Total 
55,498,699.
42 
100.00% 41.54 75.73% 
10,440,619.
46 
2.93% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for The Gambia 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-oil Imports 
from The Gambia, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariffs 
on The Gambia 
Imports 
Imports from 
The Gambia 
MFN Tariffs 
Imports from 
the US 
030339 
Flat fish (excl. of 0303.31-
0303.33) [see list of ... 
0.00 0.67 11.25 0.08 
030342 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus 
albacares), frozen (excl.... 
    4.40 0.20 
030549 
Smoked fish (excl. of 0305.41 & 
0305.42), incl. fi... 
0.00 0.01 14.21 0.04 
030613 
Shrimps & prawns, whether/not 
in shell, frozen 
0.00 0.15 13.00 1.75 
030749 
Cuttle fish (Sepia officinalis, 
Rossia macrosoma, ... 
0.00 2.69 7.00 24.02 
030759 
Octopus (Octopus spp.), other 
than live/fresh/chil... 
0.00 0.25 8.00 0.80 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & 
mangosteens, fresh/dried 
0.00 3.52 0.00 10.36 
120220 
Ground-nuts, not roasted/othw. 
cooked, shelled, wh... 
0.00 4.70 0.00 43.27 
150810 Ground-nut oil, crude 0.00 11.27 3.20 0.04 
230500 
Oil-cake & other solid residues, 
whether/not groun... 
0.00 1.61 0.00 0.98 
400122 
Technically spec. natural rubber 
(TSNR) 
0.00 0.22 0.00 30.75 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
    0.00 213.04 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0.00 1.14 0.00 505.43 
760200 Aluminium waste & scrap 0.00 0.24 0.00 21.95 
840999 
Parts suit. for use 
solely/principally with the en... 
0.00 0.03 2.70 664.80 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for The Gambia 2011, for the US's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from The Gambia, Av. 2009-11 
       
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
       
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariffs 
on The Gambia 
Imports 
Imports from 
The Gambia 
MFN Tariffs 
Imports from 
the EU 
030232 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus 
albacares), fresh/chilled... 
    0.00 0.01 
030235 
Bluefin tunas (Thunnus thynnus), 
fresh/chilled (ex... 
    0.00 10.00 
030530 
Fish fillets, dried/salted/in brine 
but not smoked 
    3.00 0.66 
030542 
Herrings (Clupea 
harengus/pallasii), smoked, incl.... 
    0.00 0.15 
030549 
Smoked fish (excl. of 0305.41 & 
0305.42), incl. fi... 
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.26 
151329 
Palm kernel/babassu oil, other 
than crude, & fract... 
    0.00 0.01 
200811 
Ground-nuts, prepared/preserved, 
whether/not conta... 
43.93 0.02     
490199 
Printed books, brochures, leaflets 
& similar print... 
0.00 0.01 0.00 388.04 
520859 
Woven fabrics of cotton, 
containing 85%/more by we... 
9.24 0.00 9.24 5.30 
520951 
Woven fabrics of cotton, 
containing 85%/more by we... 
    5.70 3.53 
620442 
Women's/girls' dresses (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), ... 
0.00 0.00 8.57 34.84 
840734 
Spark ignition reciprocating piston 
engines of a k... 
    0.83 2,099.70 
854470 Optical fibre cables     0.00 46.14 
870899 
Other parts & accessories for the 
motor vehicles o... 
    0.59 1,430.09 
880330 
Parts of aeroplanes/helicopters, 
other than propel... 
    0.00 3,831.45 
940390 Parts of the furniture of 94.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 341.67 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
    0.00 74.06 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one hundred 
years 
    0.00 674.99 
       
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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EU Top 20 Non-oil Imports from Guinea Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Guinea 
2011 
Imports 
Guinea 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
USA 2011 
Imports 
USA 2011 
Imports 
Share 
030379 
Fish, n.e.s., frozen (excl. 
fillets/oth. fish meat... 
563.38 0.09% 512,193.64 0.82% 9,732.21 0.00% 
030613 
Shrimps & prawns, whether 
or not in shell, frozen 
479.50 0.07% 
3,378,688.6
9 
5.38% 1,754.67 0.00% 
030749 
Cuttle fish (Sepia officinalis, 
Rossia macrosoma, ... 
371.86 0.06% 
1,140,834.1
1 
1.82% 24,015.90 0.01% 
030759 
Octopus (Octopus spp.), 
other than live/fresh/chil... 
412.01 0.06% 728,623.02 1.16% 803.39 0.00% 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & 
mangosteens, fresh/dried 
119.30 0.02% 392,815.54 0.63% 10,361.65 0.00% 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
19,124.72 2.99% 
11,667,945.
19 
18.57% 12,981.56 0.01% 
180100 
Cocoa beans, whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
44,160.28 6.90% 
5,100,776.3
0 
8.12% 8.70 0.00% 
260600 Aluminium ores & concs. 414,879.58 64.85% 409,573.83 0.65% 6,201.28 0.00% 
281820 
Aluminium oxide (excl. art. 
corundum) 
    532,945.75 0.85% 136,029.66 0.05% 
281830 Aluminium hydroxide 4,872.89 0.76% 41,063.61 0.07% 39,982.84 0.02% 
400121 
Natural rubber (excl. latex), 
in smoked sheets 
    575,372.32 0.92% 5.44 0.00% 
400122 
Technically spec. nat. 
rubber (TSNR) 
44,601.81 6.97% 
3,015,634.6
3 
4.80% 30,752.25 0.01% 
400129 
Natural rubber other than 
latex/smoked sheets/tech... 
2,923.59 0.46% 
2,017,166.6
7 
3.21% 1,147.33 0.00% 
710210 Diamonds, unsorted 2,195.98 0.34% 
2,049,384.3
7 
3.26% 277.52 0.00% 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unwkd./simply sawn/cleav... 
12,718.16 1.99% 
15,166,676.
27 
24.14% 60,859.28 0.02% 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
2,553.73 0.40% 
8,384,142.7
8 
13.35% 153,791.29 0.06% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
19,691.69 3.08% 
3,420,764.8
6 
5.45% 213,035.73 0.09% 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 7,026.95 1.10% 
2,486,047.6
3 
3.96% 505,427.87 0.20% 
843010 Pile-drivers & pile-extractors     15,967.66 0.03% 2,044.23 0.00% 
843149 
Parts suit. for use 
solely/princ. with the mach. 
o... 
23.98 0.00% 
1,787,224.9
9 
2.84% 329,282.44 0.13% 
  Grand Total 576,719.42 90.14% 
62,823,841.
84 
100.00% 
1,538,495.2
4 
0.62% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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USA Top 20 Non-oil Imports from Guinea Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Guinea 
2011 
Imports 
Guinea 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
030232 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus 
albacares), fresh/chilled... 
10.82 0.00% 160.03 0.14% 
178,696.7
5 
0.27% 
030542 
Herrings (Clupea 
harengus/pallasii), smoked, incl.... 
152.31 0.00% 54.13 0.05% 3,513.81 0.01% 
080290 
Nuts, n.e.s., fresh/dried, whether 
or not shelled/... 
4,588.22 0.00% 50.88 0.04% 
427,952.7
5 
0.65% 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
16,012.02 0.00% 1,529.49 1.29% 
6,494,494.
29 
9.82% 
090112 Coffee, not roasted, decaffeinated 
169,285.4
3 
0.05% 355.48 0.30% 
400,182.6
5 
0.61% 
151190 
Palm oil, other than crude, & 
fractions thereof , ... 
3,558.38 0.00% 6.94 0.01% 
1,278,076.
39 
1.93% 
152190 
Beeswax, oth. insect waxes & 
spermaceti, whether o... 
1,291.29 0.00% 164.18 0.14% 11,812.55 0.02% 
220840 Rum & tafia 4,458.32 0.00%     90,725.88 0.14% 
260600 Aluminium ores & concs. 1,977.95 0.00% 
109,908.6
4 
92.84% 
322,049.0
9 
0.49% 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped length wise, 
sliced/peeled, whet... 
2,782.45 0.00% 63.23 0.05% 
152,113.0
5 
0.23% 
440839 
Sheets for veneering, incl. those 
obt. by slicing ... 
9,930.71 0.00% 15.40 0.01% 21,550.34 0.03% 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unwkd./simply sawn/cleav... 
4,256.60 0.00% 698.38 0.59% 
625,688.9
8 
0.95% 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
78,497.63 0.02% 3,619.64 3.06% 
14,250,43
3.92 
21.55% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
11,858.63 0.00%     
185,423.0
4 
0.28% 
750300 Nickel waste & scrap 99,552.12 0.03%     89,635.99 0.14% 
851780 
Electrical app. for line 
telephony/line telegraphy... 
1,587,078.
66 
0.44% 611.63 0.52% 
24,077,92
6.72 
36.41% 
854290 
Parts of the electronic integrated 
circuits & micr... 
28,344.92 0.01%     
400,687.8
7 
0.61% 
901890 
Instruments & appls. used in 
medical/surgical/vete... 
2,264,565.
36 
0.63%     
5,595,284.
36 
8.46% 
950390 Toys n.e.s. in 95.03 
383,922.4
1 
0.11%     
11,143,95
8.51 
16.85% 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one hundred 
years 
674,991.0
9 
0.19% 2.60 0.00% 
387,306.0
0 
0.59% 
  Grand Total 
5,347,115.
32 
1.50% 
117,240.6
3 
99.03% 
66,137,51
2.94 
100.00% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Guinea 2011, for the EU's top 20 Non-Oil imports from 
Guinea, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Guinea 
Imports 
Imports from 
Guinea 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the US 
030379 
Fish (excl. of 0303.71 - 
0303.78),n.e.s., frozen (... 
0.00 0.56 11.02 9.73 
030613 
Shrimps & prawns, whether/not in 
shell, frozen 
0.00 0.48 13.00 1.75 
030749 
Cuttle fish (Sepia officinalis, Rossia 
macrosoma, ... 
0.00 0.37 7.00 24.02 
030759 
Octopus (Octopus spp.), other than 
live/fresh/chil... 
0.00 0.41 8.00 0.80 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & mangosteens, 
fresh/dried 
0.00 0.12 0.00 10.36 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0.00 19.12 0.00 12.98 
180100 
Cocoa beans, whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
0.00 44.16 0.00 0.01 
260600 Aluminium ores & concentrates 0.00 414.88 0.00 6.20 
281820 
Aluminium oxide (excl. artificial 
corundum) 
    4.00 136.03 
281830 Aluminium hydroxide 0.00 4.87 5.50 39.98 
400121 
Natural rubber (excl. latex), in 
smoked sheets 
    0.00 0.01 
400122 
Technically spec. natural rubber 
(TSNR) 
0.00 44.60 0.00 30.75 
400129 
Natural rubber other than 
latex/smoked sheets/tech... 
0.00 2.92 0.00 1.15 
710210 Diamonds, unsorted 0.00 2.20 0.00 0.28 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unworked/simply sawn/cle... 
0.00 12.72 0.00 60.86 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
0.00 2.55 0.00 153.79 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
0.00 19.69 0.00 213.04 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0.00 7.03 0.00 505.43 
843010 Pile-drivers & pile-extractors     0.00 2.04 
843149 
Parts suit. for use solely/principally 
with the ma... 
0.00 0.02 0.00 329.28 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Guinea 2011, for the US's top 20 Non-Oil imports from 
Guinea, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Guinea 
Imports 
Imports from 
Guinea 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the EU 
030232 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus 
albacares), fresh/chilled... 
0.00 0.16 0.00 0.01 
030542 
Herrings (Clupea 
harengus/pallasii), smoked, 
incl.... 
0.00 0.05 0.00 0.15 
080290 
Nuts, n.e.s. in 08.01 & 08.02, 
fresh/dried, whethe... 
0.00 0.05 0.00 4.59 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0.00 1.53 0.00 16.01 
090112 
Coffee, not roasted, 
decaffeinated 
0.00 0.36 0.00 169.29 
151190 
Palm oil, other than crude, & 
fractions thereof , ... 
0.00 0.01 0.00 3.56 
152190 
Beeswax, other insect waxes & 
spermaceti, whether/... 
0.00 0.16 2.40 1.29 
220840 Rum & tafia     0.00 4.46 
260600 Aluminium ores & concentrates 0.00 109.91 0.00 1.98 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped lengthwise, 
sliced/peeled, wheth... 
0.00 0.06 0.00 1.74 
440839 
Sheets for veneering (including 
those obtained by ... 
0.00 0.02 0.00 9.93 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unworked/simply sawn/cle... 
0.00 0.70 0.00 4.26 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
0.00 3.62 2.05 78.50 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
    1.37 11.86 
750300 Nickel waste & scrap     0.00 99.55 
854290 
Parts of electronic integrated  
circuits 
    0.00 28.34 
901890 
Instruments & appliances used in 
medical/surgical/... 
    0.00 2,264.57 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one 
hundred years 
0.00 0.00 0.00 674.99 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Guinea-Bissau Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Guinea - 
Bissau 
2011 
Imports 
Guinea - 
Bissau 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
USA 
2011 
Imports 
USA 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
070990 Vegetables, n.e.s., fresh/chilled 30.52 0.53% 
277,826.
90 
0.42% 4,803.77 0.00% 
090111 Coffee, not roasted, not decaffeinated     
11,687,0
69.92 
17.58% 
12,981.5
6 
0.01% 
180100 
Cocoa beans, whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
877.44 15.12% 
5,144,05
9.14 
7.74% 8.70 0.00% 
210410 Soups & broths & preps. therefor 0.21 0.00% 
127,824.
49 
0.19% 1,955.45 0.00% 
220421 
Wine other than sparkling wine of fresh 
grapes, in... 
    
2,026,11
6.25 
3.05% 
302,808.
99 
0.12% 
400122 Technically spec. nat. rubber (TSNR) 4,327.50 74.58% 
3,055,90
8.95 
4.60% 
30,752.2
5 
0.01% 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped length wise, 
sliced/peeled, whet... 
    
652,474.
22 
0.98% 2,714.47 0.00% 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with platinum), 
in unwroug... 
    
8,386,69
6.51 
12.62% 
153,791.
29 
0.06% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with platinum), 
non-moneta... 
    
3,440,45
6.54 
5.18% 
213,035.
73 
0.09% 
720429 
Waste & scrap of alloy steel other than 
stainless ... 
200.16 3.45% 
67,616.9
5 
0.10% 
25,602.4
5 
0.01% 
730810 Bridges & bridge-sections of iron/steel     
22,900.0
5 
0.03% 1,538.61 0.00% 
730840 
Equipment for 
scaffolding/shuttering/propping/pitp... 
    
337,285.
25 
0.51% 7,397.12 0.00% 
842542 
Jacks (excl. of 8425.41) & hoists of a 
kind used f... 
    
130,229.
00 
0.20% 
25,324.4
2 
0.01% 
843149 
Parts suit. for use solely/princ. with the 
mach. o... 
    
1,787,24
8.97 
2.69% 
329,282.
44 
0.13% 
845710 Machining centres for working metal     
865,916.
46 
1.30% 
88,904.3
8 
0.04% 
847710 
Injection-moulding machines for 
working rubber/pla... 
    
319,636.
44 
0.48% 
10,592.4
0 
0.00% 
850161 
AC generators (alternators), of an 
output not >75k... 
    
90,731.6
3 
0.14% 
68,880.0
8 
0.03% 
851780 
Electrical app. for line telephony/line 
telegraphy... 
3.34 0.06% 
14,432,9
71.99 
21.71% 
2,574,52
6.69 
1.03% 
870332 
Vehicles princ. designed for the tpt. of 
persons (... 
    
8,980,68
8.79 
13.51% 
1,692,38
2.94 
0.68% 
950410 
Video games of a kind used with a 
television recei... 
202.85 3.50% 
4,644,99
7.20 
6.99% 
12,940.1
0 
0.01% 
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US Top Non-Oil Imports from Guinea-Bissau Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Guinea - 
Bissau 
2011 
Imports 
Guinea - 
Bissau 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
030549 
Smoked fish (excl. of 0305.41 
& 0305.42), incl. fi... 
257.22 0.00% 7.88 2.92% 39,676.43 0.48% 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
16,012.02 0.00% 167.24 62.06% 
6,495,856.
54 
78.56% 
420310 
Articles of apparel, of 
leather/composition leathe... 
95,814.03 0.03% 12.08 4.48% 380,557.53 4.60% 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unwkd./simply sawn/cleav... 
4,256.60 0.00% 49.70 18.44% 626,337.66 7.58% 
870891 
Radiators for the motor 
vehicles of 87.01-87.05 
85,446.53 0.02% 32.60 12.10% 726,011.60 8.78% 
  Grand Total 201,786.39 0.06% 269.50 100.00% 
8,268,439.
76 
100.00% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Guinea-Bissau 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-oil imports 
from Guinea-Bissau, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied 
Tariff on 
Guinea-
Bissau 
Exports 
Imports 
from Guinea 
Bissau 
MFN Tariffs 
Imports 
from the US 
070990 Vegetables,n.e.s. in 07.01-07.09, fresh/chilled 0.00 0.03 10.84 4.80 
090111 Coffee, not roasted, not decaffeinated     0.00 12.98 
180100 Cocoa beans, whole/broken, raw/roasted 0.00 0.88 0.00 0.01 
210410 Soups & broths & preparations therefor 0.00 0.00 11.50 1.96 
220421 
Wine other than sparkling wine of fresh 
grapes, in... 
    0.00 302.81 
400122 Technically spec. natural rubber (TSNR) 0.00 4.33 0.00 30.75 
440729 
Wood sawn/chipped lengthwise, sliced/peeled, 
wheth... 
    1.44 1.89 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with platinum), in 
unwroug... 
    0.00 153.79 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with platinum), non-
moneta... 
    0.00 213.04 
720429 
Waste & scrap of alloy steel other than 
stainless ... 
0.00 0.20 0.00 25.60 
730810 Bridges & bridge-sections of iron/steel     0.00 1.54 
730840 
Equipment for 
scaffolding/shuttering/propping/pitp... 
    0.00 7.40 
842542 
Jacks (excl. of 8425.41) & hoists of a kind used 
f... 
    0.00 25.32 
843149 
Parts suit. for use solely/principally with the 
ma... 
    0.00 329.28 
845710 Machining centres for working metal     2.70 88.90 
847710 Injection-moulding machines     1.70 10.59 
850161 
AC generators (alternators), of an output not 
>75k... 
    1.35 68.88 
870332 
Vehicles principally designed for the 
transportof ... 
    10.00 1,692.38 
950410 
Video games of a kind used with a television 
recei... 
0.00 0.20 0.00 12.94 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Guinea-Bissau 2011, for the US' Non-oil Imports from 
Guinea-Bissau, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied tariffs 
on Guinea-
Bissau Exports 
Imports from 
Guinea-Bissau 
MFN tariffs 
Imports from 
the EU 
030549 
Smoked fish (excl. of 0305.41 & 
0305.42), incl. fi... 
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.26 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0.00 0.17 0.00 16.01 
420310 
Articles of apparel, of 
leather/composition leathe... 
0.00 0.01 5.35 95.81 
710231 
Diamonds, non-industrial, 
unworked/simply sawn/cle... 
0.00 0.05 0.00 4.26 
870891 
Radiators & parts thereof  for the 
motor vehicles ... 
0.00 0.03 0.63 85.45 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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EU Top 20 Non-oil Imports from Haiti Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Haiti 2011 
Imports 
Haiti 2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
USA 2011 
Imports 
USA 2011 
Imports 
Share 
081400 
Peel of citrus fruit/melons, 
incl. watermelons, fr... 
1,103.04 4.29% 11,102.20 0.02% 86.04 0.00% 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
1,232.31 4.79% 
11,685,837
.61 
25.50% 12,981.56 0.01% 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, incl. 
seeds & fruits, of... 
1,149.48 4.47% 339,723.06 0.74% 57,581.34 0.02% 
180100 
Cocoa beans, whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
2,859.40 11.12% 
5,142,077.
17 
11.22% 8.70 0.00% 
220840 Rum & tafia 157.10 0.61% 346,392.86 0.76% 280,844.21 0.11% 
330112 Essential oils of orange 21.38 0.08% 76,935.11 0.17% 17,248.81 0.01% 
330129 
Essential oils other than 
those of citrus fruit (e... 
10,040.74 39.06% 354,855.65 0.77% 44,042.77 0.02% 
610510 
Men's/boys' shirts, knitted or 
crocheted, of cotto... 
498.22 1.94% 
1,714,417.
99 
3.74% 3,641.15 0.00% 
610520 
Men's/boys' shirts, knitted or 
crocheted, of man-m... 
209.70 0.82% 222,203.78 0.48% 656.34 0.00% 
610610 
Women's/girls' blouses, 
shirts & shirt-blouses, kn... 
164.28 0.64% 870,276.96 1.90% 2,193.63 0.00% 
610910 
T-shirts, singlets & oth. 
vests, knitted or croche... 
3,689.12 14.35% 
8,102,692.
52 
17.68% 66,919.88 0.03% 
611020 
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, 
waist-coats & sim. ... 
235.92 0.92% 
5,386,880.
90 
11.76% 14,582.67 0.01% 
631010 
Used/new rags, scrap twine, 
cordage, rope & cables... 
333.19 1.30% 42,542.25 0.09% 3,232.70 0.00% 
631090 
Used/new rags, scrap twine, 
cordage, rope & cables... 
96.08 0.37% 30,841.31 0.07% 10,289.87 0.00% 
720421 
Waste & scrap of stainless 
steel 
182.13 0.71% 
1,428,285.
14 
3.12% 243,821.82 0.10% 
780200 Lead waste & scrap     62,574.42 0.14% 709.25 0.00% 
830629 
Statuettes & oth. ornaments, 
of base metal (excl. ... 
131.88 0.51% 341,383.98 0.75% 4,433.32 0.00% 
851750 
Apparatus for carrier-current 
line systems/digital... 
314.47 1.22% 638,694.51 1.39% 104,812.27 0.04% 
854810 
Waste & scrap of primary 
cells, primary batteries ... 
1,362.64 5.30% 41,960.57 0.09% 9,849.21 0.00% 
870332 
Vehicles princ. designed for 
the tpt. of persons (... 
    
8,980,688.
79 
19.60% 
1,692,382.
94 
0.68% 
  Grand Total 23,781.06 92.52% 
45,820,366
.76 
100.00% 
2,570,318.
46 
1.03% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Haiti Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Haiti 2011 
Imports 
Haiti 2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & 
mangosteens, fresh/dried 
53.69 0.00% 12,900.04 1.71% 389,022.63 1.02% 
180100 
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, raw/roasted 
448.91 0.00% 5,698.73 0.75% 
1,461,986.0
2 
3.82% 
330129 
Essential oils other than 
those of citrus fruit (e... 
84,402.61 0.02% 3,567.16 0.47% 155,950.71 0.41% 
610343 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, breech... 
1,097.40 0.00% 4,625.84 0.61% 767,319.07 2.00% 
610462 
Women's/girls' trousers, 
bib & brace overalls, bre... 
2,945.63 0.00% 18,486.13 2.45% 
1,510,306.5
9 
3.94% 
610811 
Women's/girls' slips & 
petticoats, knitted or 
croc... 
331.13 0.00% 2,921.93 0.39% 20,419.59 0.05% 
610822 
Women's/girls' briefs & 
panties, knitted or 
croche... 
3,955.93 0.00% 11,273.96 1.49% 558,186.74 1.46% 
610910 
T-shirts, singlets & oth. 
vests, knitted or croche... 
25,076.69 0.01% 260,769.72 34.52% 
4,071,911.0
5 
10.64% 
610990 
T-shirts, singlets & oth. 
vests, knitted or croche... 
13,794.32 0.00% 22,492.75 2.98% 
1,024,774.9
7 
2.68% 
611020 
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-coats & 
sim. ... 
40,766.41 0.01% 242,885.76 32.15% 
9,151,204.4
8 
23.90% 
611030 
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-coats & 
sim. ... 
42,256.20 0.01% 11,004.59 1.46% 
4,262,611.3
5 
11.13% 
620111 
Men's/boys overcoats, 
raincoats, car coats, 
capes,... 
19,903.34 0.01% 6,732.49 0.89% 118,480.93 0.31% 
620311 
Men's/boys' suits (excl. 
knitted or crocheted), of... 
123,870.77 0.03% 5,271.12 0.70% 332,461.47 0.87% 
620331 
Men's/boys' jackets & 
blazers (excl. knitted or 
cr... 
81,051.81 0.02% 8,172.73 1.08% 276,332.48 0.72% 
620342 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, breech... 
70,690.53 0.02% 43,855.20 5.80% 
5,572,459.7
3 
14.56% 
620343 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, breech... 
3,929.90 0.00% 20,873.89 2.76% 
1,220,190.8
6 
3.19% 
620462 
Women's/girls', trousers, 
bib & brace overalls, br... 
43,898.77 0.01% 1,898.04 0.25% 
5,205,117.6
6 
13.60% 
620463 
Women's/girls', trousers, 
bib & brace overalls, br... 
8,393.52 0.00% 10,994.76 1.46% 
1,002,562.0
6 
2.62% 
620530 
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. 
knitted or crocheted), o... 
989.53 0.00% 17,318.14 2.29% 449,430.12 1.17% 
621143 
Track suits (excl. knitted or 
crocheted), women's/... 
8,189.68 0.00% 6,487.49 0.86% 733,927.25 1.92% 
  Grand Total 576,046.75 0.16% 718,230.48 95.07% 
38,284,655.
76 
100.00% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Haiti, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Haiti, Av. 
2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied 
tariff on 
Haiti 
Imports 
Imports 
from Haiti 
MFN Tariff 
Imports 
from US 
081400 
Peel of citrus fruit/melons, incl. watermelons, 
fr... 
0.00 1.10 1.60 0.09 
090111 Coffee, not roasted, not decaffeinated 0.00 1.23 0.00 12.98 
121190 
Plants & parts of plants, incl. seeds & fruits, 
of... 
0.00 1.15 0.60 57.58 
180100 Cocoa beans, whole/broken, raw/roasted 0.00 2.86 0.00 0.01 
220840 Rum & tafia 0.00 0.16 0.00 280.84 
330112 Essential oils of orange 0.00 0.02 5.70 17.25 
330129 
Essential oils other than those of citrus fruit 
(e... 
0.00 10.04 1.63 44.04 
610510 Men's/boys' shirts, knitted/crocheted, of cotton 0.00 0.50 12.00 3.64 
610520 
Men's/boys' shirts, knitted/crocheted, of man-
made... 
0.00 0.21 12.00 0.66 
610610 
Women's/girls' blouses, shirts & shirt-blouses, 
kn... 
0.00 0.16 12.00 2.19 
610910 
T-shirts, singlets & other vests, 
knitted/crochete... 
0.00 3.69 12.00 66.92 
611020 
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats & 
simil... 
0.00 0.24 12.00 14.58 
631010 
Used/new rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope & 
cables... 
0.00 0.33 0.00 3.23 
631090 
Used/new rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope & 
cables... 
0.00 0.10 0.00 10.29 
720421 Waste & scrap of stainless steel 0.00 0.18 0.00 243.82 
780200 Lead waste & scrap     0.00 0.71 
830629 
Statuettes & other ornaments, of base metal 
(excl.... 
0.00 0.13 0.00 4.43 
854810 
Waste & scrap of primary cells, primary 
batteries ... 
0.00 1.36 1.98 9.85 
870332 
Vehicles principally designed for the 
transportof ... 
    10.00 1,692.38 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs on Haiti 2011, for the US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Haiti, 
Av. 2009-11 
      
  
      
Product Product Name 
Applied 
Tariffs on 
Haiti Imports 
Imports from 
Haiti 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the EU 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & mangosteens, 
fresh/dried 
0.00 12.90 0.00 0.05 
180100 Cocoa beans, whole/broken, raw/roasted 0.00 5.70 0.00 0.45 
330129 
Essential oils other than those of citrus 
fruit (e... 
0.00 3.57 0.97 84.40 
610343 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, breech... 
0.00 4.63 21.55 1.10 
610462 
Women's/girls' trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, bre... 
0.00 18.49 12.60 2.95 
610811 
Women's/girls' slips & petticoats, 
knitted/crochet... 
0.00 2.92 14.90 0.33 
610822 
Women's/girls' briefs & panties, 
knitted/crocheted... 
0.00 11.27 11.95 3.96 
610910 
T-shirts, singlets & other vests, 
knitted/crochete... 
0.00 260.77 16.50 25.08 
610990 
T-shirts, singlets & other vests, 
knitted/crochete... 
0.00 22.49 14.05 13.79 
611020 
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats 
& simil... 
0.00 242.89 10.75 40.77 
611030 
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waist-coats 
& simil... 
0.00 11.00 15.32 42.26 
620111 
Men's/boys overcoats, raincoats, car 
coats, capes,... 
0.00 6.73 0.00 19.90 
620311 
Men's/boys' suits (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), of wo... 
0.00 5.27 12.50 123.87 
620331 
Men's/boys' jackets & blazers (excl. 
knitted/croch... 
0.00 8.17 17.50 81.05 
620342 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, breech... 
0.00 43.86 8.97 70.69 
620343 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, breech... 
0.00 20.87 11.53 3.93 
620462 
Women's/girls', trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, br... 
0.00 1.90 8.15 43.90 
620463 
Women's/girls', trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, br... 
0.00 10.99 11.80 8.39 
620530 
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), of m... 
0.00 17.32 12.20 0.99 
621143 
Track suits (excl. knitted/crocheted), 
women's/gir... 
0.00 6.49 16.00 8.19 
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Dem.  
People ' s 
Rep. of 
Korea 
2011 
Imports 
Dem.  
People ' s 
Rep. of 
Korea 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
USA 
2011 
Imports 
USA 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
251990 
Fused magnesia; dead-burned 
(sintered) magnesia, w... 
13,920.61 8.25% 
624,398.7
1 
1.86% 6,950.67 0.00% 
280469 
Silicon, cont. by wt. <99.99% of 
silicon 
5,938.45 3.52% 
1,090,110.
90 
3.25% 14,358.91 0.01% 
340600 Candles, tapers and the like 3,695.36 2.19% 
326,693.9
0 
0.98% 65,816.12 0.03% 
620111 
Men's/boys overcoats, raincoats, 
car coats, capes,... 
2,102.22 1.25% 
173,424.0
7 
0.52% 969.03 0.00% 
620113 
Men's/boys overcoats, raincoats, 
car coats, capes,... 
1,158.41 0.69% 
411,254.4
8 
1.23% 621.91 0.00% 
620191 
Men's/boys', anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-che... 
1,672.46 0.99% 69,985.73 0.21% 236.81 0.00% 
620192 
Men's/boys', anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-che... 
1,337.01 0.79% 
431,509.7
4 
1.29% 821.88 0.00% 
620193 
Men's/boys', anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-che... 
3,706.60 2.20% 
1,792,095.
28 
5.35% 1,559.00 0.00% 
620213 
Women's/girls' overcoats, 
raincoats, car-coats, ca... 
2,568.57 1.52% 
1,158,591.
67 
3.46% 1,070.87 0.00% 
620292 
Women's/girls' anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-c... 
2,767.32 1.64% 
398,903.2
4 
1.19% 554.09 0.00% 
620293 
Women's/girls' anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-c... 
15,167.60 8.99% 
1,789,538.
18 
5.34% 1,033.42 0.00% 
621133 
Track suits (excl. knitted or 
crocheted), men's/bo... 
491.87 0.29% 
530,638.7
5 
1.58% 4,838.82 0.00% 
720221 
Ferro-silicon, cont. by wt. >55% of 
silicon, in gr... 
2,921.18 1.73% 
958,457.6
0 
2.86% 2,518.80 0.00% 
731210 
Stranded wire, ropes & cables of 
iron/steel, not e... 
6,077.41 3.60% 
725,476.0
0 
2.17% 17,759.78 0.01% 
820730 
Tools for 
pressing/stamping/punching, for 
hand too... 
    
582,377.0
0 
1.74% 55,474.43 0.02% 
841210 
Reaction engines other than turbo-
jets 
7,796.48 4.62% 
390,164.3
1 
1.16% 
620,348.5
4 
0.25% 
851719 
Telephone sets other than those of 
8517.11; videop... 
2,158.74 1.28% 
515,782.0
6 
1.54% 32,101.12 0.01% 
854229 
Monolithic integrated circuits, 
other than digital 
342.68 0.20% 
16,143,25
0.55 
48.20% 
2,341,977.
55 
0.94% 
880320 
Under-carriages & parts thereof , 
of gds. of 88.01... 
97.41 0.06% 
657,552.3
5 
1.96% 
508,030.1
4 
0.20% 
880330 
Parts of aeroplanes/helicopters, 
other than propel... 
103.54 0.06% 
4,722,329.
01 
14.10% 
6,266,586.
76 
2.51% 
  Grand Total 74,023.91 43.85% 
33,492,53
3.52 
100.00% 
9,943,628.
67 
3.98% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, for the EU's Top 
20 Non-Oil Imports from Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Av. 
2009-11 
      
  
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariffs 
on Democratic 
Republic of 
Korea Imports 
Imports from 
Democratic 
Republic of 
Korea 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
US 
251990 
Fused magnesia; dead-burned 
(sintered) magnesia, w... 
0.57 13.92 0.57 6.95 
280469 
Silicon, containing by weight 
<99.99% of silicon 
5.50 5.94 5.50 14.36 
340600 Candles, tapers&the like 0.00 3.70 0.00 65.82 
620111 
Men's/boys overcoats, raincoats, 
car coats, capes,... 
12.00 2.10 12.00 0.97 
620113 
Men's/boys overcoats, raincoats, 
car coats, capes,... 
12.00 1.16 12.00 0.62 
620191 
Men's/boys', anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-che... 
12.00 1.67 12.00 0.24 
620192 
Men's/boys', anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-che... 
12.00 1.34 12.00 0.82 
620193 
Men's/boys', anoraks (incl. ski-
jackets), wind-che... 
12.00 3.71 12.00 1.56 
620213 
Women's/girls' overcoats, 
raincoats, car-coats, ca... 
12.00 2.57 12.00 1.07 
620292 
Women's/girls' anoraks (incl. 
ski-jackets), wind-c... 
12.00 2.77 12.00 0.55 
620293 
Women's/girls' anoraks (incl. 
ski-jackets), wind-c... 
12.00 15.17 12.00 1.03 
621133 
Track suits (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), 
men's/boys'... 
12.00 0.49 12.00 4.84 
720221 
Ferro-silicon, containing by 
weight >55% of silico... 
5.70 2.92 5.70 2.52 
731210 
Stranded wire, ropes & cables of 
iron/steel, not e... 
0.00 6.08 0.00 17.76 
820730 
Tools for 
pressing/stamping/punching, for 
hand too... 
    2.70 55.47 
841210 
Reaction engines other than 
turbo-jets 
0.73 7.80 0.73 620.35 
880320 
Under-carriages & parts thereof 
, of goods of 88.0... 
0.90 0.10 0.90 508.03 
880330 
Parts of aeroplanes/helicopters, 
other than propel... 
0.90 0.10 0.90 6,266.59 
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Madagascar 
  
  
 
 
344 
Produc
t
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Madagascar
Share of 
Total Imports 
from 
Madagascar
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World 
Share of 
Total Imports 
from Rest of 
World 
Imports from 
USA
Share of 
Total Imports 
from the US
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether or not in 
shell, frozen
98.24 13.08% 3,280.92 8.20% 1.75 0.00%
611012
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
52.35 6.97% 447.44 1.12% 1.56 0.00%
611011
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
51.20 6.81% 1,069.82 2.68% 1.94 0.00%
160414
Tunas, skipjack & 
bonito (Sarda 
spp.), 
prepd./pres...
43.48 5.79% 2,112.05 5.28% 0.01 0.00%
081090 Fresh fruit, n.e.s. 38.59 5.14% 205.72 0.51% 2.20 0.00%
330129
Essential oils other 
than those of 
c itrus fruit (e...
30.75 4.09% 334.14 0.84% 44.04 0.02%
090500 Vanilla 28.49 3.79% 10.06 0.03% 0.96 0.00%
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
26.97 3.59% 5,360.14 13.40% 14.58 0.01%
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. knitted or 
crocheted), o...
20.58 2.74% 3,272.07 8.18% 4.78 0.00%
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
19.91 2.65% 6,734.84 16.84% 20.43 0.01%
420500
Artic les of 
leather/compositio
n leather, n.e.s. 
in...
17.97 2.39% 325.51 0.81% 6.38 0.00%
620442
Women's/girls' 
dresses (excl. 
knitted or 
crocheted...
15.86 2.11% 1,145.74 2.87% 3.96 0.00%
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
14.62 1.95% 5,130.32 12.83% 0.01 0.00%
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
13.30 1.77% 5,204.81 13.02% 56.30 0.02%
200559
Beans (excl. Vigna 
spp., Phaseolus 
spp.), shelled,...
13.25 1.76% 71.33 0.18% 0.10 0.00%
620630
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt- blouses (ex...
13.14 1.75% 1,961.09 4.90% 3.34 0.00%
620920
Babies' garments 
& clothing 
accessories (excl. 
kni...
12.37 1.65% 693.17 1.73% 0.80 0.00%
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
cont. added fl...
8.44 1.12% 2,193.66 5.49% 0.26 0.00%
611090
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
8.06 1.07% 318.13 0.80% 1.73 0.00%
621410
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and th...
2.31 0.31% 117.32 0.29% 0.85 0.00%
Grand Total 529.90 70.53% 39,988.29 100.00% 165.98 0.07%
EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Madagascar Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).
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Product
Product 
Name
Imports from 
Madagascar
Share of 
Total Imports 
from 
Madagascar
Imports from 
the Rest of 
World
Share of Total 
Imports from 
Rest of World
Imports from 
the EU
Share of 
Total Imports 
from the EU
090500 Vanilla 23.72 26.68% 10.19 0.03% 0.19 0.00%
611120
Babies' garments 
& clothing 
accessories, 
knitted o...
8.62 9.69% 1,697.27 4.24% 5.82 0.00%
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
4.84 5.44% 5,611.48 14.03% 70.69 0.02%
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
4.58 5.15% 9,389.51 23.47% 40.77 0.01%
601698
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
4.32 4.86% 13,167.55 32.92% 10.84 0.00%
592376
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
4.06 4.56% 16,945.58 42.36% - 19.08 - 0.01%
583054
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
3.80 4.27% 20,723.62 51.80% - 49.01 - 0.01%
573732
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
3.54 3.98% 24,501.65 61.25% - 78.93 - 0.02%
564410
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
3.28 3.69% 28,279.69 70.69% - 108.85 - 0.03%
555088
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
3.02 3.39% 32,057.72 80.14% - 138.78 - 0.04%
545766
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
2.76 3.10% 35,835.76 89.58% - 168.70 - 0.05%
536444
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
2.50 2.81% 39,613.79 99.03% - 198.63 - 0.06%
527122
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
2.24 2.52% 43,391.83 108.47% - 228.55 - 0.06%
517800
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
1.98 2.22% 47,169.87 117.92% - 258.47 - 0.07%
508478
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
1.72 1.93% 50,947.90 127.36% - 288.40 - 0.08%
499156
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
1.46 1.64% 54,725.94 136.80% - 318.32 - 0.09%
489834
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
1.20 1.35% 58,503.97 146.25% - 348.25 - 0.10%
480512
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
0.94 1.06% 62,282.01 155.69% - 378.17 - 0.11%
471190
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
0.68 0.76% 66,060.04 165.14% - 408.10 - 0.11%
461868
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & sim. ...
0.42 0.47% 69,838.08 174.58% - 438.02 - 0.12%
Grand Total 66.81 75.13% 40,003.24 479.98 0.13%
US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Madagascar Av. 2009-11, for 2011
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit).  
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Product Product Name
Applied tariff 
on 
Madagascan 
Exports
Imports from 
Madagascar
MFN Tariff
Imports from 
the US
030613
Shrimps & prawns, 
whether/not in 
shell, frozen
0 0.098 13 0.002
611012
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0 0.052 12 0.002
611011
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
0 0.051 11.5 0.002
160414
Tunas, skipjack & 
bonito (Sarda 
spp.), 
prepared/pr...
0 0.043 24.07 0.000
081090
Fresh fruit, n.e.s. 
in Ch. 8
0 0.039 7.8 0.002
330129
Essential oils other 
than those of 
citrus fruit (e...
0 0.031 1.63 0.044
090500 Vanilla 0 0.028 6 0.001
611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0 0.027 12 0.015
620520
Men's/boys' shirts 
(excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, of c...
0 0.021 12 0.005
620342
Men's/boys' 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
breech...
0 0.020 12 0.020
420500
Articles of 
leather/of 
composition 
leather, n.e.s....
0 0.018 2.5 0.006
620442
Women's/girls' 
dresses (excl. 
knitted/crocheted)
, ...
0 0.016 12 0.004
180100
Cocoa beans, 
whole/broken, 
raw/roasted
0 0.015 0 0.000
620462
Women's/girls', 
trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, 
br...
0 0.013 12 0.056
200559
Beans (excl. Vigna 
spp., Phaseolus 
spp.), shelled,...
0 0.013 19.2 0.000
620630
Women's/girls' 
blouses, shirts & 
shirt-blouses 
(ex...
0 0.013 12 0.003
620920
Babies' garments & 
clothing 
accessories (excl. 
kni...
0 0.012 10.5 0.001
170111
Cane sugar, raw, 
in solid form, not 
containing add...
0 0.008 0 0.000
611090
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-
coats & simil...
0 0.008 12 0.002
621410
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils & the ...
0 0.002 8 0.001
EU Tariffs for Madagascar 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-
Oil Imports from Madagascar, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit).  
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Ye a r Produc t Produc t Na me
Applie d 
Ta riff on 
Ma da ga sc a n 
Exports
Imports from 
Ma da ga sc a r
MFN Ta riff
Imports 
from the  EU
2011 090500 Vanilla 0.000 0.0237 0.00 17.02
2011 611120
Babies' garments & 
clothing accessories, 
knitted/c...
0.000 0.0086 14.00 17.07
2011 620342
Men's/boys' trousers, bib 
& brace overalls, 
breech...
0.000 0.0048 8.97 280.70
2011 611020
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-coats & 
simil...
0.000 0.0046 10.75 239.03
2011 710391
Rubies, sapphires & 
emeralds, worked othw. 
than si...
0.000 0.0039 0.00 1310.72
2011 330129
Essential oils other than 
those of citrus fruit (e...
0.000 0.0038 0.97 391.84
2011 610510
Men's/boys' shirts, 
knitted/crocheted, of 
cotton
0.000 0.0031 19.70 88.53
2011 610462
Women's/girls' trousers, 
bib & brace overalls, 
bre...
0.000 0.0025 12.60 70.84
2011 090700
Cloves (whole fruit, 
cloves & stems)
0.000 0.0024 0.00 0.09
2011 610990
T-shirts, singlets & other 
vests, 
knitted/crochete...
0.000 0.0020 14.05 258.24
2011 620462
Women's/girls', trousers, 
bib & brace overalls, 
br...
0.000 0.0018 8.15 785.72
2011 611012
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-coats & 
simil...
0.000 0.0012 10.00 24.88
2011 610343
Men's/boys' trousers, bib 
& brace overalls, 
breech...
0.000 0.0012 21.55 5.00
2011 620343
Men's/boys' trousers, bib 
& brace overalls, 
breech...
0.000 0.0011 11.53 39.00
2011 610910
T-shirts, singlets & other 
vests, 
knitted/crochete...
0.000 0.0009 16.50 659.07
2011 610342
Men's/boys' trousers, bib 
& brace overalls, 
breech...
0.000 0.0004 13.20 18.30
2011 610620
Women's/girls' blouses, 
shirts & shirt-blouses, 
kn...
0.000 0.0003 23.45 20.54
2011 611030
Jerseys, pullovers, 
cardigans, waist-coats & 
simil...
0.000 0.0003 15.32 90.53
2011 620530
Men's/boys' shirts (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), of 
m...
0.000 0.0000 12.20 7.02
2011 620463
Women's/girls', trousers, 
bib & brace overalls, 
br...
0.000 0.0000 11.80 7.96
US Tariffs for Madagascar 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from Madagascar, Av. 2009-11
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars)
(Source: TRAINS 6- Digit).  
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Mali 
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Mali Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Mali 2011 
Imports 
Mali 2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
USA 2011 
Imports 
USA 2011 
Imports 
Share 
071490 
Arrowroot, salep, Jerusalem 
artichokes & sim. root... 
296.52 0.50% 41,610.77 0.08% 0.74 0.00% 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & 
mangosteens, fresh/dried 
2,894.56 4.90% 390,040.28 0.75% 10,361.65 0.00% 
120740 
Sesamum seeds, whether or 
not broken 
2,495.46 4.22% 171,788.21 0.33% 283.28 0.00% 
130120 Gum Arabic 369.14 0.62% 83,562.88 0.16% 4,793.38 0.00% 
130190 
Natural gums (excl. gum 
Arabic), resins, gum-resin... 
2,427.85 4.11% 74,696.95 0.14% 2,664.09 0.00% 
410320 
Raw hides & skins of reptiles, 
(fresh/salted/dried... 
536.97 0.91% 65,507.43 0.13% 42,302.26 0.02% 
410510 
Tanned/crust skins of 
sheep/lambs, without wool 
on... 
3,775.70 6.39% 79,749.91 0.15% 3.65 0.00% 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without ... 
3,341.32 5.66% 61,918.91 0.12% 0.00 0.00% 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 3,056.08 5.17% 513,800.14 0.99% 79,762.89 0.03% 
520299 
Cotton waste other than yarn 
waste (incl. thread w... 
692.08 1.17% 201,681.53 0.39% 4,836.33 0.00% 
710310 
Precious stones (excl. 
diamonds) & semi-precious s... 
75.25 0.13% 34,816.93 0.07% 1,728.72 0.00% 
710811 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
    16,816.92 0.03% 5,964.46 0.00% 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
142.37 0.24% 
8,386,554.
14 
16.09% 153,791.29 0.06% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
4,174.62 7.07% 
3,436,281.
93 
6.59% 213,035.73 0.09% 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 414.28 0.70% 
2,492,660.
30 
4.78% 505,427.87 0.20% 
841112 Turbo-jets, of a thrust >25 kN     
2,133,383.
69 
4.09% 
5,710,110.
56 
2.29% 
851780 
Electrical app. for line 
telephony/line telegraphy... 
990.38 1.68% 
14,431,984
.96 
27.68% 
2,574,526.
69 
1.03% 
854229 
Monolithic integrated circuits, 
other than digital 
9.24 0.02% 
16,143,583
.99 
30.96% 
2,341,977.
55 
0.94% 
890120 Tankers 28,869.78 48.86% 
3,277,647.
67 
6.29% 0.00 0.00% 
920600 
Percussion musical instr. (e.g., 
drums, xylophones... 
380.70 0.64% 99,743.09 0.19% 16,434.10 0.01% 
  Grand Total 54,942.30 92.99% 
52,137,830
.59 
100.00% 
11,668,005
.25 
4.68% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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US Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Mali Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Produc
t 
Product Name 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Mali 2011 
Imports 
Mali 2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
010620 
Live reptiles, incl. snakes & 
turtles 
206.08 0.00% 99.97 2.73% 3,672.34 0.00% 
060110 
Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, 
corms, crowns & rhi... 
149,260.24 0.04%     20,855.49 0.03% 
152190 
Beeswax, oth. insect waxes & 
spermaceti, whether o... 
1,291.29 0.00% 337.86 9.22% 11,638.88 0.02% 
293723 Oestrogens & progestogens 67,022.91 0.02%     28,012.13 0.04% 
381590 
Reaction initiators, reaction 
accelerators & catal... 
105,580.52 0.03%     181,571.91 0.23% 
620442 
Women's/girls' dresses (excl. 
knitted or crocheted... 
34,837.10 0.01% 37.19 1.01% 737,288.42 0.95% 
710420 
Synthetic/reconstructed 
precious/semi-precious sto... 
2,000.10 0.00%     12,835.79 0.02% 
710811 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
2,559.12 0.00%     5,476.72 0.01% 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
78,497.63 0.02% 389.86 10.64% 
14,253,663
.69 
18.44% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
11,858.63 0.00%     185,423.04 0.24% 
847190 
Magnetic/optical readers, 
machines for transcribin... 
161,914.48 0.05% 84.65 2.31% 543,240.07 0.70% 
850440 Static converters 
1,046,873.
26 
0.29%     
6,596,743.
11 
8.54% 
851780 
Electrical app. for line 
telephony/line telegraphy... 
1,587,078.
66 
0.44% 282.82 7.72% 
24,078,255
.53 
31.15% 
851890 
Parts of the app. & equip. of 
85.18 
23,300.24 0.01% 44.44 1.21% 167,062.34 0.22% 
854229 
Monolithic integrated circuits, 
other than digital 
1,452,673.
16 
0.41% 46.57 1.27% 
25,686,618
.15 
33.23% 
870120 
Road tractors for semi-trailers 
(excl. of 87.09) 
116.77 0.00% 79.86 2.18% 
4,172,298.
50 
5.40% 
920600 
Percussion musical instr. (e.g., 
drums, xylophones... 
13,957.48 0.00% 123.93 3.38% 119,078.71 0.15% 
970200 
Original engravings, prints & 
lithographs 
89,854.45 0.03% 88.25 2.41% 25,162.49 0.03% 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces 
of zoological/bot... 
74,056.15 0.02%     74,191.00 0.10% 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one 
hundred years 
674,991.09 0.19% 1,577.73 43.05% 385,730.87 0.50% 
  Grand Total 
5,577,929.
35 
1.56% 3,193.13 87.12% 
77,288,819
.16 
 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Mali 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Mali, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
onb Mali 
Exports 
Imports from 
Mali 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the US 
071490 
Arrowroot, salep, Jerusalem 
artichokes & similar r... 
0.00 0.30 3.00 0.00 
080450 
Guavas, mangoes & 
mangosteens, fresh/dried 
0.00 2.89 0.00 10.36 
120740 
Sesamum seeds, whether/not 
broken 
0.00 2.50 0.00 0.28 
130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 0.37 0.00 4.79 
130190 
Lac; Natural gums (excl. of 
1301.20), resins, gum-... 
0.00 2.43 0.00 2.66 
410320 
Raw hides & skins of reptiles 
(fresh/salted/dried/... 
0.00 0.54 0.00 42.30 
410510 
Tanned/crust skins of 
sheep/lambs, without wool on... 
0.00 3.78 2.00 0.00 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without ... 
0.00 3.34     
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 0.00 3.06 0.00 79.76 
520299 
Cotton waste other than yarn 
waste (incl. thread w... 
0.00 0.69 0.00 4.84 
710310 
Precious stones (excl. diamonds) 
& semi-precious s... 
0.00 0.08 0.00 1.73 
710811 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
    0.00 5.96 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
0.00 0.14 0.00 153.79 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
0.00 4.17 0.00 213.04 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0.00 0.41 0.00 505.43 
841112 Turbo-jets, of a thrust >25 kN     0.90 5,710.11 
890120 Tankers 0.00 28.87     
920600 
Percussion musical instr. (e.g., 
drums, xylophones... 
0.00 0.38 3.20 16.43 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
356 
 
US Tariffs for Mali 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Mali, 
Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Mali Exports 
Imports from 
Mali 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the EU 
010620 
Live reptiles, incl. snakes & 
turtles 
0.00 0.10 0.00 0.21 
060110 
Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, 
corms, crowns & rhi... 
    3.50 149.26 
152190 
Beeswax, other insect waxes & 
spermaceti, whether/... 
0.00 0.34 2.40 1.29 
293723 Oestrogens & progestogens     0.00 67.02 
381590 
Reaction initiators, reaction 
accelerators & catal... 
    3.58 105.58 
620442 
Women's/girls' dresses (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), ... 
0.00 0.04 8.57 34.84 
710420 
Synthetic/reconstructed 
precious/semi-precious sto... 
    3.00 2.00 
710811 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
    0.00 2.56 
710812 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), in unwroug... 
0.00 0.39 2.05 78.50 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
    1.37 11.86 
847190 
Magnetic/optical readers, 
machines for transcribin... 
0.00 0.08 0.00 161.91 
850440 Static converters     0.43 1,046.87 
851890 
Parts of the apparatus & equip. 
of 85.18 
0.00 0.04 2.23 23.30 
870120 
Road tractors for semi-trailers 
(excl. of 87.09) 
0.00 0.08 2.00 0.12 
920600 
Percussion musical instr. (e.g., 
drums, xylophones... 
0.00 0.12 2.53 13.96 
970200 
Original engravings, prints & 
lithographs 
0.00 0.09 0.00 89.85 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces 
of zoological/bot... 
    0.00 74.06 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one 
hundred years 
0.00 1.58 0.00 674.99 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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361 
EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Mauritania Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Produc
t 
Product Name 
Mauritani
a 2011 
Imports 
Mauritani
a 2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
USA 2011 
Imports 
USA 2011 
Imports 
Share 
030223 
Sole (Solea spp.), fresh/chilled 
(excl. fillets/ot... 
2,624.97 0.24% 8,638.42 0.03% 0.00 0.00% 
030269 
Fish, n.e.s., fresh/chilled (excl. 
fillets/oth. fi... 
35,941.96 3.29% 554,388.38 1.70% 7,786.32 0.00% 
030333 
Sole (Solea spp.), frozen (excl. 
fillets/oth. fish... 
1,897.07 0.17% 9,975.66 0.03% 0.00 0.00% 
030339 
Flat fish (excl. of 0303.31-
0303.33) [see list of ... 
4,895.81 0.45% 7,954.35 0.02% 82.40 0.00% 
030375 
Dogfish & oth. sharks, frozen 
(excl. fillets/oth. ... 
1,114.63 0.10% 26,023.81 0.08% 8,533.98 0.00% 
030379 
Fish, n.e.s., frozen (excl. 
fillets/oth. fish meat... 
4,939.16 0.45% 507,817.85 1.56% 9,732.21 0.00% 
030380 Fish livers & roes, frozen 2,452.75 0.22% 23,951.91 0.07% 6,383.86 0.00% 
030420 Fish fillets, frozen 1,868.00 0.17% 
4,366,281.
33 
13.39% 344,777.95 0.14% 
030559 
Dried fish other than cod 
(Gadus morhua/ogac/macro... 
536.15 0.05% 40,093.58 0.12% 0.00 0.00% 
030611 
Rock lobster & oth. sea 
crawfish (Palinurus spp., ... 
6,003.87 0.55% 109,203.85 0.33% 7,150.90 0.00% 
030614 
Crabs, whether or not in shell, 
frozen 
1,195.07 0.11% 72,598.93 0.22% 2,667.41 0.00% 
030749 
Cuttle fish (Sepia officinalis, 
Rossia macrosoma, ... 
16,244.40 1.49% 
1,124,961.
57 
3.45% 24,015.90 0.01% 
030759 
Octopus (Octopus spp.), other 
than live/fresh/chil... 
87,987.17 8.06% 641,047.86 1.97% 803.39 0.00% 
160420 
Prepared/presvd. fish other 
than whole/in pieces 
785.96 0.07% 339,235.57 1.04% 2,894.18 0.00% 
230120 
Flours, meals & pellets of 
fish/of crustaceans, mo... 
3,768.90 0.35% 518,928.45 1.59% 924.93 0.00% 
260111 
Iron ores & concs. (excl. 
roasted iron pyrites), n... 
830,984.65 76.15% 
12,034,873
.78 
36.90% 2,124.81 0.00% 
260112 
Iron ores & concs. (excl. 
roasted iron pyrites), a... 
71,472.82 6.55% 
5,891,041.
58 
18.06% 94,509.73 0.04% 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
1,971.74 0.18% 
3,438,484.
81 
10.54% 213,035.73 0.09% 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 1,691.06 0.15% 
2,491,383.
52 
7.64% 505,427.87 0.20% 
843143 
Parts suit. for use solely/princ. 
with the boring/... 
256.44 0.02% 411,743.63 1.26% 320,793.83 0.13% 
  Grand Total 
1,078,632.
57 
98.84% 
32,618,628
.83 
100.00% 
1,551,645.
38 
0.62% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
362 
USA Top 20 Non-oil Imports from Mauritania Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Produc
t 
Product Name 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Mauritan
ia 2011 
Imports 
Mauritan
ia 2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
030759 
Octopus (Octopus spp.), other than 
live/fresh/chil... 
18,308.29 0.01% 125.53 15.27% 61,333.25 0.07% 
030799 
Molluscs & invertebrates (excl. of 
0307.10-0307.60... 
476.28 0.00%     50,193.93 0.06% 
160590 
Molluscs & oth. aquatic 
invertegrates, prepd./pres... 
17,533.95 0.00% 40.08 4.88% 
202,209.7
9 
0.22% 
321310 
Artists'/students'/signboard 
painters' colours in ... 
4,742.57 0.00% 9.85 1.20% 33,948.89 0.04% 
321390 
Artists'/students'/signboard 
painters' colours, mo... 
20,337.58 0.01% 28.68 3.49% 22,277.14 0.02% 
370242 
Photographic film in rolls (excl. film 
for X-rays ... 
114,112.6
5 
0.03%     77,356.13 0.09% 
570500 
Carpets & oth. textile floor 
coverings, n.e.s. in ... 
14,655.31 0.00% 30.66 3.73% 
165,191.6
5 
0.18% 
620342 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & brace 
overalls, breech... 
70,690.53 0.02%     
5,616,314.
93 
6.20% 
630790 
Other made-up textile arts., incl. 
dress patterns,... 
55,589.91 0.02% 24.13 2.94% 
2,922,250.
35 
3.23% 
840999 
Parts suit. for use solely/princ. with 
the engines... 
1,123,746.
13 
0.32% 5.42 0.66% 
2,543,401.
23 
2.81% 
848390 
Toothed wheels, chain sprockets & 
oth. transmissio... 
717,710.6
1 
0.20%     
1,088,102.
31 
1.20% 
852520 
Transmission app. for radio-
telephony/radio-telegr... 
275,005.2
6 
0.08% 8.05 0.98% 
44,174,82
3.77 
48.79% 
854229 
Monolithic integrated circuits, other 
than digital 
1,452,673.
16 
0.41% 10.19 1.24% 
25,686,65
4.54 
28.37% 
900311 
Frames & mountings for 
spectacles/goggles or the l... 
114,684.0
7 
0.03%     
207,607.8
1 
0.23% 
940350 
Wooden furniture of a kind used in 
the bedroom 
359,223.3
5 
0.10% 27.15 3.30% 
2,691,111.
44 
2.97% 
940360 
Wooden furniture (excl. of 94.01 & 
9403.30-9403.50... 
451,294.9
8 
0.13% 184.03 22.38% 
4,214,419.
23 
4.66% 
960330 
Artists' brushes, writing brushes & 
sim. brushes f... 
15,360.79 0.00% 272.60 33.16% 
230,159.6
2 
0.25% 
960990 
Crayons (excl. those with leads 
encased in a rigid... 
5,051.35 0.00% 3.52 0.43% 82,942.50 0.09% 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
74,056.15 0.02% 7.56 0.92% 74,183.44 0.08% 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one hundred 
years 
674,991.0
9 
0.19% 16.17 1.97% 
387,292.4
3 
0.43% 
  Grand Total 
5,580,244.
01 
1.56% 793.60 96.53% 
90,531,77
4.40 
100.00% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Mauritania 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from Mauritania, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Mauritania 
Exports 
Imports from 
Mauritania 
MFN Tariffs 
Imports from 
the US 
030223 
Sole (Solea spp.), fresh/chilled 
(excl. fillets/ot... 
0.00 2.62     
030269 
Fish,n.e.s. in 03.02, 
fresh/chilled(excl. fillets/... 
0.00 35.94 11.89 7.79 
030333 
Sole (Solea spp.), frozen (excl. 
fillets/other fis... 
0.00 1.90     
030339 
Flat fish (excl. of 0303.31-
0303.33) [see list of ... 
0.00 4.90 11.25 0.08 
030375 
Dogfish & other sharks, frozen 
(excl. fillets/othe... 
0.00 1.11 7.00 8.53 
030379 
Fish (excl. of 0303.71 - 
0303.78),n.e.s., frozen (... 
0.00 4.94 11.02 9.73 
030380 Fish livers & roes, frozen 0.00 2.45 6.67 6.38 
030559 
Dried fish other than cod (Gadus 
morhua/ogac/macro... 
0.00 0.54     
030611 
Rock lobster & other sea crawfish 
(Palinurus spp.,... 
0.00 6.00 12.50 7.15 
030614 
Crabs, whether/not in shell, 
frozen 
0.00 1.20 7.50 2.67 
030749 
Cuttle fish (Sepia officinalis, 
Rossia macrosoma, ... 
0.00 16.24 7.00 24.02 
030759 
Octopus (Octopus spp.), other 
than live/fresh/chil... 
0.00 87.99 8.00 0.80 
160420 
Prepared/preserved fish other 
than whole/in pieces 
0.00 0.79 17.52 2.89 
230120 
Flours, meals & pellets of fish/of 
crustaceans, mo... 
0.00 3.77 0.00 0.92 
260111 
Iron ores & concentrates (excl. 
roasted iron pyrit... 
0.00 830.98 0.00 2.12 
260112 
Iron ores & concentrates (excl. 
roasted iron pyrit... 
0.00 71.47 0.00 94.51 
710813 
Gold (incl. gold plated with 
platinum), non-moneta... 
0.00 1.97 0.00 213.04 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0.00 1.69 0.00 505.43 
843143 
Parts suit. for use 
solely/principally with the bo... 
0.00 0.26 0.00 320.79 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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US Tariffs for Mauritania 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports 
from Mauritania, Av. 2009-11 
      
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
      
Product Product Name 
Aplied Tariff on 
Mauritania 
Exports 
Imports from 
Mauritania 
MFN Tariffs 
Imports from 
the EU 
030759 
Octopus (Octopus spp.), other 
than live/fresh/chil... 
0.00 0.13 0.00 18.31 
030799 
Molluscs & invertebrates (excl. 
of 0307.10-0307.60... 
    0.00 0.48 
160590 
Molluscs & other aquatic 
invertegrates, prepared/p... 
0.00 0.04 2.19 17.53 
321310 
Artists'/students'/signboard 
painters' colours in ... 
0.00 0.01 6.50 4.74 
321390 
Artists'/students'/signboard 
painters' colours, mo... 
0.00 0.03 3.40 20.34 
370242 
Photographic film in rolls ( excl. 
film for X-ray)... 
    3.70 114.11 
570500 
Carpets & other textile floor 
coverings, n.e.s. in... 
1.10 0.03 1.10 14.66 
620342 
Men's/boys' trousers, bib & 
brace overalls, breech... 
    8.97 70.69 
630790 
Other made-up textile articles, 
incl. dress patter... 
1.98 0.02 3.04 55.59 
840999 
Parts suit. for use 
solely/principally with the en... 
0.00 0.01 1.00 1,123.75 
848390 
Toothed wheels, chain 
sprockets & other transmissi... 
    2.05 717.71 
900311 
Frames & mountings for 
spectacles/goggles/the like... 
    2.50 114.68 
940350 
Wooden furniture of a kind 
used in the bedroom 
0.00 0.03 0.00 359.22 
940360 
Wooden furniture (excl. of 
94.01 & 9403.30-9403.50... 
0.00 0.18 0.00 451.29 
960330 
Artists' brushes, writing brushes 
& similar brushe... 
0.00 0.27 0.87 15.36 
960990 
Crayons (excl. those with leads 
encased in a rigid... 
0.00 0.00 0.00 5.05 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces 
of zoological/bot... 
0.00 0.01 0.00 74.06 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one 
hundred years 
0.00 0.02 0.00 674.99 
      
(Source: TRAINS 6-Digit). 
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369 
EU Top 20 Non-Oil imports from Niger Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Niger 
2011 
Imports 
Niger 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
USA 
2011 
Imports 
USA 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
071490 
Arrowroot, salep, Jerusalem 
artichokes & sim. root... 
974.15 0.25% 40,933.13 0.05% 0.74 0.00% 
120740 
Sesamum seeds, whether or not 
broken 
96.33 0.02% 
174,187.3
3 
0.22% 283.28 0.00% 
130120 Gum Arabic 28.66 0.01% 83,903.36 0.11% 4,793.38 0.00% 
130190 
Natural gums (excl. gum Arabic), 
resins, gum-resin... 
136.78 0.03% 76,988.02 0.10% 2,664.09 0.00% 
284410 
Natural uranium & its comps.; alloys, 
dispersions ... 
389,308.4
1 
98.14% 
2,345,854
.57 
3.03% 
537,616.5
2 
0.22% 
400122 Technically spec. nat. rubber (TSNR) 422.31 0.11% 
3,059,814
.13 
3.95% 30,752.25 0.01% 
411310 
Leather furth. prepd. after 
tanning/crusting, incl... 
    
242,468.0
3 
0.31% 60.46 0.00% 
440200 
Wood charcoal (incl. shell/nut 
charcoal), whether ... 
107.97 0.03% 
276,909.7
4 
0.36% 482.63 0.00% 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 1,796.13 0.45% 
515,060.0
9 
0.67% 79,762.89 0.03% 
570110 
Carpets & oth. textile floor coverings, 
knotted, w... 
34.39 0.01% 
271,523.7
0 
0.35% 1,929.53 0.00% 
711311 
Articles of jewellery & parts thereof , 
of silver,... 
1,790.63 0.45% 
1,211,467
.56 
1.56% 78,044.89 0.03% 
841199 
Parts of the oth. gas turbines of 
8411.81 & 8411.8... 
704.51 0.18% 
1,415,573
.56 
1.83% 
2,212,667
.97 
0.89% 
847170 
Storage units (of auto. data 
processing machines) 
83.49 0.02% 
8,519,334
.88 
11.00% 
689,054.4
5 
0.28% 
851780 
Electrical app. for line telephony/line 
telegraphy... 
318.00 0.08% 
14,432,65
7.33 
18.64% 
2,574,526
.69 
1.03% 
851790 Parts of the app. & equip. of 85.17 66.18 0.02% 
11,057,99
9.32 
14.28% 
791,510.4
0 
0.32% 
852520 
Transmission app. for radio-
telephony/radio-telegr... 
0.10 0.00% 
27,644,19
8.72 
35.70% 
302,319.9
2 
0.12% 
880330 
Parts of aeroplanes/helicopters, 
other than propel... 
12.62 0.00% 
4,722,419
.93 
6.10% 
6,266,586
.76 
2.51% 
901580 
Surveying/hydrographic/oceanograp
hic/hydrological/... 
    
237,688.6
8 
0.31% 
241,630.1
7 
0.10% 
902780 
Instruments & app. for 
physical/chem. analysis, n.... 
    
748,503.6
7 
0.97% 
634,112.0
8 
0.25% 
903210 Thermostats     
352,387.2
1 
0.46% 45,239.21 0.02% 
  Grand Total 
395,880.6
5 
99.79% 
77,429,87
2.97 
100.00% 
14,494,03
8.31 
5.81% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
370 
USA Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Niger Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Thousands of United States Dollars) 
        
Produc
t 
Product Name 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Niger 
2011 
Imports 
Niger 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
120991 
Vegetable seeds, of a kind used 
for sowing 
81,397.99 0.02%     
236,522.5
2 
0.44% 
330300 Perfumes & toilet waters 
1,645,054.
89 
0.46%     
265,927.3
3 
0.50% 
481159 
Paper & paperboard, 
coated/impregnated/covered 
wit... 
88,360.65 0.02% 206.04 0.07% 
145,117.0
4 
0.27% 
570210 
Kelem, Schumacks, Karamanie & 
sim. hand-woven rugs 
1,868.61 0.00%     45,343.39 0.08% 
711311 
Articles of jewellery & parts 
thereof , of silver,... 
272,679.5
8 
0.08% 98.76 0.03% 
1,973,686.
77 
3.68% 
841191 
Parts of the turbo-jets/turbo-
propellers of 8411.1... 
5,851,517.
45 
1.64% 375.78 0.13% 
3,289,348.
82 
6.13% 
841981 
Machinery, plant & equip., n.e.s. 
in Ch.84, for ma... 
191,119.1
0 
0.05% 243.13 0.08% 
330,176.5
8 
0.62% 
842531 
Winches (excl. of 8425.20), 
powered by elec. motor... 
18,685.39 0.01% 686.55 0.23% 84,372.15 0.16% 
843110 
Parts suit. for use solely/princ. 
with the mach. o... 
78,649.44 0.02% 352.19 0.12% 
180,796.9
9 
0.34% 
843351 Combine harvester-threshers 
102,372.6
5 
0.03% 177.95 0.06% 10,944.46 0.02% 
843410 Milking machines 15,502.30 0.00%     1,785.14 0.00% 
847160 
Input/output units (of auto. data 
processing machi... 
295,198.7
1 
0.08%     
6,741,175.
43 
12.56% 
850161 
AC generators (alternators), of 
an output not >75k... 
71,229.89 0.02% 176.10 0.06% 
110,617.5
9 
0.21% 
851790 
Parts of the app. & equip. of 
85.17 
551,372.8
4 
0.15%     
5,670,825.
83 
10.57% 
853890 
Parts suit. for use solely/princ. 
with the app. of... 
641,278.8
2 
0.18% 27.89 0.01% 
1,728,051.
89 
3.22% 
854229 
Monolithic integrated circuits, 
other than digital 
1,452,673.
16 
0.41% 442.11 0.15% 
25,686,22
2.61 
47.86% 
870840 
Gear boxes for the motor 
vehicles of 87.01-87.05 
1,784,542.
87 
0.50%     
5,837,731.
85 
10.88% 
970110 
Paintings, drawings & pastels, 
executed entirely b... 
3,751,247.
13 
1.05%     
867,494.1
6 
1.62% 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
74,056.15 0.02% 2.89 0.00% 74,188.12 0.14% 
970600 
Antiques of an age > one 
hundred years 
674,991.0
9 
0.19% 218.99 0.07% 
387,089.6
1 
0.72% 
  Grand Total 
17,643,79
8.72 
4.95% 3,008.37 1.03% 
53,667,41
8.27 
100.00% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Niger 2011, for the EU's Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Niger, Av. 2009-11 
      
  
      
Product Product Name 
Applied 
tariff on 
Niger 
Exports 
Imports 
from 
Niger 
MFN 
tariff 
Imports 
from the 
US 
071490 Arrowroot, salep, Jerusalem artichokes & similar r... 0.00 0.97 3.00 0.00 
120740 Sesamum seeds, whether/not broken 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.28 
130120 Gum Arabic 0.00 0.03 0.00 4.79 
130190 Lac; Natural gums (excl. of 1301.20), resins, gum-... 0.00 0.14 0.00 2.66 
284410 Natural uranium & its comps.; alloys, dispersions ... 0.00 389.31 0.00 537.62 
400122 Technically spec. natural rubber (TSNR) 0.00 0.42 0.00 30.75 
411310 Leather further prepared after tanning/crusting, i...     3.50 0.06 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 0.00 1.80 0.00 79.76 
570110 Carpets & other textile floor coverings, knotted, ... 0.00 0.03 8.00 1.93 
711311 Articles of jewellery & parts thereof , of silver,... 0.00 1.79 2.50 78.04 
841199 Parts of the other gas turbines of 8411.81 & 8411.... 0.00 0.70 2.05 2,212.67 
847170 Storage units 0.00 0.08 0.00 689.05 
880330 Parts of aeroplanes/helicopters, other than propel... 0.00 0.01 0.90 6,266.59 
901580 Surveying/hydrographic/oceanographic/hydrological/...     3.13 241.63 
902780 Instruments & apparatus for physical/chemical anal...     0.36 634.11 
903210 Thermostats     1.30 45.24 
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USA Tariffs for Niger 2011, for the US' Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from 
Niger, Av. 2009-11 
      
  
      
Product Product Name 
Applied Tariff 
on Niger 
Exports 
Imports from 
Niger 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the EU 
120991 
Vegetable seeds, of a kind used for 
sowing 
    0.00 81.40 
330300 Perfumes & toilet waters     0.00 1,645.05 
481159 
Paper&paperboard coated/impregnated/ 
covered with ... 
0.00 0.21 0.00 88.36 
570210 
Kelem, Schumacks, Karamanie & similar 
hand-woven r... 
    0.00 1.87 
711311 
Articles of jewellery & parts thereof , of 
silver,... 
0.00 0.10 8.27 272.68 
841191 
Parts of the turbo-jets/turbo-propellers of 
8411.1... 
0.00 0.38 0.00 5,851.52 
841981 
Machinery, plant & equip., n.e.s. in Ch.84, 
for ma... 
0.00 0.24 0.00 191.12 
842531 
Other winches; capstans, powered by 
electric motor 
0.00 0.69 0.00 18.69 
843110 
Parts suit. for use solely/principally with 
the ma... 
0.00 0.35 0.00 78.65 
843351 Combine harvester-threshers 0.00 0.18 0.00 102.37 
843410 Milking machines     0.00 15.50 
847160 
Input/output units, whether/not 
containing storage... 
    0.00 185.92 
850161 
AC generators (alternators), of an output 
not >75k... 
0.00 0.18 1.25 71.23 
853890 
Parts suit. for use solely/principally with 
the ap... 
0.00 0.03 1.56 641.28 
870840 
Gear boxes & parts thereof, of the motor 
vehicles ... 
    0.83 1,784.54 
970110 
Paintings, drawings & pastels, executed 
entirely b... 
    0.00 3,751.25 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
0.00 0.00 0.00 74.06 
970600 Antiques of an age > one hundred years 0.00 0.22 0.00 674.99 
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Togo  
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EU Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Togo Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
Rest of 
World 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
Imports 
Share 
Togo 
Imports 
Togo 
Imports 
Share 
USA 
Imports 
USA 
Imports 
Share 
070990 Vegetables, n.e.s., fresh/chilled 275.18 0.49% 2.68 0.60% 4.80 0.00% 
080430 Pineapples, fresh/dried 786.18 1.40% 1.86 0.42% 0.00 0.00% 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
11,619.11 20.68% 67.96 15.35% 12.98 0.01% 
120100 
Soya beans, whether or not 
broken 
5,298.81 9.43% 0.55 0.12% 1,286.33 0.52% 
120210 
Ground-nuts, not roasted/othw. 
cooked, in shell 
96.32 0.17% 0.54 0.12% 39.72 0.02% 
151590 
Fixed vegatable fats & oils (excl. 
of 1515.11-1515... 
148.26 0.26% 11.46 2.59% 28.23 0.01% 
180100 
Cocoa beans, whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
4,837.34 8.61% 307.60 69.46% 0.01 0.00% 
230610 
Oil-cake & oth. solid residues, 
whether or not gro... 
0.11 0.00% 0.87 0.20% 1.86 0.00% 
251010 
Natural calcium phosphates, nat. 
aluminium calcium... 
698.89 1.24% 22.12 5.00% 0.05 0.00% 
251020 
Natural calcium phosphates, nat. 
aluminium calcium... 
520.07 0.93%     0.01 0.00% 
260111 
Iron ores & concs. (excl. roasted 
iron pyrites), n... 
12,862.32 22.89% 3.54 0.80% 2.12 0.00% 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & skins of 
goats/kids, without ... 
64.15 0.11% 1.11 0.25% 0.00 0.00% 
440920 
Wood (incl. strips & friezes for 
parquet flooring,... 
843.36 1.50% 1.42 0.32% 10.78 0.00% 
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 511.21 0.91% 5.65 1.28% 79.76 0.03% 
670419 
Wigs other than complete wigs, 
false beards, eyebr... 
49.62 0.09% 1.28 0.29% 7.25 0.00% 
670490 
Wigs, false beards, eyebrows & 
eyelashes, switches... 
28.26 0.05% 0.33 0.07% 2.84 0.00% 
730840 
Equipment for 
scaffolding/shuttering/propping/
pitp... 
337.00 0.60% 0.28 0.06% 7.40 0.00% 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 2,485.28 4.42% 7.80 1.76% 505.43 0.20% 
851780 
Electrical app. for line 
telephony/line telegraphy... 
14,432.78 25.69% 0.20 0.04% 2,574.53 1.03% 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
286.71 0.51% 0.49 0.11% 355.11 0.14% 
  Grand Total 56,180.95 100.00% 437.74 98.85% 4,919.20 1.97% 
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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USA Top 20 Non-Oil Imports from Togo Av. 2009-11, for 2011 
        
(Figures in Millions of United States Dollars) 
        
Product Product Name 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
EU 27 
Members 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Rest of 
World 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
Togo 
2011 
Imports 
Togo 
2011 
Imports 
Share 
010620 
Live reptiles, incl. snakes & 
turtles 
0.21 0.00% 3.40 0.01% 0.37 1.17% 
071080 
Vegetables, n.e.s., 
uncooked/cooked by 
steaming/bo... 
37.22 0.01% 531.86 1.81% 0.10 0.33% 
071410 Manioc (cassava)     61.92 0.21% 0.04 0.13% 
071490 
Arrowroot, salep, Jerusalem 
artichokes & sim. root... 
0.03 0.00% 108.49 0.37%     
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0.10 0.00% 894.54 3.05% 0.13 0.42% 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
16.01 0.00% 6,493.94 22.13% 2.09 6.61% 
110620 
Flour, meal & powder of 
sago/roots/tubers of 07.14 
0.25 0.00% 24.39 0.08% 0.04 0.12% 
110814 Manioc (cassava) starch 1.33 0.00% 30.58 0.10% 0.03 0.08% 
151311 Coconut (copra) oil, crude 0.00 0.00% 448.25 1.53% 0.01 0.04% 
151590 
Fixed vegatable fats & oils 
(excl. of 1515.11-1515... 
41.99 0.01% 55.55 0.19% 0.11 0.35% 
180100 
Cocoa beans, whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
0.45 0.00% 1,440.48 4.91% 27.21 86.22% 
200899 
Edible parts of plants, 
prepd./presvd., whether or... 
26.79 0.01% 732.99 2.50% 0.02 0.08% 
340119 
Soap & organic surface-active 
prods. & preps., in ... 
29.78 0.01% 107.56 0.37% 0.17 0.54% 
441520 
Pallets, box pallets & oth. load 
boards of wood; p... 
5.51 0.00% 67.03 0.23% 0.58 1.83% 
460210 
Basketwork, wickerwork & 
oth. arts., made directly... 
1.80 0.00% 339.69 1.16% 0.17 0.53% 
490199 
Printed books, brochures, 
leaflets & sim. printed ... 
388.04 0.11% 1,368.99 4.67% 0.01 0.02% 
620442 
Women's/girls' dresses (excl. 
knitted or crocheted... 
34.84 0.01% 737.32 2.51% 0.01 0.03% 
670419 
Wigs other than complete 
wigs, false beards, eyebr... 
0.85 0.00% 284.94 0.97% 0.37 1.18% 
847170 
Storage units (of auto. data 
processing machines) 
270.97 0.08% 9,941.00 33.88%     
851790 
Parts of the app. & equip. of 
85.17 
551.37 0.15% 5,670.83 19.33%     
  Grand Total 1,407.54 0.39% 29,343.75 100.00% 31.45 99.67% 
        
(Source: Comtrade via WITS 6-Digit). 
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EU Tariffs for Togo 2011, for the EU's top 20 Non-Oil imports from Togo, 
Av. 2009-11 
      
  
      
Product Product Name 
Applied 
Tariff on 
Togo's 
Exports 
Imports 
from Togo 
MFN Tariffs 
Imports 
from the US 
070990 
Vegetables,n.e.s. in 07.01-07.09, 
fresh/chilled 
0.00 2.68 10.84 4.80 
080430 Pineapples, fresh/dried 0.00 1.86 5.80 0.00 
090111 Coffee, not roasted, not decaffeinated 0.00 67.96 0.00 12.98 
120100 Soya beans, whether/not broken 0.00 0.55 0.00 1,286.33 
120210 
Ground-nuts, not roasted/othw. cooked, in 
shell 
0.00 0.54 0.00 39.72 
151590 
Fixed vegatable fats & oils (excl. of 
1515.11-1515... 
0.00 11.46 6.54 28.23 
180100 Cocoa beans, whole/broken, raw/roasted 0.00 307.60 0.00 0.01 
230610 
Oil-cake & other solid residues, whether/not 
groun... 
0.00 0.87 0.00 1.86 
251010 
Natural calcium phosphates, natural 
aluminium calc... 
0.00 22.12 0.00 0.05 
251020 
Natural calcium phosphates, natural 
aluminium calc... 
    0.00 0.01 
260111 
Iron ores & concentrates (excl. roasted iron 
pyrit... 
0.00 3.54 0.00 2.12 
410621 
Tanned/crust hides & skins of goats/kids, 
without ... 
0.00 1.11     
520100 Cotton, not carded/combed 0.00 5.65 0.00 79.76 
670419 
Wigs other than complete wigs, false 
beards, eyebr... 
0.00 1.28 2.20 7.25 
670490 
Wigs, false beards, eyebrows & eyelashes, 
switches... 
0.00 0.33 2.20 2.84 
730840 
Equipment for 
scaffolding/shuttering/propping/pitp... 
0.00 0.28 0.00 7.40 
740400 Copper waste & scrap 0.00 7.80 0.00 505.43 
970500 
Collections & collectors' pieces of 
zoological/bot... 
0.00 0.49 0.00 355.11 
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USA Tariffs for Togo 2011, for the USA's Top 20 Non-oil Imports from 
Togo, Av. 2009-11 
      
      
Product Product Name 
Applied 
Tariff 
on 
Togo's 
exports 
Imports from 
Togo 
MFN Tariff 
Imports from 
the EU 
010620 Live reptiles, incl. snakes & turtles 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.21 
071080 
Vegetables, n.e.s., 
uncooked/cooked by 
steaming/bo... 
0.00 0.10 10.80 37.22 
071410 Manioc (cassava) 0.00 0.04     
071490 
Arrowroot, salep, Jerusalem 
artichokes & similar r... 
    8.11 0.03 
080132 Cashew nuts, shelled 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.10 
090111 
Coffee, not roasted, not 
decaffeinated 
0.00 2.09 0.00 16.01 
110620 
Flour, meal & powder of 
sago/roots/tubers of 07.14 
0.00 0.04 4.15 0.25 
110814 Manioc (cassava) starch 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.33 
151311 Coconut (copra) oil, crude 0.00 0.01     
151590 
Fixed vegatable fats & oils (excl. 
of 1515.11-1515... 
0.00 0.11 1.83 41.99 
180100 
Cocoa beans, whole/broken, 
raw/roasted 
0.00 27.21 0.00 0.45 
200899 
Edible parts of plants, 
prepared/preserved, whethe... 
0.00 0.02 6.41 26.79 
340119 
Soap & organic surface-active 
products & preparati... 
0.00 0.17 0.00 29.78 
441520 
Pallets, box pallets & other load 
boards of wood; ... 
0.00 0.58 5.35 5.51 
490199 
Printed books, brochures, leaflets 
& similar print... 
0.00 0.01 0.00 388.04 
620442 
Women's/girls' dresses (excl. 
knitted/crocheted), ... 
8.57 0.01 8.57 34.84 
670419 
Wigs other than complete wigs, 
false beards, eyebr... 
0.00 0.37 0.00 0.85 
847170 Storage units     0.00 270.97 
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Annex 4.  PARTIAL EQUILIBRIUM COUNTRY RESULTS 
This Appendix presents the results of the effects in each of the individual LIC countries. For each of 
the countries, we present a table containing the top ten most affected products in terms of the change 
in value of the EU and US imports from them.  
In each of the tables presented, the third column presents the value of the EU or US imports from the 
selected country; the fourth and fifth columns indicate the change in the value of imports and the 
percentage change respectively. The sixth column presents the value of imports from the TTIP partner 
(either the EU or the US). Columns seven and eight present the change in value and the percentage 
change.  
The inclusion of these last three columns helps to identify how specific is the effect to the country, 
since it is possible to relate the magnitude of imports and the magnitude of the change in imports 
from the selected country and the other signatory.  
At the bottom of the tables, the share of the selection of products out of the total exports to each 
signatory and the share of the total change in value of the selection in the total change of exports.  
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4.1 Afghanistan (BGD) 
 
Table 2.1  Top 10 most affected products in Afghanistan as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
AFG 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
080232 Shelled  0.06  0.00 -7.37  156.55   34.78  22.22 
080250 Pistachios  9.00  -0.27 -2.95  338.91   19.84  5.85 
080620 Dried  3.63  -0.07 -1.85  124.88   15.81  12.66 
081320 Prunes  0.05  -0.01 -18.26  68.00   24.39  35.87 
840710 Aircraft engines  0.21  0.00 -1.72  43.96   0.58  1.32 
841122 Of a power exceeding 1,100 kW  0.96  -0.01 -1.34  109.82   4.26  3.88 
841191 Of turbojets or turbopropellers  3.01  -0.08 -2.73  8,945.47   185.29  2.07 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  0.02  -0.01 -29.01  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
880212 Of an unladen weight exceeding 2,00  4.47  -0.07 -1.57  107.49   6.86  6.38 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  0.27  -0.01 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
 Total set of products  21.67  -0.53 -2.43  
18,477.59  
 1,087.57  5.89 
  Share of total trade (%) 53.9 92.9  7.7 6.4 53.9 
 
Table 2.2  Top 10 most affected products in Afghanistan as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
AFG 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
121190 Other  3.74  -0.05 -1.43  27.60   3.01  10.90 
520949 Other fabrics  0.00  0.00 -28.04  3.74   1.47  39.38 
570110 Of wool or fine animal hair  2.57  -0.01 -0.21  5.81   0.46  7.87 
701391 Of lead crystal  0.01  -0.01 -83.26  47.23   9.57  20.27 
710310 Unworked or simply sawn or roughly  0.89  -0.01 -1.66  0.90   0.34  38.03 
710399 Other  0.07  0.00 -4.28  32.95   12.02  36.49 
711311 Of silver, whether or not plated or  0.03  0.00 -8.01  253.00   145.27  57.42 
711620 Of precious or semiprecious stones  0.02  0.00 -6.24  77.48   22.50  29.04 
854079 Other  0.01  0.00 -24.12  41.32   3.10  7.50 
901420 Instruments and appliances for aero  0.04  0.00 -6.53  446.89   10.13  2.27 
  Total set of products  7.38  -0.09 -1.24  936.90   207.87  22.19 
 Share of total trade (%) 55.6 82.6  0.3 0.8  
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4.2 Bangladesh (BGD) 
Table 2.3  Top 10 most affected products in Bangladesh as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
BGD 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
610462 Of cotton  226.12  -0.43 -0.19  4.97   3.73  75.02 
610510 Of cotton  406.08  -0.49 -0.12  3.61   2.66  73.63 
610610 Of cotton  147.97  -0.19 -0.13  2.26   1.71  75.64 
610910 Of cotton  
2,214.08  
-11.66 -0.53  79.99   58.60  73.26 
611020 Of cotton  
1,074.15  
-1.50 -0.14  14.62   10.89  74.48 
611030 Of manmade fibres  749.58  -0.43 -0.06  5.39   4.07  75.56 
620342 Of cotton  
1,035.58  
-1.67 -0.16  19.81   14.77  74.57 
620462 Of cotton  499.06  -3.07 -0.61  61.66   46.61  75.58 
620520 Of cotton  382.63  -0.35 -0.09  5.34   4.07  76.26 
871200 Bicycles and other cycles (includin  46.22  -0.27 -0.59  13.38   12.80  95.65 
  Total set of products  
6,781.47  
-20.05 -0.30  211.03   159.91  75.77 
  70.6 81.6  0.1 0.9  
 
Table 2.4  Top 10 most affected products in Bangladesh as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
BGD 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
610910 Of cotton  146.37  -0.69 -0.47  22.59   28.73  127.18 
620213 Of manmade fibres  12.19  -0.88 -7.20  21.22   24.56  115.70 
620311 Of wool or fine animal hair  13.11  -2.13 -16.26  110.24   81.04  73.51 
620331 Of wool or fine animal hair  4.24  -0.72 -17.01  63.06   71.18  112.87 
620342 Of cotton  
1,081.28  
-5.56 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
620462 Of cotton  505.39  -2.07 -0.41  51.61   31.16  60.37 
620520 Of cotton  452.76  -9.08 -2.01  74.58   78.73  105.57 
620630 Of cotton  94.82  -0.87 -0.92  27.33   19.10  69.89 
621111 Men's or boys'  36.90  -0.83 -2.26  3.49   3.19  91.60 
691110 Tableware and kitchenware  5.16  -0.69 -13.28  67.48   55.16  81.74 
  Total set of products  
2,352.23  
-23.52 -1.00  500.77   431.34  86.13 
 Share of total trade (%) 52.7 64.2  0.1 1.7  
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4.3 Benin (BEN) 
Table 2.5  Top 10 most affected products in Benin as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
BEN 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030621 Rock lobster and other sea crawfish  0.06  0.00 -1.99  0.80   0.63  78.63 
151590 Other  0.18  -0.01 -3.23  28.47   10.19  35.77 
271019 Other  8.15  -0.07 -0.87  8,748.38   1,110.79  12.70 
841112 Of a thrust exceeding 25 kN  0.05  0.00 -2.73  5,056.84   103.81  2.05 
842720 Other selfpropelled trucks  0.05  0.00 -3.58  49.79   11.83  23.76 
847989 Other  0.50  -0.01 -1.95  1,265.33   80.40  6.35 
870323 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  0.02  0.00 -4.30  682.61   401.26  58.78 
880211 Of an unladen weight not exceeding  0.93  -0.09 -9.57  38.06   4.10  10.76 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.17  -0.01 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
901590 Parts and accessories  0.01  0.00 -6.25  273.84   23.75  8.67 
  Total set of products  10.12  -0.19 -1.90  
16,392.07  
 1,774.45  10.83 
 Share of total trade (%) 18.9 93.6  6.8 10.5  
 
Table 2.6  Top 10 most affected products in Benin as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
BEN 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
271019 Other  0.02  0.00 -3.24  4,746.59   2,121.91  44.70 
442010 Statuettes and other ornaments, of  0.00  0.00 -0.32  2.90   0.69  23.87 
620520 Of cotton  0.00  0.00 -2.01  74.58   78.73  105.57 
630492 Not knitted or crocheted, of cotton  0.00  0.00 -2.67  19.68   8.62  43.81 
710812 Other unwrought forms  0.43  0.00 -0.08  115.31   17.75  15.40 
741999 Other  0.00  0.00 -2.56  84.97   7.86  9.25 
854460 Other electric conductors, for a vo  0.00  0.00 -3.14  107.39   9.61  8.95 
903180 Other instruments, appliances and m  0.00  0.00 -1.18  679.39   18.75  2.76 
920600 Percussion musical instruments (for  0.00  0.00 -1.31  12.26   2.14  17.42 
940520 Electric table, desk, bedside or fl  0.00  0.00 -1.15  35.79   11.84  33.07 
  Total set of products  0.46  0.00 -0.27  5,878.86   2,277.90  38.75 
 Share of total trade (%) 50.4 0.0  1.7 9.2  
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4.4 Burkina Faso (BFA) 
Table 2.7  Top 10 most affected products in Burkina Faso as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
BFA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
070990 Other  0.44  0.00 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
121190 Other  0.57  0.00 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
121299 Other  2.14  0.00 -0.11  1.55   0.26  16.53 
151590 Other  2.10  -0.07 -3.23  28.47   10.19  35.77 
151620 Vegetable fats and oils and their f  0.11  -0.01 -5.10  12.83   6.52  50.86 
841112 Of a thrust exceeding 25 kN  0.16  0.00 -2.73  5,056.84   103.81  2.05 
870332 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  0.04  0.00 -3.30  689.53   415.38  60.24 
880320 Undercarriages and parts thereof  0.09  0.00 -1.77  472.94   15.69  3.32 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  0.06  0.00 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
902230 Xray tubes  0.03  0.00 -5.25  110.14   6.89  6.26 
  Total set of products  5.74  -0.09 -1.65  
12,190.91  
 718.83  5.90 
 Share of total trade (%) 6.3 81.1  5.1 4.2  
 
Table 2.8  Top 10 most affected products in Burkina Faso as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
BFA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
121190 Other  0.09  0.00 -0.91  27.60   3.01  10.90 
152190 Other  0.03  0.00 -1.14  1.10   0.18  16.14 
210690 Other  0.01  0.00 -7.99  298.02   160.46  53.84 
240120 Tobacco, partly or wholly stemmed/s  0.05  0.00 -4.45  15.88   119.51  752.53 
630492 Not knitted or crocheted, of cotton  0.02  0.00 -2.67  19.68   8.62  43.81 
640399 Product Description  0.06  0.00 -1.78  346.99   162.95  46.96 
710812 Other unwrought forms  1.16  0.00 -0.08  115.31   17.75  15.40 
741999 Other  0.01  0.00 -2.56  84.97   7.86  9.25 
870840 Gear boxes  0.05  0.00 -0.99  1,410.76   69.92  4.96 
902790 Microtomes; parts and accessories  0.01  0.00 -2.78  585.12   31.73  5.42 
  Total set of products  1.49  -0.01 -0.51  2,905.41   582.00  20.03 
 Share of total trade (%) 66.4 100.0  0.9 2.3  
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4.5 Burundi (BDI) 
 
Table 2.9  Top 10 most affected products in Burundi as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
BDI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030110 Ornamental fish  0.15  -0.0007 -0.49  3.79   0.87  23.04 
060290 Other  0.14  -0.0021 -1.48  9.72   4.02  41.41 
070990 Other  0.13  -0.0011 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
071420 Sweet potatoes  0.01  -0.0004 -7.25  33.19   3.06  9.22 
121190 Other  0.12  -0.0010 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
151590 Other  0.01  -0.0005 -3.23  28.47   10.19  35.77 
200520 Potatoes  0.01  -0.0017 -13.20  3.48   2.53  72.69 
590390 Other  0.06  -0.0029 -5.12  24.29   10.73  44.16 
820719 Other, including parts  0.01  -0.0004 -6.63  98.27   8.05  8.19 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.01  -0.0004 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
  Total set of products  0.65  -0.01 -1.75  502.83   74.86  14.89 
 Share of total trade (%) 1.2 71.4  0.2 0.4  
 
Table 2.10 Top 10 most affected products in Burundi as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
BDI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030110 Ornamental fish  0.03  0.00 0.00  0.48   (0.00) 0.00 
090111 Not decaffeinated  5.74  0.00 0.00  11.47   (0.00) 0.00 
090112 Decaffeinated  0.04  0.00 0.00  128.26      
281111 Hydrogen fluoride (hydrofluoric acid        1.19   0.00  0.00 
293921 Quinine and its salts             
511211 Of a weight not exceeding 200 
g/mâ‰¤ 
 0.00  0.00 -46.50  17.04   13.38  78.50 
540710 Woven fabrics obtained from high te        11.02   9.83  89.13 
560122 Of manmade fibres        2.64   0.55  20.82 
640399 Product Description  0.00  0.00 -1.78  346.99   162.95  46.96 
710813 Other semi manufactured forms  0.00  0.00 -0.27  8.53   0.85  9.96 
  Total set of products  5.81  0.00 0.00  527.62   187.56  35.55 
 Share of total trade (%) 99.9 0.0  0.2 0.8  
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4.6 Cambodia (KHM) 
Table 2.11  Top 10 most affected products in Cambodia as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
KHM 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
610462 Of cotton  33.99  -0.0648 -0.19  4.97   3.73  75.02 
610910 Of cotton  71.51  -0.3765 -0.53  79.99   58.60  73.26 
610990 Of other textile materials  25.52  -0.0749 -0.29  12.78   9.90  77.50 
611020 Of cotton  216.84  -0.3024 -0.14  14.62   10.89  74.48 
611030 Of manmade fibres  188.74  -0.1073 -0.06  5.39   4.07  75.56 
620462 Of cotton  17.69  -0.1087 -0.61  61.66   46.61  75.58 
621010 Of fabrics of heading 56.02 or 56.0  14.27  -0.2649 -1.86  10.45   7.85  75.12 
640399 Product Description  111.11  -0.0659 -0.06  9.36   4.58  48.88 
640419 Product Description  44.74  -0.0697 -0.16  5.70   6.40  112.28 
871200 Bicycles and other cycles (includin  66.34  -0.3886 -0.59  13.38   12.80  95.65 
  Total set of products  790.75  -1.8235 -0.23  218.32   165.43  75.78 
 Share of total trade (%) 58.3 66.6  0.1 1.0  
 
Table 2.12  Top 10 most affected products in Cambodia as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
KHM 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
610444 Of artificial fibres  8.64  -0.65 -7.52  32.01   34.01  106.23 
610510 Of cotton  67.11  -0.40 -0.60  9.65   14.62  151.49 
610610 Of cotton  68.44  -0.51 -0.74  5.15   7.92  153.69 
610910 Of cotton  102.56  -0.48 -0.47  22.59   28.73  127.18 
611020 Of cotton  390.08  -0.86 -0.22  36.02   29.50  81.91 
611030 Of manmade fibres  97.13  -0.77 -0.79  37.50   44.80  119.48 
611241 Of synthetic fibres  43.79  -0.55 -1.26  7.12   14.23  199.77 
611430 Of manmade fibres  14.12  -0.35 -2.45  9.71   19.44  200.09 
620342 Of cotton  189.32  -0.97 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
620462 Of cotton  238.03  -0.97 -0.41  51.61   31.16  60.37 
  Total set of products  
1,219.22  
-6.51 -0.53  270.55   262.90  97.17 
 Share of total trade (%) 51.0 49.5  0.1 1.1  
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4.7 Central African Republic (CAF) 
Table 2.13  Top 10 most affected products in Central African Republic as a result of the EU 
liberalising its trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
CAF 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
121190 Other  0.01  -0.0001 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
152190 Other  0.41  -0.0005 -0.12  0.84   0.04  4.94 
440729 Other  2.20  -0.0004 -0.02  2.07   0.18  8.86 
440799 Other  0.29  -0.0021 -0.71  182.99   4.01  2.19 
820790 Other interchangeable tools  0.01  -0.0002 -1.65  51.10   7.59  14.86 
841121 Of a power not exceeding 1,100 kW  0.01  -0.0001 -1.12  86.55   5.24  6.06 
841199 Other  0.00  -0.0002 -5.24  2,204.77   131.33  5.96 
848250 Other cylindrical roller bearings  0.01  -0.0004 -6.33  31.99   13.64  42.63 
880320 Undercarriages and parts thereof  0.01  -0.0002 -1.77  472.94   15.69  3.32 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.01  -0.0007 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
  Total set of products  2.97  -0.0049 -0.16  3,329.06   209.30  6.29 
 Share of total trade (%) 4.7 81.7  1.4 1.2  
 
Table 2.14 Top 10 most affected products in Central African Republic as a result of the US 
liberalising its trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
CAF 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
152190 Other  0.46  -0.01 -1.14  1.10   0.18  16.14 
291539 Other  0.00  0.00 -5.86  31.85   4.96  15.58 
321511 Black  0.00  0.00 -2.77  25.88   2.58  9.97 
321519 Other  0.01  0.00 -2.74  75.62   7.56  10.00 
392690 Other  0.02  0.00 -2.81  708.35   170.71  24.10 
701810 Glass beads, imitation pearls, imit  0.00  0.00 -3.64  98.28   5.18  5.28 
846694 For machines of heading 84.62 or 84  0.00  0.00 -5.88  147.32   14.77  10.02 
870891 Radiators  0.04  0.00 -0.30  65.11   2.84  4.36 
870894 Steering wheels, steering columns a  0.02  0.00 -0.52  349.70   14.23  4.07 
900190 Other  0.01  0.00 -1.70  85.92   6.46  7.51 
  Total set of products  0.57  -0.01 -1.21  1,589.12   229.47  14.44 
 Share of total trade (%) 11.3 100.0  0.5 0.9  
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4.8 Chad (TCD) 
 
Table 2.15  Top 10 most affected products in Chad as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
TCD 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
630900 Worn clothing and other worn articl  0.24  -0.0137 -5.59  21.37   5.57  26.08 
760810 Of aluminium, not alloyed  0.03  -0.0007 -2.53  3.22   0.92  28.41 
820320 Pliers (including cutting pliers),  0.18  -0.0022 -1.24  32.09   2.89  9.02 
853590 Other  0.63  -0.0085 -1.34  38.61   5.89  15.26 
870422 g.v.w. exceeding 5 tonnes but not e  0.04  -0.0010 -2.23  3.06   3.12  101.71 
880230 Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of a  0.55  -0.0138 -2.52  1,302.28   67.24  5.16 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  1.02  -0.0233 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
880510 Aircraft launching gear and parts t  0.04  -0.0033 -7.97  8.58   0.28  3.25 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.04  -0.0023 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
901590 Parts and accessories  0.04  -0.0026 -6.25  273.84   23.75  8.67 
  Total set of products  2.81  -0.0714 -2.54  7,695.94   289.74  3.76 
 Share of total trade (%) 1.1 92.7  3.2 1.7  
 
Table 2.16  Top 10 most affected products in Chad as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
TCD 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
271019 Other  160.39  -5.20 -3.24  4,746.59   2,121.91  44.70 
271099 Other  0.01  0.00 -3.99  1.50   0.66  43.80 
310210 Urea, whether or not in aqueous sol  0.41  0.00 0.00  54.89   (0.00) 0.00 
392690 Other  0.00  0.00 -2.81  708.35   170.71  24.10 
411330 Of reptiles  0.01  0.00 0.00  1.00      
620343 Of synthetic fibres  0.00  0.00 -0.22  4.15   3.65  87.81 
841320 Hand pumps, other than those of sub  0.00  0.00 0.00  19.95   (0.00) 0.00 
847310 Parts and accessories of the machine  0.01  0.00 -0.91  1.33   0.13  10.13 
902790 Microtomes; parts and accessories  0.00  0.00 -2.78  585.12   31.73  5.42 
911390 Other  0.01  0.00 -7.17  9.74   2.40  24.66 
  Total set of products  160.85  -5.20 -3.23  6,132.61   2,331.19  38.01 
 Share of total trade (%) 6.5 100.0  1.8 9.4  
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4.9 Comoros (COM) 
Table 2.17  Top 10 most affected products in Comoros as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
COM 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
090500 Vanilla.  1.31  -0.0086 -0.66  1.02   0.32  31.77 
090700 Cloves (whole fruit, cloves and ste  4.14  -0.0013 -0.03  0.01   0.00  43.82 
330112 Of orange  0.01  -0.0003 -4.89  13.53   4.01  29.67 
330119 Other  0.01  -0.0009 -6.18  9.46   2.64  27.88 
330129 Other  4.89  -0.0356 -0.73  36.33   3.30  9.09 
330190 Other  0.03  -0.0005 -1.58  16.02   1.81  11.32 
391690 Of other plastics  0.00  -0.0003 -8.32  29.21   8.78  30.07 
850440 Static converters  0.05  -0.0004 -0.70  534.92   56.72  10.60 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.02  -0.0036 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
890790 Other  0.02  -0.0005 -3.36  12.16   1.53  12.57 
  Total set of products  10.47  -0.0518 -0.49  1,450.02   384.59  26.52 
 Share of total trade (%) 90.6 97.7  0.6 2.3  
 
Table 2.18  Top 10 most affected products in Comoros as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
COM 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
090500 Vanilla.  0.22  0.00 0.00  0.24   (0.00) 0.00 
120924 Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis        0.12   (0.00) 0.00 
330129 Other  0.04  0.00 -1.94  78.65   3.72  4.74 
382000 Antifreezing preparations and prepa        5.38   2.21  41.14 
392390 Other  0.00  0.00 -1.00  70.08   14.98  21.38 
620342 Of cotton  0.00  0.00 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
810930 Waste and scrap        1.54   (0.00) 0.00 
850300 Parts suitable for use solely or pr  0.00  0.00 -2.28  352.82   36.93  10.47 
911390 Other  0.00  0.00 -7.17  9.74   2.40  24.66 
970500 Collections and collectors' pieces  0.00  0.00 0.00  63.28   (0.00) 0.00 
  Total set of products  0.27  0.00 -0.32  641.02   98.74  15.40 
 Share of total trade (%) 0.2 100.0  0.2 0.4  
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4.10 Congo Democratic Republic (ZAR) 
Table 2.19  Top 10 most affected products in Congo Democratic Republic as a result of the EU 
liberalising its trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
ZAR 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
070990 Other  0.71  -0.0061 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
121190 Other  4.72  -0.0390 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
190190 Other  1.09  -0.0842 -7.76  15.47   11.13  71.94 
200899 Other  0.99  -0.0923 -9.32  58.62   54.49  92.96 
271019 Other  16.77  -0.1466 -0.87  8,748.38   1,110.79  12.70 
271112 Propane  4.84  -0.0134 -0.28  227.88   21.44  9.41 
350790 Other  2.11  -0.1019 -4.83  126.38   16.97  13.43 
440799 Other  5.49  -0.0388 -0.71  182.99   4.01  2.19 
848180 Other appliances  0.62  -0.0117 -1.89  782.74   88.91  11.36 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.02  -0.0045 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
  Total set of products  37.36  -0.5386 -1.44  
10,993.47  
 1,620.91  14.74 
 Share of total trade (%) 6.0 67.1  4.6 9.6  
 
Table 2.20  Top 10 most affected products in Congo Democratic Republic as a result of the US 
liberalising its trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
ZAR 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
130219 Other  0.51  0.00 -0.45  98.77   1.86  1.88 
230990 Other  0.04  0.00 -8.83  180.12   37.96  21.08 
271019 Other  31.94  -1.03 -3.24  4,746.59   2,121.91  44.70 
282200 Cobalt oxides and hydroxides; 
comme 
 0.22  0.00 -0.29  33.07   0.12  0.37 
320417 Pigments and preparations based the  0.02  0.00 -4.95  133.62   28.82  21.57 
710812 Other unwrought forms  1.13  0.00 -0.08  115.31   17.75  15.40 
711620 Of precious or semiprecious stones  0.05  0.00 -3.80  77.48   22.50  29.04 
810520 Cobalt mattes and other intermediat  1.09  -0.01 -0.57  25.01   2.54  10.14 
843890 Parts  0.01  0.00 -4.75  153.74   6.69  4.35 
847790 Parts  0.02  0.00 -6.70  339.84   49.69  14.62 
  Total set of products  35.02  -1.05 -3.01  5,903.53   2,289.85  38.79 
 Share of total trade (%) 7.0 99.4  1.8 9.2  
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4.11 Democratic Republic of Korea (PRK) 
Table 2.21  Top 10 most affected products in Democratic Republic of Korea as a result of the 
EU liberalising its trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
PRK 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
271019 Other  52.78  -0.4613 -0.87  8,748.38   1,110.79  12.70 
280469 Other  8.46  -0.0308 -0.36  14.22   4.92  34.58 
293299 Other  0.14  -0.0061 -4.40  53.73   19.10  35.55 
390410 Poly(vinyl chloride), not mixed wit  0.13  -0.0051 -4.04  43.28   15.60  36.05 
391190 Other  0.04  -0.0060 -16.79  247.23   27.34  11.06 
820730 Tools for pressing, stamping or pun  0.71  -0.0077 -1.07  55.21   8.63  15.63 
841210 Reaction engines other than turboje  4.66  -0.0869 -1.86  418.38   8.92  2.13 
880320 Undercarriages and parts thereof  0.70  -0.0124 -1.77  472.94   15.69  3.32 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  2.02  -0.0462 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
901420 Instruments and appliances for aero  0.19  -0.0107 -5.50  689.30   29.97  4.35 
  Total set of products  69.83  -0.6731 -0.96  
16,507.61  
 1,393.33  8.44 
 Share of total trade (%) 55.7 83.8  6.9 8.2  
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4.12 Eritrea (ERI) 
Table 2.22  Top 10 most affected products in Eritrea as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from ERI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
120991 Vegetable seeds  0.01  -0.0003 -3.94  71.04   15.64  22.01 
200290 Other  0.02  -0.0022 -11.75  55.75   43.04  77.20 
391610 Of polymers of ethylene  0.05  -0.0031 -5.81  3.52   1.18  33.55 
410411 Full grains, unsplit; grain splits  0.63  -0.0063 -1.01  136.77   9.98  7.30 
610910 Of cotton  0.12  -0.0006 -0.53  79.99   58.60  73.26 
620520 Of cotton  1.43  -0.0013 -0.09  5.34   4.07  76.26 
870323 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  0.01  -0.0004 -4.30  682.61   401.26  58.78 
870332 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  0.01  -0.0003 -3.30  689.53   415.38  60.24 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  0.04  -0.0105 -29.01  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
880320 Undercarriages and parts thereof  0.03  -0.0005 -1.77  472.94   15.69  3.32 
  Total set of products  2.34  -0.0257 -1.10  5,015.03   1,608.20  32.07 
 Share of total trade (%) 47.9 91.8  2.1 9.5  
 
Table 2.23  Top 10 most affected products in Eritrea as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from ERI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
400931 Without fittings  0.00  0.00 -1.18  38.93   3.07  7.89 
610910 Of cotton  0.01  0.00 -0.47  22.59   28.73  127.18 
611030 Of manmade fibres  0.00  0.00 -0.79  37.50   44.80  119.48 
620520 Of cotton  0.02  0.00 -2.01  74.58   78.73  105.57 
680291 Marble, travertine and alabaster  0.00  0.00 -6.26  201.89   44.48  22.03 
761699 Other  0.03  0.00 -0.51  140.80   7.86  5.58 
852910 Aerials and aerial reflectors of al  0.01  0.00 -1.09  166.35   9.66  5.81 
854620 Of ceramics  0.01  0.00 -1.60  23.61   2.18  9.23 
870840 Gear boxes  0.08  0.00 -0.99  1,410.76   69.92  4.96 
902790 Microtomes; parts and accessories  0.01  0.00 -2.78  585.12   31.73  5.42 
  Total set of products  0.17  0.00 -1.22  2,702.12   321.17  11.89 
 Share of total trade (%) 68.5 0.0  0.8 1.3  
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4.13  Ethiopia (ETH) 
Table 2.24 Top 10 most affected products in Ethiopia as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
ETH 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
100700 Grain sorghum.  0.12  -0.0183 -15.78  77.46   14.70  18.98 
121190 Other  1.66  -0.0137 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
610910 Of cotton  4.16  -0.0219 -0.53  79.99   58.60  73.26 
841112 Of a thrust exceeding 25 kN  8.83  -0.2414 -2.73  5,056.84   103.81  2.05 
841191 Of turbojets or turbopropellers  6.91  -0.1884 -2.73  8,945.47   185.29  2.07 
841290 Parts  6.93  -0.1717 -2.48  915.29   28.21  3.08 
841391 Of pumps  1.10  -0.0130 -1.18  339.38   18.80  5.54 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  0.07  -0.0203 -29.01  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
901420 Instruments and appliances for aero  0.33  -0.0181 -5.50  689.30   29.97  4.35 
903289 Other  0.70  -0.0200 -2.87  507.02   52.23  10.30 
  Total set of products  30.80  -0.7269 -2.36  
19,476.17  
 1,138.85  5.85 
 Share of total trade (%) 4.3 81.4  8.1 6.7  
 
Table 2.25  Top 10 most affected products in Ethiopia as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
ETH 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
060210 Unrooted cuttings and slips  1.47  -0.01 -0.61  1.81   0.65  35.64 
110429 Of other cereals  0.22  0.00 -1.91  1.47   0.18  12.10 
200819 Other, including mixtures  0.75  -0.02 -3.20  10.61   7.39  69.61 
420221 With outer surface of leather, of c  0.04  -0.01 -15.29  389.66   160.23  41.12 
611030 Of manmade fibres  1.80  -0.01 -0.79  37.50   44.80  119.48 
611430 Of manmade fibres  1.31  -0.03 -2.45  9.71   19.44  200.09 
621490 Of other textile materials  0.21  -0.02 -7.57  5.83   4.50  77.22 
640399 Product Description  0.37  -0.01 -1.78  346.99   162.95  46.96 
640419 Product Description  0.06  -0.01 -8.21  39.22   80.04  204.08 
740819 Other  0.42  -0.01 -3.09  16.99   3.16  18.60 
  Total set of products  6.66  -0.13 -1.96  859.80   483.33  56.21 
 Share of total trade (%) 5.6 67.4  0.3 1.9  
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4.14 Ghana (GHA) 
Table 2.26  Top 10 most affected products in Ghana as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
GHA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
151590 Other  23.18  -0.7492 -3.23  28.47   10.19  35.77 
160420 Other prepared or preserved fish  7.69  -0.0517 -0.67  2.76   3.22  116.56 
180320 Wholly or partly defatted  35.76  -0.0788 -0.22  1.01   0.58  58.01 
180500 Cocoa powder, not containing added  41.00  -0.2761 -0.67  2.93   1.40  47.91 
190190 Other  0.60  -0.0469 -7.76  15.47   11.13  71.94 
210690 Other  0.81  -0.1024 -12.65  377.56   245.74  65.09 
271019 Other  24.98  -0.2183 -0.87  8,748.38   1,110.79  12.70 
440890 Other  7.99  -0.3371 -4.22  116.52   13.57  11.65 
841199 Other  1.61  -0.0845 -5.24  2,204.77   131.33  5.96 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.29  -0.0527 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
  Total set of products  143.92  -1.9977 -1.39  
12,295.22  
 1,833.41  14.91 
 Share of total trade (%) 5.3 70.6  5.1 10.8  
 
Table 2.27  Top 10 most affected products in Ghana as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
GHA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
151590 Other  0.47  -0.01 -3.00  33.15   3.21  9.67 
190190 Other  0.17  -0.01 -7.70  31.52   23.14  73.41 
200590 Other vegetables and mixtures of ve  0.18  -0.01 -4.64  60.64   22.20  36.60 
220290 Other  0.07  -0.01 -9.90  37.12   45.81  123.41 
271011 Light oils and preparations  43.94  -5.25 -11.95  
13,453.13  
 5,061.62  37.62 
320300 Colouring matter of vegetable or an  0.71  -0.01 -1.30  44.97   1.83  4.07 
710812 Other unwrought forms  5.71  0.00 -0.08  115.31   17.75  15.40 
711419 Of other precious metal, whether or  0.06  -0.01 -12.90  0.72   0.31  42.98 
845931 Numerically controlled  0.06  -0.01 -12.34  44.56   6.85  15.37 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.23  -0.01 -2.84  353.69   11.71  3.31 
  Total set of products  51.60  -5.33 -10.32  
14,174.81  
 5,194.42  36.65 
 Share of total trade (%) 12.9 98.7  4.2 20.9  
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4.15 Guinea (GIN) 
Table 2.28  Top 10 most affected products in Guinea as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
GIN 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030379 Other  0.87  -0.01 -0.91  9.57   6.61  68.99 
030749 Other  0.59  0.00 -0.54  18.27   8.03  43.94 
281820 Aluminium oxide, other than artific  2.18  -0.08 -3.87  115.73   23.29  20.13 
281830 Aluminium hydroxide  1.62  -0.19 -11.60  37.24   7.06  18.97 
848299 Other  0.06  0.00 -2.57  37.50   17.99  47.98 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.04  -0.01 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  0.04  -0.01 -29.01  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
870520 Mobile drilling derricks  0.02  0.00 -8.29  1.86   0.23  12.15 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.03  0.00 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
920600 Percussion musical instruments (for  0.10  0.00 -2.00  17.34   3.03  17.49 
  Total set of products  5.55  -0.31 -5.57  4,100.38   1,042.79  25.43 
 Share of total trade (%) 0.9 93.9  1.7 6.1  
 
Table 2.29  Top 10 most affected products in Guinea as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
GIN 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
010639 Other  0.03  0.00 -1.75  0.27   0.03  11.11 
152190 Other  0.19  0.00 -1.14  1.10   0.18  16.14 
621490 Of other textile materials  0.01  0.00 -7.57  5.83   4.50  77.22 
710812 Other unwrought forms  1.59  0.00 -0.08  115.31   17.75  15.40 
711411 Of silver, whether or not plated or  0.00  0.00 -9.02  17.27   1.94  11.26 
820530 Planes, chisels, gouges and similar  0.01  0.00 -6.80  4.73   1.50  31.70 
846610 Tool holders and selfopening diehea  0.03  0.00 -7.24  125.18   25.01  19.98 
848390 Toothed wheels, chain sprockets and  0.02  0.00 -4.35  554.45   54.26  9.79 
853931 Fluorescent, hot cathode  0.02  0.00 -1.73  112.90   17.95  15.90 
901320 Lasers, other than laser diodes  0.03  0.00 -9.06  204.06   23.40  11.47 
  Total set of products  1.93  -0.01 -0.59  1,141.10   146.52  12.84 
 Share of total trade (%) 1.8 62.5  0.3 0.6  
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4.16 Guinea-Bissau (GNB) 
Table 2.30  Top 10 most affected products in Guinea-Bissau as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US. 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
GNB 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
070990 Other  0.06  0.00 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
845710 Machining centres  0.06  0.00 -1.02  61.04   9.59  15.70 
850161 Of an output not exceeding 75 kVA  0.02  0.00 -2.56  62.92   3.21  5.10 
850162 Of an output exceeding 75 kVA but n  0.01  0.00 -3.21  39.74   1.69  4.25 
870323 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  0.01  0.00 -4.30  682.61   401.26  58.78 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.01  0.00 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
870332 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  0.02  0.00 -3.30  689.53   415.38  60.24 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  0.02  0.00 -29.01  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
901480 Other instruments and appliances  0.01  0.00 -5.09  58.35   9.67  16.57 
940600 Prefabricated buildings.  0.02  0.00 -2.04  62.58   8.97  14.33 
  Total set of products  0.23  -0.01 -4.43  5,277.48   1,802.43  34.15 
 Share of total trade (%) 4.1 83.3  2.2 10.6  
 
Table 2.31  Top 10 most affected products in Guinea-Bissau as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
GNB 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
071090 Mixtures of vegetables        2.05   1.73  84.14 
071220 Onions        0.63   1.27  200.80 
090111 Not decaffeinated  0.06  0.00 0.00  11.47   (0.00) 0.00 
420310 Articles of apparel  0.00  0.00 -4.64  77.26   26.29  34.02 
630510 Of jute or of other textile bast fi        0.09      
741910 Chain and parts thereof        0.72   0.07  9.37 
847130 Portable digital automatic data pro  0.00  0.00 0.00  200.61   0.00  0.00 
852039 Other             
870891 Radiators  0.01  0.00 -0.30  65.11   2.84  4.36 
911390 Other        9.74   2.40  24.66 
  Total set of products  0.07  0.00 -0.30  367.69   34.59  9.41 
 Share of total trade (%) 17.5 100.0  0.1 0.1  
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4.17 Haiti (HTI) 
Table 2.32  Top 10 most affected products in Haiti as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
HTI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
121190 Other  0.99  -0.01 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
210690 Other  0.02  0.00 -12.65  377.56   245.74  65.09 
291539 Other  0.02  0.00 -6.82  32.99   8.48  25.72 
330112 Of orange  0.09  0.00 -4.89  13.53   4.01  29.67 
330129 Other  9.40  -0.07 -0.73  36.33   3.30  9.09 
330210 Of a kind used in the food or drink  0.02  0.00 -4.80  190.06   39.17  20.61 
610910 Of cotton  6.65  -0.04 -0.53  79.99   58.60  73.26 
840890 Other engines  0.02  0.00 -5.26  786.74   61.49  7.82 
854810 Waste and scrap of primary cells, p  0.52  -0.01 -1.37  6.29   0.67  10.60 
870332 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  0.13  0.00 -3.30  689.53   415.38  60.24 
  Total set of products  17.87  -0.13 -0.75  2,260.87   840.72  37.19 
 Share of total trade (%) 62.7 90.3  0.9 5.0  
 
Table 2.33  Top 10 most affected products in Haiti as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
HTI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
610910 Of cotton  227.33  -1.06 -0.47  22.59   28.73  127.18 
610990 Of other textile materials  20.69  -0.21 -1.02  12.17   13.22  108.61 
611020 Of cotton  193.48  -0.43 -0.22  36.02   29.50  81.91 
620311 Of wool or fine animal hair  3.42  -0.56 -16.26  110.24   81.04  73.51 
620319 Of other textile materials  0.68  -0.07 -9.65  4.57   2.80  61.17 
620331 Of wool or fine animal hair  4.42  -0.75 -17.01  63.06   71.18  112.87 
620339 Of other textile materials  1.55  -0.28 -18.13  14.12   11.82  83.68 
620341 Of wool or fine animal hair  2.76  -0.20 -7.36  43.37   22.46  51.79 
620342 Of cotton  39.58  -0.20 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
621143 Of manmade fibres  5.83  -0.06 -1.06  7.63   9.49  124.36 
  Total set of products  499.75  -3.83 -0.77  372.95   308.72  82.78 
 Share of total trade (%) 80.6 87.2  0.1 1.2  
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4.18 Kenya (KEN) 
Table 2.34  Top 10 most affected products in Kenya as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
KEN 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
060290 Other  4.69  -0.0694 -1.48  9.72   4.02  41.41 
070810 Peas (Pisum sativum)  42.43  -0.1584 -0.37  0.58   0.46  78.81 
070990 Other  21.35  -0.1838 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
120991 Vegetable seeds  2.14  -0.0841 -3.94  71.04   15.64  22.01 
121190 Other  28.40  -0.2351 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
210120 Extracts, essences and concentrates  4.96  -0.1546 -3.11  9.46   3.18  33.61 
410411 Full grains, unsplit; grain splits  12.91  -0.1308 -1.01  136.77   9.98  7.30 
841112 Of a thrust exceeding 25 kN  45.21  -1.2363 -2.73  5,056.84   103.81  2.05 
841191 Of turbojets or turbopropellers  14.05  -0.3829 -2.73  8,945.47   185.29  2.07 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  4.89  -0.1119 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
  Total set of products  181.01  -2.7471 -1.52  
20,048.49  
 482.46  2.41 
 Share of total trade (%) 11.5 78.8  8.4 2.8  
 
Table 2.35  Top 10 most affected products in Kenya as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
KEN 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
200819 Other, including mixtures  1.12  -0.04 -3.20  10.61   7.39  69.61 
210120 Extracts, essences and concentrates  10.41  -0.34 -3.31  11.44   6.53  57.08 
610462 Of cotton  31.03  -0.04 -0.12  2.64   2.52  95.56 
611020 Of cotton  29.64  -0.07 -0.22  36.02   29.50  81.91 
611030 Of manmade fibres  14.80  -0.12 -0.79  37.50   44.80  119.48 
620342 Of cotton  21.65  -0.11 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
620462 Of cotton  61.99  -0.25 -0.41  51.61   31.16  60.37 
620520 Of cotton  1.74  -0.03 -2.01  74.58   78.73  105.57 
620920 Of cotton  9.11  -0.03 -0.38  2.72   2.56  94.06 
950790 Other  1.12  -0.05 -4.75  24.56   10.58  43.08 
  Total set of products  182.61  -1.09 -0.60  310.85   252.27  81.15 
 Share of total trade (%) 56.3 66.9  0.1 1.0  
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4.19 Kyrgyz Republic (KGZ) 
Table 2.36  Top 10 most affected products in Kyrgyz Republic as a result of the EU liberalising 
its trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from KGZ 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
071239 Other  0.56  -0.0033 -0.58  0.96   0.79  81.94 
080232 Shelled  0.42  -0.0312 -7.37  156.55   34.78  22.22 
081320 Prunes  0.13  -0.0236 -18.26  68.00   24.39  35.87 
210690 Other  0.02  -0.0020 -12.65  377.56   245.74  65.09 
280540 Mercury  0.04  -0.0018 -4.43  1.22   0.04  3.55 
282570 Molybdenum oxides and hydroxides  0.06  -0.0021 -3.74  12.25   3.52  28.68 
810830 Waste and scrap  0.03  -0.0036 -10.93  16.74   2.82  16.85 
841381 Pumps  0.47  -0.0042 -0.91  126.04   5.22  4.14 
848340 Gears and gearing, other than tooth  0.14  -0.0031 -2.23  239.82   24.03  10.02 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.15  -0.0276 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
  Total set of products  2.02  -0.1025 -5.08  1,796.50   646.80  36.00 
 Share of total trade (%) 1.6 81.3  0.7 3.8  
 
Table 2.37  Top 10 most affected products in Kyrgyz Republic as a result of the US liberalising 
its trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
KGZ 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
230990 Other  0.01  0.00 -8.83  180.12   37.96  21.08 
240110 Tobacco, not stemmed/stripped  0.45  -0.10 -21.49  43.50   242.91  558.35 
271019 Other  0.41  -0.01 -3.24  4,746.59   2,121.91  44.70 
291550 Propionic acid, its salts and ester  0.01  0.00 -9.67  18.16   2.26  12.44 
292219 Other  0.05  -0.01 -11.14  501.19   34.87  6.96 
292419 Other  0.06  0.00 -4.57  58.08   7.67  13.20 
381230 Antioxidising preparations and othe  0.05  0.00 -5.86  53.76   10.51  19.55 
390210 Polypropylene  0.02  0.00 -9.14  45.02   16.88  37.49 
620333 Of synthetic fibres  0.05  0.00 -4.10  3.71   7.21  194.23 
732690 Other  0.05  0.00 -2.60  448.89   78.53  17.49 
  Total set of products  1.16  -0.13 -11.07  6,099.01   2,560.71  41.99 
 Share of total trade (%) 37.5 94.2  1.8 10.3  
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4.20 Liberia (LBR) 
Table 2.38  Top 10 most affected products in Liberia as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
LBR 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
271011 Light oils and preparations  6.92  -0.02 -0.23  248.99   62.10  24.94 
840999 Other  0.23  0.00 -1.65  545.75   81.07  14.85 
850610 Manganese dioxide  0.45  -0.01 -1.63  27.34   7.57  27.69 
890120 Tankers  103.03  -0.01 -0.01  11.42   0.60  5.30 
890190 Other vessels for the transport of  196.11  -0.05 -0.03  69.17   4.87  7.04 
890392 Motorboats, other than outboard 
mot 
 8.02  -0.07 -0.84  364.86   21.85  5.99 
890399 Other  0.79  -0.02 -2.98  46.76   4.12  8.81 
890510 Dredgers  36.17  -0.05 -0.14  2.54   0.11  4.53 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.20  -0.01 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
901590 Parts and accessories  0.08  -0.01 -6.25  273.84   23.75  8.67 
  Total set of products  352.00  -0.25 -0.07  1,838.60   233.75  12.71 
 Share of total trade (%) 66.2 97.3  0.8 1.4  
 
Table 2.39  Top 10 most affected products in Liberia as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
LBR 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
190219 Other  0.01  0.00 -6.57  182.70   28.41  15.55 
271019 Other  9.29  -0.30 -3.24  4,746.59   2,121.91  44.70 
420211 With outer surface of leather, of c  0.00  0.00 -11.15  20.01   9.24  46.19 
420292 With outer surface of plastic sheet  0.01  0.00 -2.00  134.48   95.81  71.25 
442190 Other  0.03  0.00 -0.44  32.46   5.76  17.75 
600632 Dyed  0.02  0.00 -1.00  2.10   1.61  76.68 
840999 Other  0.01  0.00 -1.64  840.10   45.34  5.40 
846610 Tool holders and selfopening diehea  0.00  0.00 -7.24  125.18   25.01  19.98 
848071 Injection or compression types  0.10  0.00 -0.82  133.10   8.90  6.69 
901520 Theodolites and tachymeters (tacheo  0.01  0.00 -2.01  18.51   1.47  7.94 
  Total set of products  9.47  -0.30 -3.20  6,235.24   2,343.47  37.58 
 Share of total trade (%) 7.1 98.7  1.9 9.4  
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4.21 Madagascar (MDG) 
Table 2.40  Top 10 most affected products in Madagascar as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MDG 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030611 Rock lobster and other sea crawfish  1.81  -0.06 -3.37  6.20   4.70  75.80 
030614 Crabs  3.94  -0.05 -1.34  3.15   1.43  45.53 
081090 Other  40.06  -0.14 -0.36  2.52   1.22  48.28 
090500 Vanilla.  27.14  -0.18 -0.66  1.02   0.32  31.77 
130219 Other  5.31  -0.08 -1.44  50.56   3.78  7.47 
330129 Other  18.76  -0.14 -0.73  36.33   3.30  9.09 
560729 Other  1.52  -0.05 -2.96  0.36   0.24  67.22 
560750 Of other synthetic fibres  6.04  -0.49 -8.16  12.60   4.90  38.86 
611012 Of Kashmir (cashmere) goats  45.83  -0.08 -0.17  1.54   1.16  75.54 
620462 Of cotton  10.94  -0.07 -0.61  61.66   46.61  75.58 
  Total set of products  161.34  -1.33 -0.83  175.94   67.66  38.46 
 Share of total trade (%) 24.1 62.4  0.1 0.4  
 
Table 2.41  Top 10 most affected products in Madagascar as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MDG 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
330129 Other  2.48  -0.05 -1.94  78.65   3.72  4.74 
610510 Of cotton  7.88  -0.05 -0.60  9.65   14.62  151.49 
610990 Of other textile materials  2.46  -0.03 -1.02  12.17   13.22  108.61 
611011 Of wool  1.44  -0.14 -9.77  52.49   58.93  112.27 
611012 Of Kashmir (cashmere) goats  2.29  -0.20 -8.55  63.93   41.95  65.61 
611030 Of manmade fibres  6.54  -0.05 -0.79  37.50   44.80  119.48 
620342 Of cotton  7.29  -0.04 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
620462 Of cotton  26.02  -0.11 -0.41  51.61   31.16  60.37 
620520 Of cotton  1.57  -0.03 -2.01  74.58   78.73  105.57 
711620 Of precious or semiprecious stones  0.73  -0.03 -3.80  77.48   22.50  29.04 
  Total set of products  58.69  -0.71 -1.21  517.23   348.12  67.30 
 Share of total trade (%) 38.0 67.6  0.2 1.4  
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4.22 Malawi (MWI) 
Table 2.42  Top 10 most affected products in Malawi as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MWI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030110 Ornamental fish  0.19  0.00 -0.49  3.79   0.87  23.04 
071390 Other  0.40  0.00 -0.17  0.09   0.02  19.18 
080290 Other  3.64  -0.03 -0.76  57.54   4.06  7.06 
090420 Fruits of the genus Capsicum or of  1.73  0.00 -0.26  3.45   1.05  30.56 
121190 Other  0.10  0.00 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
151800 Animal or vegetable fats and oils a  0.01  0.00 -17.40  109.66   16.28  14.85 
200819 Other, including mixtures  0.05  0.00 -1.71  25.45   15.97  62.75 
240391 Homogenised or reconstituted tobacc  0.59  -0.09 -15.21  11.74   10.16  86.52 
901590 Parts and accessories  0.01  0.00 -6.25  273.84   23.75  8.67 
930330 Other sporting, hunting or targetsh  0.01  0.00 -7.02  12.81   1.38  10.80 
  Total set of products  6.74  -0.13 -1.91  546.22   77.42  14.17 
 Share of total trade (%) 2.1 98.5  0.2 0.5  
 
Table 2.43  Top 10 most affected products in Malawi as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MWI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
200819 Other, including mixtures  0.20  -0.01 -3.20  10.61   7.39  69.61 
210120 Extracts, essences and concentrates  0.06  0.00 -3.31  11.44   6.53  57.08 
240110 Tobacco, not stemmed/stripped  0.19  -0.04 -21.49  43.50   242.91  558.35 
240120 Tobacco, partly or wholly stemmed/s  42.28  -1.88 -4.45  15.88   119.51  752.53 
240130 Tobacco refuse  0.91  -0.12 -13.41  1.61   4.88  303.80 
610443 Of synthetic fibres  0.22  0.00 -1.13  11.03   13.26  120.24 
610620 Of manmade fibres  0.22  0.00 -1.56  3.32   6.22  187.43 
611020 Of cotton  0.91  0.00 -0.22  36.02   29.50  81.91 
611030 Of manmade fibres  8.66  -0.07 -0.79  37.50   44.80  119.48 
611430 Of manmade fibres  0.34  -0.01 -2.45  9.71   19.44  200.09 
  Total set of products  53.98  -2.14 -3.96  180.62   494.44  273.75 
 Share of total trade (%) 78.1 99.7  0.1 2.0  
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4.23 Mali (MLI) 
Table 2.44  Top 10 most affected products in Mali as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MLI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
071290 Other vegetables; mixtures of veget  0.05  0.00 -4.00  18.36   11.61  63.19 
151590 Other  0.07  0.00 -3.23  28.47   10.19  35.77 
200811 Groundnuts  0.01  0.00 -15.72  15.02   8.29  55.20 
392330 Carboys, bottles, flasks and simila  0.06  0.00 -6.16  137.74   45.58  33.09 
830990 Other  0.05  0.00 -5.51  106.09   12.49  11.77 
841112 Of a thrust exceeding 25 kN  0.58  -0.02 -2.73  5,056.84   103.81  2.05 
841191 Of turbojets or turbopropellers  0.08  0.00 -2.73  8,945.47   185.29  2.07 
901420 Instruments and appliances for aero  0.06  0.00 -5.50  689.30   29.97  4.35 
903180 Other instruments, appliances and m  0.07  0.00 -2.58  570.00   46.92  8.23 
920600 Percussion musical instruments (for  0.41  -0.01 -2.00  17.34   3.03  17.49 
  Total set of products  1.44  -0.04 -3.05  
15,584.65  
 457.16  2.93 
 Share of total trade (%) 3.6 57.1  6.5 2.7  
 
Table 2.45  Top 10 most affected products in Mali as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MLI 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
060110 Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, corm  0.03  0.00 -15.93  146.96   7.76  5.28 
152190 Other  0.26  0.00 -1.14  1.10   0.18  16.14 
190240 Couscous  0.02  0.00 -5.56  1.93   0.80  41.56 
381590 Other  0.05  0.00 -7.82  82.89   13.90  16.77 
390720 Other polyethers  0.02  0.00 -4.39  76.23   14.32  18.79 
520859 Other fabrics  0.00  0.00 -13.09  6.52   3.23  49.55 
620431 Of wool or fine animal hair  0.00  0.00 -20.12  37.24   25.50  68.47 
710420 Other, unworked or simply sawn or r  0.02  0.00 -3.67  2.15   0.38  17.88 
710813 Other semimanufactured forms  0.26  0.00 -0.27  8.53   0.85  9.96 
920600 Percussion musical instruments (for  0.13  0.00 -1.31  12.26   2.14  17.42 
  Total set of products  0.79  -0.02 -2.24  375.81   69.06  18.38 
 Share of total trade (%) 18.2 83.3  0.1 0.3  
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4.24  Mauritania (MRT) 
Table 2.46  Top 10 most affected products in Mauritania as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MRT 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030269 Other  26.48  -0.17 -0.66  8.47   6.43  75.92 
030339 Other  2.97  -0.02 -0.68  0.16   0.11  68.32 
030375 Dogfish and other sharks  0.74  -0.04 -5.50  5.83   2.11  36.13 
030379 Other  4.00  -0.04 -0.91  9.57   6.61  68.99 
030380 Livers and roes  2.32  -0.09 -3.93  4.05   1.49  36.64 
030611 Rock lobster and other sea crawfish  3.71  -0.13 -3.37  6.20   4.70  75.80 
030614 Crabs  1.02  -0.01 -1.34  3.15   1.43  45.53 
030749 Other  16.82  -0.09 -0.54  18.27   8.03  43.94 
030759 Other  75.92  -0.02 -0.03  0.47   0.24  49.96 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.40  -0.03 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
  Total set of products  134.39  -0.64 -0.48  304.12   58.83  19.35 
 Share of total trade (%) 17.2 87.6  0.1 0.3  
 
Table 2.47  Top 10 most affected products in Mauritania as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MRT 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
160590 Other  0.02  0.00 -0.88  16.05   2.47  15.40 
321310 Colours in sets  0.00  0.00 -4.50  4.85   2.13  43.83 
321390 Other  0.02  0.00 -10.01  24.54   3.06  12.46 
370242 Of a width exceeding 610 mm and of  0.01  0.00 -10.30  86.55   12.41  14.34 
520939 Other fabrics  0.00  0.00 -9.16  4.86   2.50  51.41 
600410 Containing by weight 5 % or more of  0.00  0.00 -6.53  15.65   13.65  87.20 
620342 Of cotton  0.01  0.00 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
848390 Toothed wheels, chain sprockets and  0.00  0.00 -4.35  554.45   54.26  9.79 
900311 Of plastics  0.01  0.00 -4.63  93.45   11.98  12.82 
960330 - Artists' brushes, writing brushes  0.14  0.00 -0.28  13.57   0.84  6.18 
  Total set of products  0.21  0.00 -1.88  873.15   141.78  16.24 
 Share of total trade (%) 0.7 100.0  0.3 0.6  
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4.25 Mozambique (MOZ) 
Table 2.48  Top 10 most affected products in Mozambique as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MOZ 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030375 Dogfish and other sharks  0.37  -0.02 -5.50  5.83   2.11  36.13 
030611 Rock lobster and other sea crawfish  1.10  -0.04 -3.37  6.20   4.70  75.80 
030613 Shrimps and prawns  53.38  -0.01 -0.02  1.37   1.14  82.96 
030614 Crabs  0.94  -0.01 -1.34  3.15   1.43  45.53 
070990 Other  4.76  -0.04 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
080540 Grapefruit  0.58  -0.01 -1.71  57.20   7.35  12.85 
440799 Other  2.26  -0.02 -0.71  182.99   4.01  2.19 
560729 Other  1.29  -0.04 -2.96  0.36   0.24  67.22 
760110 Aluminium, not alloyed  
1,186.38  
-0.20 -0.02  9.91   1.79  18.05 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.12  -0.01 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
  Total set of products  
1,251.19  
-0.39 -0.03  520.76   54.31  10.43 
 Share of total trade (%) 81.6 88.4  0.2 0.3  
 
Table 2.49  Top 10 most affected products in Mozambique as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MOZ 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
010639 Other  0.02  0.00 -1.75  0.27   0.03  11.11 
200819 Other, including mixtures  0.07  0.00 -3.20  10.61   7.39  69.61 
240120 Tobacco, partly or wholly stemmed/s  0.48  -0.02 -4.45  15.88   119.51  752.53 
240130 Tobacco refuse  0.10  -0.01 -13.41  1.61   4.88  303.80 
610510 Of cotton  0.07  0.00 -0.60  9.65   14.62  151.49 
680293 Granite  0.02  0.00 -2.61  134.54   33.20  24.68 
710310 Unworked or simply sawn or roughly  0.15  0.00 -1.01  0.90   0.34  38.03 
710399 Other  0.37  -0.01 -2.60  32.95   12.02  36.49 
710490 Other  0.18  -0.01 -6.68  15.44   2.37  15.32 
760110 Aluminium, not alloyed  5.93  0.00 0.00  3.04   0.30  9.79 
  Total set of products  7.38  -0.06 -0.84  224.89   194.66  86.56 
 Share of total trade (%) 16.0 95.2  0.1 0.8  
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4.26  Myanmar (MMR) 
Table 2.50  Top 10 most affected products in Myanmar as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MMR 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030311 Sockeye salmon (red salmon) 
(Oncorh 
 0.74  -0.06 -7.84  46.39   0.98  2.11 
030375 Dogfish and other sharks  0.87  -0.05 -5.50  5.83   2.11  36.13 
030379 Other  13.15  -0.12 -0.91  9.57   6.61  68.99 
620193 Of man-made fibres  19.07  -0.01 -0.05  1.45   1.13  77.96 
620342 Of cotton  19.01  -0.03 -0.16  19.81   14.77  74.57 
620462 Of cotton  10.47  -0.06 -0.61  61.66   46.61  75.58 
620520 Of cotton  24.22  -0.02 -0.09  5.34   4.07  76.26 
620590 Of other textile materials  1.89  -0.01 -0.52  1.15   0.87  76.18 
621050 Other women's or girls' garments  2.47  -0.02 -0.67  11.79   9.11  77.21 
841182 Of a power exceeding 5,000 kW  0.61  -0.03 -4.67  571.12   48.15  8.43 
  Total set of products  92.49  -0.41 -0.44  734.11   134.40  18.31 
 Share of total trade (%) 41.9 73.3  0.3 0.8  
 
Table 2.51  Top 10 most affected products in Myanmar as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
MMR 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
020734 Fatty livers, fresh or chilled        0.11   0.00  0.00 
200290 Other        5.05   3.34  66.24 
284420 Uranium enriched in U 235 and its c        2,726.77   (0.00) 0.00 
370295 Of a width exceeding 35 mm        1.56   0.29  18.59 
481500 Floor coverings on a base of paper             
520959 Other fabrics        2.39   1.16  48.64 
640411 Sports footwear; tennis shoes, bask        1.66   4.27  257.37 
681510 Nonelectrical articles of graphite        138.42      
681599 Other        28.76   (0.00) 0.00 
870829 Other  0.03  0.00 -0.66  873.10   62.86  7.20 
  Total set of products  0.03  0.00 -0.66  3,777.81   71.93  1.90 
 Share of total trade (%) 100.0 100.0  1.1 0.3  
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4.27  Nepal (NPL) 
Table 2.52  Top 10 most affected products in Nepal as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
NPL 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
210690 Other  0.23  -0.03 -12.65  377.56   245.74  65.09 
560290 Other  0.57  -0.01 -2.24  1.42   0.56  39.62 
570110 Of wool or fine animal hair  35.25  -0.10 -0.29  2.48   1.19  47.78 
611490 Of other textile materials  0.25  -0.01 -5.49  5.87   4.12  70.11 
620462 Of cotton  2.96  -0.02 -0.61  61.66   46.61  75.58 
621420 Of wool or fine animal hair  9.22  -0.01 -0.12  0.45   0.22  50.40 
630790 Other  0.93  -0.01 -1.41  66.69   30.46  45.67 
880230 Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of a  0.31  -0.01 -2.52  1,302.28   67.24  5.16 
901420 Instruments and appliances for aero  0.36  -0.02 -5.50  689.30   29.97  4.35 
920600 Percussion musical instruments (for  0.61  -0.01 -2.00  17.34   3.03  17.49 
  Total set of products  50.68  -0.24 -0.48  2,525.05   429.13  17.00 
 Share of total trade (%) 44.7 54.7  1.1 2.5  
 
Table 2.53  Top 10 most affected products in Nepal as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
NPL 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
420222 With outer surface of plastic sheet  1.09  -0.05 -4.17  115.19   80.89  70.22 
420232 With outer surface of plastic sheet  0.36  -0.02 -6.29  53.79   36.77  68.35 
420292 With outer surface of plastic sheet  1.05  -0.02 -2.00  134.48   95.81  71.25 
570110 Of wool or fine animal hair  22.87  -0.03 -0.13  5.81   0.46  7.87 
570291 Of wool or fine animal hair  3.19  -0.06 -1.88  2.02   0.34  16.59 
611012 Of Kashmir (cashmere) goats  0.28  -0.02 -8.55  63.93   41.95  65.61 
621410 Of silk or silk waste  0.45  -0.03 -6.25  33.47   3.69  11.02 
621420 Of wool or fine animal hair  1.91  -0.30 -15.73  44.56   13.16  29.53 
650590 Other  4.09  -0.03 -0.63  24.42   11.01  45.07 
711311 Of silver, whether or not plated or  2.39  -0.12 -4.86  253.00   145.27  57.42 
  Total set of products  37.69  -0.67 -1.79  730.67   429.33  58.76 
 Share of total trade (%) 56.5 67.7  0.2 1.7  
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4.28 Niger (NER) 
Table 2.54  Top 10 most affected products in Niger as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
NER 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
711311 Of silver, whether or not plated or  0.99  -0.01 -0.54  59.44   8.95  15.07 
711590 Other  0.01  0.00 -9.96  196.51   11.01  5.60 
840690 Parts  0.02  0.00 -3.22  142.58   18.18  12.75 
841199 Other  0.24  -0.01 -5.24  2,204.77   131.33  5.96 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  0.01  0.00 -29.01  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
880220 Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of a  0.02  0.00 -12.46  86.47   6.52  7.54 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  0.03  0.00 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.13  -0.01 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
901590 Parts and accessories  0.01  0.00 -6.25  273.84   23.75  8.67 
903010 Instruments and apparatus for measu  0.02  0.00 -8.65  88.18   5.38  6.10 
  Total set of products  1.48  -0.04 -2.42  
11,882.24  
 1,028.58  8.66 
 Share of total trade (%) 0.5 90.9  5.0 6.1  
 
Table 2.55  Top 10 most affected products in Niger as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
NER 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
040690 Other cheese  0.00  0.00 -40.82  737.57   246.07  33.36 
271011 Light oils and preparations  122.72  -14.66 -11.95  
13,453.13  
 5,061.62  37.62 
271019 Other  15.27  -0.49 -3.24  4,746.59   2,121.91  44.70 
392119 Of other plastics  0.00  0.00 -20.46  146.20   31.63  21.63 
420221 With outer surface of leather, of c  0.00  0.00 -15.29  389.66   160.23  41.12 
580135 Warp pile fabrics, cut  0.00  0.00 -42.96  12.71   8.93  70.22 
711311 Of silver, whether or not plated or  0.03  0.00 -4.86  253.00   145.27  57.42 
850161 Of an output not exceeding 75 kVA  0.06  0.00 -2.40  53.73   3.38  6.29 
853890 Other  0.10  0.00 -2.20  519.31   46.18  8.89 
902000 Other breathing appliances and gas  0.03  0.00 -4.31  67.13   2.56  3.81 
  Total set of products  138.22  -15.17 -10.97  
20,379.04  
 7,827.76  38.41 
 Share of total trade (%) 110.1 100.0  6.1 31.5  
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4.29  Nigeria (NGA) 
 
Table 2.56  Top 10 most affected products in Nigeria as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
NGA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
180320 Wholly or partly defatted  25.12  -0.0554 -0.22  1.01   0.58  58.01 
271019 Other  20.48  -0.1790 -0.87  8,748.38   1,110.79  12.70 
271112 Propane  277.65  -0.7711 -0.28  227.88   21.44  9.41 
841182 Of a power exceeding 5,000 kW  15.18  -0.7088 -4.67  571.12   48.15  8.43 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.33  -0.0597 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
880212 Of an unladen weight exceeding 2,00  4.04  -0.0633 -1.57  107.49   6.86  6.38 
880230 Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of a  3.13  -0.0788 -2.52  1,302.28   67.24  5.16 
880320 Undercarriages and parts thereof  3.21  -0.0569 -1.77  472.94   15.69  3.32 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  3.65  -0.0835 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
901590 Parts and accessories  1.82  -0.1140 -6.25  273.84   23.75  8.67 
  Total set of products  354.59  -2.1704 -0.61  
18,267.23  
 1,752.34  9.59 
 Share of total trade (%) 1.6 69.1  7.6 10.3  
 
Table 2.57  Top 10 most affected products in Nigeria as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
NGA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
121190 Other  1.02  -0.01 -0.91  27.60   3.01  10.90 
230990 Other  5.20  -0.46 -8.83  180.12   37.96  21.08 
271011 Light oils and preparations  841.96  -100.60 -11.95  
13,453.13  
 5,061.62  37.62 
271019 Other  437.39  -14.17 -3.24  4,746.59   2,121.91  44.70 
390210 Polypropylene  0.49  -0.04 -9.14  45.02   16.88  37.49 
392329 Of other plastics  1.13  -0.02 -1.37  30.13   6.31  20.94 
410510 In the wet state (including wetblue  0.40  -0.02 -6.22  0.84   0.05  6.02 
410530 In the dry state (crust)  0.39  -0.02 -4.89  0.44   0.03  7.42 
411310 Of goats or kids  0.24  -0.02 -6.37  2.75   0.29  10.40 
710399 Other  0.25  -0.01 -2.60  32.95   12.02  36.49 
  Total set of products  
1,288.48  
-115.37 -8.95  
18,519.56  
 7,260.07  39.20 
 Share of total trade (%) 4.5 99.9  5.5 29.2  
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4.30  Occupied Palestine Territories (PSE) 
 
Table 2.58  Top 10 most affected products in Occupied Palestine Territories as a result of the 
EU liberalising its trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
PSE 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
070990 Other  0.72  -0.01 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
080211 In shell  0.07  0.00 -6.79  10.27   0.83  8.13 
080212 Shelled  0.03  0.00 -4.95  758.17   30.52  4.03 
080410 Dates  0.70  0.00 -0.56  3.31   1.61  48.63 
081190 Other  0.06  0.00 -1.85  13.07   12.67  96.99 
121190 Other  1.81  -0.02 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
200520 Potatoes  0.02  0.00 -13.20  3.48   2.53  72.69 
271011 Light oils and preparations  1.07  0.00 -0.23  248.99   62.10  24.94 
902230 Xray tubes  0.06  0.00 -5.25  110.14   6.89  6.26 
902290 Other, including parts and accessor  0.02  0.00 -4.71  465.36   32.46  6.98 
  Total set of products  4.57  -0.04 -0.92  1,666.45   157.33  9.44 
 Share of total trade (%) 20.1 76.9  0.7 0.9  
 
Table 2.59  Top 10 most affected products in Occupied Palestine Territories as a result of the 
US liberalising its trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
PSE 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
070390 Leeks and other alliaceous vegetabl  0.20  -0.01 -2.83  0.45   0.71  157.60 
071290 Other vegetables; mixtures of veget  0.04  0.00 -3.77  18.03   9.97  55.27 
121190 Other  1.03  -0.01 -0.91  27.60   3.01  10.90 
200590 Other vegetables and mixtures of ve  0.08  0.00 -4.64  60.64   22.20  36.60 
610343 Of synthetic fibres  0.85  0.00 -0.14  0.86   1.47  171.02 
611030 Of manmade fibres  0.05  0.00 -0.79  37.50   44.80  119.48 
620311 Of wool or fine animal hair  0.03  0.00 -16.26  110.24   81.04  73.51 
620342 Of cotton  2.82  -0.01 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
680291 Marble, travertine and alabaster  0.04  0.00 -6.26  201.89   44.48  22.03 
680292 Other calcareous stone  0.06  -0.01 -12.47  52.95   10.82  20.44 
  Total set of products  5.20  -0.05 -0.99  569.34   256.99  45.14 
 Share of total trade (%) 76.1 92.6  0.2 1.0  
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4.31 Pakistan (PAK) 
 
Table 2.60 Top 10 most affected products in Pakistan as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
PAK 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
080290 Other  32.84  -0.2499 -0.76  57.54   4.06  7.06 
390760 Poly(ethylene terephthalate)  64.11  -0.6168 -0.96  48.20   19.27  39.97 
520832 Plain weave, weighing more than 100  14.87  -0.2993 -2.01  5.85   2.76  47.13 
520852 Plain weave, weighing more than 100  20.50  -0.4593 -2.24  4.74   2.15  45.37 
610910 Of cotton  69.57  -0.3663 -0.53  79.99   58.60  73.26 
620342 Of cotton  446.90  -0.7199 -0.16  19.81   14.77  74.57 
620462 Of cotton  175.51  -1.0780 -0.61  61.66   46.61  75.58 
630790 Other  29.93  -0.4232 -1.41  66.69   30.46  45.67 
841182 Of a power exceeding 5,000 kW  23.45  -1.0952 -4.67  571.12   48.15  8.43 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  3.40  -0.2170 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
  Total set of products  881.08  -5.5247 -0.63  1,163.55   254.53  21.87 
 Share of total trade (%) 16.7 39.7  0.5 1.5  
 
Table 2.61  Top 10 most affected products in Pakistan as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
PAK 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
420310 Articles of apparel  37.28  -1.73 -4.64  77.26   26.29  34.02 
610510 Of cotton  201.46  -1.21 -0.60  9.65   14.62  151.49 
610910 Of cotton  182.05  -0.85 -0.47  22.59   28.73  127.18 
620342 Of cotton  179.07  -0.92 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
630221 Of cotton  162.63  -4.21 -2.59  21.85   15.80  72.32 
630231 Of cotton  274.76  -7.99 -2.91  79.89   61.74  77.28 
630260 Toilet linen and kitchen linen, of  472.93  -1.52 -0.32  11.73   7.74  65.98 
630391 Of cotton  55.43  -0.81 -1.47  6.77   5.06  74.70 
630419 Other  17.17  -1.42 -8.29  13.32   7.12  53.48 
711319 Of other precious metal, whether or  28.03  -1.31 -4.67  799.44   302.90  37.89 
  Total set of products  
1,610.81  
-21.97 -1.36  1,101.68   508.49  46.16 
 Share of total trade (%) 44.2 59.9  0.3 2.0  
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4.32  Rwanda (RWA) 
 
Table 2.62  Top 10 most affected products in Rwanda as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
RWA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
130219 Other  0.77  -0.01 -1.44  50.56   3.78  7.47 
290522 Acyclic terpene alcohols  0.02  0.00 -12.12  27.28   5.02  18.39 
410411 Full grains, unsplit; grain splits  0.45  0.00 -1.01  136.77   9.98  7.30 
840999 Other  0.02  0.00 -1.65  545.75   81.07  14.85 
845590 Other parts  0.02  0.00 -1.52  11.88   1.79  15.03 
852990 Other  0.08  0.00 -0.42  387.41   80.78  20.85 
870323 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  0.01  0.00 -4.30  682.61   401.26  58.78 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  0.04  0.00 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
902300 Instruments, apparatus and models,  0.13  0.00 -1.31  70.17   2.89  4.11 
903180 Other instruments, appliances and m  0.01  0.00 -2.58  570.00   46.92  8.23 
  Total set of products  1.56  -0.02 -1.48  8,247.38   785.85  9.53 
 Share of total trade (%) 2.8 76.9  3.4 4.6  
 
Table 2.63  Top 10 most affected products in Rwanda as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
RWA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
130219 Other  1.11  -0.01 -0.45  98.77   1.86  1.88 
420219 Other  0.01  0.00 -16.67  2.69   3.62  134.78 
420222 With outer surface of plastic sheet  0.02  0.00 -4.17  115.19   80.89  70.22 
420291 With outer surface of leather, of c  0.01  0.00 -5.92  159.78   42.10  26.35 
420292 With outer surface of plastic sheet  0.11  0.00 -2.00  134.48   95.81  71.25 
460199 Other  0.01  0.00 -0.72  0.26   0.06  21.81 
611710 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantilla  0.04  0.00 -2.69  13.28   7.69  57.87 
621420 Of wool or fine animal hair  0.00  0.00 -15.73  44.56   13.16  29.53 
640590 Product Description  0.01  0.00 -1.48  13.79   8.43  61.12 
711790 Other  0.04  0.00 -0.72  27.23   6.30  23.13 
  Total set of products  1.36  -0.01 -0.86  610.04   259.92  42.61 
 Share of total trade (%) 5.5 83.3  0.2 1.0  
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4.33  Sierra Leone (SLE) 
 
Table 2.64  Top 10 most affected products in Sierra Leone as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
SLE 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
392321 Of polymers of ethylene  0.13  0.00 -0.81  38.57   15.63  40.51 
560741 Binder or baler twine  0.15  0.00 -1.99  0.63   0.31  48.67 
848280 Other, including combined ball/roll  0.02  0.00 -11.72  45.22   15.81  34.96 
850610 Manganese dioxide  0.59  -0.01 -1.63  27.34   7.57  27.69 
850690 Parts  0.21  -0.02 -10.93  11.67   1.74  14.90 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  0.01  0.00 -29.01  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  0.07  0.00 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
890392 Motorboats, other than outboard 
mot 
 0.38  0.00 -0.84  364.86   21.85  5.99 
890510 Dredgers  2.22  0.00 -0.14  2.54   0.11  4.53 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.04  0.00 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
  Total set of products  3.81  -0.05 -1.38  9,321.28   886.47  9.51 
 Share of total trade (%) 2.0 75.8  3.9 5.2  
 
Table 2.65 Top 10 most affected products in Sierra Leone as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
SLE 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
230990 Other  0.04  0.00 -8.83  180.12   37.96  21.08 
560210 Needleloom felt and stitchbonded fi  0.18  -0.01 -6.61  5.74   2.81  48.88 
620311 Of wool or fine animal hair  0.04  -0.01 -16.26  110.24   81.04  73.51 
620331 Of wool or fine animal hair  0.03  -0.01 -17.01  63.06   71.18  112.87 
620431 Of wool or fine animal hair  0.01  0.00 -20.12  37.24   25.50  68.47 
620441 Of wool or fine animal hair  0.02  0.00 -27.60  24.16   9.93  41.12 
620461 Of wool or fine animal hair  0.02  0.00 -12.73  19.48   12.53  64.33 
701331 Of lead crystal  0.00  0.00 -58.94  13.15   1.89  14.37 
845090 Parts  0.43  -0.01 -2.77  27.90   4.47  16.04 
848250 Other cylindrical roller bearings  0.06  0.00 -8.00  167.48   19.04  11.37 
  Total set of products  0.84  -0.06 -6.83  648.57   266.36  41.07 
 Share of total trade (%) 3.0 61.9  0.2 1.1  
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4.34  Somalia (SOM) 
 
Table 2.66  Top 10 most affected products in Somalia as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
SOM 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
060290 Other  0.00  0.00 -1.48  9.72   4.02  41.41 
080590 Other  0.03  0.00 -0.34  0.04   0.03  83.34 
410411 Full grains, unsplit; grain splits  0.01  0.00 -1.01  136.77   9.98  7.30 
410419 Other  0.01  0.00 -0.28  8.47   0.70  8.28 
580790 Other  0.00  0.00 -1.39  0.51   0.21  42.00 
610449 Of other textile materials  0.00  0.00 -1.60  2.26   1.72  76.16 
620449 Of other textile materials  0.00  0.00 -1.58  14.86   11.33  76.23 
620719 Of other textile materials  0.01  0.00 -0.36  0.12   0.09  77.81 
621149 Of other textile materials  0.00  0.00 -2.72  3.90   2.90  74.37 
850440 Static converters  0.01  0.00 -0.70  534.92   56.72  10.60 
  Total set of products  0.08  0.00 -0.62  711.57   87.71  12.33 
 Share of total trade (%) 4.7 100.0  0.3 0.5  
 
Table 2.67  Top 10 most affected products in Somalia as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
SOM 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
121190 Other  0.01  0.00 -0.91  27.60   3.01  10.90 
130190 Other  0.05  0.00 -0.55  4.21   0.18  4.17 
620332 Of cotton  0.00  0.00 -5.24  14.27   5.65  39.60 
620342 Of cotton  0.00  0.00 -0.51  59.17   38.49  65.05 
830230 Other mountings, fittings and simil  0.01  0.00 -0.86  127.32   11.83  9.29 
848210 Ball bearings  0.00  0.00 -3.27  190.31   32.90  17.29 
854390 Parts  0.00  0.00 -1.24  196.76   10.90  5.54 
870829 Other  0.01  0.00 -0.66  873.10   62.86  7.20 
870899 Other  0.00  0.00 -0.33  1,220.49   48.89  4.01 
970500 Collections and collectors' pieces  0.02  0.00 0.00  63.28   (0.00) 0.00 
  Total set of products  0.09  0.00 -0.57  2,776.52   214.71  7.73 
 Share of total trade (%) 76.9 100.0  0.8 0.9  
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4.35  Sudan (SDN) 
 
Table 2.68  Top 10 most affected products in Sudan as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
SDN 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
100700 Grain sorghum.  1.18  -0.19 -15.78  77.46   14.70  18.98 
121190 Other  1.40  -0.01 -0.83  47.87   3.87  8.09 
121299 Other  7.88  -0.01 -0.11  1.55   0.26  16.53 
271019 Other  0.90  -0.01 -0.87  8,748.38   1,110.79  12.70 
401110 Of a kind used on motor cars (inclu  0.62  -0.01 -1.18  302.82   81.87  27.04 
850161 Of an output not exceeding 75 kVA  0.30  -0.01 -2.56  62.92   3.21  5.10 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.04  -0.01 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
880230 Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of a  0.90  -0.02 -2.52  1,302.28   67.24  5.16 
901420 Instruments and appliances for aero  0.10  -0.01 -5.50  689.30   29.97  4.35 
901590 Parts and accessories  0.12  -0.01 -6.25  273.84   23.75  8.67 
  Total set of products  13.43  -0.27 -2.02  
12,303.77  
 1,641.12  13.34 
 Share of total trade (%) 5.6 83.3  5.1 9.7  
 
Table 2.69  Top 10 most affected products in Sudan as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
SDN 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
121190 Other  0.00  0.00 -0.91  27.60   3.01  10.90 
460290 Other  0.00  0.00 -0.01  0.08   0.02  26.62 
491199 Other  0.00  0.00 0.00  72.71   (0.00) 0.00 
510219 Other        1.22   0.01  0.41 
630392 Of synthetic fibres  0.00  0.00 -0.40  5.51   4.84  87.86 
681190 Other articles        0.19   (0.00) 0.00 
843311 Powered, with the cutting device ro        1.63      
970300 Original sculptures and statuary, i  0.12  0.00 0.00  588.18   0.00  0.00 
970500 Collections and collectors' pieces  0.02  0.00 0.00  63.28   (0.00) 0.00 
970600 Antiques of an age exceeding one hu  0.01  0.00 0.00  671.10      
  Total set of products  0.16  0.00 -0.02  1,431.50   7.87  0.55 
 Share of total trade (%) 1.6 100.0  0.4 0.0  
 
  
 
420 
4.36  Tajikistan (TJK) 
 
Table 2.70  Top 10 most affected products in Tajikistan as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
TJK 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
071220 Onions  0.01  0.00 -11.10  22.08   14.89  67.44 
080250 Pistachios  0.09  0.00 -2.95  338.91   19.84  5.85 
282570 Molybdenum oxides and hydroxides  0.02  0.00 -3.74  12.25   3.52  28.68 
370400 Photographic plates, film, paper, p  0.04  0.00 -2.38  0.85   0.15  17.33 
520832 Plain weave, weighing more than 100  0.04  0.00 -2.01  5.85   2.76  47.13 
620342 Of cotton  14.66  -0.02 -0.16  19.81   14.77  74.57 
760110 Aluminium, not alloyed  45.92  -0.01 -0.02  9.91   1.79  18.05 
760120 Aluminium alloys  9.96  -0.01 -0.07  21.71   8.31  38.28 
820719 Other, including parts  0.01  0.00 -6.63  98.27   8.05  8.19 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.01  0.00 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
  Total set of products  70.76  -0.05 -0.07  1,327.01   379.53  28.60 
 Share of total trade (%) 75.9 94.3  0.6 2.2  
 
Table 2.71  Top 10 most affected products in Tajikistan as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
TJK 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
392020 Of polymers of propylene  0.00  0.00 -2.95  107.55   30.18  28.06 
520631 Measuring per single yarn 714.29 de  0.01  0.00 -4.13  0.12   0.08  65.31 
540243 Of polyesters, other  0.01  0.00 -1.29  1.34   0.85  63.44 
710399 Other  0.10  0.00 -2.60  32.95   12.02  36.49 
711319 Of other precious metal, whether or  0.05  0.00 -4.67  799.44   302.90  37.89 
760110 Aluminium, not alloyed  3.97  0.00 0.00  3.04   0.30  9.79 
760120 Aluminium alloys  2.85  0.00 -0.05  24.13   2.84  11.78 
848190 Parts  0.00  0.00 -2.01  654.67   60.38  9.22 
850300 Parts suitable for use solely or pr  0.00  0.00 -2.28  352.82   36.93  10.47 
900410 Sunglasses  0.08  0.00 -4.39  450.13   42.07  9.35 
  Total set of products  7.08  -0.01 -0.15  2,426.19   488.56  20.14 
 Share of total trade (%) 92.5 90.9  0.7 2.0  
 
  
 
421 
4.37  Tanzania (TZA) 
 
Table 2.72  Top 10 most affected products in Tanzania as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
TZA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030379 Other  4.73  -0.04 -0.91  9.57   6.61  68.99 
060290 Other  2.38  -0.04 -1.48  9.72   4.02  41.41 
081020 Raspberries, blackberries, mulberri  0.48  -0.02 -4.37  6.74   3.59  53.24 
120930 Seeds of herbaceous plants cultivat  0.42  -0.03 -7.97  27.25   2.22  8.16 
120991 Vegetable seeds  3.73  -0.15 -3.94  71.04   15.64  22.01 
120999 Other  1.00  -0.02 -2.14  12.01   1.73  14.43 
440799 Other  2.26  -0.02 -0.71  182.99   4.01  2.19 
701090 Other  2.78  -0.04 -1.41  25.85   7.73  29.91 
841182 Of a power exceeding 5,000 kW  6.59  -0.31 -4.67  571.12   48.15  8.43 
841199 Other  1.09  -0.06 -5.24  2,204.77   131.33  5.96 
  Total set of products  25.47  -0.72 -2.83  3,121.05   225.04  7.21 
 Share of total trade (%) 4.6 82.6  1.3 1.3  
 
Table 2.73  Top 10 most affected products in Tanzania as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
TZA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030420 Frozen fillets  1.04  0.00 -0.38  32.09   18.45  57.48 
130219 Other  3.73  -0.02 -0.45  98.77   1.86  1.88 
152190 Other  0.38  0.00 -1.14  1.10   0.18  16.14 
240130 Tobacco refuse  0.03  0.00 -13.41  1.61   4.88  303.80 
610990 Of other textile materials  0.79  -0.01 -1.02  12.17   13.22  108.61 
611780 Other accessories  0.54  -0.01 -1.02  2.81   1.59  56.61 
710310 Unworked or simply sawn or roughly  0.81  -0.01 -1.01  0.90   0.34  38.03 
710399 Other  5.71  -0.15 -2.60  32.95   12.02  36.49 
710490 Other  0.34  -0.02 -6.68  15.44   2.37  15.32 
711319 Of other precious metal, whether or  0.06  0.00 -4.67  799.44   302.90  37.89 
  Total set of products  13.43  -0.22 -1.67  997.28   357.81  35.88 
 Share of total trade (%) 27.0 88.7  0.3 1.4  
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4.38  The Gambia (GMB) 
 
Table 2.74  Top 10 most affected products in The Gambia as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
GMB 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030339 Other  0.27  0.00 -0.68  0.16   0.11  68.32 
030379 Other  0.04  0.00 -0.91  9.57   6.61  68.99 
030380 Livers and roes  0.01  0.00 -3.93  4.05   1.49  36.64 
030611 Rock lobster and other sea crawfish  0.02  0.00 -3.37  6.20   4.70  75.80 
030749 Other  1.43  -0.01 -0.54  18.27   8.03  43.94 
150810 Crude oil  9.65  0.00 -0.02  0.21   0.04  19.90 
840999 Other  0.05  0.00 -1.65  545.75   81.07  14.85 
841199 Other  0.01  0.00 -5.24  2,204.77   131.33  5.96 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  0.00  0.00 -29.01  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
871150 â€  With reciprocating internal 
combu 
 0.00  0.00 -7.65  293.46   81.54  27.79 
  Total set of products  11.49  -0.02 -0.13  5,900.00   958.28  16.24 
 Share of total trade (%) 52.1 100.0  2.5 5.6  
 
Table 2.75  Top 10 most affected products in The Gambia as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
BGD 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
071290 Other vegetables; mixtures of veget  0.00  0.00 -3.77  18.03   9.97  55.27 
190240 Couscous  0.00  0.00 -5.56  1.93   0.80  41.56 
281122 Silicon dioxide  0.00  0.00 -3.18  77.77   7.48  9.62 
520859 Other fabrics  0.01  0.00 -13.09  6.52   3.23  49.55 
520951 Plain weave  0.00  0.00 -11.58  3.16   0.85  26.93 
620442 Of cotton  0.00  0.00 -1.66  29.48   18.81  63.82 
620520 Of cotton  0.00  0.00 -2.01  74.58   78.73  105.57 
840734 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  0.23  0.00 -1.16  1,525.07   72.28  4.74 
847790 Parts  0.00  0.00 -6.70  339.84   49.69  14.62 
870899 Other  0.01  0.00 -0.33  1,220.49   48.89  4.01 
  Total set of products  0.26  0.00 -1.61  3,296.86   290.74  8.82 
 Share of total trade (%) 14.7 100.0  1.0 1.2  
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4.39  Togo (TGO) 
 
Table 2.76  Top 10 most affected products in Togo as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
TGO 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
070990 Other  2.55  -0.02 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
071290 Other vegetables; mixtures of veget  0.03  0.00 -4.00  18.36   11.61  63.19 
151590 Other  7.15  -0.23 -3.23  28.47   10.19  35.77 
670411 Complete wigs  0.12  0.00 -0.87  4.11   0.52  12.69 
670419 Other  1.15  -0.01 -1.13  6.02   0.74  12.28 
670490 Of other materials  0.40  0.00 -1.21  3.54   0.43  12.22 
820590 Sets of articles of two or more of  0.07  0.00 -3.11  11.99   2.31  19.24 
842199 Other  0.03  0.00 -3.17  444.78   28.90  6.50 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.05  -0.01 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.03  0.00 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
  Total set of products  11.58  -0.29 -2.48  1,568.38   391.70  24.98 
 Share of total trade (%) 3.2 95.7  0.7 2.3  
 
Table 2.77  Top 10 most affected products in Togo as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
TGO 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
071080 Other vegetables  0.06  0.00 -2.47  26.00   21.11  81.18 
151590 Other  0.11  0.00 -3.00  33.15   3.21  9.67 
200899 Other  0.01  0.00 -0.90  17.84   8.59  48.11 
210120 Extracts, essences and concentrates  0.00  0.00 -3.31  11.44   6.53  57.08 
420291 With outer surface of leather, of c  0.00  0.00 -5.92  159.78   42.10  26.35 
441520 Pallets, box pallets and other load  0.19  0.00 -1.47  4.00   1.56  39.00 
520951 Plain weave  0.00  0.00 -11.58  3.16   0.85  26.93 
580429 Of other textile materials  0.00  0.00 -18.81  1.80   0.43  23.92 
591000 Transmission or conveyor belts or b  0.00  0.00 -10.41  35.60   3.98  11.18 
620442 Of cotton  0.01  0.00 -1.66  29.48   18.81  63.82 
  Total set of products  0.38  -0.01 -2.13  322.25   107.16  33.25 
 Share of total trade (%) 2.4 100.0  0.1 0.4  
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4.40  Uganda (UGA) 
 
Table 2.78  Top 10 most affected products in Uganda as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
UGA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030269 Other  11.82  -0.08 -0.66  8.47   6.43  75.92 
030379 Other  6.57  -0.06 -0.91  9.57   6.61  68.99 
070990 Other  1.23  -0.01 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
071420 Sweet potatoes  0.19  -0.01 -7.25  33.19   3.06  9.22 
090500 Vanilla.  1.70  -0.01 -0.66  1.02   0.32  31.77 
410411 Full grains, unsplit; grain splits  0.62  -0.01 -1.01  136.77   9.98  7.30 
810590 Other  0.16  -0.02 -10.20  49.66   2.62  5.27 
841112 Of a thrust exceeding 25 kN  0.85  -0.02 -2.73  5,056.84   103.81  2.05 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  0.32  -0.01 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
901580 Other instruments and appliances  0.22  -0.01 -6.39  247.95   27.70  11.17 
  Total set of products  23.68  -0.24 -1.01  
11,314.22  
 316.74  2.80 
 Share of total trade (%) 4.3 80.8  4.7 1.9  
 
Table 2.79  Top 10 most affected products in Uganda as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
UGA 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030410 Fresh or chilled  1.81  -0.03 -1.72  61.85   34.41  55.64 
060210 Unrooted cuttings and slips  0.66  0.00 -0.61  1.81   0.65  35.64 
240130 Tobacco refuse  0.02  0.00 -13.41  1.61   4.88  303.80 
391190 Other  0.02  0.00 -6.16  172.65   10.03  5.81 
420222 With outer surface of plastic sheet  0.04  0.00 -4.17  115.19   80.89  70.22 
420292 With outer surface of plastic sheet  0.08  0.00 -2.00  134.48   95.81  71.25 
620462 Of cotton  0.35  0.00 -0.41  51.61   31.16  60.37 
640420 Product Description  0.02  -0.01 -30.90  64.49   76.29  118.30 
711790 Other  0.48  0.00 -0.72  27.23   6.30  23.13 
810520 Cobalt mattes and other intermediat  3.54  -0.02 -0.57  25.01   2.54  10.14 
  Total set of products  7.00  -0.07 -1.03  655.93   342.96  52.29 
 Share of total trade (%) 16.4 88.6  0.2 1.4  
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4.41 Yemen (YEM) 
 
Table 2.80  Top 10 most affected products in Yemen as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
YEM 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
030379 Other  5.35  -0.05 -0.91  9.57   6.61  68.99 
030611 Rock lobster and other sea crawfish  0.29  -0.01 -3.37  6.20   4.70  75.80 
030749 Other  7.82  -0.04 -0.54  18.27   8.03  43.94 
271019 Other  8.01  -0.07 -0.87  8,748.38   1,110.79  12.70 
841191 Of turbojets or turbopropellers  0.76  -0.02 -2.73  8,945.47   185.29  2.07 
850213 Of an output exceeding 375 kVA  0.19  -0.01 -2.99  96.30   4.38  4.55 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  0.12  -0.02 -18.36  797.36   305.47  38.31 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  0.06  -0.02 -29.01  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
880330 Other parts of aeroplanes or helico  0.33  -0.01 -2.29  5,764.95   152.38  2.64 
901420 Instruments and appliances for aero  0.08  0.00 -5.50  689.30   29.97  4.35 
  Total set of products  23.01  -0.25 -1.08  
27,893.34  
 2,450.97  8.79 
 Share of total trade (%) 7.1 78.9  11.6 14.4  
 
Table 2.81  Top 10 most affected products in Yemen as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
YEM 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
190590 Other  0.01  0.00 -1.46  195.11   29.47  15.10 
271019 Other  7.49  -0.24 -3.24  4,746.59   2,121.91  44.70 
321290 Other  0.00  0.00 -6.60  48.00   7.08  14.75 
620444 Of artificial fibres  0.00  0.00 -8.79  26.86   21.67  80.67 
711319 Of other precious metal, whether or  0.00  0.00 -4.67  799.44   302.90  37.89 
711411 Of silver, whether or not plated or  0.00  0.00 -9.02  17.27   1.94  11.26 
840999 Other  0.00  0.00 -1.64  840.10   45.34  5.40 
841330 Fuel, lubricating or cooling medium  0.04  0.00 -1.89  493.12   34.33  6.96 
841480 Other  0.01  0.00 -1.13  407.70   16.74  4.11 
848180 Other appliances  0.00  0.00 -2.34  1,379.77   148.50  10.76 
  Total set of products  7.57  -0.24 -3.23  8,953.96   2,729.89  30.49 
 Share of total trade (%) 2.8 98.0  2.7 11.0  
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4.42  Zambia (ZMB) 
 
Table 2.82  Top 10 most affected products in Zambia as a result of the EU liberalising its trade 
with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
ZMB 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
060110 Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, corm  0.21  0.00 -2.11  5.62   1.66  29.60 
070810 Peas (Pisum sativum)  5.52  -0.02 -0.37  0.58   0.46  78.81 
070990 Other  2.02  -0.02 -0.86  5.80   3.84  66.16 
410411 Full grains, unsplit; grain splits  0.41  0.00 -1.01  136.77   9.98  7.30 
840890 Other engines  0.13  -0.01 -5.26  786.74   61.49  7.82 
840999 Other  0.15  0.00 -1.65  545.75   81.07  14.85 
841182 Of a power exceeding 5,000 kW  0.63  -0.03 -4.67  571.12   48.15  8.43 
841221 Linear acting (cylinders)  0.11  0.00 -2.09  110.56   6.33  5.72 
848340 Gears and gearing, other than tooth  0.15  0.00 -2.23  239.82   24.03  10.02 
870850 â€  Driveaxles with differential, whe  0.12  0.00 -2.04  99.38   22.49  22.63 
  Total set of products  9.45  -0.09 -0.99  2,502.14   259.50  10.37 
 Share of total trade (%) 2.8 69.8  1.0 1.5  
 
Table 2.83  Top 10 most affected products in Zambia as a result of the US liberalising its trade 
with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
ZMB 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
240120 Tobacco, partly or wholly stemmed/s  0.02  0.00 -4.45  15.88   119.51  752.53 
240130 Tobacco refuse  0.07  -0.01 -13.41  1.61   4.88  303.80 
710310 Unworked or simply sawn or roughly  0.85  -0.01 -1.01  0.90   0.34  38.03 
710399 Other  0.13  0.00 -2.60  32.95   12.02  36.49 
711319 Of other precious metal, whether or  0.02  0.00 -4.67  799.44   302.90  37.89 
711620 Of precious or semiprecious stones  0.12  0.00 -3.80  77.48   22.50  29.04 
720211 Containing by weight more than 2 %  0.56  0.00 -0.26  8.33   0.88  10.60 
810520 Cobalt mattes and other intermediat  21.40  -0.12 -0.57  25.01   2.54  10.14 
848340 Gears and gearing, other than tooth  0.01  0.00 -2.92  1,144.65   41.06  3.59 
903010 Instruments and apparatus for measu  0.02  0.00 -2.69  115.66   2.93  2.54 
  Total set of products  23.21  -0.15 -0.66  2,221.90   509.58  22.93 
 Share of total trade (%) 82.1 97.4  0.7 2.1  
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4.43  Zimbabwe (ZWE) 
 
Table 2.84  Top 10 most affected products in Zimbabwe as a result of the EU liberalising its 
trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
ZWE 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
070810 Peas (Pisum sativum)  5.38  -0.02 -0.37  0.58   0.46  78.81 
080540 Grapefruit  2.15  -0.04 -1.71  57.20   7.35  12.85 
081090 Other  2.53  -0.01 -0.36  2.52   1.22  48.28 
120930 Seeds of herbaceous plants cultivat  0.17  -0.01 -7.97  27.25   2.22  8.16 
200520 Potatoes  0.06  -0.01 -13.20  3.48   2.53  72.69 
240310 Smoking tobacco, whether or not con  0.52  -0.02 -3.66  0.21   1.19  575.33 
410411 Full grains, unsplit; grain splits  1.07  -0.01 -1.01  136.77   9.98  7.30 
411330 Of reptiles  3.27  -0.09 -2.87  9.19   0.78  8.49 
711411 Of silver, whether or not plated or  0.46  0.00 -0.95  2.68   0.30  11.29 
720241 Containing by weight more than 4 %  117.63  -0.02 -0.01  1.16   0.29  24.98 
  Total set of products  133.24  -0.23 -0.17  241.04   26.32  10.92 
 Share of total trade (%) 30.1 81.6  0.1 0.2  
 
Table 2.85  Top 10 most affected products in Zimbabwe as a result of the US liberalising its 
trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
ZWE 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
240120 Tobacco, partly or wholly stemmed/s  0.53  -0.02 -4.45  15.88   119.51  752.53 
240130 Tobacco refuse  0.17  -0.02 -13.41  1.61   4.88  303.80 
251690 Other monumental or building stone  0.18  0.00 -0.65  0.13   0.03  21.67 
411390 Other  0.89  -0.01 -0.71  0.78   0.14  17.40 
420221 With outer surface of leather, of c  0.01  0.00 -15.29  389.66   160.23  41.12 
430230 Whole skins and pieces or cuttings  0.02  0.00 -8.80  0.60   0.17  28.42 
680293 Granite  0.04  0.00 -2.61  134.54   33.20  24.68 
691200 Ceramic tableware, kitchenware, oth  0.08  0.00 -4.56  82.42   50.37  61.11 
711411 Of silver, whether or not plated or  0.01  0.00 -9.02  17.27   1.94  11.26 
720241 Containing by weight more than 4 %  20.37  -0.09 -0.45  25.33   3.46  13.64 
  Total set of products  22.31  -0.16 -0.70  668.23   373.94  55.96 
 Share of total trade (%) 49.6 96.4  0.2 1.5  
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4.44  Rest of the World (ROW) 
 
Table 2.86  Top 10 most affected products in Rest of the World as a result of the EU 
liberalising its trade with the US 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from 
ROW 
Change 
(in 
millions of 
USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from US 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
210690 Other  1,141.13  -186.7001 -16.36  377.56   245.74  65.09 
271019 Other  
55,395.10  
-690.7812 -1.25  8,748.38   1,110.79  12.70 
293499 Other  1,849.66  -193.8623 -10.48  868.40   246.56  28.39 
382490 Other  3,244.42  -227.6402 -7.02  894.76   282.76  31.60 
392690 Other  3,988.68  -183.6397 -4.60  888.00   224.36  25.27 
870323 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  5,752.97  -319.6829 -5.56  682.61   401.26  58.78 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  939.67  -223.3223 -23.77  797.36   305.47  38.31 
870332 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  7,794.52  -332.1526 -4.26  689.53   415.38  60.24 
870333 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2,  1,036.04  -389.3530 -37.58  2,817.55   643.37  22.83 
880240 Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of a  8,369.67  -309.5889 -3.70  8,547.70   403.94  4.73 
  Total set of products  
89,511.88  
-
3056.7232 
-3.41  
25,311.84  
 4,279.61  16.91 
 Share of total trade (%) 5.4 23.8  10.6 25.2  
 
Table 2.87  Top 10 most affected products in the Rest of the World as a result of the US 
liberalising its trade with the EU 
hs02 Description 
Imports 
from ROW 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
Imports 
from EU 
Change 
(in 
millions 
of USD) 
Change (in 
percentage) 
210690 Other  1,299.77  -133.01 -10.23  298.02   160.46  53.84 
271011 Light oils and preparations  15,937.27  -2647.43 -16.61  
13,453.13  
 5,061.62  37.62 
271019 Other  36,973.13  -1584.39 -4.29  4,746.59   2,121.91  44.70 
293499 Other  1,024.49  -192.50 -18.79  7,064.16   523.36  7.41 
392690 Other  4,088.30  -147.48 -3.61  708.35   170.71  24.10 
401110 Of a kind used on motor cars (inclu  5,370.27  -137.23 -2.56  619.35   158.00  25.51 
640399 Product Description  6,111.16  -139.04 -2.28  346.99   162.95  46.96 
711319 Of other precious metal, whether or  3,662.58  -226.00 -6.17  799.44   302.90  37.89 
870323 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,  43,864.24  -681.07 -1.55  9,905.33   777.38  7.85 
870324 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3,  36,774.44  -777.77 -2.11  
12,324.89  
 896.86  7.28 
  Total set of products  
155,105.65  
-6665.91 -4.30  
50,266.25  
 
10,336.15  
20.56 
 Share of total trade (%) 10.3 38.2  15.0 41.6  
 
 
  
ANNEX 5:  THE TAPES MODEL 
Definition 
The TAPES model is a partial equilibrium model specifically designed to analyse trade and welfare 
implications of trade policies. The model is based on a fully flexible translog specification; it assumes 
that if a product was not exported to the EU by the US before the agreement, the new equilibrium 
resulting from the implementation of the agreement will also contain no exports of that product. This 
is the result of the impossibility of determining the level of “water” in the current applied tariffs. Whilst 
it is possible and likely that the elimination of tariffs may trigger trade in products previously not 
traded, it is impossible to quantify this effect. 
On the other hand, if a product is exported to the EU by a given excluded country, the new equilibrium 
will contain exports (measured as EU imports, from the excluded country to the EU, but probably 
lower. This means that as a result of the agreement, the excluded country will not stop exporting to 
the partner country. This is explained by the non-linear nature of the model where corner-type 
solutions are avoided. Whilst it is perfectly possible that as a result of the agreement an excluded 
country may effectively stop exporting that product, it is a result that might be probably seen in the 
long run. This non-linear approach implies that result should be interpreted as taking place in the short 
run. In addition and given existing data limitations, the model does not consider domestic production, 
domestic consumption or exports; limiting the results to those coming exclusively from imports of the 
partner countries.  
The model can handle very complex supply and demand conditions and policies. This is achieved by 
adding more equations and variables to reflect domestic and export components. The model has been 
used recently in assessing the impact on the EU of the ASEAN integration process.24  
The non-linear nature of the model requires an explanation. The implication is that any starting and 
final point that constitutes equilibrium must be non-zero. The domain of demand functions of the 
model is a continuous that excludes zero. This implies that if a product was not exported to the EU by 
the US before the agreement, the new equilibrium resulting of the implementation of the agreement 
will also consider no exports of that product. On the other hand, if a product is exported to the EU by 
a given excluded country, the new equilibrium will contain exports of the excluded country to the EU, 
                                                             
24CARIS (2011) – Economic Integration in South East Asia and the Impact on the EU 
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2011/may/tradoc_147874.pdf 
   
   
 
 
 
but probably lower. Thus, as a result of the agreement, the excluded country will not stop exporting 
to the partner country.  
The specification used to analyse the effects of the EU-US FTA on excluded countries, given data 
limitations, does not consider domestic production, domestic consumption or exports; limiting the 
results to those coming exclusively from imports.  
To simplify the analysis, we present here the equations that are active or that explain the behaviour 
of the situation modelled and not the complete model.  
𝑃𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤 = (1 + 𝑡𝑚𝑟𝑐
𝑤) ∗ 𝑃𝑊𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤                                    (1) 
Equation 1 relates via the tariff applied to country w on product c, 𝑡𝑚𝑟𝑐
𝑤  , the border price or domestic 
price of product c coming from country w, 𝑃𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤; and the world price of that product from that 
country 𝑃𝑊𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤. The tariff is the parameter that will be changed in each simulation exercise 
according to the scenario. 
 
   
     (2) 
 
Equation 2 is the Translog price index or price aggregator. This equation explains how the aggregate 
price of the imported product c, 𝑃𝑀𝑐  is formed out of the levels of the different border prices and 
the substitution between them given by the parameter of substitution between origins . A 
decrease in the bilateral border price of a given origin will decrease the aggregate price by the second 
term; but that effect will be dampened or increased by the third term that considers the interaction 
with the rest of the prices.  and are technological parameters, calibrated endogenously, 
specific to the product and to the origin respectively. wp identifies countries others that the one under 
consideration. 
 
𝑃𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤 ∗ 𝑄𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤 = 𝑆𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤 ∗ 𝑃𝑀𝑐 ∗ 𝑄𝑀𝑐   (3) 
 
Equation 3 is the share to values equation and is one of the first order conditions of the optimization 
problem. It basically states that the value of the imports from country w of product c, must be equal 
cam
w
camr
   
   
 
 
 
to the share of country w in product c, 𝑆𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤  multiplied by the total value of imports of product c. 
The share is endogenously determined by 
 (4) 
  
Equation 4 states that the share of imports of product c coming from w is a positive relationship of 
the price of product c coming from other countries wp adjusted by the elasticity of substitution. This 
equation determines how imports in quantities are distributed between origins. This is another of the 
first order conditions. is translog beta expenditure share elasticity. 
𝑄𝑀𝑐 = (
𝑃𝑀𝑐
𝑃𝑀̅̅ ̅̅ ?̅?
)
−𝜂𝑐
         (5) 
Equation 5 is the demand for imports of product c. In this case, with no domestic supply of c, it is equal 
to the total demand for product c. The total quantity imported depends on how is the aggregate price 
of imports, 𝑃𝑀𝑐 , respect to the base price 𝑃𝑀̅̅̅̅̅𝑐  and the elasticity of demand. Therefore, any deviation 
of prices from the baseline value will trigger more or less total imports. Finally, the supply of imports 
is defined by 
𝑄𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤 = (
𝑃𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤
𝑃𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)
𝛿𝑐
𝑤
𝑄𝑀𝑅𝑐
𝑤̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅        (6) 
 
The quantity supplied by country w of product c, depends on the ratio of the border price of product 
c and the base price, adjusted by the elasticity of supply. If 𝛿𝑐
𝑤 = 0, for example, the quantity supplied 
by country w cannot be adjusted and the world price of product c supplied by country w will remain 
fixed. All the effect will be on the border price.  
In equations 2 and 4, plays a key role since it is the parameter that allows the substitution across 
origins. The translog specification is very flexible in the sense that not only considers different degrees 
of substitution across origin; but it can also be modelled an Armington type of substitution if this 
parameter is set equal for all partners.  
As a consequence, and to simplify the understanding of the transmission channel; a reduction in the 
EU tariffs for products from the US, for example, will generate a reduction in the aggregate price of 
imports given by equation 1. This reduction in the price of imports will trigger an increase in the 
imports regardless of the origin given by equation 5. On the other hand, the share of each origin in 
total imports is adjusted in equation 4 depending on the elasticity of substitution between origins 
   
   
 
 
 
considering that the price of the imports from the US has fallen and not the others. The result of this 
would increase imports from the US and reduce imports from the rest of the countries. Therefore, 
there are two effects in the demand of imports: a scale effect that increases imports regardless of the 
origin (amenable to the income effect in the Slutsky equation) and a proper substitution effect 
between origins. This suggests that the sum of the change in the imports (in absolute value) in the 
excluded countries would not be equal to the change of imports from the US. There is a trade creation 
component involved.  
  
   
   
 
 
 
Analysis of Small country assumption 
The small country assumption used in the PE model requires some attention. It may seem hard to 
sustain this assumption given the magnitude (in terms of their share in world trade) of both 
signatories. Both the EU and the US represent nearly 30% of world trade; this suggests potential 
important price effects that may be overlooked by this assumption.  
The point is trying to justify to that for the products of interest for the developing countries in 
question, the small country assumption can be considered adequate. 
PE effects will appear exclusively in those products where the MFN tariff is greater than zero. In all 
those products where MFN tariffs are zero, no partial equilibrium effects are expected. Therefore, we 
can limit our analysis to this particular subset of products where MFN tariff is >0. In Table A.3.1, we 
present the list of the top 20 most exported products to the EU from the selected developing 
countries. These products represent nearly 63% of the exports to the EU under positive MFN tariffs.  
In the table, we present the value of the EU imports from these developing countries, the US and the 
total EU imports; as well as the share of the US for each of these 20 products.  
It can be seen that in almost all of those products, the share of the US in the total EU imports tends to 
be very small, indicating that the small country assumption on these products could be justified. In 
the only case where the US market share tends to be slightly high (5.5% of total EU imports), the MFN 
tariff applied on this product is very small; suggesting a small liberalisation effect and consequently 
small price effect.  
Therefore, whilst the evidence is not conclusive it tends to suggest that the small country assumption 
of the US in the EU imports may not be entirely inappropriate. In nearly 2/3 of the products where 
trade effects are expected, the assumption could be justified. There may be, of course, some products 
in the remaining third where the small country assumption may be hard to justify; but in any case, 
these products will tend to be of diminishing importance for this selection of developing countries.   
In Table A.3.2 we present a similar exercise on the US imports. The top 20 imports from the selected 
developing countries represent 71% of the US imports from these countries under positive MFN 
tariffs. In general, it can be seen that the EU market share in these products tends to be small. The 
only exception is oil, where in two products the EU market share is above 10.9% in one case and 43.9% 
in the other.  
Whilst it may be possible to consider a large country assumption for these products, the treatment 
may be misleading as the nature of this extractive activity and, in particular its market structure (the 
   
   
 
 
 
OPEC’s cartel) make it hard to address with a PE exercise. In fact, the results obtained even using a 
small country assumption should be taken with extreme care. 
As a consequence, there is some support for the small country assumption. It is clear that in the most 
important products for these countries, the assumption may be valid. Whilst the assumption may not 
be appropriate for other products, we are confident that given the low trade of the LIC in those 
products, a large country assumption will change substantially neither the general nor the country 
specific results. 
 
  
   
   
 
 
 
Table A.3.1. - 2010 US market share in EU imports in top 20 LIC most exported products to 
the EU. 
 
  
	Product	 Description	 MFN	tariff	 Imports	from	LIC	
Imports	from	
US	
Total	EU	
imports	
US	
market	
share	
620342	
Men’s/boys’	trousers,	bib	&	
brace	overalls,	breechI...	
12.00	
										1,951,022		
																
20,429		 							6,775,175		 0.3%	
760110	 Aluminium,	not	alloyed,	
unwrought	
3.00	
										1,426,997		
																
26,092		 							6,307,758		 0.4%	
620462	
Women’s/girls’,	trousers,	bib	&	
brace	overalls,	br...	
12.00	
														922,011		
																
56,304		 							5,274,416		 1.1%	
610510	
Men's/boys'	shirts,	
knitted/crocheted,	of	cotton	
12.00	
														636,874		
																			
3,641		 							1,718,557		 0.2%	
620520	 Men's/boys'	shirts	(excl.	
knitted/crocheted),	of	c...	
12.00	
														575,488		
																			
4,777		 							3,297,432		 0.1%	
030613	
Shrimps	&	prawns,	whether/not	
in	shell,	frozen	
13.00	
														547,101		
																			
1,755		 							3,380,923		 0.1%	
271112	 Propane,	liquefied	 1.57	
														302,017		
														
409,212		 							7,443,246		 5.5%	
420310	 Articles	of	apparel,	of	
leather/composition	leathe...	
4.00	
														262,271		
																			
7,307		 							1,341,663		 0.5%	
180310	 Cocoa	paste,	not	defatted	 9.60	
														245,239		
																											
2		 										791,534		 0.0%	
180400	 Cocoa	butter,	fat	&	oil	 7.70	
														213,736		
																						
135		 										777,754		 0.0%	
610610	 Women's/girls'	blouses,	shirts	&	
shirt-blouses,	kn...	
12.00	
														197,404		
																			
2,194		 										872,635		 0.3%	
720241	
Ferro-chromium,	containing	by	
weight	>4%	of	carbon...	
4.00	
														197,142		
																						
679		 							1,737,946		 0.0%	
160414	
Tunas,	skipjack	&	bonito	(Sarda	
spp.),	prepared/pr...	
24.07	
														196,403		
																								
12		 							2,155,551		 0.0%	
271113	 Butanes,	liquefied	 0.35	
														161,882		
																
41,362		 							1,980,830		 2.1%	
620530	
Men's/boys'	shirts	(excl.	
knitted/crocheted),	of	m...	
12.00	
														159,205		
																						
590		 										306,771		 0.2%	
610990	
T-shirts,	singlets	&	other	vests,	
knitted/crochete...	 12.00	 														137,524		
																
10,934		 							2,409,312		 0.5%	
411310	
Leather	further	prepared	after	
tanning/crusting,	i...	
3.50	
														134,033		
																								
60		 										242,528		 0.0%	
060210	 Unrooted	cuttings	&	slips	 2.00	
														127,069		
																						
579		 										211,220		 0.3%	
520812	
Woven	fabrics	of	cotton,	
unbleached,	containing	85...	 8.00	 														121,486		
																						
284		 										345,143		 0.1%	
611011	
Jerseys,	pullovers,	cardigans,	
waist-coats	&	simil...	
11.50	
														118,087		
																			
1,941		 							1,122,962		 0.2%	
Total	Selection	
										8,632,993		
														
588,288		 				48,493,357		 1.2%	
Total	Imports	of	products	with	MFN>0	 								13,608,350		
								
79,442,136		 		539,319,269		 14.7%	
Share	of	products	 63.4%	 0.7%	 9.0%	 8.2%	
	
   
   
 
 
 
Table A.3.2. - 2010 EU market share in US imports in top 20 LIC most exported products to 
the US. 
 
  
		 		 MFN	tariff	
Imports	from	
LIC	
Import	from	
EU27	 Total	US	imports	
EU	
market	
share	
620342	
Men's/boys'	trousers,	bib	&	
brace	overalls,	breech...	
8.97	
										1,692,153		 																	70,691		 												5,687,005		 1.2%	
271011	
Light	petroleum	oils	&	
preparations	
7.00	
										1,568,291		 										17,265,958		 										39,319,249		 43.9%	
611020	
Jerseys,	pullovers,	cardigans,	
waist-coats	&	simil	
10.75	
										1,197,154		 																	40,766		 												9,434,857		 0.4%	
620462	
Women's/girls',	trousers,	bib	
&	brace	overalls,	br...	
8.15	
										1,015,483		 																	43,899		 												5,250,914		 0.8%	
271019	
Petroleum	oils	&	oils	
obtained	from	bituminous	
min...	
6.40	
													936,582		 												6,001,520		 										55,175,098		 10.9%	
610910	
T-shirts,	singlets	&	other	
vests,	knitted/crochete...	
16.50	
													701,947		 																	25,077		 												4,357,757		 0.6%	
620520	
Men's/boys'	shirts	(excl.	
knitted/crocheted),	of	c...	
14.20	
													605,248		 																	83,597		 												3,073,970		 2.7%	
630260	 Toilet	linen	&	kitchen	linen,	
of	terry	towelling/s...	
9.10	
													604,427		 																	12,304		 												1,811,004		 0.7%	
610510	
Men's/boys'	shirts,	
knitted/crocheted,	of	cotton	
19.70	
													399,535		 																	11,734		 												1,701,005		 0.7%	
630231	
Bed	linen	(excl.	
knitted/crocheted),	of	cotton	
(ex...	
10.82	
													306,265		 																	77,323		 												1,606,801		 4.8%	
610462	
Women's/girls'	trousers,	bib	
&	brace	overalls,	bre...	
12.60	
													297,665		 																			2,946		 												1,531,738		 0.2%	
611030	
Jerseys,	pullovers,	cardigans,	
waist-coats	&	simil...	
15.32	
													275,810		 																	42,256		 												4,315,872		 1.0%	
620343	
Men's/boys'	trousers,	bib	&	
brace	overalls,	breech...	
11.53	
													198,095		 																			3,930		 												1,244,995		 0.3%	
630710	
Floor-cloths,	dish-cloths,	
dusters	&	similar	clean...	
4.70	
													195,295		 																			4,993		 															459,813		 1.1%	
611120	
Babies'	garments	&	clothing	
accessories,	knitted/c...	
14.00	
													173,752		 																			5,818		 												1,711,712		 0.3%	
610120	
Men's/boys'	overcoats,	car-
coats,	capes,	cloaks,	a...	
15.90	
													166,490		 																			2,106		 															740,974		 0.3%	
630221	
Bed	linen	(excl.	
knitted/crocheted),	printed,	
of	c...	
10.50	
													161,833		 																	22,096		 															448,459		 4.9%	
620920	
Babies'	garments	&	clothing	
accessories	(excl.	kni...	 12.73	 													149,263		 																			2,888		 															485,742		 0.6%	
650590	
Other	hats	&	other	headgear,	
knitted/crocheted,/ma...	
6.08	
													143,495		 																	28,333		 												1,448,806		 2.0%	
620630	
Women's/girls'	blouses,	
shirts	&	shirt-blouses	(ex...	
9.30	
													125,984		 																	28,427		 												1,224,931		 2.3%	
Total	Selection	 								10,914,764		 										23,776,661		 								141,030,704		 16.9%	
Total	Imports	of	products	with	MFN>0	 								15,309,844		 								174,761,953		 								945,356,715		 18.5%	
Share	of	products	 71%	 14%	 15%	 		
	
   
   
 
 
 
Elasticities  
Choosing the appropriate values for elasticities is a difficult task since they need to reflect accurately 
how quantities change with price changes and vice versa. Their sizes depend on several factors 
including taste, technology, etc. Unfortunately, there are not many studies that estimate trade 
elasticities. Kee, Nicita and Olarreaga (2009)25 provide import demand elasticities estimated for HS 6 
digits products. Whilst elasticities for the US are estimated, only individual EU member countries are 
considered and therefore, there is no single “European” elasticity estimated. As a result, the EU 
elasticity needs to be calculated as an average of individual EU countries’ demand elasticities.  
Initial estimates of the PE model using these import demand elasticities, however, suggest implausibly 
large scale effects dominating substitution effects therefore increasing the demand for imports from 
excluded countries. In order to avoid this unlikely result, the model uses instead averages of the Kee 
et al. (2009) estimates for three types of goods as classified by Rauch (1999):  homogenous goods, 
referenced priced and differentiated goods.  These assumed average elasticities correct some of the 
very large effects found in the initial simulations.   
Table 2. 88 Elasticity of demand used in the model 
 European Union United States 
Homogenous goods 0.78 0.72 
Referenced Priced 1.13 1.3 
Differentiated Goods 2.02 2.05 
 
Finally, the elasticity of substitution across import sources plays a central role in the results. This 
reflects how the model substitutes the origin of imports after a shock. Most PE models use the 
standard rule of thumb of setting the elasticities of substitution across origins at double the elasticity 
of demand.26 However, the problem with this approach, and particularly of the CES specification, is 
that it assigns the same degree of substitutability to all origins. This is difficult to accept in the context 
of the current study where countries with very dissimilar levels of development are considered, and 
as confirmed in the previous part of this study by looking into the Bilateral RCA. Given their tastes and 
                                                             
25 Hiau Looi Kee & Alessandro Nicita & Marcelo Olarreaga, 2009."Estimating Trade Restrictiveness Indices," 
Economic Journal, Royal Economic Society, vol. 119(534), pages 172-199, 01. 
26 The rule is based on the tiered demand structure that says that the substitution must be higher between 
origins than between domestic and imported products.  
   
   
 
 
 
level of income, EU consumers are likely to have a higher substitutability between products from 
countries with similar level of development. If one assumes that higher income countries produce 
higher quality goods. For example, two similar products imported from the US and from one 
developing country are likely to have a lower degree of substitution than two similar imported from 
two developing countries.  
To address this problem the TAPES model is set using a translog demand function that allows different 
elasticities of substitution depending in the pair of countries involved. Also in order to simplify the 
analysis, imports coming from the DFID 43 countries are assumed to have an elasticity set at twice the 
value of the elasticity of demand, whilst the products coming from the ROW are substitutable at three 
times the value of the elasticity of demand. The implication of this assumption is that the ROW bears 
most of the adjustment relative to the 43 LIC. 
 
 
